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Summary
The current thesis contributes to the field of social and affective psychology,
with a focus on the perception of social cues from groups or crowds of people. While to
date there is a wealth of literature in this area on the perception of social and emotional
cues when perceiving single persons, little is known about how these cues are perceived
in crowds. This is an issue that needs to be addressed, since crowds represent situations
rich in social and emotional information. As such the study of perceptual mechanisms
of social and emotional cues in crowds could broaden our understanding of how
efficiently social information from other humans, including groups of people, is
determined.
A review of the literature on the perception of emotional and social attentional
cues was first discussed and the main theories relevant to these areas, including dual
systems theories of emotion processing and a similar theory of social attentional cue
processing, as well as theories of the nature and perception of emotion, were also
discussed. The perception of emotion in particular was discussed from a multisensory
perspective. For the purposes of the experiments described in the thesis, dynamic
crowds were created from virtual characters (for a full description of the creation of
these stimuli see Chapter 2). For the purpose of investigating the role of multisensory
processes in the social perception of crowds, auditory and visual cues were first created
which included individual auditory and visual emotional cues (in the form of emotional
voices and emotional body language), crowds of characters expressing emotional cues
(again, voices and emotional body language), crowds of characters expressing averted
head and gaze orientations, and social attentional vocal cues.
The first half of the thesis focused on an investigation of the perception of
emotion in crowds, and the second half focused on whether crowd stimuli can affect the
deployment of social attention. First, using a priming study, it was ascertained that
emotional prosodic cues can affect the perception of emotional body language across all
six basic emotions, as was expected according to the predictions of previous literature
on multisensory emotion perception (Chapter 3). The recognition of emotion from
virtual humans was also investigated in this chapter. Virtual humans were found to be
efficient portrayers of emotional cues but emotion was more easily determined from
depictions of real characters.

Ill

The experiments in Chapter 4 investigated how emotion was perceived from a
crowd of characters when each character expressed different emotions, and found that
efficient perception is dependent on the level of consistency with which emotions are
displayed across the characters in the crowd. It was also found that, unlike perception of
emotion in individuals, the emotional state of a crowd of characters is not categorically
perceived.
While it is thought that emotional cues in particular are integrated across
modalities in an automatic and mandatory fashion (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a;
Massaro & Egan, 1996), it is not known whether this same integration of auditory and
visual cues of emotion occurs across crowds. The experiments in Chapter 5 were
designed to investigate whether audition can affect visual perception of the emotion in
crowds using a standard crossmodal bias paradigm, and found that the presence of an
auditoiy cue of emotion significantly biased the categorisation of emotion in visually
perceived crowds. Evidence for bidirectional effects between audition and visual was
also found in that visual information on the emotion of a crowd affected the
categorisation of auditory emotion. These findings suggest that, similar to the
perception of emotion in individuals, bidirectional links exist between auditory and
visual cues for the perception of emotion in crowds.
The focus was then shifted to the perception of social attentional cues from
crowds. The experiments described in Chapter 6 were designed to investigate the
efficacy of eye gaze of characters in a crowd as an attentional cue, using a modified
Posner paradigm. There was no evidence that eye gaze of a crowd was an effective
attentional cue, even when the eye gaze was in a consistent direction across all
characters in a crowd.

The subsequent experiments were designed to investigate

whether head orientation was a more salient cue for orienting attention (Chapter 7).
Head orientation of characters in a crowd was found to effectively reorient attention,
particularly at long stimulus onset asynchronies and when the direction of the heads in
the crowd was consistent. In the final experiment in this chapter, the effect of
multisensory cues from crowd displays (i.e. head and voice direction) on the orienting
of attention was investigated. There was no evidence found for multisensory effects on
attentional allocation since the addition of a directionally congruent auditory cue did not
facilitate the observed visual cueing effect, as would be expected if social attentional
cues were integrated in the same automatic fashion as are cues of emotion.

IV

The results of the experiments from this thesis have implications on our
understanding of social perception from crowds. In the final chapter the differences
between the roles of single individuals versus crowds in social perception is discussed.
There was evidence of multisensory integration of emotional cues when
expressed by both individuals (Chapter 3) and crowds (Chapter 5), which suggests that
multisensory emotion integration is robust to the number of individuals perceived; this
robust effect was also discussed. Further investigations should refine the work presented
in the present thesis on the perception of crowds, and acknowledge that the use of
crowds in social perception represents a chance to advance our current knowledge of the
field.
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1.1

Introduction to social perception
Humans are fundamentally social animals. Every time we perceive another

human, we are inundated with a wealth of socially relevant signals. Our brains appear to
be specifically developed for social interaction (Brothers, 1990; Blake & Shifffar, 2007)
to the extent that there is a known correlation between the mean social group size of a
species and their neocortical volume (Dunbar, 1998). In light of this, we can see that
social cues are of high adaptive value. Furthermore, it makes adaptive sense that we
would wish to optimise our interactions with others. For example, Adolphs (1999) has
pointed out that living with coexisting groups is safer than surviving alone, and provides
more opportunities for food and mate choices. If it is the case that it is beneficial to our
survival to coexist in social groups, then correctly interpreting social information from
others would enable social cohesion within these groups, as was posited by Allison,
Puce and McCarthy (2000). Social cues can take many forms, and can be presented to
and encoded by different sensory modalities. Social cues can also be combined within
and across the senses during perception in a number of ways to achieve maximum
accuracy in identifying the motivations, plans and attitudes of others in our
environment.
Humans have evolved and continue to live in large social groups. However, there
is little research to date on the perception of social cues from large groups or crowds.
Research into the perception of crowds could benefit the field of social perception
research greatly, as it is an area that could enhance our understanding of the
mechanisms of social perception. Crowds represent situations that are rich in social
information, but the perception of this information from crowds has been hitherto
unexplored. There does exist a body of literature on crowd behaviour and crowd
control, stemming from early theories of crowds by Gustave LeBon (1896/2006) and
Leon Festinger (see Festinger, Pepitone & Newcomb, 1952) who theorised that crowds
fostered deindividuation and anonymity of the individual, leading to ‘mob’ behaviour.
Similarly John Cacioppo has investigated how emotional expressions propagate within
crowds and found that emotional expressions are spread quickly through members of a
crowd so that the crowd will all express the same emotion in a short space of time,
potentially explaining the spread of anger in mobs (Hatfield, Cacioppo & Rapson,
1993). Recent interest in crowds has arisen in computer science, with a view to
simulating crowds for games and movies, notably by Daniel Thalman (Thalman &
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Musse, 2007). Thalman has attempted to model realistic crowd behaviour in virtual
crowds, maintaining the appearance of individual agency of virtual humans in the crowd
while applying general algorithms to their overall behaviour. Despite interest in crowd
psychology from these aspects, however, little research to date has been performed on
the perception of social information in crowds. Specifically there is little known on the
multisensory perception of social information in crowds. The current thesis thus focuses
on the following questions: how do we perceive multisensory social information from
crowds of individuals, and what social cues are efficiently perceived from crowds?
Broadly, there are two possible ways in which social information can be perceived
from crowds of individuals. First, the processes involved in the perception of social
cues from crowds could be the same as those involved in the perception of social
information from individuals. On the other hand, given the complexity of information
available from a crowd, it may be the case that social information is determined in a
different manner from crowds of individuals than from a single individual. While one
might assume that the mechanisms underlying the perception of crowds will be different
to those underlying individuals, by virtue of the fact that crowd scenes are bigger and
therefore potentially more complex, there is also reason to believe that processing
individual and crowd social cues may be similar. Social cues are capable of shifting our
attention in a visual scene, and more visual attention is allocated to objects that are
biologically relevant. For instance in an early study, Alfred Yarbus (1967) developed
eye tracking methods which revealed that more fixations are made to the eyes of a
person in a scene than anywhere else in that scene.

Birmingham, Bischoff and

Kingstone (2009) replicated Yarbus’ findings with modem eye-tracking technology.
Research on the reorienting effects of social cues has also found that these cues direct
our attention more efficiently than do non-social cues such as arrows. FMRI
investigations performed by Tipper, Handy, Giesbrecht and Kingstone (2008) found
increased BOLD activation in ventral frontal and lateral occipital cortical areas in
response to gaze cues relative to arrow cues, which they attributed to the biological
relevance of gaze relative to arrows. Since social information is capable of attracting
and reorienting our attention there is no reason to believe that this mechanism differs
when the information is being conveyed by multiple individuals. If it is important for
the brain to attend to social information at the cost of attending to other information in
the environment then it is probable that the number of individuals expressing social
information is not going to affect this robust mechanism.
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The aim of the current chapter is to provide a review of social perception from a
multisensory perspective. Since social cues are typically multisensory events (e.g. I see
my friend waving, and she shouts “hi!”) it can be argued that they should be
investigated across modalities (see Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972; de Gelder &
Vroomen, 2000a). Two main research areas will be focused on: first, the perception of
emotion, specifically from a multisensory perspective, (in section 1.2), and second,
social attentional cues, and how the allocation of attention can be affected by social
information (in section 1.3). These two areas represent significant themes in the
literature documenting perception of social information.

Relevant debates within

perception research relating to emotional and attentional information will be discussed
with reference to crowd perception. Theories on the mechanisms of emotional
processing, and social attentional processing, proposed in the literature (see LeDoux,
1989; de Gelder, 2006; Klein, Shepherd & Platt, 2009) will also be discussed. The
theoretical implications of both emotion perception research and social attentional cue
research will then be synthesised to predict how social cues in crowds are perceived (in
section 1.4). Finally, an outline of the current thesis in relation to this subject matter is
also given (section 1.5).
1.2

Emotion and perception
“Everyone knows what an emotion is until asked to give a definition” (Fehr &

Russell, 1984, p464). This quotation identifies the depth of confusion and controversy
in emotion research. On the surface, emotion would appear to be an almost redundant
area of research. Everyone knows what emotion is, so what is there to study? In reality,
the field of emotion research is laden with controversy. Throughout history, emotion
research has waxed and waned in popularity, being all but ignored for the first half of
the 20* century, and has been studied from various different angles, such that
philosophy, psychology, sociology, linguistics and economics all have their take on
emotion.
To define emotion, then, is difficult. Many researchers characterise emotion as a
phenomenon, and rather than define a phenomenon, one can only describe it through
theorising and explaining its different facets (e.g. Clore & Ortony, 2000). According to
Borod (1993), to view emotion as a single entity is a category error, and it is more
appropriate to view it as an organising principle. Just as cognition refers to multiple
processes such as perception, attention and memory, so too does emotion refer to a
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range of processes and discrete emotional systems. This characterisation of emotion is
echoed by Anderson & Phelps (2000) in their categorising of emotion as a
“constellation of sundry functions”. The multifaceted nature of emotion will be
discussed with reference to different theories and findings. Since one focus in the
current thesis is on the perception of emotions, the manner in which social information
is perceived within and across different modalities will then be discussed.
1.2.1

Emotion or emotions?
It is clear that when we discuss emotion, we are not discussing a single state.

Emotions are categorised most often in terms of‘basic’ emotions (Ekman, 1992; Izard,
1977; Tomkins, 1962; Plutchik, 1962) such that those thought to be universal,
biologically-based and cross-cultural. Different theorists include different emotions
under their definition of basic emotions (see Ortony & Turner, 1990, for a discussion on
these definitions), but those typically named as ‘basic’ include anger, disgust, fear,
happiness, sadness and surprise (Ekman, Friesen & Ellsworth, 1982). There is, however,
some controversy about the inclusion of disgust and surprise as being basic emotions,
since they may potentially fall under other emotional categories (Panksepp, 1998;
Ortony & Turner, 1990).
Theories differ on the separateness of different emotional states. There are two
general approaches to emotion. Some researchers believe different emotions are merely
different levels of varying dimensions, like coordinates in emotional space, whereas
others believe that different emotions are functionally separate categories. As observed
previously by Calder, Lawrence & Young (2001) there is some similarity between the
distinction between categorical theories and dimensional theories of emotion, and the
related argument of emotion being processed either within a single, global system, or
whether the different emotions are processed by different systems in the brain. These
two main approaches permeate much of emotion research, and most theories can be
categorised as being fi-om one camp or the other.
For example, it has been proposed that there is one main global emotion
processor (Malatesta, Davis & Culver, 1984) and that emotion is modularised in the
brain as one system (see Fodor’s concept of a modular brain, 1983). The theory of
modularity of emotion suggests that there are specific areas or modules within the brain
dedicated to processing emotion information. It was once thought that all emotions were
processed in the limbic system (Maclean, 1952), although this was shown not to be the
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case (LeDoux, 1987, 1992; see also Calder, Lawrence et al., 2001). Other theories, such
as the right-hemispheric dominance theory of emotion proposed by Borod (1993),
suggested that all emotion processing was conducted in the right hemisphere of the
cortex.
The amygdala has also been implicated in this global emotion processing
model since it appears to have a role in enhancing visual cortical activation in response
to any emotional stimuli (e.g. see Adolphs, 2004). The amygdala is a small almondshaped cortical structure located in the medial temporal lobe. It contains different nuclei
that subserve different functions. For instance, the medial nucleus of the amygdala is
involved in olfactory recognition (Brennan, Kaba & Keveme, 1990). The central
nucleus of the amygdala is involved in modulating stress-related behaviours
(Roozendaal, Koolhaas & Bohus, 1997), and the lateral nucleus of the amygdala is a site
of multisensory convergence, receiving inputs from visual, auditory and somatosensory
cortices (Murray & Mishkin, 1985; Nahm, Tranel, Damasio & Damasio, 1993). The
amygdala is also associated with fear conditioning (Pare, Quirk & LeDoux, 2003). The
amygdala is also responsible for a number of other emotion processes such as learning
affective associations (Todorov & Olsen, 2008), modulating emotional memories
(Cahill & McGaugh, 1998), forming emotional memories (LeDoux, 1996), processing
emotional valence (Anders, Eippert, Weiskopf & Veit, 2008) and evaluating the
emotionality of stimuli (Kling & Brothers, 1992) and it is thought to receive emotional
inform.ation via a thalam.o-cortical pathway (LeDoux, 1992).
However, other researchers have challenged this view of the amygdala being an
“emotional computer” (LeDoux, 1996). Three other potential roles of the amygdala
have been summarised by Adolphs (2002). Firstly, it has been suggested that the main
role of the amygdala is to process threat-related stimuli (Adolphs, Russell & Tranel,
1999; Adolphs & Tranel, 2000). A second possibility is that the role of the amygdala is
to resolve perceptual ambiguities in the environment (Whalen, 1998). Thirdly, it has
been suggested that the primary function of the amygdala is to trigger behavioural
withdrawal from the relevant situations (Anderson, Spencer, Fulbright & Phelps, 2000).
However, the majority of research has found that the highest amount of activation
occurs in the amygdala when perceiving specifically fearful stimuli (see Table 1).
Amygdaloid lesions are associated with a loss of fearful behaviour in Kliiver-Bucy
syndrome (Kliiver & Bucy, 1939). While the amygdala does show activation during
perception of happy expressions, it shows more activation to fearful stimuli (Morris et
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al., 1996). Calder, Young, Rowland and colleagues (1996) reported 2 patients with
bilateral amygdala damage who showed extremely impaired recognition of fear relative
to the recognition of the other five basic emotions from facial expressions. Hence it is
possible that the primary role of the amygdala in emotion perception is in the perception
of fear. Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio and Damasio (1995) based on their amygdaloid
lesion studies, reported a double dissociation between face processing and fear
recognition following amygdala lesions in human patients. The authors proposed that
one role of the amygdala in emotion perception is to link facial expression information
to conceptual knowledge of fear. It is clear from the studies discussed here that the
amygdala is a structure with multiple functions and does not represent a module in the
brain devoted to processing emotional information and expression.
A potential resolution to the componential versus global views of emotion
debate is that emotional processing can be conceived of along a structure-function
spectrum. As such, all emotional processing is modality- and emotion-specific at one
end of a structure-function spectrum (Anderson & Phelps, 2000; Damasio 1990), but
emotion information can converge into an amodal representation at the other end of the
spectrum.

It has further been suggested that this convergence into an amodal

representation results in activation of the right somatosensory cortex, which allows the
internal representation of emotional information (Adolphs, Damasio, Tranel, Cooper &
Damasio, 2000; Damasio, 1994). Adolphs and colleagues (2000) investigated 108
patients with focal cortical lesions and found that patients with lesions to their right
somatosensory cortex were unable to recognise facial expressions of emotion. Adolphs
and colleagues interpreted this finding as support for Damasio’s earlier theory (1994) of
emotion recognition being contingent on the ability to mentally recall one’s own
expression of that emotion and to simulate that emotion in order to recognise it, based
on mirror neuron theory (Rizzolatti, Fadiga, Gallese & Fogassi, 1996). Hence emotional
information from the amygdala and cortical inputs converges to the somatosensory
cortex to allow this simulation, which then allows recognition of emotion from the
expressions of others (Adolphs et al., 2000).
Neuropsychological evidence also supports the idea of modality- and emotionspecific substrates. For instance, fearful expressions are specifically processed by the
amygdala, which has been shown to produce more activation in response to viewing
fearful expressions than viewing angry or neutral expressions (Whalen et al., 1998).
Furthermore, processing fear information appears to be the most susceptible of all
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emotion categories to disruption caused by lesions, whereas happiness recognition
appears to relatively safe from impairment due to neurological lesions (Adolphs,
Damasio, Tranel & Damasio, 1996). Electrophysiological research in neurotypical
children has shown that angry, happy and fearful faces elicit different event related
potentials (measured as positive and negative components across the scalp) in infants as
young as 7 months, suggesting that the different emotions are neurally differentiable
from an early age (Nelson & de Haan, 1997), Fear perception tends to produce more
BOLD activation in emotionally selective (amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex, posterior
cingulate cortex, anterior insula, retrospinal cortex, and nucleus accumbens) and action
selective areas of the brain (inferior frontal gyrus, precentral gyrus, inferior parietal
lobule, intraparietal sulcus, and motor areas such as the precentral gyrus, caudate
nucleus and putamen), whereas perceiving expressions of happiness produces enhanced
activation in the striate cortex only relative to perception of neutral expressions (de
Gelder, Snyder, Greve, Gerard & Hadjikhani, 2004). The difference in activation found
here by de Gelder and colleagues (2004) whereby perceiving fearful expressions led to
increased activation in more neural areas than happiness could be because reacting to a
fearful expression is neeessary for our survival, whereas reacting to happiness may not
be so important to accurately perceive and therefore is not likely to recruit several
neural areas for its processing. Several studies suggest that the processing of disgust is
underpinned by a distinct neural subsystem within the insula, putamen and basal ganglia
(see Table 1). Furthermore, there is also evidence that the orbitofrontal and anterior
cingulate cortex are active during perception of angry facial expressions, but the
amygdala is not (Blair, Morris, Frith, Perrett & Dolan, 1999). The involvement of the
orbitofrontal cortex in anger recognition is potentially explained by this region’s
association with behavioural inhibition, as evidenced by the inability of patients with
orbitofrontal lesions to inhibit behaviours (Rolls, 1996). Since the function of anger is
thought to be the cessation of inappropriate social behaviour in others (Averill, 1982) it
makes sense that perceiving anger in the expressions of an individual would cause
activation in the area of the brain involved in behavioural inhibition.
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Table 1
Neural areas associated specifically with the processing of information from different
emotion categories (excepted where stated otherwise, all studies listed are functional
MRI studies performed on neurotypical participants).
Emotion
Fear

Neural areas
implicated
Left amygdala
Dorso-lateral frontal
cortex

Sadness
Anger

Happiness
Disgust

Left amygdala
Right temporal lobe
Right orbitofrontal
cortex
Cingulate cortex
Medial temporal
gyrus
Ventral striatum
Amygdala
Basal Ganglia
Anterior Insula
Right putamen

Associated literature
Breiter et al, 1996
Phillips et al., 1997
Whalen et al., 1998
Sprengelmeyer, Rausch, Eysel &
Przuntek, 1998

Blair et al, 1999
Sprengelmeyer et al, 1998
Blair etal, 1999
Sprengelmeyer et al, 1998
Calder, Keane, Lawrence & Manes,
2004

Morris et al, 1996
Whalen et al, 1998
Phillips et al, 1997
Sprengelmeyer et al, 1998
Krolak-Salmon et al, 2003

Differences between perception of the different emotions are also observable
using behavioural methods. For instance, negative stimuli are better remembered due to
increased sensory processing at the time of encoding, as was seen by the higher levels
of BOLD activation in temporal-occipital cortices during perception of negative stimuli
as compared with that of positive stimuli (Mickley & Kensinger, 2008), and negative
emotional stimuli are generally judged as having a longer duration than positive stimuli
(Tipples, 2008a). According to the “Alarm” hypothesis proposed by Walk & Homan
(1984), it is more important from an evolutionary perspective to accurately recognise
emotions such as fear and anger, since they alert the observer to potential threats in the
environment, and therefore these emotions are more recognisable than others. The role
of fear and anger perception in responding to threats is an example of the different
functions that emotions have within human interaction.
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Dissociations between disorders of emotion also indicate that different
components and modality specific neural substrates exist. For instance, dissociations
have been found between the ability to interpret emotional expressions and the ability to
express these emotions (Borod, Koff, Lorch & Nicholas, 1986), suggesting a fiinctional
dissociation between perception and expression of emotion. This potentially represents
a breakdown at some point on the structure-function spectrum of emotion processing
proposed by Anderson and Phelps (2000) and Damasio (1990). Dissociations between
the recognition of moving and static emotional stimuli have also been reported by
Adolphs, Tranel & Damasio (2001). For example, the patient with this dissociation was
able to simulate observed emotional expressions without explicitly being able to
identify them. Some studies have suggested dissociation at a neural level between the
perception of emotion across different modalities. For example, in a review paper
Adolphs (2002) claimed that neural underpinnings of emotion may differ between
modalities. The processing of facial expressions appears to recruit both the fusiform
gyrus and superior temporal gyrus (Haxby, Hoffman & Gobbini, 2002) whereas vocal
expressions of emotion were not shown to activate the fusiform gyrus (Phillips et al.,
1998) and the orbitofrontal cortex is activated during the processing of both facial and
vocal recognition of emotions (Homak, Rolls & Wade, 1996). Furthermore, patients
with perceptual deficits in the recognition of facial expressions but preserved
recognition of identity from faces have been reported, as well as patients with
perceptual deficits in identity recognition but not facial expression recognition from
faces (Young, Newcombe, de Haan, Small & Hay, 1993), although amygdala lesions
have been associated with impairment of facial expression recognition (Adolphs, Tranel
et al., 1999) and vocal expression recognition (Scott et al., 1997) leading Calder,
Lawrence et al. (2001) to conclude that the amygdala is implicated in the recognition of
emotion across the auditory and visual modalities. Patients with emotion processing
deficits specific to one modality such as vision (Anderson & Phelps, 1998), or prosodic
processing in audition (Borod et al., 1998) have also been reported. It is also likely that
the neural substrates of emotional vocal and facial input processing are separable to
different degrees for different emotion categories. Phillips et al. (1998) found using
fMRI that while vocal and facial expressions of fear both activate the amygdala, vocal
expressions of disgust only activated the superior temporal gyrus whereas facial
expressions of disgust activated the superior temporal gyrus, the anterior insula and the
caudate-putamen. However, Calder, Keane, Manes, Antoun and Young (2000)
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investigated the case of patient NK, who suffered lesions to the insula and basal ganglia
regions, and revealed an impairment of disgust across the modalities, with preserved
recognition of other emotions, suggesting that the disgust recognition system may be
multimodal and separable to other emotion systems. Calder acknowledged that his
findings were not compatible with those of Phillips and colleagues (1998) so it appears
that further research is required to elucidate the separability of the disgust recognition
network from other emotion recognition systems in the brain. It is clear from the
neuropsychological literature that the different emotions and the perception of emotion
in different modalities then are mediated by disparate but interconnected neural
substrates.
Componential theories characterise emotion as being an umbrella term for a
number of different processes. For instance, Lang (1978, 1988) characterised emotion
as having three separate components, namely arousal, overt behaviour and verbal
reports, but also theorised that these components are experienced as a unified process.
Another componential theory of emotion was put forward by Borod (1993), which
proposed that the componential processes in emotion are those of cognitive appraisal,
emotional expression, arousal and subjective feelings. Moreover, these processes are
subserved by four processing modes: perception, expression, experience and arousal.
Different communicative channels were hypothesised to be in operation in Borod’s
characterisation of emotion also, such that emotional information from different
modalities was perceived from the face, prosody, lexical emotion, speech content,
gesture and posture. Other componential theories offer differing numbers of
components, for example Kennedy-Moore & Watson (1999) viewed emotion as having
three components: physical expression, subjective experience and physiological arousal.
Scherer’s component process model (1987) posited five component goals of emotion,
corresponding to five processes with the purpose to evaluate stimuli (cognitive process),
regulate internal states and prepare for action (neurophysiological process), take into
account motivations and personal tendencies (motivational process), give a reaction and
express intention of aetions to others (expressive process), and internally monitor these
changes in state (subjective, feeling process). Aecording to Scherer, emotion is defined
as the aetivation of all five processes. The perception of emotions according to
componential theories are based, therefore, on different, distinct patterns of change
within these systems that have developed due to biological and social constraints, rather
than discrete emotional subsystems per se. Scherer suggested that there is a lot of
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interconnectivity between these subsystems and that they each affect processing in the
other subsystem.
Another source of disagreement in the emotion literature is whether emotions
are dimensional or categorical in nature. Theories of emotion based on dimensional
model hold that emotions are points in dimensional space, e.g. in a 2-dimensional
theory , of emotion, emotions vary along each dimension of arousal and valence (see
Russell, 1980; Plutchik, 1980; Lang, Greenwald, Bradley & Hamm, 1993; see also
Rolls, 1993 for a 2-dimensional model based on animal learning in the context of
behavioural reinforcement). An opposing view of emotion holds that different emotions
are entirely discrete and separate from each other. Theories of discrete emotional
categories hold that different emotions are qualitatively different states, rather than
quantitatively differentiated along various dimensions (see e.g. Izard, 1971 and
Tomkins, 1962). Evidence from the neuropsychological domain suggests that if
emotions vary along different dimensions, then neurological damage would affect all
emotions. In contrast, generally emotion deficits result in impainnent in the processing
of one specific emotion, as observed in a review of the neuropsychological literature by
Calder, Lawrence et al. (2001). For example it has been found by Sprengelmeyer and
colleagues (1998) that sufferers of Huntington’s Disease commonly lose the ability to
perceive disgust, and this is thought to be associated with the degeneration of the basal
ganglia (Gray, Young, Barker, Curtis & Gibson, 1997). Other studies have supported
the idea that emotions are discrete categories. For example, Etcoff & Magee, (1992)
and Young et al., (1997) provided evidence that facial expressions of emotion are
categorically perceived. However a compromise between dimensional and discrete
accounts of emotion is apparent in the attractor-state account (Calder, Burton, Miller,
Young & Akamatsu, 2001; Johnsen, Thayer & Hugdal, 1995) whereby discrete
emotions are categorised as points in emotion dimensional space but still distinct and
categorical states (Calder, Burton et al., 2001). While the neuropsychological evidence
discussed above along with evidence for categorical perception of facial expressions
(Etcoff & Magee, 1992; Young et al., 1997; Calder, Young, Rowland et al., 1996)
suggests that emotions are best thought of as discrete categories, dimensional models
account for the fact that when emotions are mistakenly recognised for another, there are
consistent patterns of confusion which are best explained if the two confused emotions
are close points in continuous dimensional space (Woodworth & Schlossberg, 1954).
Using principal component analysis of images of facial expressions, whereby the
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images were reduced to the smallest possible number of features that still displayed a
recognisable emotion, Calder, Burton and colleagues (2001) found that the patterns of
recognition of these reduced images fit dimensional models rather than discrete models.
Hence he called for a compromise between the discrete and dimensional models, by
representing discrete emotion categories as attractor states, or points in dimensional
space that hold more gravity than other points, promoting recognition of a consistent
emotion here. This is an attractive theory since it reconciles category-based and
dimensional theories of emotion, both of which are supported by evidence. Aspects of
both the category-based and the dimensional accounts are likely to be required to
sufficiently theorise emotion.
As these different strands of evidence show, emotion is too diverse a concept to
characterise as one process. There are different facets or components to emotion
including the perception and the expression of emotion. Different emotions too have
different functions and have also been shown to have different neural substrates. This
indicates that further research into the area is necessary to characterise these individual
components and emotional systems, as has been attempted with separate processes
within cognition. LeDoux (1996) has advocated the treatment of emotion research as
being emotion-specific, i.e. with different theories and models governing how we think
on each separate emotion. LeDoux goes on to question the importance of an eventual
synthesis of these separate theories under one general theory of emotion, arguing that
this ought not be the aim of emotion research, owing to the distinct functional,
expressive, perceptual and neural features of the different emotions.
1.2.2 Emotion and cognition
It is clear based on the findings discussed in the preceding section that emotion
ought not then to be characterised as a single independent concept. These findings
instead characterise different emotions as being functionally separable systems of
behaviour. An associated concept of emotion is that it is an independent concept from
other processes that occur in the brain, such as those in the cognitive domain. This
separation of emotion and cognition has permeated how we think about the brain from
as far back as Plato, on through the philosophy of Descartes and so on, to 20* century
behaviourism cognitive science which characterised emotion as being a completely
separable process to higher cognitive processes such as those involved in reasoning and
rationale. The brain was conceptualised as possessing the emotional subcortex and the
13
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rational neocortex. This view was reflected in Paul MacLean’s triune brain model (see
Figure 1), whereby the brain was composed of the innermost and oldest layer, the
reptilian, representing those functions we share with reptiles, covered by the limbic
system, governing those functions we have in common with other mammals, all covered
finally by the neocortex, which allows humans to be rational and to temper the
behaviour caused by the limbic system (MacLean, 1970; 1989). The limbic system in
this model was thought to govern emotional processes, while the neocortex governed
higher cognitive processes such as rational thinking which were thought to temper
emotional behaviour.

Figure I. Illustration of the triune brain model proposed by Paul MacLean. The innermost section
represents the phylogenetically oldest part of the brain, that which we have in common with reptiles,
covered by the limbic system, which we share with all mammals, followed by the neocortex. Taken from
MacLean, 1989.

This debate went on through the 1980s, most notably between two particular
psychologists, Robert Zajonc and Richard Lazarus. Robert Zajonc believed that emotion
was a primary function, occurring before cognition, and that the two were independent
systems (Zajonc, 1980; also see Tomkins, 1981). Zajonc characterised cognition as
‘cognitive appraisal’, implying that some mental effort had to be expended in order for
this to occur, and his theory allowed emotions to be processed independently of this
appraisal to allow for faster emotional responses and recognition to occur. Meanwhile
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Richard Lazarus proposed that emotion required cognition to occur, in that cognitive
appraisal of an emotional stimulus was necessary before it could be recognised as being
emotional (Lazarus, 1984; also see Campos & Sternberg, 1981). Lazarus broadened his
definition of cognition to include early sensation, perception and cognitive appraisal,
characterising cognition as a “primitive evaluative perception”. Lazarus conceded that a
reflexive or ‘startle’ response could occur without cognitive involvement in threatening
situations, but he did not believe that this constituted a full emotional response. It
appears that the two theories differ mainly in definitions of eognition. Zajonc saw
cognition as meaning cognitive appraisal of stimuli, while Lazarus saw cognition as
inclusive of early sensory and perceptual processes. Zajonc’s definition allows the
separation of emotion from eognition since it was known at this stage that emotion
processing could occur rapidly, and if cognition was indeed an act of appraisal it would
require mental effort and would be a slow and volitional process. Lazarus circumvented
this timing issue by redefining eognition as including all early pereeptual activities and
maintaining that cognition was a prerequisite for emotional reactions and recognition of
emotional expressions to oceur.
Evidence from more recent research on emotion advocates an integrated
approach between Zajonc’s and Lazarus’ theories. Antonio Damasio has convincingly
argued that emotion is necessary for cognition, which is referred to as his ‘somatic
marker’ hypothesis. According to Damasio’s model, human rationale is fundamentally
based on emotion, and to be emotional about a situation is actually a rational act (1994).
LeDoux also put forward a resolution of the two views (1996) suggesting that emotional
stimuli undergo fast processing by the amygdala, as well as being represented cortically
in a relatively slower manner. Accordingly a response to an emotional stimulus is made
before a full representation of that stimulus has been created. These two pathways
represent two emotion systems, one system being cortical and slow, allowing for
detailed analysis of emotional input, and the other being subcortical and fast, creating a
rough approximation of the emotional input and allowing for quick reactions to
situations (see Ohman, 1987, and de Gelder, 2006, for a similar distinction. This
distinction will be discussed in more detail in section 1.2.3). Theories illustrating
emotion as having two pathways of input, one quick and one slow, allow for an
integration of the two views discussed above, one of emotion being a reflexive system
of responses that is independent of cognition, and the other of emotion being cortically
processed and closely linked to cognition at each processing step.
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The theories diseussed have little to say on the perception of emotion in both
auditory and visual modalities, and on how emotional information is integrated across
the senses. The current thesis focuses on the perception of emotion from a multisensory
perspective, since emotion typically presents in both the auditory and the visual
modalities (de Gelder & Bertelson, 2003). Anderson and Phelps’ (2000) structurefunction spectrum model does however necessitate the audiovisual integration of
emotional cues. In this theory of emotion processing, modality-specific information is
independently processed before converging and being represented as amodal
representations to allow for internal representation of emotion (Adolphs et al., 2000).
The audiovisual integration of emotional information is required then to allow the
separate unisensory emotional inputs to converge to a complete amodal representation.
The componential theories discussed typically separate perception of emotion
from emotion expression, and although Borod (1993) has proposed that emotional
information is perceived via different modalities, there is no account hereby given of
how this unisensory information might converge. Similarly there is little that discrete
and dimensional aspects of emotion, or the dual-systems theories of emotion discussed,
have to say about audiovisual integration of emotional cues. This aspect of emotion
research is typically researched from a multisensory perception perspective under
multisensory models of perception (e.g. Massaro & Egan, 1996). The audiovisual
integration of emotion will be discussed in the current chapter in section 1.2.6.
1.2.3 Dual —systems theories of emotion
LeDoux’s view of emotion as having two processing systems has had a lot of
support in modem neuroscience research. According to this evidence, there does appear
to be two emotional networks in the brain, one of which is more automatic and
reflexive, and the other more cortical and cognitively-controlled, and both networks
maintain connections to the amygdala (de Gelder, 2006; Phelps & LeDoux, 2005;
Brothers, 1990; Haxby et al., 2002; de Gelder, Frissen, Barton & Hadjikhani, 2003;
Adolphs, 2002). LeDoux’s dual system of emotion perception is an adaptive one that
allows for fast and context-dependent mediating of appropriate reactions to emotional
stimuli (LeDoux, 1989). These two systems of emotion are not completely independent
and can be seen to interact. In particular, information from the fast emotional network
can be transferred via the amygdala projections to the neocortex and can influence
cognitive processing (Rolls, 1990). For example, Davis & Whalen (2001) reported that
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the amygdala projects to the striate cortex which then affect further perceptual
processing (Amaral, Behniea & Kelly, 2003; Kapp, Supple & Whalen, 1994) such that
emotional stimuli can facilitate the speed of perceptual processing (Ohman, Flykt &
Esteves, 2001) and the likelihood of processing (Anderson & Phelps, 2001). Emotional
information can also affect the perception of time (Kahneman, 2000), modulate spatial
attention (Carlson & Reinke, 2008) and affect memory for certain events (Price &
Connolly, 2008).
This “dual-systems” idea of emotion being processed by a fast, typically
subcortical route, which allows reflexive reactions to emotional stimuli, alongside a
slower, cortical route which allows reflection upon emotional stimuli, is not a new idea
but it is certainly one which appears to have gained some ground of late. In 1937, James
Papez discovered his “Papez circuit” in cat brains, a pathway of emotional sensory
inputs to the hypothalamus. He hypothesised that there was a split in sensory
processing, between the so-called “feeling” stream operated via the thalamus and
cingulate cortex to generate emotional responses, and the “thought” stream operated in
the cortex to result in the appraisal of an emotional stimulus. Hence Papez first reported
a division between subcortical and cortical activations of emotion.
Adolphs (2002) later discussed the existence of these two pathways. First, the
existence of the fast subcortical and unconscious route is supported by findings
regarding ‘affective blindsight’, or the preserved ability of cortically blind patients to
accurately recognise “unseen” emotional expression, as has been researched extensively
by Weiskrantz and colleagues in a patient known as GY (de Gelder, Vroomen, Pourtois
& Weiskrantz, 1999; Morris, de Gelder, Weiskrantz & Dolan, 2001; de Gelder,
Pourtois, van Raamsdank, Vroomen & Weiskrantz, 2001). GY, despite extensive striate
cortical lesions, can unconsciously perceive and discriminate emotional stimuli in his
blind visual field. Following this, Pegna, Khateb, Lazeyras and Seghier (2005) reported
a bilaterally cortically blind patient who eould correctly guess the emotion of facial
expressions presented to him, but not other emotional or non-emotional information.
They used fMRI to confirm that right amygdala activation was occurring following
presentation of the emotional stimuli and that this area must have been mediating the
patient’s correct responses to the stimuli. Morris, Ohman and Dolan (1998) presented
emotional stimuli to neurotypical participants outside of their awareness by using the
technique of backwards visual masking, and they reported enhanced neural activity in
the amygdala following presentation of these emotional stimuli. Adolphs proposed that
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the reflexive emotion perception system is generally limited to processing threat-related
stimuli, such as fear or anger expressions (Adolphs, Tranel et al., 1999; Adolphs &
Tranel, 2003).
The dual-system philosophy of emotion processing appears to extend to
different channels within emotion perception also. For example, in face expression
perception there are two systems, a cortical expression recognition system and an
orbitoffontal system that integrates this recognition with contextual information
(Sprengelmeyer et al., 1998). A dual system theory has also been proposed specifically
for the perception of emotional body language (de Gelder, 2006). It is becoming evident
that emotion is divisible into components, and this theory is clearly supported by
neuroscientific evidence.
Scherer’s (1987) component process model of emotion suggests that emotion
related information processing is not dichotomous in terms of pathways. Rather he
suggested that all emotion processing varies along several dimensions, these being the
level of CNS structures involved, the level of attention required, degree of awareness of
processing, amount of effort and speed, whether the processing is holistic or analytic,
and parallel or sequential. Scherer hypothesised that the perception of emotion involves
the evaluation of many different features simultaneously in order to recognise the
emotion and respond appropriately. He called these evaluations “stimulus evaluation
checks” and stated that these checks occurred sequentially during perception, since to
perform these checks in parallel would be inefficient and would exceed the limits of
human attention. Scherer’s theory implies that recognition of emotion requires the
sequential processing of different features of the emotional stimulus, and that the level
of attention and automaticity of processing can vary. Scherer’s theory of an absence of
parallel processing during emotion perception has recently been supported by
Haberman & Whitney’s (2009) work on extracting the general emotion of a crowd. This
operation of extracting emotional information is fast and implicit but it is not automatic,
since when the duration of exposure to the crowd stimuli decreased, accuracy also
decreased. Therefore when multiple emotional stimuli are present in an environment the
automatic and fast route of emotion processing can process this information in a rapid
manner, but not necessarily in parallel. Haberman and Whitney argue that their findings
suggest that multiple emotional stimuli can be processed in an implicit manner but
likely not in a parallel manner.
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1.2.4 Features of emotion perception
The perception of emotional stimuli appears to have special properties as
compared with non-emotional percepts. For instance, the extraction of emotional
information can occur without awareness, even after very brief presentations of the
stimuli (Kirouac & Dore 1984; Righart & de Gelder 2008). Even in signals that convey
their meaning over longer periods of time such as speech, in that it takes time to speak a
full sentence, it takes only 60ms of presentation to identify the emotional prosody
therein (Pollack, Rubenstein & Horowitz, 1960). The processing of emotion also
appears to be possible in the complete absence of attention. This was found using a
binocular rivalry task, which showed that unattended emotional information biased the
recognition of the attended emotional cues (Adams, Gray & Gamer, 2008). Emotional
information when present in the environment can attract or direct our attention. It has
been proposed that this orienting effect of emotion on attention is possible because
emotions are normally perceived in noisy everyday environments, where multiple
strands of speech and social communication can be ongoing at any one time, but where
it is still important to detect emotional information (Tracy & Robins, 2008). The
processing of emotional information occurs in the absence of awareness also (Morris et
al., 1998; Rauch et al., 2000; Glascher & Adolphs, 2003; see also the work of
Weiskrantz and colleagues, as discussed in section 1.2.3; de Gelder, Vroomen et al.,
1999; Morris et al., 2001; de Gelder et al., 2001). If emotional information is present in
the environment it appears to be attended to automatically, regardless of other available
information for perception (Tracy & Robins, 2008).
Emotional information can be perceived without awareness or attention as
discussed above. Perception of a stimulus despite a lack of awareness and lack of
attention is indicative that that stimulus is perceived in an automatic fashion.
Automaticity of the perception of different stimuli can be defined according to different
criteria. According to Posner & Snyder (1975) automaticity requires a lack of intention
or conscious attention, and independence from other processing activities. A more
relevant definition, however, since it specifically refers to soeial information, is John
Bargh’s definition of automatic social processes (1994). He argued that in order for a
social process to be seen as automatic, it must be heralded by what he referred to as the
“four horsemen” of automaticity: lack of awareness, lack of intention, lack of control,
and efficiency. As described above, the perception of emotion is possible without
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conscious awareness, and it is claimed possible without intention also (Dimberg,
Thunberg & Elmehed, 2000). According to Stenberg, Wiking & Dahl (1998) and Tracy
& Robins (2008) emotion perception can occur in the absence of controlled processing,
and under conditions of heavy cognitive load, which would indicate processing
efficiency and automaticity.
The automaticity of emotion may raise some questions regarding the cognitionemotion debate discussed previously. The fact that emotional processing can occur so
early in perception might suggest that it precedes cognition altogether. However this is
not accurate. Clore and Ortony (2000) argued that cognitive appraisal is a component of
emotion processing, and some components of emotion can be processed prior to
awareness, without conflicting with the view that cognition and emotion are fully
integrated processes. It has also been argued that very early, i.e. pre-attentive, responses
in the amygdala, such as those to threat-related stimuli (Morris et al., 1998) are not
emotions at all, but startle reactions (Lazarus, 1984; Ekman, Friesen & Simons, 1985),
which would imply that the bulk of emotion processing occurs later than was previously
thought. This suggests that researchers of emotion perception must begin to integrate a
cognitive account of emotion into their work, or at least acknowledge the implausibility
of having an isolated circuitry for emotion processing. As LeDoux argues, “Minds are
not either cognitive or emotional, they are both, and more” (2000).
Emotion can affect cognitive processes such as perception, but it is also
contingent on perceptual information. This information can be varied: emotion can be
communicated when reading a book, listening to music, or viewing art. However, the
functional role of emotion is its expression by other humans (Darwin, 1872/1965).
These human expressions can also be delivered in different modalities, and by different
media. One important question is whether is there a difference between different media
of emotional information in terms of their efficacy of emotion expression. For instance,
whether we see anger from someone’s face, or hear it from their voice, do we recognise
it differently, or is it all recognised as the same emotion with the same characteristics
(Austin, 1970)? It is obvious that the same judgement is arrived at regardless of medium
since we can identify a voice and a face as both being angry. However there are
important differences between how emotion is processed as a function of the modality
in which it is observed.
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1.2.5 Perceiving emotions in different modalities
To date, the majority of research on emotion has focused on facial expressions
(Adolphs, 2002). This is one of the reasons that the current thesis is not concerned with
facial expression perception; the focus on facial expression perception has left the
subject of perception of emotional body language relatively neglected. Since there are
many correlates between facial expression perception and emotional body language
perception (which is to be focused on) it is necessary to present a brief summary of the
findings on facial expression perception.
Charles Darwin first proposed the universality of facial expressions, or that
emotions were communicated in the same way universally via distinct facial
expressions (Darwin, 1872/1965). This universality was postulated also by Floyd
Allport (1924), Asch (1952) and Tomkins (1962), but Tomkins conceded that cultural
differences in the expression of emotion in the face were likely to exist also. Paul
Ekman found that an isolated tribe in Papua New Guinea were capable of identifying
the six basic emotions and concluded that facial expressions were indeed universal
(Ekman & Friesen, 1971). While many modem researchers hold that facial expressions
are universal (e.g. Izard, 1994; Ekman, 1989) empirical studies have shown differences
between cultures in the recognisability of facial expressions. For example, Matsumoto
(1992) found that there were differences between American and Japanese participants in
the recognition of the six basic emotions from photos of facial expressions, but he later
found that there is a general universal consensus on the recognition of facial expressions
(Matsumoto, 2001). A recent eyetracking study attributed the difference between Asian
and Western participants’ ability to recognise emotions from the face to a tendency in
the Asian population to fixate on the eyes while an analysis of the lower part of the face
is essential for emotion expression recognition (Jack, Blais, Scheepers, Schyns &
Caldara, 2009). While it is clear that some cultural variance exists in recognising and
producing facial expressions, it is likely that there is some biological component to
these expressions. Matsumoto and Willingham (2009) compared the expressions made
by congenitally blind, non-congenitally blind and sighted athletes during the 2004
Paralympic Games, and found little differences between the expressions made by the
three groups, suggesting that we are capable of producing recognisable facial
expressions without having experienced them in others. This evidence supports the idea
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that we are biologically prepared from birth to recognise and produce facial expressions
(Dimberg, 1996).
The theory of biological preparedness for the recognition of emotional
expressions has taken evidence from studies performed with infants. While some
researchers believe that infants can understand and respond to different emotions
(Denham, 1998; Izard, 1994) and discuss these emotions by age 2 (Dunn, Bretherton &
Munn, 1987), Widen and Russell have argued that children’s acquisition of emotion is
incomplete until the age of 4-5 years. Prior to this they appear to have grasped the
dimensions of emotion and make frequent miscategorisations of emotion as would be
predicted by dimensional models of emotion (Widen & Russell, 2003; Russell, 1980;
Woodworth & Schlossberg, 1954. Meltzoff and Moore (1977) found that neonates can
imitate facial expressions of emotion from as early as 12 days after birth, as was also
found with different emotional categories by Haviland and Lelwica (1987). In 7-monthold infants, different event related potentials in response to the perception of different
emotions are observed (Kobiella, Grossman, Reid & Striano, 2008; Nelson & de Haan,
1997) suggesting that the development of emotion recognition begins very early in life.
Since there appears to be neural differences in reactions to different facial expressions
in infants, with the complete acquisition of emotion recognition occurring later, it would
appear that Dimberg’s theory of biological preparedness (1996), whereby humans are
bom prepared to learn to recognise emotions, may be an accurate account of the
ontogeny of facial expression recognition.
The recognition of facial expressions is affected by many factors such as the
availability of dynamic information, i.e. whether or not participants are presented with
images or videos of facial expressions (Bould, Morris & Wink, 2008), gaze direction
(Lobmaier, Tiddeman & Perrett, 2008), and background context (Righart & de Gelder,
2008). One important feature of facial expressions is that they are categorically
perceived (Etcoff & Magee, 1992, de Gelder, Teunisse & Benson, 1997; Calder, Young,
Perrett, Etcoff & Rowland, 1996), that is, they are perceived as categories of emotion
that have a sharp perceptual boundary between them, which parses them into discrete
categories. This is an important feature of facial expression recognition since it suggests
that the category-based accounts of emotions are accurate illustrations of the nature of
emotion. There is some preliminary evidence for categorical perception of vocal
emotion also, as was shown in behavioural recognition studies that found that when
presented with vocal emotion expressions along continua between exemplary emotion
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states, participants’ responses also reflected the existence of a sharp perceptual
boundary in between discrete emotional states (Laukka, 2005). The fact that facial
expressions are perceived in categories lends credence to the theory of basic emotions,
as this theory too sees emotions as being discrete and separate categories (Etcoff &
Magee, 1992).
The second most prolific communicative channel (or means through which
emotional information is expressed) explored in the literature is the role of prosody in
the perception of emotions. Prosody can be defined as those vocal characteristics such
as melody, intonation, pause, stress and accents, which communicate emotion (van den
Stock, Righart & de Gelder, 2007). The prosodic profile associated with each particular
emotion appears to be universally recognisable (Scherer, Banse & Wallbott, 2001;
Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002). However, it is not known how indicative prosody really is
of an individual’s true emotional state, since speech is a highly controllable channel and
therefore prosody may be controlled to prevent the transmission of emotional
information. In his theory of nonverbal leakage, Ekman found that it is much harder to
control the expression of emotion in the face and body than it is to control the voice
(Ekman & Friesen, 1969). In a large-scale recording of naturally-occurring emotional
speech, it was noted that natural speech, when emotional, tends to be degraded,
involving sighs, sobs, etc., so clear emotional prosody may be more recognisable in
acted than natural speech (Douglas-Cowie, Campbell, Cowie & Roach, 2003). These
findings suggest that emotional information in the voice is relatively easy to inhibit, and
that when one is in an intense emotional state they are not likely to be speaking.
Therefore prosody expressed during speech may not be a reliable source of emotional
information.
There is conflicting evidence regarding the equivalence between facial and vocal
emotion expressions. Either both of these channels relay the same emotional
information, or they convey different, and perhaps complimentary, information. For
each emotion expressed by the face there appears to be a vocal counterpart (Mehrabian
& Ferris, 1967; Tomkins, 1962). The six basic emotions have been shown to be
recognisable in vocal prosody as in facial expression (Ekman, Friesen, O’Sullivan &
Scherer, 1980). Since by necessity the formation of muscles used to speak and to create
facial expressions evolved together, by virtue of the fact that these two functions share
some muscle groups, the muscles used to create one affect the other, e.g. when one can
“hear a smile” (Auberge & Cathiard, 2003) since the movements of the mouth to create
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a smile alter the prosody created by the mouth during speech. Similarly, Tartter and
Braun (1994) recorded the vocalisations of actors who were expressing different facial
expressions, and observers were later able to accurately identify the facial expression
the actors had had from the recorded vocalisations (which had no intentional prosodic
information therein).
However, some researchers suggest that emotional prosody is more than the
auditory equivalent of a facial expression, in that it may deliver different and potentially
complimentary information

about aspects

of emotion to

facial expressions

(Mozziconacci, 1998). It appears that the perception of emotion in prosody is processed
differently to facial expression, at least at a neural level. Adolphs (2002) performed a
review of the neuropsychological findings on emotion recognition from faces and
voices, and found that overall, the perception of emotional information from faces
recruits the occipitotemporal cortex, the amygdala, the orbitofrontal cortex, the basal
ganglia and insula (if perceiving disgust), and the right parietal cortex. Meanwhile he
reported that the perception of emotional information from vocal prosody recruits the
orbitofrontal cortex again, the auditory cortex, the right frontoparietal regions, and
potentially (but with findings also to the contrary) the amygdala. Again based on his
review of previous studies, Adolphs (2002) observed that it is much more difficult to
recognise emotion, particularly disgust, from the voice than it is to recognise it from the
face. This may be due to the fact that full-blown emotional states tend to leave us
speechless (Cowie & Cornelius, 2003). While the same emotions are recognisable from
both the face and the voice, as was found in a recognition study by Wallbott and Scherer
(1986) it appears that the degree of recognisability differs between modalities and that
emotions are generally easier to recognise from the face than from the voice (Wallbott
& Scherer, 1986; Adolphs, 2002). It appears from the evidence discussed that there are
similarities at a behavioural level between the perception of vocal prosody and of facial
expressions, along with some neural overlap with their respective substrates, but that the
two are to a degree neurally differentiable also.
Emotional expressions are also communicable via emotional body language
(EBL). This channel has received considerably less attention in the literature than facial
and prosodic expressions. EBL is comprised of posture, gesture and body movements
relaying an emotional message, as defined by de Gelder in 2006. The idea persists that
EBL is a correlate of facial expression and EBL can express the same emotions that are
expressed by facial expressions (Schindler, van Gool & de Gelder, 2008). There are
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specific EBL profiles for each emotion (Wallbott, 1998). EBL is thought to be most
important when judging the emotion of others too far away for facial expression to be
visible (Walk & Walters, 1988). The perception of EBL shares some neural substrates
with the perception of facial expressions, e.g. the N170 EEG component associated with
configural processing is shown in response to the perception of both EBL and facial
expressions (Stekelenberg & de Gelder, 2004), but as argued by Kaiser & Wehrle
(2001) this does not justify the common practice of generalising findings from facial
expression research to EBL. EBL has more degrees of freedom, in terms of possible
movements and configurations, than does the face, and so may not be as recognisable
(Schindler et al., 2008).
Other research has shown that EBL is, in fact, highly recognisable, as can be
seen in impoverished perceptual situations. Pollick and colleagues found that
participants could identify the emotion being expressed by point light displays of actors
making drinking or knocking motions, which suggests that there is sufficient emotional
information contained in a small motion, when illustrated as a point light display, to
allow observers to recognise the emotional state of the actor (Pollick, Paterson,
Bruderlin & Sanford, 2001). Walters & Walk (1988) found that five of the six basic
emotions are recognisable from point light displays of EBL with happiness were not
found to be recognisable. Other studies have also found that happiness is less well
recognised from point-light displays (e.g. Bonda, Petrides, Ostry & Evans, 1996; Walk
& Homan, 1984; Brownlow, Dixon, Egbert & Radcliffe, 1997; Dittrich, Troscianko,
Lea & Morgan, 1996). EBL is also recognisable from stick figures (Schouwstra &
Hoogstraten, 1995). Stimuli containing EBL are processed as early during visual
perception as that of facial expressions, in that both produce the same eharacteristic
EEG N170 spike (Stekelenberg & de Gelder, 2004; Grezes, Pichon & de Gelder, 2007).
However the perception of EBL is thought to be underpinned by a specific
neural substrate (de Gelder, 2006; Peelen, Atkinson, Andersson & Vuilleumier, 2007),
involving the amygdala, premotor cortex, superior temporal sulcus and inferior frontal
gyrus, differentiable to that subserving the perception of facial expressions as detailed
by Adolphs (2002) to involve the occipitotemporal cortex, the amygdala, the
orbitofrontal cortex, and the right parietal cortex. Furthermore, specific deficits in the
recognition of EBL have been found in the absence of any impairment in the perception
of facial expressions in patients with traumatic brain injuries (Jackson & Moffat, 1987).
Despite the fact that the neural substrates associated with the perception of EBL and
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facial expressions are different, as also shown by the existence of specific deficits in the
recognition of each, there is still some overlap between the substrates subserving the
two. Perception of both EBL and facial expressions employs the amygdala (Adolphs,
2002; Peelen et ah, 2007) and this potentially explains the preserved ability of cortically
blind patients to recognise emotions from EBL when presented to their blind visual field
(de Gelder & Eladjikhani, 2006). This demonstrates that while the recognition of facial
expressions and EBL is neurally separable, there remains some overlap between the
two.
Emotions are differentially recognisable when presented to different modalities.
This difference in recognisability eould refleet the specific functions of the different
emotions. It is argued that disgust is difficult to recognise from prosody since it is never
usually heard as prosody in eontinued speech of long sentences, but as more of an
exclamation or short outburst, e.g. “yuck!” “ew!” etc. (Goffman, 1978). Another
example is the emotion of shame, which is also highly difficult to recognise from the
voice, and the low recognition rate of shame was attributed to the fact that people when
experiencing shame display the action tendency of hiding rather than expressing it to
others (Banse & Scherer, 1996). Banse and Seherer (1996) propose that this lack of
experience with shame and also with disgust translates to low recognition accuracy due
to the lack of experience one has with hearing these emotions expressed in the voice,
making them more diffieult to recognise. De Gelder (2000) proposed that modalities
comiplemxent each other when it comes to emotion perception, since audition and vision
differ in the emotions they convey best it would make sense that the two modalities
ultimately work together to accurately perceive emotional cues. This may tentatively
suggest a sort of modality precision hypothesis for emotions (see Welch, 1978; Welch
& Warren, 1980), whereby different emotions are preferentially processed by one or the
other modality. The modality precision hypothesis states that in a multisensory percept
the modality that dominates will be the one that is more precise for the task being
performed. For instance, vision is usually the most precise modality for spatial location
and spatial extent (size), but audition is more precise than vision for temporal
judgements. In fact some emotions may not be expressed in one modality. Aceording to
Ekman (1992), there may be some emotions that have vocal expression but no facial
equivalent.
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1.2.6 Multisensory integration of emotional cues
De Gelder’s (2000) theory that modalities play a complementary role to each
other in emotion perception is supported by the fact that emotions are rarely expressed
in one modality alone. While emotional cues can be expressed solely in single
modalities, in social situations they tend to appear as auditory and visual information, as
in speech (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972; de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a).
The typicality and ubiquity of the bimodal expression of emotion means that
multisensory emotional information is processed differently to unimodal cues. For
example, De Gelder, Docker, Tuomainen, Hensen & Vroomen (1999) found that
multisensory integration of emotional stimuli occurs before either unimodal stimulus
has been fully independently processed (see also Pourtois, de Gelder, Vroomen,
Rossion & Crommelinck, 2000, for similar ERP-based findings). The early integration
of auditory and visual emotional information would suggest that it is the emotional
content of the unisensory stimuli that causes the early crossmodal binding rather than
spatiotemporal factors.

Early integration of emotional information allows for the

content of one modality to modulate the recognition of the content in another modality.
Integration of emotional information across modalities is also seen to enhance neural
activation in a manner that would not be expected during crossmodal integration of
other information. Typically multisensory integration of auditory and visual cues causes
activation from multisensory neurons in the superior colliculus (Meredith & Stein,
1983). When visual only or auditory only information is perceived, these neurons fire to
a certain degree, but when auditory and visual information are presented together the
neurons fire to a superadditive degree, or to a degree higher than the sum of the auditory
only and visual only activity. This rule of multisensory integration is known as the law
of inverse effectiveness (Meredith & Stein, 1983). Angelaki, Gu and DeAngelis (2009)
argued that superadditivity is not the rule when it comes to multisensory integration but
rather represents a special case of multisensory integration. Recently, using
magnetoencephalography (MEG) Hagan and colleagues found that neuronal activation
in the superior temporal sulcus is highly 5w/»ra-additive during the perception of
audiovisual emotional cues compared to the perception of auditory-only or visual-only
emotional stimuli (Hagan et ah, 2009). This suggests that audiovisual emotional
information is a ‘special case’ of multisensory integration, and it has been argued that
the expression of emotion represents a single event presented in two modalities
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(Vroomen, Driver & de Gelder, 2001). This characterisation of audiovisual emotional
information is similar to that of speech (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972). The amygdala
has also been implicated as being a key area in the integration of audiovisual emotional
information following both fMRI investigations (Dolan, Morris & de Gelder, 2001) and
behavioural investigations of individuals with amygdala lesions (Nahm et ah, 1993).
The integration of auditory and visual emotional information is observable at a
behavioural level by using a crossmodal bias paradigm. According to this paradigm,
both auditory and visual emotional stimuli are presented and participants are instructed
to recognise emotional information in one modality while ignoring the other. Results
from studies based on this paradigm suggest that it is impossible to ignore a modality
when it contains emotional information (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a). When
recognising an emotion in one modality, having a congruent emotion in the other
modality aids both accuracy and reaction times (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Collignon et
al., 2008). This integration appears to be contingent on the reliability of each unisensory
stimulus. If information presented in one modality is ambiguous or unreliable, the
information presented in the other modality dominates the resultant audiovisual percept
as was found by de Gelder and Vroomen (2000a). This makes sense according to the
maximum likelihood estimate model of multisensory integration (Ernst & Banks, 2002).
This model characterises the integration of audiovisual information as depending on the
reliability of each unisensory stimulus, with the more reliable information dominating
the multisensory percept. The integration of emotional information across modalities
has been shown to occur without attention, as in situations where participants are under
a heavy attentional task-load (Vroomen et al., 2001) and even when participants are told
to ignore one modality (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Massaro & Egan, 1996) or when
emotional cues in one modality are presented as a prime (Pell, 2005). Typically in order
for multisensory integration to occur temporal coincidence is required. (Radeau &
Bertelson, 1987; Stein & Meredith, 1993) but with naturally occurring audiovisual
pairs, it is thought that the temporal window of integration is wider than that for other
audiovisual stimulus pairs. For instance discrepancies of up to 200ms do not affect
audiovisual speech integration (van Wassenhove, Grant & Poeppel, 2007) whereas the
integration of flashes and white noise will not occur at discrepancies of more than 50ms
(Binda, Morrone & Burr, 2010). Audiovisual emotional information is thought to be a
naturally occurring audiovisual situation similar to that of speech (de Gelder &
Bertelson, 2003) and therefore should also occur at temporal discrepancies wider than
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those of other audiovisual pairs. Since Pell (2005) found a mandatory binding of
emotional information from the auditory and visual modalities despite the stimulus
onset asynchrony being, in this case, approximately 2 seconds, this would support the
theory of emotion integration occurring despite a lack of temporal coincidence.
Another model that has been proposed to explain emotion integration is
Massaro’s fuzzy logic model of perception (Massaro, 1979), which holds that the
content of both the auditory and visual modalities affects perception, and one modality
will further dominate the perceptual outcome if information in the other modality is
ambiguous (Massaro & Egan, 1996). This model was successfully applied to the
integration of auditory and visual emotional cues by Massaro & Egan (1996) in that it
better predicted emotional response category outcomes of presented emotional
audiovisual pairs than did other models such as an additive model (Cutting, Bruno,
Brady & Moore, 1992) which was also applied to the data gathered by Massaro and
Egan (1996). The additive model simply involves adding the reliability estimates of
both the auditory and visual information at the point of integration. The fuzzy logic
model of perception involves three stages of processing. First the individual emotion
inputs from the auditory and visual sensory modalities are compared to internally stored
prototypes, and then an integrative algorithm combines the two outcomes of this process
(the auditory estimate and the visual estimate) to produce the perceiver’s response
category of emotion (Massaro & Egan, 1996). The FLMP fit the data gathered by
Massaro and Egan (1996) while Cutting and colleagues’ additive model was less
successful. Massaro and Egan did not discuss the predictions of another model that has
been applied to multisensory integration, that of the race model (Miller, 1982). This
model is based on unisensory inputs only and predicts that a percept will be based on
whichever input is processed fastest. If the race model accounted for audiovisual
emotion perception then there should be no difference in reaction times between
emotionally congruent and incongruent audiovisual pairs, since this would not alter
which input was processed the fastest. However both Massaro and Egan (1996) and de
Gelder and Vroomen (2000a) found that longer response times were yielded by
emotionally incongruent audiovisual stimulus pairs, suggesting that an integration of the
two cues was occurring. While this model does fit empirical findings of multisensory
integration, including those of de Gelder & Vroomen (2000a), it has since been argued
that the model does not account for naturally occurring audiovisual emotion pairs versus
those that do not naturally occur. For example, as De Gelder & Vroomen (2000b) have
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pointed out, according to this model, the emotional content of an angry voice could be
integrated with that of an angry word on a page. They proposed that face-voice emotion
pairs represent single events that occur over two modalities. In light of new evidence
which suggests that emotional body language cues can be integrated automatically with
task-irrelevant concurrent cues of animal vocalisations (van den Stock, Grezes & de
Gelder, 2008) and emotional classical music (van den Stock, Peretz, Grezes & de
Gelder, 2009) it is questionable whether face-voice and body-voice emotional pairs can
be considered to be special due to their naturally occurring status. While van den Stock
et al. (2008) found that there was more of an influence of the emotional content of the
human vocalisations than the animal vocalisations on the recognition of the EBL
stimuli. Similarly musical cues when emotional also influenced the recognition of EBL
(van den Stock et al., 2009). This could suggest that the brain is in fact more flexible
towards the type of emotional cues it integrates, which would be the case if the fiizzy
logic model of perception held true for emotion perception. The fiizzy logic model
holds that emotion is likely to be perceived in a continuous and componential marmer,
rather than being categorical and holistic (Massaro & Egan, 1996).
The current thesis will explore whether emotion perception is categorical, and
also whether ambiguous cues in one modality are combined with unambiguous cues in
the other modality such that the unambiguous cue dominates the resultant percept, in the
context of crowd perception.
In conclusion, emotional cues are processed in an automatic and multisensory
fashion, and multisensory emotional cues appear to be more reliable and robust percepts
than unisensory cues, due to the fact that they are more common than unisensory
emotion cues in the environment (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a). Cues from different
modalities are integrated to provide a maximally accurate perception of the attitudes and
intentions of others (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Massaro & Egan, 1996; Pell, 2005;
van den Stock et al., 2007; Collignon et al., 2008). It is likely that emotion is processed
in the brain by two separate systems, depending on the level of immediacy or threatrelated priority associated with different emotions (LeDoux. 1989). The emotions are
best thought of as being functionally separate, allowing us to adapt in a flexible and
online manner to our environment (Borod, 1993), and the importance of this
information can be seen in their capacity to influence even early perceptual processing
(Schindler et al., 2008; de Gelder, Bocker et al., 1999).
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The second type of information to be focused on in the current thesis is social
attentional cues, or those cues given by others that affect the allocation of attention.
1.3

Social attention
As demonstrated above, emotional information has an important function in social

interaction. Another important class of social information are attentional cues. These
cues inform us of where the attention of others is allocated, and allow us to share this
attentional direction, in order to create “shared attention”. Shared attention is an
important concept in the development of communication and theory of mind, which
involves two individuals sharing the same focus of attention (Baron Cohen, 1995). The
capacity to share attention develops early on in neonates such that from the age of 3
months, infants can reorient their attention to accord with that of an adult (Hood, Willen
& Driver, 1998; Hains & Muir, 1996). This suggests there is indeed a biologically
hardwired ability to share attention. Infants tend to fixate on the eyes more than any
other area of the face (Maurer, 1985), which may be indicative of the amount of social
information contained in the eyes. This reorienting of attention in order to share the
attention of others persists into adulthood also (Anstis, Mayhew & Morley, 1969).
1.3.1

Features of social attentional cues
When we see another person attending to an object or event, it is difficult not to

share this attention, and search for the basis of their attention. Social cues that tend to
reorient our attention include eye gaze, head orientation, and body orientation, among
others (Allison et al., 2000; Perrett, Mistlin, Harries & Chitty, 1990; Hasselmo, Rolls &
Bayliss, 1989; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2000). These cues are processed at a surprisingly
early stage of perception, in early visual areas, and do not appear to take the same slow,
ventral route of recognition as other cues in our environment (Bruce, Desimone &
Gross, 1981; Perrett, Rolls & Caan, 1982). The very presence of social cues can modify
early visual processing, which is how attention can be reoriented automatically towards
the cue in question (Schuller & Rossi on, 2001).
Attentional cues such as gaze, head and body orientation perform an extremely
important function, allowing us to share attention with others and therefore alert us to
any objects of interest or dangers observed by others in the environment (Driver et al.,
1999; Langton & Bruce, 1999). These particular cues have been found to reorient
attention automatically (Driver et al., 1999; Deaner & Platt, 2003; Friesen & Kingstone,
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1998; Hietanen, 1999, 2002; Kingstone, Friesen & Gazzaniga, 2000); according to the
definition of automaticity given by Bargh (1994; see section 1.2 for details of this
definition). This makes adaptive sense in that when someone averts their attention to an
event it may be important, e.g. a threat or potential prey, which is why our gaze may
then follow suit to allow us to respond appropriately (Driver et ah, 1999; Langton &
Bruce, 1999).
It is thought that eye gaze in particular is such an important social cue that there
is a neural subsystem devoted to the detection of eye gaze (Baron Cohen’s Eye
Direction Detector, 1994). Detecting the eye gaze of another is thought to be the basis
of all social interaction (Emery, 2000). Indeed, the unique ocular appearance of humans
may have evolved with this in mind as the sclera is far more visible in humans than it is
in other, less social animals due to its high contrast with the iris (Kobayashi & Koshima,
1997). The area of the superior temporal sulcus appears to be a key area involved in
perceiving social attentional cues (Hoffinan & Haxby, 2000), where different neurons in
the superior temporal sulcus of macaque monkeys have been shown to be selectively
responsive to head orientation (Perrett, Smith, Mistlin & Chitty, 1985), face view
(Bruce et al., 1981), specifically the front view of the face (Perrett & Rolls, 1983) and
head and body orientation information (Perrett et al., 1984). Lesioning the superior
temporal sulcus of macaques leads to an impairment in the perception of gaze direction
(Heywood & Cowey, 1992).
Gaze can also be mutual, i.e. with the observer as the focus of attention. This is
also an important cue to recognise rapidly (von Griinau & Anston, 1995) as it
potentially could signal threat, dominance, but also prosocial behaviour (Kleinke, 1986)
such as attraction. Mutual gaze can also be perceived as a stare. Due to the potential
social meaning behind a stare, it is clear that it is an important cue to perceive rapidly. It
has been found that it is easier to find a stare within a crowd of faces expressing averted
gaze, than it is to find a target with averted gaze within a crowd of staring faces (Doi &
Ueda, 2007; von Griinau & Anston, 1995) which these authors have interpreted as
reflecting the increased salience of a stare relative to averted gaze.
It is tempting to think of gaze then as being processed as either “looking at me”
or “not looking at me” as has been suggested by Emery (2000). Perrett, Smith, Potter
and colleagues (1985) found that superior temporal cells in the macaque are actually
maximally responsive to a specific direction of attention indicated by the body, gaze
and head orientation of others, i.e. some for left-averted heads, some for right-averted
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heads. Jenkins, Beaver and Calder (2006) investigated the pereeption of gaze in human
participants by eliciting adaptation effects to left or right facing gaze, which led to an
impairment of perception of straight gaze. This impairment held even when retinotopic
mapping was manipulated by altering head size and other visual features, which
suggests that gaze direction is not processed as a function of its low-level visual features
(contrast, etc.) but rather as an emergent property (Jenkins et ah, 2006). The fact that
entire pools of neurons are responsive to different directions of attention might suggest
that the direction of attention is so crucial to perceive efficiently that it is worth the
brain devoting pools of neurons specifically to detecting one gaze direction or another
to ensure its accuracy.
Reorienting to social attentional cues in the environment is susceptible to topdown cognitive influences also. Ristic and Kingstone (2004) presented a perceptually
ambiguous stimulus to participants that could have been interpreted as being either a car
or a pair of eyes. The direction in which the eyes in the image were looking cued
attention laterally only when participants were told that the image represented eyes and
not when they were told it represented a car. This same stimulus was presented to
participants while undergoing fMRI and it was found that the superior temporal sulcus
was only engaged when participants were told that the stimulus represented eyes, and
not when they thought that it was a car (Kingstone, Tipper, Ristic & Ngan, 2004).
The stimuli used by Kingstone and colleagues (2004) always contained the same
perceptual information, a pair of eyes drawn on the side of a car. Neural areas
associated with the social reorienting of attention were activated only when participants
believed the stimulus to represent a pair of eyes, however. Similarly, Quadflieg, Mason
and Macrae (2004) found that even gloves containing eyelike stimuli were capable of
cueing attention. The presence of attentional reorienting by social cues such as gaze and
head orientation has been traditionally observed using a modified cueing paradigm
whereby the participant responds to peripherally located targets while centrally
presented social attentional stimuli cue their attention, such that when the social
attentional cue is directed towards the location of the target, performance in identifying
or locating the target is facilitated (e.g. Driver et ah, 1999; Hietanen, 1999, 2002;
Langton & Bruce, 2000; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). The observed attentional
reorienting effects in behavioural studies along with the related superior temporal sulcus
activity when attentional cues are presented suggests that this effect is an attentional,
rather than a perceptual effect. Were a perceptual effect driving the effect here it is
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unlikely that Kingstone and colleagues would have found differential activity to the
gaze and car stimuli in the superior temporal sulcus, which is known to be related to
attention in both macaques (Perrett, Hietanen, Oram & Benson, 1992; Perrett & Mistlin,
1990) and in humans, as found using functional imaging studies (Calder et ah, 2007).
The fact that different directions of both head orientation and gaze direction activate the
same neuronal populations in the superior temporal sulcus of macaques (Perrett et ah,
1992) which also suggests that these areas are responsive to the attentional direction of
the observed individual rather than perceptual features of the head and gaze stimuli
themselves. The orienting effects of head orientation will be discussed in the next
section.
1.3.2 Attentional cues other than gaze
While the emphasis in the past has generally been on eye gaze, this has been to
the neglect of other potentially important social attentional cues, such as head
orientation, posture and gesture (see Langton, Watt & Bruce, 2000). Averted head
orientation can be seen as a sign of submission (Chance, 1962) but it could also be
interpreted as a sign of averted attention. Several studies have focused on the effect of
head orientation. The direction towards which the head is oriented can be a powerful
cue of attention, so much so that Perrett & Emery (1994) argue that a suitable
replacement of Baron Cohen’s “Eye Direction Detector” (Baron Cohen, 1994) would be
the “Direction of Attention Detector”, a brain module devoted to using all available
cues to deduce the direction in which another is attending. Perrett et al. (1992) proposed
that the superior temporal sulcus may have a role in interpreting the conjunctions of
head, gaze and body orientations relative to one another to arrive at a single direction of
attention. This ability of social cues to capture such a limited resource as attention is a
clear indication of how informative they are for survival.
There is controversy linked to the relative importance of head orientation and
gaze direction as cues to attention. In his work on single cell recordings in the macaque
superior temporal sulcus, Perrett and colleagues found that when gaze orientation
information conflicts with head orientation information, the gaze information can inhibit
cells encoding the head orientation information, but that it did not work the other way
around (Perrett et al., 1992). Thus they concluded that there was a hierarchy of social
cues in play such that if a face is viewed from a distance then the orientation of the head
is a prioritised signal. Hietanen (1999) even found that whenever eye gaze had a clear
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effect on the reorienting of attention, head orientation did not, a finding that he
attributed to a proposed assumption that when one’s head is turned away, their
behaviour does not concern the observer.
However, other findings since suggest that the alleged hierarchy of social
attentional cues is not that simple. Several studies found that gaze orientation processing
is influenced by head orientation, but not vice versa (Bruce & Young, 1998; Maruyama
& Endo, 1983; Anstis et al., 1969). Langton reported that the two cues influence each
other, and that head orientation information is not automatically inhibited when eye
gaze information is present (Langton, 2000).
There is also the question of how much the representation of eye gaze and head
orientation overlaps in the brain. There are neurons within the macaque superior
temporal sulcus that respond to aspects of both gaze and head orientation (Perrett et al.,
1992) but single-cell studies performed on monkeys suggested that gaze information
can be extracted independently of head orientation information (Campbell, Heywood,
Cowey, Regard & Landis, 1990). It appears that while the perception of gaze direction
and head orientation share common neural substrates they may be functionally
differentiable, but when present together, both contribute to the orienting of attention.
Another source of controversy in the social attention literature has been
highlighted by Alan Kingstone (2009). He argues that the way in which studies are
carried out in this area may affect the results, and points out that while most studies
have found that participants will gaze at the eyes of a face most of the time, there is
little else to look at in the face. He quotes from Yarbus (1967) who found that when the
body is presented along with the face, the tendency to fixate on the eyes does not
appear. This, along with literature that finds that nonbiological stimuli cue our attention
just as well as the eyes (Hietanen, Nummenmaa, Nyman, Parkkola & Hamalainen,
2006; Tipper et al., 2008; Gibson & Kingstone, 2006; Quadflieg et al., 2004), would
support Kingstone’s suggestion that in general the eye gaze literature does not show
eyes as being special. New findings suggest that the facilitative effect of valid gaze and
valid arrow cues are in fact subserved by different neural substrates (Engell et al., in
press), so the two may not be equivalent.
Another issue in the literature on attentional cueing from eye gaze is the
difference between endogenous and exogenous orienting of attention (Briand & Klein,
1987, Jonides, 1981; Muller & Rabbitt, 1989). Endogenous orienting of attention
operates slowly, under voluntary control. It is associated with the effect of a centrally
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located cue. Exogenous orienting, on the other hand, is generally associated with
peripherally located cues that create a rapid but short-lived advantage for locating and
responding to these peripheral cues (Spence & Driver, 1994). However it is likely that
when the central cue is a face, it promotes reflexive automatic cueing, similar to the
exogenous orienting of attention, but after a stimulus onset asynchrony (difference in
time between the onset of the cue and the target) of 1000ms this cueing effect
disappears. Centrally presented faces also produce a cueing effect despite participants
being told to ignore them (Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; see also Muller & Findlay,
1988). Generally centrally presented cues operate by endogenously shifting attention,
which is a slower process and under voluntary control (Klein, Kingstone & Pontefract,
1992).
One cue that has been neglected in social attention research is the use of vocal
cues to reorient attention. Perrett & Emery (1994) acknowledge that we shift our
attention towards faces and voices in the environment, but to date there little known
about the orienting effects of the human voice. Research into crossmodal attention
cueing has found that reflexive shifts of attention operates in a crossmodal manner, so
that a sound can cue the allocation of visual attention (McDonald, Teder-Salejarvi,
Russo & Hillyard, 2005; Spence & Driver, 2000; McDonald, Teder-Salejarvi &
Hillyard, 2000), and that this holds for non-reflexive, voluntary shifts in attention also
(Driver & Spence, 1998). It has also been hypothesised that reflexive attentional shifts
are controlled by amodal, rather than modality specific, brain mechanisms (McDonald,
Teder-Salejarvi, Heraldiz & Hillyard, 2001).

However these studies used non-

biological sounds such as beeps, rather than voices. To date an auditory equivalent of
the reflexive attentional cueing effect caused by gaze does not appear to have been
investigated, nor has a multisensory effect been found. This question will be addressed
in the current thesis.
A similar argument for the modularity of gaze perception (Fodor, 1983; BaronCohen, 1994, 1995; see Driver et al., 1999) has been made as was with the perception of
emotion (discussed above), in that Baron-Cohen’s ‘Eye direction detector’ (1994) was
replaced by Perrett & Emery’s (1994) “Direction of Attention Detector”, a brain module
devoted to using all available cues including gaze, head and body orientation to deduce
the direction in which another is attending. If social attentional cues were indeed
perceived in a modular fashion, then it would be expected that the mechanics of
attentional reorienting by crowds would not be dissimilar to that by individuals.
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As previously proposed in emotion perception, a dual-systems theory of social
attentional cue perception has also been proposed (Klein et al., 2009). This theory is
highly similar to that proposed for emotion perception by LeDoux (1989) in that it
involves a fast pathway and a slow pathway of social attentional cue processing. The
first pathway is a subcortical fast one, which mediates orienting to faces and gaze and
other important animate cues, and the second path is a more cortical circuit, which
mediates context dependent, voluntary social attention. The latter processes identity,
expression and aspects of gaze (Tsao & Livingstone, 2008; Calder et al., 2007; Perrett,
Smith, Potter et al., 1985). It is the first pathway (which runs from the superior
colliculus to the amygdala according to Vuilleumier, 2002), which is relevant to
reflexive attentional shifts. The fact that there are such similar dual-systems models
proposed for both emotion and social attentional cue processing makes sense since
according to Anderson and Phelps (2000) evolution tends to employ similar solutions
for processing different kinds of social communication.
Comparison of social attentional cues with symbolic or non-social attentional
cues An interesting question is whether the effectiveness of eye gaze as a cue is
influenced by whether the eyes are human or nonhuman. It is possible that human eyes
only will produee a cueing effect since Morton & Johnson (1991) have emphasised the
importance of biologically relevant stimuli over other, non-biological stimuli. However,
it has also been found that neurons in the superior temporal sulcus of the macaque brain
respond indiscriminately to gaze cues from dolls, other monkeys and humans (Perrett,
Smith, Potter et al., 1985). This has also been found in humans. Even gloves and apples
with eyelike stimuli superimposed onto them produce a gaze cueing effect (Quadflieg et
al., 2004). The cueing effect has been claimed to not even be eye-specific, and can be
elicited with arrows also (Ristic, Friesen & Kingstone, 2002; Tipples, 2002; Tipples
2008b). Hommel, Pratt, Colzato and Godijn (2001) reported that the words ‘left’ and
‘right’ as well as arrows were capable of reflexively cueing attentional allocation.
Gibson and Kingstone (2006) also used these words to cue attention and found that
responses to trials with words as attentional cues were slower than those to trials with
arrows or gaze as attentional cues which they interpreted as meaning that words are less
effective cues of attention than are arrows or gaze.
FMRI evidence indicates that the cueing produced by social (e.g. gaze) and
symbolic (e.g. arrows) cues are differentiable at a neural level. Hietanen et al. (2006)
performed functional imaging while participants responded to peripheral cues in a
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Posner cueing paradigm, with both gaze and arrows as cues (in separate blocks in this
experiment). While they found that the gaze cues activated the left inferior occipital
gyrus, the right medial and inferior and occipital gjri, the areas activated by the arrow
cues extended to the medial and inferior occipital gyri bilaterally, the medial temporal
gyri bilaterally, the left intraparietal area, the right frontal eye field and the
supplementary eye field, and the authors concluded that the cueing effects of arrows are
dependent on mechanisms of voluntary shifting of attention.
Tipper et al. (2008) performed another fMRI study on the cueing effects of gaze
and arrows, and found that while both gaze and arrow cues activated the superior
temporal gyrus, the temporal-parietal junction, the bilateral intraparietal sulcus and the
superior parietal lobule, gaze cues produced more BOLD activation in the bilateral
medial occipital gyrus, the right medial frontal gyrus and the right inferior precentral
gyrus than did arrows, and these areas activated more so by gaze are areas associated
with attentional reorienting to meaningful stimuli. Tipper and colleagues followed this
up with an ERP study and found that there was an enhanced sensory gain effect for
targets cued by gaze as compared to those cued by arrows. Here the authors concluded
that the difference between gaze and arrows as attentional cues might be a largely
quantitative one rather than a qualitative difference. Tipper and colleagues (2008) also
proposed that it is likely that the ability to voluntarily or reflexively reorient our
attention to symbolic stimuli such as words or arrows may have arisen as a by-product
of the social cue attentional orienting system.
Potential quantitative differences between activation caused by gaze and arrow
cues are reflected in behaviour. While symbolic stimuli such as arrows do elicit a cueing
shift, it may not be as strong as the shift elicited by gaze stimuli. Friesen, Ristic and
Kingstone (2004) used gaze and arrow cues to investigate potential differences between
reflexive and volitional shifts of attention therein, in a modified Posner paradigm, and
found that while both gaze and arrow stimuli cued attention volitionally only gaze cued
attention reflexively. Further differences between arrows and gaze as attentional cues
were found by Ristic, Wright and Kingstone (2007). This study was a follow-up of
previous work by Pratt and Hommel (2003) who found that the cueing effect of arrows
was mediated by the colour of the target and the arrow. In this study participants were
asked to respond to a target only if it was the same colour as the arrow, and taskirrelevant arrows shifted their attention if they were the same eolour as the target. Ristic
and colleagues (2007) applied this design to the comparison of arrows and gaze as
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attentional cues, and found that gaze oriented attention reflexively regardless of the
colour congruency between the eye stimuli and the targets, whereas arrows again only
cued attention when they were the same colour as the targets and not when they were a
different colour to the targets. The results of these studies suggest that the cueing effect
of gaze is indeed different to that of arrows.
1.4

Predictions about the perception of social information from crowds
It is interesting that many of the features and mechanisms of the perception of

emotion and social attentional cues are similar. As previously referred to, Anderson and
Phelps (2000) have surmised that mechanisms of perception of social cues must be
highly similar since different classes of social stimuli represent similar problems to
resolve, i.e. how to recognise social stimuli, and how to react to social stimuli. Both the
perception of emotion and the perception of social attentional cues are purported to be
processed by a dual-pathway system, one which allows for both rapid and reflexive
reaction to emergent stimuli, and the other which is a slower, more reflective processing
of less immediate stimuli. While in emotion perception it is known that audiovisual
emotional information is integrated in an automatic fashion across modalities when this
information is present together, it is not yet known whether this audiovisual integration
would occur with social attentional cues in different modalities if presented together,
such as gaze or head orientation in the visual modality and a directional voice in the
auditory modality. Multisensory integration of auditory and visual social attentional
cues could operate in the same fashion as that of emotional cues, or it could be that
social attentional cues are not typically multisensory and therefore have no basis for
automatic integration. This question will be addressed in Chapter 7.
Research into the perception of emotion has suggested that different information
is useful depending on whether another individual is far away or close (Walk &
Walters, 1988). Based on this it is hypothesised that the perception of emotion in
crowds may be more efficient from body language than facial expressions. Furthermore,
this could hold for social attentional cues also, in that a more salient cue such as head
orientation from members of a crowd may provide a more efficient cue for determining
attentional allocation than a relatively smaller cue such as eye gaze (as proposed
previously by Perrett et al., 1992). The relationship between the distance from an
individual or group of individuals expressing social information, and the use of different
types of cue over another depending on this distance will be addressed in the current
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thesis. The focus in the current thesis is on crowds, and how social cues given by
different members of a crowd are perceived. Since the vast majority of the research
discussed above pertains to the perception of individuals, it remains to be seen whether
the same mechanisms for determining either the emotion or the attentional allocation of
a crowd operate as they do in individuals.
One might assume that due to the documented phenomenon of emotion
contagion, whereby following a process of mimicry of emotional expression and
subsequent contagion of subjectively felt emotion, emotions can ‘catch’ within a crowd
(Hatfield et al., 1993) that when one is part of a crowd, emotion is spread easily and
may be difficult to objectively view. However if one is separate to that crowd and
perceiving it from the outside, one may be more aware of the separateness of oneself
and the crowd and therefore emotion contagion may be less likely. According to
Gustave Le Son’s “The Crowd”, individual wills dissipate when in a crowd and the will
of the crowd becomes one, qualitatively different to the behaviour and feelings of
individuals and more than the sum of the individuals’ parts. Le Bon hypothesised that a
psychological crowd thinks, feels and acts in a manner completely different to that of
the individual. Therefore if one is perceiving a crowd from outside, one has retained
one’s individuality, whereas if one is inside a crowd, according to Le Bon, since this
means that one comprises the crowd, it may be impossible to perceive the concept of a
crowd from the inside. The individuals within a crowd appear to acquire the
characteristics of the crowd and lose personal reason and perspective.
Le Bon’s treatise of the nature of crowds is philosophical in nature and does not
attend specifically to perception of emotion. However it is still relevant to the current
thesis since Le Bon’s concept of the group mind implies that crowds will be seen as a
single entity. When viewed from the outside by an individual, therefore, the emotion
displayed by the individuals of a crowd may be seen as the emotion of the single crowd
entity. Similarly, any other social information expressed by the crowd may be seen as
an emergent property of the crowd, rather than a sum of the social information
expressed by individuals within that crowd. The current thesis aims to investigate this
question when applied to perception of emotion and social attentional cues as expressed
by crowds. We can hypothesise based on Le Bon’s theory of crowds that social cues
will be perceived as originating from a single crowd entity, rather than being perceived
serially and summed from the separate individuals within a crowd.
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It is possible that, as proposed by social psychologists, deindividuation may occur to a
crowd scene which would lead to it being perceived as a whole (Festinger et ah, 1952),
or having high “entitativity”, i.e. high probability of being seen as one entity (Campbell,
1958). If this is the case then perhaps the same mechanisms that operate in the
perception of social information in an individual will govern the perception of soeial
information from crowds. According to Haberman & Whitney (2009) crowds of
individuals represent situations where there is high redundancy, or a high level of
repetition of the same information. For instance, their crowds included facial
expressions and many members of the crowds were expressing the same emotion in
their faces. Haberman and Whitney (2009) proposed that this redundancy means that it
would be inefficient to serially process the crowd one by one when this would mean
identifying similar information a number of times, and instead, crowds are processed by
means of ensemble coding, which analyses a small statistic of a large redundant scene to
give an illusion of completeness (see Chong & Treisman, 2003). Since Haberman &
Whitney found that ensemble coding was likely to account for their participants’ ability
to extract a large amount of information from a complex scene of a crowd of characters
after very brief durations, this suggests that ensemble coding may also subserve the
processing of complex crowd scenes containing other social cues also such as emotional
body language. If participants are able to extract an average or overall emotional
message from a crowd of individuals expressing EBL then it could be indicative that
ensemble coding operates for the processing of EBL as well as faces as was found by
Haberman and Whitney (2009). The ability of participants to judge the overall emotion
of a crowd of characters will be investigated in Chapter 4. The current thesis employs
virtual humans to allow a degree of control in the creation of crowds that would not be
efficient to create from footage of real humans.
The current thesis employed virtual and real humans to comprise visual stimuli.
There is some controversy in the literature regarding the perception of virtual humans as
being equivalent to real humans. Matsumoto Mori (1970) spoke about an uncanny
valley perceptual effect, whereby once virtual humanoids approached realism they
began to look uncanny or unreal again, thus concluding that it would take some effort to
cross this uncanny valley and create highly realistic virtual humans. On the other hand,
it is known that we attribute human characteristics to almost anything, including
geometric shapes (Heider & Simmel, 1944). Also it has been shown that we perceive
virtual humans as social agents (Garau, Slater, Pertaub & Razzaque, 2005). However,
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neuroimaging studies show that at a neural level virtual and real humans are not
perceived equivalently, since they activate different neural networks (Han, Jiang,
Humphreys, Zhou & Cai, 2005). Perceiving real humans activates areas associated with
theory of mind processing, whereas perceiving virtual humans activates areas associated
with action perception only. Since the current thesis is employing behavioural
paradigms, it is expected that virtual humans will be perceived in a manner similar to
real humans.

1.5

Scope of the current thesis
The crowds created for the current thesis were made up of virtual humans.

Chapter 2 describes the creation of all stimuli used throughout the rest of the text.
Chapter 3 investigated whether the integration of auditory and visual emotional
information is efficient when expressed by either real or virtual humans, in order to
ensure that the virtual characters are appropriate for use in the rest of the thesis, using
behavioural measures. Chapter 4 then investigated how emotion is perceived from
crowds of individuals, in the visual modality only. Chapter 5 investigated the
integration of auditory and visual information on the perception of emotion in crowds.
Chapter 6 investigated whether eye gaze of members of a crowd is an effective social
cue for the allocation of attention and Chapter 7 investigated whether head direction
was an efficient social cue, along with the possibility of multisensory social attentional
cues in crowds. Finally all findings are discussed and synthesised with reference to the
material in the current chapter, in Chapter 8.
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2.1

Introduction
This chapter outlines the methodology used to create all stimuli used in the

forthcoming chapters. Sinee all stimuli were purpose-built for this research, recognition
studies were conducted to ensure recognisability of the emotional or attentional content
therein. In the chapters that follow, the reader will be referred back to this chapter for a
full description of all stimuli used. These stimuli are as follows;
1. Audio-visual emotional stimuli
i.

Auditory emotional stimuli with a neutral semantic content, in six different
emotional categories (for use in Chapter 3, Experiment 1);

ii.

Videos of actors displaying emotional body language, in six different emotional
categories (Chapter 3, Experiment 1);

iii.

Virtual versions of the above (Chapter 3, Experiment 1);

iv.

Videos of virtual erowds of eharaeters expressing emotional body language in
four different emotional categories, created from the stimuli made at step 2
(Chapters 4 and 5, all experiments);

V.

Different sizes and proportions of emotional crowd sound stimuli (Chapter 5,
experiments 2 and 3).

vi.

Auditory emotional recordings of crowds of individuals expressing four different
emotions (Chapter 5, Experiment 1);
2. Audio-visual attentional cues

vii.

Static images of virtual crowds expressing varying proportions of averted eye
gaze and head orientation (Chapter 6, all experiments; Chapter 7, all
experiments).

viii.

Auditory attentional cue stimuli composed of direetional sound cues (Chapter 7,
Experiment 4).

2.2

Creation of auditory emotional stimuli
Six actors were reeruited to record utterances with emotional prosody. These

recordings were then eollected, edited and tested for recognisability. These auditory
stimuli eonsisted of human vocalisations with a standard semantic meaning and varying
emotional prosodies. Prosody is the nonverbal element of vocalisation that conveys
emotion, via timbre, pitch, fundamental frequency, tempo and speed (Banse & Scherer,
1996). A potential eonfound when studying emotional prosody is the semantic content of
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speech, since this may also be emotive. As such a neutral semantic content was chosen
for these recordings. We used the sentence “there are trees in the forest” as our utterance
across all auditory stimuli, since this utterance was shown to be emotionally neutral in
terms of its semantic content (Adolphs et ah, 2001).
Actors were used to display acted rather than felt emotions, since for ethical
reasons one cannot experimentally induce the expressions of real, experienced emotions
(see Douglas-Cowie et ah, 2003). There is a degree of scepticism regarding the
ecological validity of using acted emotions in experimental research. It has been
suggested that acted emotions contain a “push effect” (Scherer, 1985), that the actors
are purposefully attempting to send a signal to listeners rather than faithfully conveying
their own emotional experience. It has also been proposed, based on signalling theory
within the area of evolutionary biology, that in fact all vocal emotion is acted since it
serves to deliver a clear message and is therefore exaggerated, and that we use vocal
expression of emotion solely to convince others that we are in a particular emotional
state (Dawkins & Krebs, 1978; Scherer, 1985). Therefore it can be considered valid to
employ acted emotions in a recognition study. Considering the fact that acted emotional
auditory stimuli can still produce a high inter-rater agreement on their emotional content
(as in Banse & Scherer, 1996), there appears to be consensus on acted emotional
expressions.
Since it is the case that different actors have idiosyncratic variations in their
emotional expressions due to their different vocal tracts, fundamental frequency, etc.
(Banse & Scherer, 1996; Whiteside, 1999; Pakosz, 1982) it was deemed necessary to
use six actors to introduce a degree of variation into the stimuli. Also, male and female
vocal expression differs significantly in their pitch, intonation patterns and temporal
dynamics (Henton, 1989). As such, three male and three female actors were used. These
actors were chosen on the basis of possessing previous acting experience.
Based on previous research on the nature of emotional prosody perception, it
was hypothesised that the emotions of the auditory stimuli would be easily recognisable,
and that it would be possible to extract a stimulus set composed of the most
recognisable recordings. It was hypothesised that there would be a significant effect of
emotion on the recognisability of the stimuli, since previous recognition studies have
suggested that different emotions are differentially recognisable in the auditory domain
(van Bezooijen, 1984; Banse & Scherer, 1996; Williams & Stevens, 1972; Wallbott &
Scherer, 1986).
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The present task for actors was to recite the standard sentence (“there are trees in
the forest”) in six different emotional prosodies; angry, disgusted, fearful, happy, sad
and surprised. These recordings were then presented to naive participants to ascertain
that they were recognisable as representing the emotions they purport to recognise.

2.2.1

Method

Participants

10 participants (9 female, age range 18-28, mean age 20.5) were recruited for
this study, from the student population at Trinity College Dublin. All gave informed
consent to participate and received research credits for their participation. All reported
normal or corrected to normal vision. The study (and all following studies throughout
this thesis) was approved by the Ethics Committee of the School of Psychology, Trinity
College Dublin (see Appendix B for a copy of this approval letter).
Stimuli and apparatus

The auditory stimuli were recorded by six actors (3 male, age range 18-24, mean
age 23.3) in a small, quiet room in Trinity College Institute of Neuroscience. The actors
were recruited from the student population of Trinity College Dublin. All participants
gave informed written consent to partake in the study. Each actor was recorded
individually, using Adobe Audition 1.0 software (1991-2002 Adobe Systems
Incorporated, U.S.A.). They first listened to an emotionally neutral utterance of “there
are trees in the forest” and were asked to model the pace of their speech on this sample.
This was done to maintain a basic consistency in tempo across actors. Each actor was
then given dictionary definitions (from the Oxford English Dictionary online, 2008) of
the six basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and surprise; Ekman,
1972), and told to recite the sentence four times in succession, for each emotion (i.e. ^
times in a row in an angry manner, followed by a pause, followed by 4 times in a row in
a disgusted manner, etc.). The actors were told to be as naturalistic with their
pronunciations as possible, with an emphasis on clarity of speech also. 4 samples per
emotion per actor were recorded. This gave a total of 144 stimuli.
The mean length of utterance across all recorded emotions was 1750ms. A
repeated measures ANOVA showed that there was a significant main effect of emotion
on length of utterance [F (5,115) = 17.4; /?<0.01] showing that tempo and duration of
speech vary as a function of expressed emotion (as has previously been found by Banse
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& Scherer, 1996). The ‘disgust’ emotional sentences were found to have the longest
duration (1930ms) and ‘fear’ had the shortest duration (1630ms).
For two of the male actors used, the sound pressure level (SPL) of the angry
stimuli (as measured using Adobe Audition 1.0 software) peaked to the extent that it
was too loud to listen to comfortably. These stimuli were then attenuated in intensity by
6dB to produce a comfortable listening level. The intensity of the stimuli was then kept
constant across all stimuli and all participants, at an average of 12dB SPL. Auditory
stimuli were then delivered to participants on Sennheiser HD202 headphones from a
PC, and stimuli were delivered and responses recorded using Presentation software.
Experimental design
A repeated measures design was used in order to test the auditory stimuli for
recognisability. There was an independent variable of Emotion category, with six levels
(anger, disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise). The stimuli were tested for
recognisability using a six alternative forced choice response paradigm, and participants
were encouraged to make speeded responses. Proportion of accurate responses and
reaction times were collected as measures of recognisability of the stimuli. All stimuli
were presented in fully randomised order, and repeated twice across two blocks of
presentation. The main study was preceded by a learning phase since there were so
many alternative responses to learn (see Appendix A for details of this learning phase).
Procedure
Participants were presented with the auditory stimuli in a 6 alternative forcedchoice task, where they were instructed to categorise, as fast and accurately as
possible, each stimulus as belonging to one of the six emotional categories (anger,
disgust, fear, sadness, happiness or surprise). Their categorisations and reaction times
were measured as dependent variables (for more details on the experimental procedure
see Appendix A).
2.2.2 Results
From the results of the recognition study it is apparent that the stimuli created
above were recognisable as being the emotions they purport to be. Average recognition
accuracy was 0.71 (71% of all responses were accurate). Since an alternative forced
choice paradigm introduces the risk of chance responding (which would produce
proportions of accuracy of a rate not significantly higher than change level accuracy,
which in this experiment was 0.1667) one-sample t-tests were performed on the
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proportions of accurate responses for each emotion category against chance level
accuracy, and all were found to be recognisable at a rate significantly above chance
level accuracy [anger: t (9) = 6.13,p<0.01; disgust: t (9) = 19.64,/><0.01; fear: t (9) =
11.61,p<0.01; sadness: t (9) = 9.01,/7<0.01; happiness: t (9)

11.4, j^><0.01; surprise: t

(9) = 29.5, /?<0.01]. From these results it can be seen that these stimuli are sufficiently
recognisable for use in emotion perception studies.
A repeated measures ANOVA with Emotion category as a factor and proportion
of accurate responses as the dependent variable was then performed, and revealed a
significant main effect of Emotion category [F (5,45) =8.3; /7<0.01]. Within the main
effect of Emotion category, participants were significantly more accurate at identifying
angry (p<0.01), fearful (p<0.01), sad (p<0.01) and surprised (p<0.01) stimuli than
disgust stimuli, and they were more aecurate at identifying angry (p<0.01) than happy
stimuli also {all reported post hoc analyses are Tukey statistics). Thus anger was found
to be the most recognisable emotion, with disgust the least recognisable emotion, which
would fit in with previous findings of the same pattern in vocal emotion recognition
(Banse & Scherer, 1996; Van Bezooijen, 1984; see Figure 1).
Although all emotions were shown to be highly recognisable, confusion errors
were computed to ensure that no one emotion was consistently confused with another.
Using a one-sample t-test with ehance level accuracy as the test value (0.1667) it was
found that surprise stimuli were mistakenly identified as being happy stimuli at a level
significantly above chance (t=6.9, df = 9, p< 0.01). This was the only significant level
confusion found among the accuracy data. Typically fear and surprise are confusable,
rather than surprise and happiness, but the current findings may be due to the possibility
that surprise is not a separate emotional category and therefore could be identified as
being either happiness or surprise (see Ortony & Turner, 1990, for a discussion of the
validity of including surprise as a basic emotion).
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Figure 1. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for the emotional prosody
stimuli, per emotional category (error bars here represent ± 1 standard error of the mean).

2.3

Creation of visual emotional stimuli
Following the creation and validation of the auditory emotional stimuli set, visual

stimuli were then created using video clips of actors displaying emotional body
language. Most of the emotion literature to date has focused on facial expression
perception (Adolphs, 2002) to the detriment of emotional body language research; as of
2009 de Gelder reports that less than 20 studies have focused on emotional body
language perception (de Gelder, 2009). Emotional body language is thought to be an
efficient conveyor of emotion and more salient than facial expression when viewed
from far away (Walk & Walters, 1988). For chapters 4 and 5 where crowd perception
was investigated, emotional body language was thought to be a more suitable cue to
investigate than facial expressions since by necessity when viewing a crowd one is
viewing at a distance from individuals. As with the creation of the auditory stimuli, six
actors (different to those used for the auditory recordings) were recruited. Again, as in
the auditory study, actors were all chosen on the basis of possessing previous acting
experience. It was deemed necessary to use actors who had acting experience in the
visual domain following a test shoot with non-actors; there was a general lack of
expressiveness across these actors, and as such it was thought that actors with previous
experience would feel more comfortable being filmed and therefore be more expressive.
Emotions are easily recognisable from emotional body language (Wallbott &
Scherer, 1986; Ekman et al., 1980; Peelen et al., 2007; Wallbott, 1998; de Gelder,
2006). It was hypothesised that the visual stimuli created here would be easily
recognisable, and that it would be possible to extract a highly recognisable stimulus set
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for use in later studies. Based on previous literature, differential recognisability
according to emotional category of the body language was expected (Wallbott &
Scherer, 1986; Wallbott, 1998; Atkinson, Dittrich, Gemmell & Young, 2004, Atkinson,
Tunstall & Dittrich, 2007). It was also expected that recognisability of the visual stimuli
would be easier than recognition of the auditory stimuli, as emotions are considered to
be more identifiable from the visual than the auditory modality (Wallbott & Scherer,
1986; Adolphs, 2002; Cowie & Cornelius, 2003).
The actors were instructed to display, through their body language, six emotional
states (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise). These displays were
captured on video and edited down to clips of equal length. These clips were then
presented to a group of naive participants to ensure that they were recognisable as being
those emotions the actors were intending to display.
2.3.1

Method

Participants

8 participants (4 female, age range 21-34, mean age 26.2) were recruited for this
study, from the student population at Trinity College Dublin. Participants received
research credits for their participation, and all gave informed written consent to partake
in the study. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing.
Stimuli and apparatus

Six new actors were recruited for this study (three male, three female, age range
18-49, mean age 28) from the student population of Trinity College Dublin. All
participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study. There was no
payment for participation. Stimuli consisted of real and virtual versions of the same
displays of emotional body language. The real versions were video recordings of the
actors expressing emotional body language, and the virtual versions were created from
animations applied to the recorded motions of the actors. Therefore both video capture
and motion capture were used at the same time to allow the later creation of virtual
replicas of the real visual stimuli, derived from the dynamic information contained in
the real visual stimuli (see section 2.4 of this chapter for a full description of the
creation of the virtual stimuli). To this end, actors were recorded in a motion capture
studio. Actors were recorded wearing black Lycra suits to which 40 motion sensors
were attached at specific points of the body. Since facial expressions may have
influenced the perception of emotional body language in this study, as was previously
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found by Meeren, van Heijnsbergen & de Gelder (2005), the actors’ faces and heads
were concealed with a white mask and cap with the four head-tracking motion sensors
attached on a headband. The actors all wore black socks. All hair was concealed under
the cap, and any visible jewellery was removed. All video and motion-capture recording
took place in the motion capture room in the Graphics and Visualisation Group, in the
Computer Science department, in Trinity College Dublin. This room is outfitted with a
Vicon IQ 2.0 motion capture system, which consists of 10 infrared cameras that
transmit dynamic information emitted from the motion sensors attached to the actor,
whilst the actor moved, to the computer system.
Due to the fact that the actors were being video-captured during motion capture to
allow identical motion to be included in the real and virtual stimuli, the recording room
needed to be set up accordingly. A backdrop blue screen was set up and placed behind
the actor and on the floor to create a plain, uniform background for the stimuli. The
backdrop blue screen was 3m high x 2m wide, and the blue floor area was 4.5m long x
2m wide. The actor was centred within the middle square metre of the floor for the
duration of the recordings and was instructed to remain within a clearly marked
boundary (indicated with chalk markings) during the recording of their body
movements. The area was lit from above as side lighting would have interfered with the
infrared cameras of the motion capture system.
For the recording of the real stimuli a JVC Digital Mini-DV camera (Model
number GR-DVL-167EK, with 520 lines of resolution) was used to record the actors.
The camera was positioned using a tripod stand (at a height of 1.1m) at a constant
distance of 5.5m between camera and backdrop, and 3.75m between the camera and the
centre of the actor’s movements. This setup ensured that the viewpoint remained
constant across actors and recorded video clips.
The simultaneous recording of the real and virtual stimuli required one person to
control the online motion capture Vicon IQ 2.0 software, and one person to control the
digital camera. The cameraperson decided when to start and finish recording each
emotion by signalling to both the actor and the researeher stationed at the Vicon system
when to go and stop performing and recording. Actors had 4 seconds in which to
demonstrate each sample of each emotion, and each gave 10 samples of each emotion.
Using the Vicon system a point light display was created from each motion, which was
then saved for later post-production. Actors’ hands and faces were not included in the
captured motion sequences.
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The video stimuli, recorded on a mini-DV tape, were captured and isolated into
separate clips using Adobe Premiere 6.5 software. Lighting and contrast were optimised
for visibility and the surrounding environment visible beside and above the blue capture
area were edited out. Due to movement of the actors outside of the central Im x Im
space, producing some occlusion of the limbs, only 3 samples of each emotion for each
actor were suitable for processing. This yielded 108, 4-second long video clips.
The experimental design of this study was identical to that of the recognisability
study in section 2.2; the only difference being that the auditory stimuli in section 2.2
were replaced with visual stimuli in this section, to be tested for recognisability (see
Appendix A for details of the procedure used in this recognition study).
Stimuli recording procedure

Previous reports describe a number of strategies used to elicit emotional
expression in actors. For example, while Atkinson et al. (2004) refrained from giving
any explicit instruction to their actors on how an emotion should be conveyed, Dittrich
et al. (1996) provided actors with emotional scenarios within which to imagine
themselves. Both of these approaches have associated benefits on the recognisability of
the resultant stimuli. Actors who are not given instruction are free to portray the
emotion in any way they see fit, thus ecological validity may be preserved. Williams &
Stevens’ (1972) argument for the use of instructions was that if actors were just given
the names of the emotions and no other instruction, there may be differences in
interpretation, as was seen in a confusion between contempt and disgust reported by
Atkinson et al. (2004). However, if this type of confusion occurs, the actor could be
asked for a second interpretation of the emotion, without recourse to explicit instruction.
Atkinson et al. (2004) found that these actors typically used very conventional and
well-experienced gestures to convey each emotion. It was felt by these researchers that
providing explicit instructions did not produce naturalistic expressions. When actors
were told to choose their own movements to reflect each emotional state, they used
more conventional and exaggerated movements, and the resulting movements were
more recognisable than the scenario elicited movements in Dittrich et al. (1996; note,
however, that there was some confusion reported in the portrayal of disgust; rather than
portraying strictly food or sickness related disgust, some actors were instead displaying
contempt, which is more related to morality and not considered to be a basic emotion).
Based on these findings the present study opted against using instructions for the actors.
It was deemed sufficient to give the actors a list of the six basic emotions, along with
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dictionary definitions from the Oxford English Dictionary Online (2008) for clarity and
to provide 10 examples of each emotion. The actors were not allowed to observe each
other’s performances, since this could potentially affect individual performances.
Due to the fact that the backdrop was quite high, from certain angles it was
possible that the infrared eameras used to capture motion could be occluded. Thus,
when one motion sensor was occluded, it was not be picked up by the infrared cameras.
As such, the participants were required to remain in the central Im x Im of the blue
floor area as there was no occlusion here of the infrared cameras and were instructed to
keep their limbs from covering other parts of their body, or their torso from covering
their legs when crouching.
2.3.2

Results

Following a recognition study, it was found that visual emotional stimuli were
recognisable when portrayed by video footage of real actors. Overall recognition rates
were high (0.81). Responses to all emotion categories were then tested against chance
level accuraey (p (0.1667) since there were 6 possible responses] to ensure that chance
responses were not causing the effeet. Responses to all emotion categories were found
to be significantly greater than chance level accuracy [anger: t (7) = 16.8, ;7<0.01;
disgust: t (7) =24.24, p<0.01; fear: t (7) = 15.54, p<0.01; sadness: t (7) = 15.15,/7<0.01;
happiness: t (7) = 15.69,/7<0.01; surprise: t (7) = 17.37,/?<0.01].
A repeated measures ANOVA with Emotion as the factor and proportion of
accuracy as the dependent variable revealed a significant effect [F (5,35) =3.22;
/7<0.05]. Within the main effeet of emotion, participants were found to be significantly
more accurate in identifying happy stimuli than disgust stimuli (p <0.05) and happy
than fearful stimuli (/7<0.05; all reported post hoc analyses are Tukey statistics).
Happiness was as such found to be the emotion most accurately identified across
participants, with disgust as the least accurately identified emotion in the visual
modality. This fits in with previous findings on the recognisability of happiness from
emotional body language (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002; Schindler et al., 2008; Walk &
Homan, 1984). Anger was also recognised at a highly accurate rate, which also accords
with previous findings in recognition studies on emotional body language (Montepare,
Goldstein & Clausen, 1987; Dittrich et al., 1996; Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Rollick
et al., 2001; Walk & Homan, 1984). Confusion errors were computed and it was found
that no emotion was confused with another emotion at a level above chance. Previous
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research has found differences between the modalities in accuracy of recognition of
emotional stimuli. A comparison of overall visual and auditory results found that visual
stimuli had higher accuracy than the auditory stimuli for recognisability [F(l,16) = 16.5,
p<0.05] as was expected from previous findings (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Adolphs,
2002).
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Figure 2. Mean proportion of accuracy responses across participants for both the auditory (see section
2.2, this chapter) and the visual stimuli, across the six emotional categories (error bars represent ± 1
standard error of the mean).

2.4

Creation of virtual visual stimuli
This study was concerned with whether emotional cues from real humans are

recognisable when expressed by virtual humans, particularly when dynamic information
is the same across both presentations. Virtual humans were those created from the
motion tracked from the real actors. These motions were turned into virtual animated
agents who resembled the real human stimuli. Virtual characters depicting emotional
body language were created, and tested using a simple emotion categorisation task for
recognisability. There is limited research on the perception of biological motion, social
cues or forms of virtual humans, although it has been found that different neural
networks are activated during the perception of real and virtual humans (Perani, et al.,
2001; Han et al., 2005, Mar, Kelley, Heatherton & Macrae, 2007; Martineau & Cochin,
2003). Perceiving real humans activates areas associated with theory of mind as we
wish to understand the intentions of that human, whereas perceiving virtual humans
only activates action perception areas (Han et al., 2005). Even the belief that one is
interacting with a real human as opposed to a non-animate object activates theory of
mind areas not activated for non-animate object interactions (Gallagher, Jack,
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Roepstorff & Frith, 2002). It is often assumed in clinical settings where virtual reality
technology is used for therapeutic purposes, that virtual humans are appropriate for use
in the place of real humans (e.g. Brooks, 1999). This use of virtual humans may not be
appropriate if neural activation shows that we are unconcerned about the mind of a nonanimate object such as a virtual human (Gallagher et ah, 2002) since we know it is not
real and does not have a mind. Emotions serve as cues to the intentions and desires of
others (Allison et ah, 2000). Since virtual humans have neither intentions nor desires, it
may not be the case that emotion is perceived from virtual humans in the same way as
from real humans, in that it may not be relevant or interesting to perceive accurately the
emotional cues from a virtual human. In the current study it was expected that
participants would be more successful at identifying emotional cues from real than from
virtual humans.
2.4.1

Method

Participants

14 participants were recruited for this study (8 female, age range 20-31, mean
age 25.2), from the student population at Trinity College Dublin. All participants gave
informed written consent to partake in the study, and received research credits for their
participation. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

In order to create virtual replicas of real human motions, motion capture
technology was used. Motion capture is a means by which we can “record the
movement of a performer (...) in a compact and usable manner” (Gleicher & Ferrier,
2002). The movements can then be manipulated using computer software. From here it
is possible to map the movements onto a computer-generated character to create a
virtual character with real human movement patterns.
Motion capture works by tracking motion sensors with infrared cameras. When
these motion sensors are attached to a human at various different foci of movement
around the body (mostly joints), human motion can be recorded. Typically a large
number of infrared cameras are placed around the object being captured, and when the
cameras are calibrated with each other, it allows the attached software system to create a
three-dimensional image of the moving object (for a comprehensive account of motion
capture, see Menache, 2000).
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To create the virtual stimuli in the present study, actors were motion captured
simultaneous to being video captured (see section 2.3). They wore black Lycra motion
capture suits and 40 motion sensors were attached about their person. The system used
to capture the motion was a Vicon IQ 2.0, which included 10 infrared cameras
positioned around the room. Using the Vicon software, point light displays of each
motion were recorded. These point-light displays were then processed using the Vicon
system and checked to ensure that the motion sensors remained fixed to the same body
location during capture (typically this is a problem when using motion capture; the
sensors become misplaced due to movements of the body). The point light displays
were then saved as files containing motion information and information about the exact
physical proportions of each actor (height, width, limb length and proportion, etc.).
These files were then imported into 3D Studio Max, an animation software, and
each motion was tested to ensure that the motion sensors remained in place for the
duration of the recording using a plain skeleton figure. The best sample of each emotion
(chosen in the recognition study detailed in section 2.3) was then processed and applied
to each virtual character. A virtual model was chosen for each of the six real actors, and
their height and size were adjusted to match those of the original actors. The virtual
models were rendered to wear black clothes and a white mask and cap to match the real
stimuli, complete with 40 motion sensors attached at the same places as on the real
stimuli. The motion files of the real actors were then applied to these six virtual
counterparts.
The backgrounds of the virtual scenes were rendered to match the blue
background of the real scenes. The visual angle of each scene was adjusted to match
that of the real camera set-up, and motion blur was applied to the footage to make it
appear more similar to the real stimuli. The frame rate was adjusted to match that of the
real footage of 25 frames per second. Advanced lighting techniques within 3D Studio
Max, allowing the manipulation of light dispersion, luminosity levels and shadowing,
were used to recreate the lighting conditions of the original setup, and shadow effects
were also used to increase realism. Finally the stimuli were saved as “.avi” format, and
imported into Adobe Premiere 6.5, a film editing suite. Here they were synchronised
frame by frame with the real stimuli to ensure they were identical throughout the
duration of each clip. This gave a final stimulus set of 36 virtual stimuli (6 actors each
depicting 6 emotions). Only one version of each emotion depicted by each actor was
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rendered out. These were chosen based on the best examples of each emotion from each
actor (found using a recognition study, see section 2.3).
There were, however, some problems encountered with the creation of the
virtual stimulus based on one female actor. During the course of the recording, this
actor placed her hands on her head on numerous occasions and, since the hands were
not motion captured, the rendering software was unable to identify the extent of the
hands and maintain separation between the hands and the head such that the hands
appeared to intersect with the head. An attempt was made to move the hands manually
polygon by polygon, but this created too big a difference between the real and virtual
versions of the stimuli. Therefore a decision was made to exclude the motion data
captured from this actor from further experiments and stimulus creation. To balance the
loss of a female actor, the stimuli from one of the male actors were also excluded. One
male and one female actors’ auditory stimuli were then excluded for the stimulus pool
of Chapter 3 to balance the number of actors in the visual modality. This left a total
number of 24 real stimuli, 24 virtual stimuli, and 24 auditory stimuli (for use in Chapter
3).
Experimental Design

The experiment was based on a 6 x 2 within subjects design, with two
independent variables. Emotion (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and surprise)
and Realism (real and virtual). The measurement of recognisability used here was
proportion of accurate responses from participants. There were two phases to the study.
First, there was a learning phase to allow participants to become accustomed to the
response buttons. The second phase was the testing phase itself (for more details on the
learning phase refer to Appendix A).
Procedure

The procedure for the creation of virtual stimuli was identical to that of the
creation of the real stimuli, for the actors (see Appendix A). While the real human video
was being captured, motion capture was being carried out simultaneously. The virtual
versions of those real stimuli found in section 2.3 to be the most recognisable were then
tested in a recognisability study alongside their recognisable real human versions.
2.4.2 Results
From the results of the recognition study, it was found that virtual actors can
efficiently express emotional body language, although real actors are still significantly
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more efficient. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed with Emotion category
and Realism as factors. There was a significant main effect of Emotion category found
[F (5, 65) = 8.7; p< 0.01]. There was a significant main effect of Realism [F (1, 13) =
7.4; p <0.05]; and a significant interaction between the two [F (5, 65) = 16.39; p< 0.01;
see Figure 3].
Tukey pair-wise post hoc analysis was conducted on the main effect of Emotion.
This revealed that accuracy rates were significantly higher for anger (p<0.01, fear
(p<0.05) sad (p<0.01) or happy (j!?<0.05) stimuli than for surprise, and that accuracy
was also higher for anger (/7<0.01) or fear (/?<0.05) stimuli than for disgust stimuli.
Within the Emotion by Realism interaction, there was a significant difference found in
post hoc analyses between real and virtual sadness (jf7<0.01) with accuracy for real
sadness being significantly higher than for virtual sadness. Within the real stimuli, anger
and fear both yielded significantly higher accuracy than disgust, happiness or surprise
(/7<0.05); sadness had higher accuracy rates than happiness or surprise (p<0.05) and
rates were significantly higher for happiness than for surprise (/><0.05). For the virtual
stimuli, anger stimuli produced significantly higher accuracy rates than sad or surprised
stimuli (/?<0.01); sad stimuli produced significantly lower accuracy rates than did fear
or happiness (p<0.05) and happy stimuli produced significantly higher accuracy rates
than surprise (p<0.01). Overall, responses to the real human stimuli were significantly
more accurate than those to the virtual human stimuli. However, overall accuracy of
recognition of emotion in the virtual human stimuli remained high (0.74 as opposed to
0.79 for the real human stimuli).

• Real
• Virtual

Anger

Disgust

Fear

Sadness Happiness Surprise

Stimulus Emotion

Figure 3. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for each of the six emotion
categories, as displayed by both real and virtual human stimuli (error bars represent ± 1 standard error of
the mean).
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2.5

Creation of visual emotional crowds
This section was concerned with creating emotional crowd stimuli from the

virtual individuals created at section 2.4, in order to test how emotion is recognised
when it is expressed by different characters in a crowd, and how the general emotion of
a crowd is perceived when different individuals in the crowd express different emotions.
2.5.1

Methods

Participants

For Experiment 1, Chapter 4, we recruited an opportune sample of 225
participants (117 females) who took part in a science exhibition at the Science Gallery,
Trinity College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 6 to 78 years, with a mean age of 33.4.
All participants gave informed, written consent to partake in the study. All reported
normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

Each of the five virtual figures created in section 2.3 were rendered from 5
different viewpoints (face-on, 30° to the left, 30° to the right, 60° to the left, 60° to the
right) to give variation to the individuals in a crowd display, giving a total stimulus set
of 100 virtual figures (5 viewpoints, 5 characters, 4 emotions). From these, crowds were
created using Adobe Premiere 6.5. First, a grey background (RGB value of
120,120,120) was applied to the video track. Then a virtual figure was scaled down to
19% of their original size and positioned at random on this background, via alpha
channel colour layering. For each crowd, it was important to ensure that no character
was placed at the exact centre of the crowd, in case this affected categorisations (since
there was an intertrial fixation cross at the centre of the screen, if there had been a
character in the direct centre of the crowd during the trial it may have caused responses
to be based on its emotion, since this would be the first point of focus within the crowd).
The two layers were then saved as one video. For crowd displays with 20 characters,
this process was repeated 20 times until all 20 virtual characters were randomly placed
in the scene. For each crowd scene, the characters were randomly positioned with the
constraint that no one character was consistently associated with one particular emotion
or position on the screen. Each crowd scene contained equal numbers of male and
female characters.
For the purpose of the experiments described in Chapters 4 and 5 we created
crowd stimuli in which we varied the proportion of characters conveying one of two
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emotions. We followed the design of Young and colleagues (1997) in the creation of
continua of crowd scenes of characters conveying emotions. In order to investigate
whether the perception of emotion from a crowd is categorical we created crowds, each
depicting characters displaying one of two emotions from a set of four emotional
categories: anger, fear, happiness and sadness. Based on Young et al.’s design (1997),
continua were created between each pairing within the four emotions, giving six
different pairings as follows; anger-fear, happy-anger, anger-sad, fear-happy, sad-fear,
sad-happy. Within each emotional category pairing, five crowds were rendered with
different proportions of characters depicting each emotion. Therefore, each crowd scene
would contain varying number of characters depicting the same emotion. For instance,
along the anger-happy continuum, five crowds contained a proportional number of
characters conveying each of these emotions as follows; all characters conveyed ‘anger’
and none conveyed ‘happy’ (i.e. 100% of the characters conveyed anger with 0%
conveying happy; 75% of the characters conveyed anger and 25% eonveyed happy 50%
of the characters conveyed anger, and 50% conveyed happy; 25% of the characters
conveyed anger and 75% conveyed happy; 100% of characters conveyed happy and
none conveyed anger).
Four crowds were 100% one emotion (100% of characters conveying anger, 100%
of characters conveying fear, 100% of characters conveying happiness and 100%
conveying sadness). There were six different continua (see above) and as such there
were six different crowds where 25% of characters conveyed one emotion while 75%
conveyed another; another six where 50% of characters conveyed one emotion while
50% conveyed another, and another six where 75% of characters expressed one emotion
while 25% conveyed another, giving a total of 22 unique crowd stimuli.
Experimental Design and Procedure

The recognisability of the 100% proportion crowds was tested as part of a larger
experiment. See Chapter 4, Experiment 1 for full details of the experimental design and
procedure used to test these stimuli for recognisability.
2.5.2

Results
In this experiment, all 22 crowd stimuli were presented to participants, during a

prestudy, for a duration of 6 seconds. Prior to further analyses, the recognition rates of
the crowds containing 100% one emotion were tested against chance level accuracy, to
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ensure that it is possible to recognise the emotions of a crowd of characters. A high
overall rate of recognition was found for the stimuli of each emotion category; anger
(mean=90.8%, SD=2.05); fear (mean = 89.1%, SD= 2.99); happy (mean=96.67%,
SD=1.76); and sad (mean=92.22%, SD=2.66). A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA
was performed on these accuracy data with category of emotion as the main factor
(anger, fear, sad, happy) and revealed a main effect [F (3,651) = 3.58; p<0.05].
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Figure 4. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for each emotion category, in the
100% proportion crowds only, in Experiment 1, Chapter 4 (error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the
mean).

2.6

Creation of emotional crowd sounds
While there is a considerable amount of research on the topic of individual

emotional voices (see section 2.2), there is little on the recognition of emotion from
crowds in the auditory modality. We know from experience that auditory information
from crowds can be emotionally salient. The research question in the following
experiment was whether emotion can be accurately and quickly detected from vocal
crowd sounds. In order to address this question we recorded a crowd of 18 vocalising
without verbalising in four emotional ways; angry, fearful, sad and happy. These
auditory stimuli were then presented to a separate group of 11 naive participants, whose
task was to identify the emotion expressed through sound. Emotional categorisation
responses and reaction times were measured.
It was expected that the recognition of emotion from crowd sounds would be
similar to that from single voices, i.e. a high level of accuracy would be achieved.
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Considering that a main effect of emotion on both accuracy and reaction times has been
found in the recognition of emotion from single voices, and in the recognition of
emotion from crowds in the visual modality, it would also be expected that a main
effect of emotion will be found here, in the same pattern as that found in section 2.2,
where angry stimuli are recognised most accurately, and happy stimuli the least
accurately of the four emotions used in this study (anger, fear, happiness and sadness).
2.6.1

Method

Participants

A group of 11 participants (9 female, age range 18-31 years, mean age 19.8)
participated in the study. All gave informed written consent to participate and received
research credits for their participation. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision
and hearing.
Stimuli and apparatus

18 actors (11 female, 7 male, age range 19-34, mean age 24.5) were recruited to
record the auditory crowd scenes from staff and students within Trinity College Institute
of Neuroscience. All gave informed consent to participate. There was no payment for
participation but those eligible received research credits. Recording took place in a
lecture theatre in the Lloyd Building at Trinity College Dublin. For recording purposes,
two condenser microphones were placed using microphone stands on the left and right
hand side of the group of actors, and were connected via a stereo amplifier to a laptop.
This set-up allowed the researcher to record the stimuli using Adobe Soundbooth
software. As with the recording of previous emotional stimuli (see sections 2.2 and 2.3
above) actors were not given any explicit instructions as to how to provide emotional
content in their vocalisations. However, actors were instructed to vocalise emotional
states without using words, as the semantics of words may influence the emotional
content of the vocalisations. Angry, fearful, sad and happy crowd noises were recorded,
with each recording lasting for a duration of six seconds. The researcher cued the group
to begin and to stop vocalising. The crowd stimuli were then balanced and optimised for
volume using Adobe Audition, using amplifications of 4-20 dB SPL to ensure that there
was balance between the left and right input. Since the ‘sad’ vocalisations were low in
volume as is characteristic of sad vocalisations (see Scherer, 1986) these stimuli were
amplified relatively more than the other stimuli in order to be clearly audible. As a
result background noise was also amplified, therefore these stimuli were also treated for
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hiss reduction by applying a high frequency filter. Four examples of each emotion were
recorded, each lasting 6 seconds.
Experimental Design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design, with one factor of
Emotion. This factor had four levels (anger, fear, happiness, sadness). Proportions of
accurate responses were measured as the dependent variable. There were two phases to
the study. First, there was a learning phase to allow participants to become accustomed
to the response buttons. The second phase was the testing phase itself (for details on the
procedure refer to Appendix A).
2.6.2 Results
Overall the crowd sounds stimuli were found to be highly recognisable (average
proportion of recognition of 0.871). A repeated measures ANOVA was performed with
Emotion as a factor and a significant effect was found [F (3,129) = 11.079; p<0.01].
Tukey post hoc analyses revealed that accuracy of responses to happy stimuli were
significantly higher than those to angry stimuli (p<0.01) and fearful stimuli (p<0.01);
also, accuracy of responses to sad stimuli were significantly higher than those to angry
stimuli (p<0.01) and fearful stimuli (/?=0.03). Happy stimuli garnered the highest
accuracy results, with an average of 0.97 proportion accurate responses, while angry
stimuli garnered the lowest accuracy results with an average of 0.78 proportion accurate
responses. This would still be considered a highly accurate average response rate.
Confusion errors were collated to ensure that no one emotion was consistently confused
with another. No such confusion errors above chance level (0.25) were found. It would
appear that the stimuli tested in this experiment are highly recognisable as containing
the emotional information they purport to contain.
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Figure 5. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants, for all four emotional categories of
the crowd sounds created for use in Experiment 1, Chapter 5 (error bars represent ± 1 standard error of
the mean).

2.7

Creation of mixed sizes of emotional crowd stimuli
Section 2.5 describes the creation of visual emotional crowd scenes containing

differing proportions of two emotions, as created along six different emotional continua.
We wished to create auditory versions of these visual stimuli, for use in Chapter 5. We
created recordings of different proportions of characters within a crowd of 20 who
vocalised (without verbalising) in four different emotional states; anger, fear, happiness
and sadness. This recording took place in a studio booth to allow later mixing of the
different emotional recordings into a large auditory crowd comprised of different
vocalised emotions. Since we wished to create auditory crowds with different
proportions of characters vocalising different emotions, it was deemed necessary to
record in small groups since according to the emotion contagion effect (Hatfield et al.,
1993) actors would not be able to express different emotions while vocalising together.
It is hypothesised by Hatfield and colleagues that in these circumstances, individuals
synchronise vocal, facial and postural affect in order to foster social cohesion. During a
previous recording session outlined above, we attempted to organise actors into groups
expressing different emotions and it was not possible for these actors to maintain
expression of their set emotion. The actors were recorded in groups of 5, 4, and 3 in
order to create enough variation to allow us to later build auditory crowds of 12, 20 and
32 characters.

Larger auditory crowd sizes were created by digitally mixing these
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original recordings using recording software. This allowed us to create auditory stimuli
that matched each of the visual crowds created in section 2.5.
2.7.1

Method

Participants

The recognisability of these stimuli was confirmed within Experiment 2, Chapter
5. 20 participants were recruited (8 male, age range 18-34, mean age 23.4). All
participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study, and received research
credits for their participation. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

Auditory crowds were created from vocal recordings made from a total of 5
actors (3 female; age range 20-34, mean age 25.2). After the recordings, the voices of
these actors were mixed such that each resultant auditory crowd was comprised of 50%
male and 50% female voices, to match the makeup of the visual crowds. These actors
were recorded in groups of 5, 4, and 3 in order to create enough variation to
subsequently allow us to build auditory crowds of different sizes of 12, 20 and 32
characters. For the present experiment, vocal recordings were used to create a fixed
crowd size of 20 characters but the proportion of characters vocalising one particular
emotional state over another was manipulated after the recording was conducted.
Recording took place in a recording studio in the Department of Electronic and
Electrical Engineering in Trinity College Dublin. The recording apparatus consisted of 5
cardioid microphones, one directly in front of each actor, and a reference omni
directional microphone centralised about 1.5m in front of the actors. Actors were
instructed to vocalise according to each of the four emotional states without verbalising,
and each recording lasted for two seconds. Each group produced ten examples of each
emotion from which two-second segments were cut to produce 20 possible recordings
for each emotion category to be mixed to produce the auditory stimuli.
Post-recording production then took the recordings taken from the individual
cardioid microphones and level matched them using LAeq (long term averaged Aweighted level) levels using ProTools software (for a technical description of level
matching, refer to Benjamin, 2002).

In order to create the auditory crowd stimuli,

multiple instances of each recording were created by taking up to three different, random
segments from each recording and applying pitch-shifting which created different pitch
versions of the original recordings for variety in the resultant mixed crowds. Here the
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pitch of the sources was changed without altering the speed of playback. This was
achieved by changing the length of the sound using the time-expansion function in
ProTools, and then performing sample rate conversion in Matlab to change the pitch. For
each emotion recorded from each of the sub-groupings of actors, the recordings’ outputs
were panned evenly across a stereo field to ensure that for the listener, no spatial
masking of one voice on another would be perceived, as this would effectively sound
like two voices were emanating from the same point in space, and for this reason the
voices were evenly panned across auditory space. For auditory stimuli in which the
voices of a crowd vocalised two different emotions, these stimuli were created by
interleaving the recordings across the stereo field. The relative levels of the ‘mixed'
performances were matched to the total A-weighted sound pressure level from the omni
directional recordings, thus giving the correct relative sound pressure level between the
four emotions of sad, happy, fear and anger.
2.7.2

Results

Using a repeated measures ANOVA it was found that the proportion of accuracy
of recognition was significantly affected by the emotional category of the crowd sounds
[F (3, 57), 15.06, /7<0.01) with sad sounds being the most accurately recognised, and
angry sounds being the least accurately recognised. All four emotional categories were
recognised at a rate significantly above chance level accuracy [anger: t (19) = 3.09,
/7<0.01; fear t (19) = 6.98, /?<0.01; happiness: t (19) = 6.72, ;?<0.01; sadness: t (19) =
23.28; p<0.01].
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Figure 6. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for all four-emotion categories, for
the recognition of auditory emotional crowds as used in Experiment 2, Chapter 5 (error bars represent ± 1
standard error of the mean).
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2.8

Creation of static crowds expressing averted eye gaze and head orientation
It is well known that the direction in which the eye gaze of others turns to has an

effect on where we direct our own attention (Driver et ah, 1999; Hietanen, 1999;
Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). This shared attention develops very early in life (Hood et
ah, 1998). The cueing effect of eye gaze can be seen to happen reflexively (Driver et ah,
1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). Most previous studies have focused on the effect of
the gaze direction of a single other human on where we direct our own attention.
However it is not known to what extent this principle operates when we perceive a
crowd of people where different proportions of the crowd are attending to the left or
right, as seen by their gaze direction. The effect may require a high proportion of a
crowd to be looking in a particular direction in order for our attention to be reoriented,
or it may be that just one face expressing averted gaze is needed to reorient our
attention. Static displays of virtual crowds were created, with these displays depicting
different proportions of the characters in the crowd expressing averted eye gaze. A
second set of stimuli was created where the head orientation of the characters in the
crowd was manipulated instead of eye gaze.
2.8.1

Method

Participants

5 participants (2 female, age range 21-34, mean age 25.5) were recruited for this
study, from the student population at Trinity College Dublin. All gave written informed
consent to participate and received research credits for participation. All participants
reported normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing.
Stimuli and apparatus

Our stimuli were created by modifying the skins (the skin and clothing) of 20
virtual characters in order to create copies of each with their eyes turned either to the
left or to the right. A script was then written within 3D Studio Max using the
VisualBasic language, which allowed for the random placement of a specified
proportion of these characters within a 24-character space, in rows such that the torsos
were visible, against a white background. Characters were positioned in a crowd such
that no character occluded the head of another. Crowd scenes were then rendered out
into jpeg image files using 3D Studio Max 8 software, using 10, 000 polygons for each
character, and advanced lighting rendering. Each image was 992 x 640 pixels. There
were 24 characters in each crowd, and only two characters were repeated in each crowd.
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The characters formed orderly rows within the scene. Each head subtended a visual
angle of 1.6-1.9°. For the purposes of the experiments in Chapter 6, versions of the
crowd images were also created with target letters on either the immediate right or left
of the crowd. This target letter was placed on the crowd scene using Adobe Photoshop
(version Creative Suite 4, Production Premium). Catch scenes were also created for
Chapter 6, which involved placing a pair of sunglasses on a member of the crowd using
Adobe Photoshop. The ratio of valid to invalid trials to neutral trials (where all
characters in the crowd were looking straight ahead) was 1:1:1. The scenes contained
25%, 50%, 75% or 100% characters with averted eye gaze. This gave a stimulus set of
96 basic stimuli, plus four catch scenes. The approximate visual angle subtended by the
whole crowd stimuli was 16° from fixation (head position was not constrained in this
experiment but participants were always approximately 57cm from the monitor). A
short recognition study was then performed on the crowd scenes to ensure that the
direction of gaze was recognisable by participants.
Experimental design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design, with two independent
factors. Proportion, which had four levels (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and direction of eye
gaze. This factor had 2 levels (left, right). There were also two dependent variables, to
be analysed separately, these were reaction times and accuracy.
Procedure

Participants were shown each of the crowd stimuli with averted gaze direction,
and asked to specify by pressing a button (see Appendix A for full details of the
procedure of this study) which direction the gaze was averted towards; right or left.
They were instructed to press a third button if no member of the crowd expressed
averted direction, i.e. they were all looking straight ahead.
2.8.2 Results
Overall accuracy was very high, at 92%. The direction in which the crowd were
looking towards did not affect ease of recognition of gaze direction [F (1,4) <1] and
neither did the proportion of members of the crowd averting their gaze [F (3, 12) <1, see
Figure 7].
The crowds containing differing proportions of characters with averted head
direction were created in a manner identical to that above, except that instead of altering
the eyes, the heads of the characters were rotated 60° to the left or to the right. These
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crowds were not tested for recognisability since it was a far more salient cue than the
eye gaze. Therefore it was deduced that if participants could accurately recognise eye
gaze from the crowds they would also be able to recognise head direction too.

’Left
■Right

Proportion of Crowd Gazing to Left or Right

Figure 7. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for the recognition of gaze direction
from crowds created for Chapter 6, across all 4 levels of proportion, and for both gaze directions; left and
right (error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean).

2.9

Creation of directional sound stimuli
We wished to create auditory correlates of the visual social attentional cue

stimuli created above. To this end we recorded a female voice saying, “hey, look over
there”, directed towards the direct left and direct right of space. These were considered
“directional” such that they were directing the listener’s attention towards one or other
side of space, both physically and semantically. One female actor (age 24) was recorded
for the purposes of these stimuli.
2.9.1

Method

Participants

5 participants (3 female, age range 19-24, mean age 20.8) were involved in this
experiment, recruited from the student population of Trinity College Dublin. All gave
written informed consent to participate, and were given research credits for their
participation. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and hearing.
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Stimuli and apparatus

The correct presentation of directional sound stimuli is dependent on the relative
levels of the left and right channels of a stereo sound. Essentially this means that the
sounds arriving at the listeners left and right ear contain a sufficient amount of
information to allow the participant to determine where the sound originated. The
process of capturing this information in a sound track is called binaural recording. A
binaural recording is a stereo signal which takes into account the fact that sound waves
emitted from a particular point in space will arrive at a listener’s ear at slightly different
times and with slightly different levels. The reason for this is that the human head itself
influences the sound field, introducing a slight delay and attenuation at each ear.
Listeners are particularly sensitive to directional sounds in the horizontal plane, a fact
exploited by using stereo recordings over headphones.
The directional sounds used in this experiment were captured using an
approximate construction of a binaural recording head rig. This was essentially a model
of the human head with a central mass to provide separation of the input channels and
attenuation of the sound between left and right channels. The stereo recordings were
captured using two Behringer C-2 studio condenser microphones, one either side of the
head model to capture the left and right input. The tracks were recorded with a digital
recording software package called Audacity. Once recorded the tracks were postprocessed to remove any reverberation artifacts introduced by the room. This eliminated
any echo that may have masked the directionality of the sound. The sounds were
presented over headphones, which provided the listener with full directional information
from the sound field, as captured by the binaural recording rig. Recordings were made
in a small room. Two condenser microphones were attached to either side of a football
to create a human head-like recording setup, to allow the creation of binaural
recordings. The actor stood directly in front of the setup and recited the line “hey look
over there” while facing directly ahead, direct right, and direct left. The resulting
recordings then had directional information about where the sound was heading for.
The resultant stimuli were three recordings; one where the sentence was directed
straight ahead, one where it was facing right, and one facing left. These three sentences
were then tested for recognisability to ensure that the direction of the sound was
recognisable from the stimuli.
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Experimental design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design, with one factor of
Direction, which had two levels, left and right. Overall average accuracies were collated
per participant and tested to ensure that results were significantly above chance level
accuracy (0.5). See Appendix A for full details of the procedure used in this recognition
study.
2.9.2 Results
It was found that the direction of the stimuli was highly recognisable at an average
proportion of accurate results of 0.88, which was significantly above chance level
accuracy of 0.5 [t=8.5, df = 4,/?<0.01). Furthermore there was no significant difference
between results for the left and the right direction [t (4) = 1.8,;?>0.05; see Figure 8].

right

Voice Direction
Figure 8. Mean proportion of accurate responses across participants for both the left and right direction of
voice in the directional sounds created for Chapter 7 (error bars represent ±1 standard error of the mean).

It is clear from the above results that judging the direction in which a voice is
going is an easy task, and also that the methodology used to create these stimuli was
successful. It has been previously found that visual attentional cues can reflexively
orient attention (Driver et al., 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Hietanen, 1999) and
that auditory (non-social) cues can exogenously orient attention from the peripheries
(Spence & Driver, 2000) but it is not yet known whether vocal cues can reflexively
orient attention when centrally sourced. The recognisably directional voice stimuli
created in this section allowed us to investigate a potentially cueing effect of the voice.
Since these stimuli were deemed recognisable, they were used in the multisensory
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attentional cueing study in Chapter 7, as an auditor>' correlate of the visual head
orientation directional cues.
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3 EVIDENCE FOR AUDIOVISUAL EMOTION
INTEGRATION IN SINGLE CHARACTERS
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3.1

Introduction
It is intuitive that perception from any single sensory modality cannot be

consistently and completely accurate all of the time. Perception in our visual and
auditory systems is susceptible to illusion, fatigue, and lack of attentional resources can
affect performance. Multisensory integration compensates for imperfect unisensory
perception by combining inputs across modalities, when appropriate, in order to reduce
variance and increase the reliability of the eventual percept. The predictions of the
maximum likelihood estimate model (Ernst & Banks, 2002) when applied to human
behaviour, show that we integrate multisensory stimuli in a statistically optimal fashion,
so as to produce the most accurate percept available to the sensory systems.
Typically in multisensory research, arbitrary pairs of audiovisual stimuli, such as
beeps and flashes, are used to investigate integration. As well as these lab-based stimuli
there exist audiovisual stimuli that occur naturally in the environment. Typically
multisensory integration requires spatiotemporal coincidence of input from both
modalities to occur (Stein & Meredith, 1993; Radeau & Bertelson, 1987). However
certain stimuli represent naturally occurring bimodal pairs, such as speech which is
typically experienced simultaneously in the auditory and visual modalities, and as such
speech integration is contingent on stimulus identification as well as bottom-up criteria
such as spatiotemporal coincidence. Audio-visual integration for speech perception is
robust to larger violations of spatiotemporal coincidence than other audio-visual events.
For example, while arbitrarily paired stimuli (e.g. flashes and white noise in this case)
are not integrated when their onsets deviate by more than 50ms (as reported by Binda et
al., 2010 in a demonstration of a temporal ventriloquist effect) discrepancies of up to
200ms between auditory and visual onset in speech perception do not affect integration
(van Wassenhove et al., 2007). It is argued that stimulus identification, rather than
spatiotemporal factors, governs audiovisual integration in speech perception. The role
of identification is also thought to be the important in audio-visual integration for the
purpose of the perception of emotion (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a). For instance,
emotion has been characterised as a single event occurring across two modalities
(Vroomen et al., 2001) and as such its underlying mechanisms are thought to be special
relative to those underlying the integration of arbitrarily paired stimuli (de Gelder &
Bertelson, 2003).
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Even when emotional eues are not temporally synchronous a biasing effect of
auditory emotional information can be seen on the recognition of visually presented
emotion. For example, Pell (2005) carried out a study using auditory primes and visual
target emotional stimuli to investigate whether the recognition of facial expressions is
affected by the presence of an auditory emotionally prosodic prime. He based his ‘facial
affect decision task’ on a previous affective priming study by Wentura (2000). Wentura
used words with affective semantics (e.g. “death” is a word with negative semantic
affect) to prime decisions made on target words and found that these decisions were
biased by the affective content of the primes. Similarly, Pell (2005) found that the
prosodic emotional information contained in a prime (in his study the prime consisted of
semantically meaningless nonsense utterances, e.g. “someone migged the pazing”) had
a significant effect on participants’ recognition of the visually presented emotion (a
facial expression) despite prior instructions to ignore the auditory stimuli. Pell
concluded that even when emotional information is presented in such a way as to be
irrelevant to the task at hand, participants still integrate this information with emotional
information from the target modality. Similar to findings of de Gelder & Vroomen
(2000a) the integration of audiovisual emotional cues appears to be mandatory. This
integration is facilitated by a preattentive exchange of emotional information between
the senses at a neural level, an idea that is supported from evidence from event-related
potential investigations (Pourtois et al., 2000; de Gelder, Bocker et ah, 1999).
Typically face-voice emotion pairs have been investigated with regard to
audiovisual emotion integration (e.g. Massaro & Egan, 1996; de Gelder & Vroomen,
2000a) as these are seen as naturally co-occurring stimuli. For example, Auberge and
Cathiard (2003) found that it is possible to hear a smile, due to vocal and facial
musculature having evolved together. There are, however, other naturally co-occurring
stimuli in emotion expression. De Gelder (2009) emphasised the importance of the
emotional body-voice pairing, since vocal expression is produced by the torso also.
Emotional body language is the representation of the emotions via posture and gesture
(De Gelder, 2006) and it is thought that for each emotion represented in the face, there
is a bodily equivalent (Schindler et al., 2008). However, De Gelder noted that, as of
2009, less than 20 studies in affective neuroscience and psychology focused on the
perception of emotion via body language. Van den Stock and colleagues (2007)
investigated mandatory voice-body emotion links using a crossmodal bias paradigm,
where they presented concurrent emotional voice-body pairs to participants, and the
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task was to identify the emotion expressed in the voice while ignoring the emotional
content of the body. Van den Stock used fearfiil and happy expressions only in this
study and found a systematic bias of emotional information in the body on the
recognition of emotion in the voice. Following this study, van den Stock et al. (2008)
found that emotional information in the voice also affected the recognition of emotional
body language. Here, the same paradigm was used as in their 2007 experiment.
However, visual stimuli consisting of dynamic emotional body language expressing fear
or happiness were presented with nonverbal vocalisations as the auditory stimuli, van
den Stock et al. found that the recognition of emotional body language was biased, in a
mandatory fashion, by the emotional content of accompanying auditory cues.
The main aim of the current chapter was to investigate whether emotional
information from voice and body language are integrated in the perception of emotion.
Other aims included the investigation of whether emotion is efficiently perceived when
body language is displayed by virtual relative to real humans, and whether previous
research findings on the integration of a limited number of emotional categories extends
to the six basic emotion categories of anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and
surprise. We adapted Pell’s priming paradigm (2005) to investigate specifically whether
the recognition of emotional information presented in the dynamic movements of the
body would be influenced by the emotional content of auditory, semantically neutral,
primes.
We were specifically interested in the multisensory integration of emotional cues
from voice and emotional body language because of the later focus on crowd perception
(see Chapters 4 and 5). It has been proposed that emotional body language is a more
salient cue than facial expression when viewed from far away (Walk & Walters, 1988)
and typically when viewing a crowd one has to be at a relative distance in order to
perceive the whole crowd. Therefore it is most likely that emotional body language is a
more salient cue than facial expression when viewing crowds, hence its inclusion in the
current chapter.
Paul Ekman’s six basic emotions are investigated in the current chapter (Ekman,
1972). One issue that will be investigated in the current study is whether there are any
differences across emotions in terms of how efficiently each is recognised. Across
modalities, it has mostly been reported that happiness and anger are the easiest to
recognise, based on studies involving recognition or judgement of emotional states in
the voice (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Banse & Scherer, 1996; Scherer, Banse, Wallbott
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and Goldbeck, 1991) and in the body (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Walters & Walk,
1988; Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Walk & Homan, 1984; Atkinson et ah, 2004). Fear
and surprise are often confused with each other in recognition studies (Dittrich et ah,
1996; Castelli, 2005; Surcinelli, Codispoti, Montebarocci & Rossi, 2006; Wehrle,
Kaiser, Schmidt & Scherer, 2000; Wiggers, 1982). Disgust is generally the least
recognisable in voices (Banse & Scherer, 1996; van Bezooijen, 1984; Scherer et ah,
1991; Rozin, Taylor, Ross, Bennett & Hejmadi, 2005); in bodies (Atkinson et al, 2004;
Walters & Walk, 1988; Coulson, 2004) and in faces (Fabri, Moore & Hobbs, 2004;
Rozin et ah, 2005). In fact the recognition of disgust is typically so poor across
modalities that Adolphs, Tranel and Damasio (2002) argued that it was not usable in
studies investigating the recognition of emotion. For the auditory modality it has been
argued that disgust is not recognisable because, typically, when disgusted one emits a
single response cry (Goffman, 1978; Scherer, 1977) e.g. “ugh!” rather than speaking
with a disgusted prosodic profile (Douglas-Cowie et ah, 2003). Similarly for the
expression of disgust in the body, it has been proposed that recognition rates are low
due to the fact that there is no consistent body profile associated with the emotion of
disgust, other than the act of retching. It has therefore been argued that disgust may be
an emotion that is indicated via facial expression most accurately (Coulson, 2004).
Since these studies find such low recognition rates for disgust in the body language and
voice it is expected in the current chapter that this will be found for audiovisual
representations of disgust also.
The difference in the recognition of emotions from auditory and visual
information appears to be reflected by different neural mechanisms underpinning the
processing of each emotion. As discussed in Chapter 1, it is likely that emotions are
subserved by different neural subsystems according to their different functions, as has
been proposed by LeDoux, (1996), as well as by Calder, Lawrence et al. (2001). For
instance, fear perception is subserved by the amygdala (Whalen, 1998; Adolphs, Tranel
et al., 1999; Adolphs & Tranel, 2000) and disgust appears to be subserved by the insula
and basal ganglia, as reflected by patients with damage to these areas and related
deficits in disgust recognition (Adolphs, Tranel & Damasio, 2003; Calder et al., 2000;
Sprengelmeyer et al., 1998). Meanwhile, the recognition of happiness appears to be
relatively robust to neural damage-related deficits (Adolphs et al., 1996).
Pell (2005) investigated four different emotions in his emotion integration study
whereas van den Stock et al. (2007; 2008) investigated only two emotional categories.
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It was decided to see if these previous findings would extend to all six basic emotions
and as such all six were investigated in the current study. As well as investigating a
potential priming effect for the perception of these six emotions, we wanted to compare
the relative recognition rates of emotional body language across emotional categories
when accompanied by emotionally congruent auditory primes, to the recognition rates
reported above in the previous literature. As such it was expected that the ‘happy’ and
‘angry’ stimuli would be most easily recognised, with the lowest recognition expected
of the ‘disgust’ stimuli.
3.1.1

Perception of Virtual Humans
The current experiment (along with all of the following experiments detailed in

this thesis) used virtual human characters as stimuli. Virtual humans can be defined as
humanoid agents, whose behaviour is inspired by real humans (Meyer & Guillot, 1994).
Virtual humans are currently being employed in a wide range of applications, such as
educational cartoons, psychotherapy training, mental health applications, virtual
archaeology and architecture and presurgical planning (Rickel & Johnson, 1999; for a
review see Tarr & Warren, 2002). Therefore it is important and timely to investigate
whether virtual humans are as effective as real humans at communicating social signals.
Virtual humans appear to be effective communicators of social cues such as mutual
gaze (Bailenson, Blascovich, Beall & Loomis, 2003) and emotional valence, insofar as
they can incite the same social anxiety effects in public speakers as real humans
(Pertaub, Slater & Barker, 2001). The perception of virtual humans as social actors
appears to be equivalent to that of real humans also (Garau et al., 2005).
While Bailenson et al. (2003), Pertaub et al. (2001) and Garau et al. (2005)
found that virtual humans can effectively communicate social cues, these studies did not
compare the efficacy of virtual humans as social communicators directly to the effieaey
of real humans as social communicators. Differences at a behavioural level would be
suggested by the existence of differenees previously found at a neural level between
perceiving real and virtual humans. For example. Downing, Jiang, Shuman &
Kanwisher (2001) found that the perception of human bodies is differentiable on a
neural basis to the perception of other agents and objects, including nonhuman
mammals: these authors found significantly stronger levels of BOLD activation in a
cortical area known as the extrastriate body area to images of body parts rather than
images of faees. Moreover, this area was also activated by different representations of
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the human body, such as stick figures and silhouettes. Given this finding, it might be
expected that images of highly realistic virtual agents would activate the same cortical
areas as images of real humans. However it has been pointed out that there is no
evidence for a neural equivalence between real and virtual human perception. Mar, and
colleagues (2007) showed participants real and virtual humans (their full bodies) in a
functional imaging study, and found increased BOLD activation in areas associated
with perception of biological motion (superior temporal sulcus and temporoparietal
junction) during the perception of real humans compared with that of virtual humans.
Also, performing EEG on children Martineau and Cochin (2003) found a left
hemispheric specificity in responses to the perception of real human bodies compared
with virtual human bodies.
It could be argued that real humans represent a biologically relevant stimulus,
whereas virtual humans may not. For example, the perception of real humans is thought
to activate a cortical network related to ‘theory of mind’ whereas the perception of
virtual humans activates cortical areas related to action perception only (Han et al.,
2005; also see Gallagher et al., 2002; Ramnani & Miall, 2004). Other research has also
shown no neural equivalence across cortical areas related to the perception of real and
virtual human bodies. For example, Perani et al. (2001) presented images of real and
virtual human arms to participants and found that different neural networks were
activated during the perception of both; the perception of real arms activated neural
areas concerned with action representation, whereas the perception of virtual arms did
not activate these areas. According to these findings, it may be the case that there is a
difference at a behavioural level between how emotional cues are processed depending
on whether these cues are conveyed by virtual or real human characters. As such, the
following study was designed to compare the perception of emotional categories across
real and virtual humans.
It was reeently shown that both real and virtual humans display recognisable
emotional expressions through body posture and gestures (McDonnell, Jorg, McHugh,
Newell & O’Sullivan, 2009). McDonnell et al. presented participants with videos of
virtual agents that varied on their level of realism, ranging from highly photo-real to a
wooden mannequin agent, along with videos of a real human. All agents were shown
expressing the six basic emotions with their body language (the real and the highly
realistic virtual agent used in this study were taken from the stimuli set used in the
current chapter). Across levels of realism of the agents, participants could successfully
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identify the emotion expressed by the agents, as indicated by choosing from a list of
possible emotions. The paradigm used in this study was a rating study, participants were
allowed to view the videos repeatedly as many times as they liked prior to making a
response, and responses were not timed. It is hoped that using a more sensitive measure
of recognition, i.e. presenting stimuli for a brief duration only and recording both
categorisation rates and reaction times, may reveal differences in perception between
real and virtual humans from the emotions expressed by both.
A pilot study was conducted prior to the present study on the recognition of
emotion from real and virtual humans (see Chapter 2) and found that participants were
more accurate at identifying emotional cues from real humans than from virtual humans
in all emotion categories (except in happiness and surprise, although in these categories
there was no significant difference between real and virtual humans with regards to
emotion recognition accuracy).
3.1.2

Outline of experiment
The current experiment investigated whether an emotional auditory prime could

facilitate the recognition of visual emotional body language when the same emotion is
presented in both modalities. To this end a priming paradigm was employed, with
auditory emotional primes that were either congruent or incongruent in their emotional
content to the target visual stimulus. The visual stimulus was a video of a character
displaying an emotional expression through body language. This character was either a
real or a virtual human. It was hypothesised that the emotional content of the auditory
prime would significantly facilitate or cause a cost to the recognition of both the real
and virtual visual emotional cues (depending on the congruency between the emotion in
the auditory and the visual modalities), and that this would be reflected by an effect of
congruency of prime on both the accuracy of emotional categorisation and reaction
times. Based on the findings of the recognition study in Chapter 2, it was possible that
higher accuracy and faster reaction times will be yielded by those trials containing real
humans, rather than virtual humans, expressing emotional body language.
3.2

Experiment 1
The experiment was based on a priming paradigm to investigate a potential effect

of auditory emotional primes on visual target stimuli. The task of the participant was to
identify, as fast and accurately as possible, the emotion expressed in the visual
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modality, via emotional body language of a character displayed onscreen, while
ignoring the auditory prime emotion. Responses were made according to a sixalternative forced-choice paradigm, and the six possible responses corresponded to the
six emotion categories presented throughout the course of the experiment (i.e. anger,
fear, disgust, happiness, sadness and surprise). Auditory prime stimuli consisted of
recordings of the voices of four actors (see Chapter 2 for a full description of the
creation of these stimuli) expressing emotion in the voice, whilst reciting a semantically
neutral statement (i.e. “there are trees in the forest”). Visual emotional stimuli consisted
of short video clips of 4 actors and 4 virtual characters expressing emotion via their
body language.
3.2.1

Method

Participants

Fourteen undergraduate and postgraduate students (11 female, mean age 24.2
years, age range 18-51) from Trinity College Dublin participated in this study in return
for research credits. All participants reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Following briefing on the experimental protocol, participants gave informed, written
consent to take part in the study.
Stimuli and apparatus

The stimuli used for this experiment were 48 video stimuli and 24 auditory
stimuli. The video stimuli were comprised of 24 video clips of real humans expressing
emotional body language and 24 videos of virtual humans expressing emotional body
language (for a detailed description of the creation of these stimuli see Chapter 2; also
for an example of a still from a real human video and a still from a virtual human video
see Figure 1). The 48 video stimuli comprised of equal numbers of stimuli within each
emotional category; anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. Each emotion
was displayed by four different actors in both the real human stimuli set and the virtual
human stimuli set, resulting in 8 different videos for each of the six emotion categories.
The auditory stimuli set consisted of recordings of a standard sentence (“there are trees
in the forest”) recited in the vocal emotional profile of the same six emotional
categories used in the visual stimuli, and again each emotion was vocalised by 4
different actors (again for a full description of the auditory stimuli see Chapter 2).
Auditory primes were then paired with visual targets from these visual and the
auditory stimuli sets. The same procedure was carried out for the real human stimuli set
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and the virtual human stimuli set. First, each visual stimulus was paired v/ith a
randomly chosen auditory stimulus from the same emotion category to produce
‘congruent emotion’ auditory prime and visual target pairs. The same visual stimulus
was then paired with an auditory prime stimulus from each of the four actors in the
auditory modality to give 15 congruent stimulus pairs per emotional category. For the
incongruent prime-target pairs, 15 visual stimuli from one emotional category were
each paired with an auditory stimulus from each of the other five emotion categories (a
step repeated three times), and from across different auditory actors. This gave a total of
180 prime-target stimuli pairs across both the emotionally congruent and incongruent
conditions. The same pairing procedure was carried out with the virtual stimuli, creating
another 180 stimulus pairs. As such there was a total of 360 trials in the experiment;
sixty trials per emotion category, which was broken down into 30 congruent and 30
incongruent audiovisual pairings, further broken down into 15 real and 15 virtual human
visual stimuli.

Figure 1. Examples from left to right of a still from a video of a real human expressing sadness, and the
virtual version of this video. Every attempt was made to make the two as similar as possible in terms of
their setup, background, size, lighting conditions and colour.

The visual stimuli were video clips of dynamic body expressions, each clip
lasting 2000ms. The presentation of each clip during the experiment was preceded by an
auditory prime, which lasted on average for 2000ms also. Participants used a chinrest in
order that a consistent visual angle of the visual stimuli was maintained across
participants throughout the study, as this chin rest was positioned such that it kept a
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consistent distance between the participant and the computer screen of 57cm. The
visual angle subtended by each character onscreen was 12.5° vertically and 4°
horizontally. The auditory stimuli were delivered via headphones and the visual stimuli
were presented on a 15” PC monitor.

The experiment was programmed using

‘Presentation’ software' (version 12, www.neurobs.com).
Experimental design

The experiment was based on a 2x2x6 within subjects design, with Realism (real
and virtual), emotion Congruency of auditory prime (congruent and incongruent), and
Emotion category (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness and surprise) as independent
variables. The dependent variables were the proportion of accurate categorisation
responses and reaction time.
There were two phases to the study. First, there was a learning phase to allow
participants to become accustomed to the response buttons (this learning phase is
described in detail in Appendix A). The learning phase consisted of presenting images
of facial expressions representing each of the six emotional categories to participants,
and instructing them to respond with the appropriate response key. Six keyboard buttons
(a, s, d, j, k and 1) were associated with each of the six emotion categories (e.g. key ‘a’
was associated with the ‘anger’ emotion category). The learning phase consisted of all
facial expressions presented in a blocks, with each block containing three repetitions of
each expression. Presentation of the 18 trials within a block was fully randomised. The
blocks were repeated until participants achieved 100% accuracy performance at
categorising the emotions.
The second phase was the main experiment. There were two sessions to the
study, due to the number of stimuli, with the real and virtual characters tested in
separate sessions to ensure that recognition was not influenced in one condition by the
other. The order of these sessions was counterbalanced across participants and the
order of trials within each session was fully randomised. Within each session, there
were three blocks of the same repeated stimuli in the main study. Each block consisted
of all 180 stimulus prime-target pairs. There was a self-timed resting trial between each
block, during which the participant could choose when to proceed to the following
block.

All experiments detailed in this thesis were run on Presentation software.
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The two sessions were run exactly a week apart for all participants; each session
of the study took one hour to complete therefore it was not appropriate to run these
sessions within the same day due to concerns about fatigue. The time between sessions
was kept consistent for all participants since if some participants had taken the two
sessions at a shorter interval their memory of the response buttons may have been
facilitated relative to those taking the sessions at a longer interval, and this may have
affected reaction times or proportion of accuracy rates.
Procedure

First, the learning phase was conducted. Once response criterion was achieved,
the participants moved on to the main task. Testing took place in a quiet testing room in
the Institute of Neuroscience, Trinity College Dublin. Participants were instructed that
each trial was comprised of an auditory prime followed by a visual stimulus. They were
asked to ignore the auditory stimulus and to categorise the emotion displayed by the
visual stimulus as quickly and accurately as possible, by pressing one of the
corresponding six response buttons. Each visual stimulus was presented for a duration
of two seconds and was preceded by an auditory prime for a duration of 2 seconds on
average, along with a fixation cross to maintain visual attention. A trial then consisted
of a visual fixation cross that lasted for 1500ms, followed by the auditory prime while
the fixation cross remained onscreen, followed by the target video, which lasted for 2
seconds and then the screen went blank. The trial was terminated only when participants
made a response using one of the six response buttons. For an illustration of a typical
trial in this study see Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Illustration of a sample trial in Experiment 1. See text for details.

3.2.2

Results
For the learning task, the mode number of repeated blocks made across

participants taken to attain, at first, 90% accuracy was 1.0 and it took participants an
average of 1.2 blocks to attain 100% accuracy. Two participants had to repeat the block
once (i.e. it took them two blocks to achieve 100% accuracy), and one participant had to
repeat it twice (i.e. three blocks in total).
The proportion of accurate categorisation responses for the main experiment was
then analysed. A 2 x 2 x 6 repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the mean
accuracy data across participants with character Realism (real, virtual), emotional
Congruency across prime-target (congruent, incongruent) and Emotional category
(anger, disgust, fear, sadness, happiness, surprise) as independent variables. A
significant main effect of Realism [F (1, 13) = 25.45; p<0.01] was found with more
accurate performance for the real than virtual characters. There was also a main effect
of emotional Congruency [F (1, 13) =5.6, /7<0.05] with more accurate performance
when the emotion in the accompanying auditory prime was congruent than incongruent
with the emotion in the visual stimulus. A main effect of Emotional category was also
found [F (5, 65) = 13.04, /7<0.01]. Tukey post-hoc analyses revealed that participants
were more accurate at identifying ‘anger’ than either ‘disgust’ or ‘surprise’ (p<0.01),
more accurate at identifying ‘fear’ or ‘happy’ than disgust (p<0.01) and more accurate
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at identifying fear, sad or happy stimuli than surprise (p<0.01). Overall, there was
higher recognition accuracy to anger (90%) than other emotions and recognition
accuracy was lowest to ‘surprise’ (66%) and disgust (67%).
There was a significant interaction between Emotion and Realism [F (5, 65) =
34.03, /7<0.01], which is presented on Figure 3. There were no other significant
interactions. Post hoc Tukey analyses revealed that accuracy rates were significantly
higher for the emotions of fear and sad depicted by real than by virtual humans (/»<0.01
for both comparisons) but accuracy was higher for the happy emotion depicted by
virtual than real humans (p<0.01).
For reaction times, outliers were removed from the reaction time data prior to
analysis (these were defined as those response time values which were outside of the 3 rd
interquartile range). A repeated measures ANOVA was performed, with Realism (real,
virtual) Congruency (congruent, incongruent) and Emotional category (anger, disgust,
fear, sadness, happiness, surprise), as independent variables, and reaction times in
milliseconds as the dependent variable. This ANOVA revealed significant main effects
of Realism [F (1, 13) = 68.5; p < 0.01] such that responses to the real human stimuli
were significantly faster than those to the virtual human stimuli, and Congruency [F (1,
13) = 6.4; p <0.05] such that responses to the trials containing an emotionally congruent
auditory prime were significantly faster than those to trials containing an emotionally
incongruent auditory prime. There was also a main effect of Emotional category [F (5,
65) = 9.6; p < 0.01]. Tukey post hoc analyses on the main effect of Emotion revealed
the following: faster responses times to angry stimuli than to disgust, sad or surprise
(p<0.05). Response times to happy stimuli were faster than to disgust, sadness or
surprise (p<0.05). Response times to Disgust were the slowest overall. Significant
interactions were also found between Emotion and Realism [F (5, 65) = 2.6; p < 0.05] as
depicted in Figure 3b; and between Emotion and Congruency [F (5, 65) = 3.23; p <0.05]
as depicted in Figure 4. There was no evidence of any other interactions being close to
significance.
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six emotion categories, for both real and virtual human trials (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

A Tukey post-hoc analysis on the Emotion by Realism interaction revealed that
for anger, fear, happiness and sadness, reaction times were significantly faster for the
real than the virtual stimuli (/7<0.05). Tukey analyses into the Congruency by Emotion
interaction (see Figure 4) found that within the emotion categories of anger (/)<0.05),
disgust (/7<0.05), fear (;7<0.05) and happiness (p<0.05) responses to emotionally
congruent auditory primes were significantly faster than those to incongruent auditory
primes (illustrated in Figure 4).
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Table 1
Confusion error matrix for accuracy of responses, with category of emotion in rows,
and proportion of response per possible classification given across participants in
columns.

Stimulus

Responses
“Anger”

“Disgust”

“Fear”

“Sad”

“Happy”

“Surprise”

Anger

0.91

0.05

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.01

Disgust

0.02

0.67

0.06

0.13

0.04

0.03

Fear

0.07

0.02

0.75

0.00

0.03

0.12

Sad

0.00

0.02

0.11

0.81

0.01

0.01

Happy

0.09

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.85

0.02

Surprise

0.06

0.00

0.20

0.00

0.03

0.66

Confusion errors were analysed in order to ensure that no emotion was
consistently confused with another emotion (see Table 1). The only emotional
categories that were confused at a level above chance accuracy (16,7%, or one sixth,
since there were six possible responses) were surprise and fear; a proportion of 20% of
responses to stimuli expressing surprise were categorised as “fear”. A one-sample t-test
was conducted to compare performance against chance level and it was found that the
proportion of “fear” responses to surprise stimuli was not significantly greater than
chance level accuracy (t=0.888, df=13, /7>0.05). All other correct responses to each
emotional category were greater than chance performance. This means that no one
emotion was confused with another at a level significantly above chance, therefore the
stimuli were recognisable as expressing the emotions they intended to express and this
recognisability was not due to guessing.
3.2.3 Discussion
Overall, the reaction times analyses were consistent with the accuracy data,
implying that there was no evidence for a speed-accuracy trade-off in the experiment.
Regarding the main effect of Congruency, i.e. the congmency of the emotion in the
auditory prime with that in the visual target stimulus, participants were faster and more
accurate when the auditory prime was congruent to the emotional category of the visual
target than when it was incongruent. This finding was expected on the basis of Pelfs
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previous finding (2005) across four emotions that a congruent auditory emotional prime
can facilitate, or incongruent cause a cost to, the recognition of a visual emotional
stimulus.
For the main effect of Realism, participants were faster and more accurate when
identifying emotions expressed by the real characters than the virtual characters. With
regards to Emotion, participants were fastest and most accurate at identifying the angry
stimuli, whereas disgust and surprise were the least accurately identified. The emotional
category of disgust was also the slowest, on average, to be identified.
Several interactions arose fi'om analyses also. In both the accuracy and reaction
times data there was an interaction between Emotion and Realism which found that, for
the emotional categories of fear and sadness, participants were faster and more accurate
at identifying emotions expressed by the real humans stimuli, whereas in the emotional
category of happiness, participants were more accurate at identifying happiness when
expressed by the virtual humans stimuli. Otherwise, emotions were equally recognisable
across both types of human characters. A second interaction was found in the reaction
times data, between Emotion and Congruency of the emotion in the auditory prime with
the visual target, where for the emotion categories of anger, disgust, fear and happiness
responses to the congruent auditory prime were significantly faster than those to the
incongruent audiovisual pair trials. Thus the interaction between Congruency and
Emotion appeared to be arising from the magnitude of the difference between response
times to congruent and to incongruent across some but not all auditory primes.
The findings suggest that the emotional content of the auditory primes affected
categorisation of the visual emotional stimuli as was reflected both in the proportion of
accurate responses and in reaction times. Also, overall performance was more efficient
when categorising emotions displayed by real humans than those displayed by virtual
humans, except when categorising happy emotional body language, where the virtual
human stimuli were responded to more efficiently than were the real human stimuli.
The overall proportion of accurate responses were highest to those trials when
the target stimulus contained angry emotional body language which is consistent with
previous findings on the recognisability of different emotions in body language
(Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Walters & Walk, 1988; Boone & Cunningham, 1998; Walk
& Homan, 1984; Atkinson et al., 2004). The emotional category ‘disgust’ yielded the
least efficient responses when represented in body language which also is consistent
with previous findings on the recognisability of disgust from faces (Atkinson et al.
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2004; Walters & Walk, 1988; Coulson, 2004). Confusion errors were mostly found
between surprise and fear, which is also consistent with previous literature (Dittrich et
al., 1996; Castelli, 2005; Surcinelli, et al., 2006; Wehrle et al., 2000; Wiggers, 1982). It
is often found that these two emotions are most likely to be confused, which leads to the
question of whether or not surprise is actually a distinct emotional category from fear.
For example, it has been proposed that since it is neither positively nor negatively
valenced that it is more of a cognitive state than an emotional one (Ortony, Clore &
Foss, 1987), which would make sense in that if it were a distinct emotional category it
would not be confusable with other emotion categories, according to the theory of
categorical perception of emotion (Etcoff & Magee, 1996; Calder, Young, Rowland et
al., 1996).
3.3

General Discussion
The aim of the current study was to investigate multisensory emotion integration

in real and virtual humans. It has previously been found that even when participants are
instructed to ignore emotional information presented in one modality, this information
affects judgements of emotion made in another modality (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a;
Massaro & Egan, 1996; van den Stock et al., 2007; 2008). Since previous studies did
not investigate emotion integration across all six of Ekman’s basic emotions (Ekman,
1972) we wished to investigate whether their findings would extend to the audiovisual
integration of all six emotional categories. In order to investigate this we adapted Pell’s
(2005) priming paradigm, whereby an auditory prime containing emotional information
was presented prior to a visual target containing emotional information.
It was found that the emotional content of the prime significantly influenced the
categorisation of the visually presented target emotion. When the emotion expressed in
the auditory prime was the same as that expressed in the visually presented emotion,
accurate responses were facilitated relative to when the emotion in the auditory domain
was not the same as the visual target. This priming effect was reflected in response
times also such that emotionally congruent primes yielded faster responses than did
incongruent primes.
This priming effect was found despite participants being told to ignore the
auditory stimulus. As has previously been concluded on the basis of behavioural
findings (e.g. de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; van den Stock et al., 2007; 2008; Pell,
2005), that participants could not ignore auditory information in this study implies that
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there are mandatory crossmodal influences between emotional information in separate
modalities. It has been proposed that emotion integration occurs independently of
attention (as found by Vroomen et al., 2001) and of volition (de Gelder & Vroomen,
2000a; Pell, 2005) due to the fact that emotions are typically perceived in the noisy and
distracting environs of everyday life, but are still important to perceptually process
(Tracy & Robins, 2008).
Most previous studies on multisensory integration of emotional cues presented
participants with simultaneous auditory and visual emotion stimuli, and found that the
two are integrated as reflected by facilitated responses to the visual or the auditory
modality (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Massaro & Egan, 1996; van den Stock et al.,
2007; 2008). The current study found a crossmodal influence of auditory emotional
information on visual emotional information, when the two were temporally
asynchronous and presented in succession. It has previously been proposed that there is
a significant amount of overlap at a neural level between the processing of facial
expression and that of vocal prosody (Borod, 1993; Bowers et al., 1993). Similarly, Pell
(2005) on the basis of his findings, concluded that the processing of emotional cues in
different modalities are closely linked, and that there is a lot of crosstalk between
sensory areas in relation to emotional information. This crosstalk is also seen at a
preattentive stage using event related potential investigation (Pourtois et al., 2000). The
relationship at a neural level of emotional processing between modalities relates back to
the idea of an emotional expression being a single event represented in two modalities
(Massaro & Egan, 1996) and is supported by the finding that audiovisual emotional
stimuli are processed prior to the complete independent processing of the auditory or
visual aspects of that audiovisual cue (de Gelder, Bocker et al., 1999). By demonstrating
that participants cannot ignore emotional information in the auditory modality, the
current study supports previous arguments in favour of mandatory links between
auditory and visual emotional processing.
Participants were more accurate at identifying emotions from real human stimuli
than virtual human stimuli for some emotional categories, which reflects findings
reported in Chapter 2 on the recognition of emotion from real and virtual human stimuli
in the visual modality only. Although overall, the identification of emotions was more
efficient (faster and more accurate) in real human than virtual human stimuli this effect
was mitigated by an interaction between realism and emotion. The relatively slower
reaction times for virtual characters for some emotions may reflect task difficulty as the
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virtual human stimuli were based on dynamic information recorded from the real human
stimuli and applied to virtual human characters. It is possible that during the motion
capture process, along with the rendering process and the creation of the virtual human
stimuli, that some dynamic information was reduced. For example, on some virtual
characters, due to motion sensor occlusion in recording, some motion information was
lost. When this information was lost, it had to be repaired by manually reconstructing
the movements made by the real humans on the virtual characters within the rendering
software. This may have caused the movements of the virtual human characters to be
less natural looking and therefore less recognisable than those produced by the real
humans. Although this argument is theoretically uninteresting, our stimulus creation
methodology nevertheless represents a novel technique for comparing the perception of
dynamic information across real and virtual humans. There are increasingly
sophisticated methods of motion capture available for future research. For instance,
while the current study used motion capture suits that had 40 motion sensors attached to
track motion, there are presently inertial motion capture suits on the market that involve
miniature inertial motion sensors on a suit which wirelessly convey motion information
to a computer system (see Vlasic et al., 2007). This technology potentially offers a more
faithful replieation of original human motions in the virtual characters animated from
these motions. It would be interesting to replicate the current experiment using inertial
motion capture to see if a difference in efficieney of emotion recognition is still affected
by the realism of the character perceived.
The findings of this chapter suggest that virtual humans displaying emotional
body language would be appropriate for use in our investigations of emotion perception
in crowds, in chapters 4 and 5.
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4.1

Introduction
Crowds of people are something we see on an everyday basis; from the queue at

the bus stop, to hoards of shoppers on the streets. There is a wealth of social information
that can be perceived directly from crowds. For instance, we may identify a group of
football supporters on their way from a game by the clothes they wear, or we may
identify a group of people shopping from the bags they carry. However, emotion is
central to many aspects of social perception, and the perception of the behaviour of
others helps to infer their intentions and traits (Allison, Puce & McCarthy, 2000).
Indeed, it has previously been proposed that emotion is such an important part of
perception that the first appraisal of our environment prioritises emotional information
(Schindler, van Gool & de Gelder, 2008). As such, the emotion of a crowd should be
perceived directly in order for us to act appropriately. For example, the football
supporters may be disappointed if their team lost or the shoppers may be excited by a
bargain sale. It may therefore be important to rapidly perceive an emotional change in a
crowd such as when disappointment turns to anger or when excitement turns to delight
so that we either avoid or follow that crowd.
To date, most research investigating the perception of emotions has focused on
facial expressions (for a review see Adolphs, 2002). However, many recent studies have
investigated the role of emotional body language (i.e. dynamic body movement) on the
perceived emotional state of the character (see, e.g. de Gelder 2006 for a review).
Indeed, it is proposed that facial, prosodic and body expressions provide similar
information for the perception of emotion in that the six basic emotions (anger, disgust,
fear, sadness, happiness and surprise) are readily recognisable from all three sources of
information (Ekman 1992, Scherer 1981, Wallbott 1998).
Evidence from studies on the perception of emotion from facial expressions has
suggested that facial expressions are perceived as categorical (Young et al. 1997), i.e.
that they are perceived as belonging to discrete categories irrespective of the visual
similarity between items (see Hamad, 1987). Many studies have suggested that more
complex visual stimuli such as faces and objects are perceived as categorical (Etcoff &
Magee, 1992; Newell & Bulthoff, 2002) suggesting that it is a general mechanism for
discriminating between similar events or items. Although Young et al. (1997) suggest
that facial expressions are perceived as categorical it is not known whether emotions
from dynamic body expressions are also perceived as categorical. Facial expression is
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an effective cue for perceiving the emotional state of another individual (Ekman 1973,
1982), however, body expression is likely to be a more relevant cue for determining
emotion when facial expressions might be difficult to resolve in individuals from afar
(e.g. Walk & Walters, 1988) or in a crowd of individuals. Considering the similarity
between the perception of facial expression and of emotional body language, for
example they share the same electrophysiological signature (Stekelenburg & de Gelder,
2004) and both are processed in a configural manner (Reed, Stone, Bozova & Tanaka,
2003), it could be that emotions from body expressions are also perceived as
categorical. Conversely, it could be that the direct perception of the relative proportions
of characters conveying an emotion within a crowd is beneficial for behaviour as such
perception allows for the efficient evaluation of the extent to which the crowd as a
whole shares the emotion. For example, if only a small proportion of a crowd are angry
and the majority are sad, it may be important to detect the angry characters within a
crowd so that they can be avoided. If the emotion of crowds was perceived as
categorical then it may not be possible to perceive the few angry characters.
In the present study we investigated whether the emotion of crowds is perceived
as categorical by systematically varying the relative proportions of characters
expressing one emotion over another in a crowd. If these relative proportions were
perceived as categorical then we expected that there would be a dramatic shift in the
perceived emotional category of the crowd at the category boundary only and that the
emotion of crowd stimuli either side of this boundary would be consistently categorised
as one emotion over another, irrespective of the proportion of characters conveying the
emotion. On the other hand, if the emotion of a crowd is not perceived as categorical
then we would expect a systematic change in categorisation response with changes in
the proportion of characters portraying an emotion.
Some research on emotional cognition has found that emotional cues can affect
perception even when not consciously recognised (Whalen et al., 1998; de Gelder &
Hadjikhani, 2006; Morris et al., 1998; de Gelder, Vroomen et al., 1999; de Gelder,
Morris and Dolan, 2005). Other evidence has supported the idea that focussed attention
may not be required to perceive the emotional category of an image. For example, the
emotional ‘gist’ of a scene can be accurately perceived from a brief exposure to the
scene of about 200ms (Hampton, Purcell, Bersine, Hansen & Hansen, 1989). Such rapid
exposure is too short for attention or eye movements to be deployed over the entire
scene, suggesting that the emotional content of a scene is rapidly determined. Moreover,
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Hansen & Hansen (1988) found that some facial expressions can be rapidly detected in
a crowd scene suggesting that the perception of emotion from faces at least may be preattentive (Treisman & Gelade, 1980). If it were the case that focussed attention was not
necessary for emotional cues to affect perception, then we might expect that all
characters in a scene would affect perception. It is clearly important, not only for social
interactions but often for survival, that the emotion expressed by a crowd is directly
perceived. What is not know, however, is whether the accurate perception of emotion of
crowds is rapid or requires attentional allocation to the body expressions of each of the
individual characters, or a portion of the characters in a crowd, in order for the emotion
to be determined. We addressed this question in the following experiments by
investigating the effect of rapid exposure of dynamic crowd stimuli and the effect of the
number of characters on the perception of emotion in crowds.
In sum, the aim of our study was to investigate how the emotion of a crowd
containing dynamic characters expressing emotion through body posture and movement
is perceived. Crowds containing different proportions of emotional characters, and
different overall numbers of characters, were created. It was expected that the
perception of emotion in crowd scenes would be highly accurate and would be rapidly
determined irrespective of stimulus duration and crowd size. However, it was unclear
whether the emotion of a crowd would be perceived as categorical or not and our
studies were aimed at elucidating this process.
4.1.1

Outline of experiments
Experiment 1 investigated the categorisation of emotion in crowds of characters,

when the emotional content delivered was pure or mixed. In Experiment lb the duration
of the stimuli presentation was reduced to investigate the timeframe in which this
categorisation can occur. Experiment 2 investigated possible effects of crowd size on
categorisation patterns and response times.
4.2

Experiment 1
In the following experiment, we used dynamic scenes of crowds of characters

expressing an emotion. For some of the crowd scenes all the characters conveyed the
same, consistent emotion whereas for other crowd scenes some of the characters
conveyed one emotion whereas the other characters conveyed a different emotion. In
other words, our crowd scenes depieted one of the two emotional categories and we
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systematically varied the proportion of characters depicting each emotion across scenes.
Emotion was expressed in a scene through the dynamic motion of the characters’ bodies
only and facial information was masked. Virtual characters were used within the crowd
scenes, as these characters offer more control over the use of the same emotional body
language across different crowd scenes. Furthermore, previous studies have suggested
that emotion is perceived as effectively from virtual characters as images of real
individuals (Fabri, Hobbs & Moore, 2004; McDonnell et al., 2009).
We predicted that the emotion of a crowd would be more efficiently determined
from a crowd of characters conveying a consistent emotion than crowds conveying
more than one emotion. If the emotion of a crowd is perceived as categorical then for
crowds containing characters with different emotions, we predicted that the emotion
conveyed by either the larger proportion of the crowd, or the more visually salient
emotion, would dominate the emotion perceived. Otherwise, if the perceived emotion of
a crowd is determined by the relative proportion of characters displaying one emotion
over another, then we would expect a monotonic increase in the perceived emotion with
increasing proportion of characters conveying that emotion.
4.2.1

Method

Participants

We recruited an opportune sample of 225 participants (117 females) who took
part in a science exhibition at the Science Gallery, Trinity College Dublin. Their ages
ranged from 6 to 78 years, with a mean age of 33.4. All participants gave informed,
written consent to partake in the study. All reported normal or corrected-to-normal
vision. The study (and all subsequent studies reported here) was approved by the Trinity
College School of Psychology Research Ethics Committee.
Stimuli and apparatus

Our stimuli were created by motion capturing the body movements of six actors
who were required to demonstrate four different emotional states. All actors were
required to use movement to display the emotions but to remain within a limited
location during the actions. We used a Vicon IQ 2.0 optical system, with 10 infrared
cameras and 41 markers placed according to the Vicon human template to motion
capture the body movements.

Actors were instructed to display, as naturally as

possible, each of the following emotions using body language only: anger, fear.
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happiness and sadness. On average, we recorded 6 seconds of each emotion conveyed
by each actor.
We then applied each of these motion captured files onto the body shapes of 6
virtual characters (3 male and 3 female) to create virtual characters with real human
movement patterns (see e.g. Sturman, 1994). Characters were rendered with the motion
capture files using 3D Studio Max 8 software, at a rate of 25 frames per second.
Although 6 actors were originally recorded, the files of one female actor had to be
discarded as artefacts appeared in the rendered image due to hand-head interactions
during the motion capture. Each character was rendered using 10,000 polygons. Soft
shadows and motion blur were incorporated to increase realism. In order to present the
most informative dynamic cue related to each emotion we reduced the timing of each
original motion file from 6 seconds to the best 2 seconds of footage determined on the
basis of the results of a pilot study. To provide variation across our stimuli, each of the
five virtual characters was rendered in 5 different viewpoints: forward facing; facing
30° to the left and right; facing 60° to the left and right. The actors (5), emotional (4)
and viewpoint changes (5) yielded a total stimulus set of 100 dynamic, virtual figures.
Crowd stimuli were then created from this set of virtual characters using Adobe
Premiere 6.5. Each crowd stimulus scene contained 10 male and 10 female figures.
These images were rendered as greyscale images with virtual characters presented
against a grey background (RGB value of 120,120,120). Each virtual figure was
pseudo-randomly positioned in each scene with the constraints that no character was
placed at the centre of the crowd (where a fixation cross was positioned prior to the
crowd stimulus), the body of each character was fully visible and no character occluded
information from another character during the video sequence.

Characters were

randomly positioned in each scene across trials. Figure 1 provides an example of one of
the crowd stimuli used in the task.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 1.Examples of a static image of the crowd stimuli used in Experiments 1 & 2. (a) this example
depicts a 100% consistent crowd of 20 characters conveying the emotional category ‘anger’, (b) This
example depicts a crowd of 20 characters of whom 50% are conveying the emotional category ‘fear’ and
the other 50% are conveying the emotion ‘sadness’.

We created four basic crowd stimuli where all characters consistently depicted
one of the four emotional categories. These stimuli represented the “100%” crowd
stimuli. We then created continua between all possible pairings of these 100% stimuli
by adopting the design previously described by Young et al. (1997). There were six
different pairings between the stimuli; anger-fear, anger-happy, anger-sad, fear-happy,
fear-sad, and happy-sad. In turn, there were five steps within each continuum: a crowd
scene where 100% of the characters depicted emotion ‘A’ and 0% emotion ‘B’; a crowd
scene where 75% depicted emotion ‘A’ and 25% emotion ‘B’; a scene were 50%
depicted emotion ‘A’ and the other 50% emotion ‘B’; a scene where 25% depicted
emotion ‘A’ and 75% emotion ‘B’ and finally a scene where 0% depicted emotion ‘A’
and 100% emotion ‘B’.

For instance, along the anger-happy continuum, 5 crowds

contained the following proportion of characters depicting each of the anger or happy
emotions: 100% anger -i- 0% happy; 75% anger -i- 25% happy; 50% anger + 50% happy;
25% anger + 75% happy; 0% anger + 100% happy. The total number of stimuli was 22,
which comprised of the unique 100% emotion crowd stimuli (4) and the stimuli
containing different proportions of emotions (18), across all six category pairs.
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The experiment was programmed using Presentation^'^ software. Four response
buttons on a standard keyboard, namely “z”, “x”, “>” and “/” were used and associated
with each of the emotional categories of anger, fear, happy and sad respectively. To
help the participant learn these associations we marked each response key with a
schematic drawing of a face expressing one of the four emotions. The experiment was
run on an Apple Macintosh computer. Stimuli were presented on a Samsung 19" LCD
widescreen display screen with a resolution of 720dpi. Although head position was not
constrained, participants sat such that their head was approximately 57 cm away from
the screen. The approximate visual angle subtended by the crowd stimuli as a whole
was 16 degrees from central fixation. The image of each character within the crowd
subtended a visual angle of approximately 2.5° vertically and 1° horizontally.
Experimental design
The experiment was based on a within subjects design with emotional category
(anger, fear, happiness, sadness) and proportion of characters in the crowd conveying
one of the emotions in an emotion pair (0, 25, 50, 75 and 100%) as the main factors.
There were two phases to the experiment; a training session followed by the test
phase. In the training session, participants learned to associate particular response
buttons to each of the four emotional categories until they reached criterion
performance, in the subsequent test phase, the experiment was based on a four
alternative forced choice paradigm where participants were required to categorise the
emotion of each of the crowd stimuli as one of the four category emotions. We
measured reaction times and categorisation responses. Each of the 22 crowd stimuli was
presented twice over two experimental blocks, i.e. one stimulus per block. Trials were
randomly presented within each block and across all participants. Participants received
a short practice session prior to the test session, which consisted of four trials, each
displaying stimuli with 100% proportion of each emotion. These practice trials were
randomly presented across participants.
Procedure
Prestudy
Prior to the main study, we asked a separate group of 58 participants to rate our
crowd stimuli according to the perceived intensity of the emotion portrayed. We
conducted this study in order to evaluate whether any effects observed in the main study
could be due to the emotional category per se rather than the differences in the intensity
of the emotion (i.e. if “happy” crowds were more happy than “angry” crowds were
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angry). Participants were presented with 100% consistent crowd stimuli, one at a time,
and were required to rate each stimulus for its emotional intensity on a scale from 1 to
7. To avoid any bias in the responses to each stimulus, participants rated each crowd
scene along 16 different emotional intensities including anger, afraid, sad, worried,
happy, amused, pleased, content, interested, excited, bored, relaxed, disappointed,
confident, loving, fear (see Cowie & Cornelius, 2003 for a similar procedure). We
found that ratings provided to each of the four main emotional categories were higher
than those given to other emotional categories that were semantically related to the main
emotion (see Table 1). We conducted a one-way, repeated measures ANOVA on the
ratings to each of the emotional categories and found a significant effect of Emotion
category across ratings [F(3, 171) = 8.5,/><0.001]. Tukey post-hoc analyses revealed
that correct category ratings to the sad crowds were lower than to any of the other
emotions ()p<0.05), but there was no difference in ratings across the happy, anger and
fear crowds. Our ratings here are consistent with previous studies which have also
reported that the emotional category ‘sad’ is typically associated with a low intensity
(e.g. Russell, 1980).
Main study

The task for participants was to categorise, as fast and as accurately as possible,
the overall emotion displayed by the crowd of characters. Participants first learned to
associate response keys with each of the emotional categories during a training session.
A trial in the training session consisted of the name of an emotional category appearing
on a screen and participants were required to press the associated response key as fast
and as accurately as possible. This training block was repeated until participants
achieved a criterion accuracy response rate of 90%. On average, the block was repeated
three times for this criterion to be attained across participants.
Following a short practice session, participants were then presented with the test
phase. In this phase, a trial began with a central fixation cross which was presented for
1500ms on which participants were required to focus. A crowd stimulus was then
presented and participants were required to categorise the stimulus as angry, fearful,
happy or sad.

Each stimulus was 2 seconds in duration but this was repeated a

maximum of 3 times during a trial. Otherwise a response triggered the offset of the
trial. Participants were instructed to base their decision on the overall emotion depicted
by the characters in the scene. There were two blocks to the test phase with 22 trials in
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each block. Participants could take a (self-timed) break between blocks. The entire
experiment took about 15 minutes for each participant to complete.

Table 1.
Mean ratings provided to each of the emotional crowd stimuli across different
categories of emotion in the prestudy ofExperiment 1. The highest ratings were given
to the one of the 4 emotional categories used in our study. Also shown are the ratings
providedfor the second highest and third highest emotional categories related to each
of the emotions depicted in the crowd stimuli.
Emotion
of crowd
stimuli

Emotional category of Emotional category of Emotional category
highest
highest ratings
second highest ratings of third
ratings

Anger

Anger

Disappointment

Worried

(Mean=6.06, SD=1.3)

(Mean=5.46; SD=1.66)

(Mean=3.22;
SD=1.66)

Happy

Excited

Pleased

(Mean=6.18;SD=1.23)

(Mean-6. }3;SD=1.59)

(Mean=5.7;SD=1.38)

Fear

Afraid

Worried

(Mean=6.15;
SD=1.46)

(Mean=5.89; SD=1.76)

(Mean=4.87;
SD=1.96)

Sad

Disappointment

Worried

(Mean=5.9l;
SD=1.46)

(Mean=5.91; SD=1.61)

(Mean=4.6; SD=1.8)

Happy

Fear

Sad

4.2.2 Results
The average accuracy at categorising the emotions was 92% across participants
and performance was therefore well above chance level of 25%. The average reaction
time across all participants was 4,079ms. Trials in which an incorrect response key was
pressed (i.e. not one specified as a response key) were removed from the analysis. This
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resulted in a removal of 0.7% of the data across all trials.

Response times were

analysed for outliers (anything above or below 3 interquartile ranges of the mean)
leading to the removal of a further 2.4% of the reaction time data.
We first analysed the accuracy and response time performance across each of the
crowd stimuli depicting a consistent (i.e. 100%) emotion.

The mean accuracy

performance for each of the emotional categories was as follows: anger (Mean=90.8%,
SD=2.05); fear (Mean = 89.1%, SD= 2.99); happy (Mean=96.67%, SD=1.76); and sad
(Mean=92.22%, SD=2.66). A one-way, repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
these accuracy data with category of emotion as the main factor (anger, fear, sad,
happy) and revealed a main effect [F (3,651) = 3.58; p=0.01]h Tukey post-hoc analyses
found that performance was significantly more accurate for Happy crowds than for
either angry (p<0.05) or fearful crowds (p<0.05).
Response times to the correct trials only (i.e. hits) were as follows (in
milliseconds) for each of the emotions; anger (mean = 3859, SD = 1669); fear (mean =
3307, SD=1556); happiness (mean = 3270, SD = 1753); sadness (mean = 3244, SD =
1559). A main effect of emotional category was found [F (3,588) = 14.01, p<0.001].
Tukey post hoc analyses revealed that participants were significantly slower at
categorising anger than either fear (/><0.001), happiness (/7<0.001) or sadness
(p<0.00i;.

Figure 2. Mean percentage of categorisation responses for emotions in each of the six emotional continua
in Experiment 1.
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Figure 2 shows the percentage of categorisation responses made to each emotional
category within each of the six continua. The first observation from these data is that
none of the emotions in the crowd appear to be perceived categorically, according to the
hallmarks of categorical perception (see e.g. Young et al., 1997). If emotions of crowds
were perceived as categorical we would expect that each emotion would be categorised
consistently across participants 100% of the time, even for those emotional pairs in
which only 75% of the characters displayed a certain emotion.

Furthermore,

categorisation responses should change from abruptly from one emotional category to
another along the continuum, e.g. at the 50% consistent emotion. These effects do not
appear in our data but, rather, some emotions seem to dominate the perception of the
emotion in a crowd, even when the emotion of the crowd is ambiguous (i.e. 50%
consistent). For example, when crowds are conveying 50% of one emotion in a scene,
categorisation responses are often higher for one emotion over the other. This is the
case for the fear-anger, happy-anger, happy-fear, sad-fear and anger-sad continua where
“fear”, “happy”, “happy”, “sad” and “anger” responses dominate respectively. Only in
the happy-sad continuum do the categorisation responses reflect the proportion of
emotion displayed.
Finally, we compared categorisation data and response time performance across
the different proportion of emotions in the crowds. All crowd sizes were collated into
three categories for this analysis; 100% one emotion/0% the other emotion, 25% one
emotion/75% another emotion, and 50% one emotion/50% another emotion. In order to
analyse categorisation responses we arbitrarily assigned one of the emotions in each
crowd as emotion ‘A’ and the other as emotion ‘B’ and classified responses in terms of
percentage emotion ‘A’ responses. See Fig. 3 for a plot of the mean performance.
We conducted separate linear regression analyses on the effect of the proportion
of emotion in the crowd on both reaction times and categorisation data. Significant
effects of the proportion of emotion on reaction times [R=0.386, F(l,4)=l 13.34;
;7<0.001] and on the percentage of Emotion “A” responses were found [R=0.762, F(l,
4) = 933.9,/?<0.001].
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Figure 3. Plot showing the mean response times and mean Emotion “A” categorisation rates collapsed
across each of the proportions of emotions displayed in a crowd in Experiment 1. Here, “A” was
arbitrarily assigned to one of the two emotions in the crowd (the error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean)

4.2.3

Discussion
Participants are highly accurate at identifying the emotion from a crowd when all

characters are conveying the same emotion. This suggests that body motion and posture
are efficient cues for conveying emotions in the absence of facial expressions.
Furthermore, the dynamic cues were presented using virtual humans, in which other
spatial cues were controlled, suggesting that virtual characters are efficient portrayers of
emotional body language.
In accordance with the literature on the perception of emotional body language in
individuals, we found that some emotions were more efficiently perceived from crowds
than others. For example, the ‘happy’ emotion was the fastest and most accurate to
categorise, followed by ‘sad’ emotion.

Both the ‘anger’ and ‘fear’ had similar

eategorisation accuracy although ‘anger’ was slightly slower to categorise. Given that
‘sad’ was categorised relatively efficiently, it is interesting to note that this emotion was
rated as the least intense in our prestudy. These results therefore suggest that it was the
emotional category per se, rather than the degree of emotional intensity, which affected
responses.
The relative proportion of emotions conveyed by the characters also affected the
speed and accuracy at which the overall emotion was perceived. In effect, the greater
the proportion of characters displaying a particular emotion the faster and more accurate
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the categorisation responses of that emotion. Our results therefore suggest that there is a
monotonic increase in reaction times and decrease in categorisation of emotion ‘A’ with
a decrease in the ratio of characters in the crowd depicting an emotion. This finding is
not consistent with categorical perception which would, in contrast, predict an abrupt
shift in responses at some point along the continuum, rather than a gradual shift in
categorisation and response times. Furthermore the fact that a difference was found in
response times between the 100% and 75%/25% condition, both of which contain a
majority of one emotion, is not characteristic of categorical perception, which would
predict a difficulty in the ability to differentiate between points within a category. The
categorisation responses within each continuum of emotion pairs are also inconsistent
with the idea that emotion of a crowd is categorically perceived. Instead, the proportion
of categorisation responses to the emotionally ambiguous crowds (i.e. those with 50%
of characters depicting one or the other emotion in the continuum) suggests that some
emotions dominate the perception of the emotion of the crowd over others.

For

example, in the anger-sad continuum, categorisation responses changed from ‘anger’ to
‘sad’ only when the crowd contained 75% or more characters displaying sadness.
Similarly in the fear-happy continuum, the emotion of the crowd was categorised more
as ‘happy’ than ‘fearful’ when only 25% of the characters conveyed happiness. It
appears that happy and angry emotional body expressions may be more salient or
dominant in crowd scenes than fear and sadness. Since sad crowds were rated as less
intense than the other emotional crowds, we were concerned that other emotions would
dominate sadness in the paired continua of emotional crowd scenes. However, apart
from anger dominating responses over sad in the anger-sad continuum, it was not
generally the case that sad was dominated by other emotions. Thus our findings suggest
that some emotions dominate the perception of the emotion of a crowd and these
emotions are unrelated to the intensity of the emotion portrayed.
Because of the relatively long exposure to each of the crowd stimuli, it is not clear
from the data described here whether or not the emotion of a crowd can be perceived
from a brief presentation to the stimulus. In the present study the stimulus was repeated
three times, for a maximum of 6 seconds and we found that participants took, on
average, over 4 seconds to respond (i.e. after two presentations of the stimulus). To
assess the effect of stimulus duration, we decided to reduce the exposure of the crowd
stimuli to one repetition, i.e. 2 seconds in a follow-on study of Experiment 1. A naive
group of 24 participants (13 female) took part in this follow-on study. Apart from the
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stimulus duration times, the design and procedure used here were identical to that of the
previous study.

We found that while the mean reaction time fell from 4079ms to

2403ms, response patterns were highly similar to those found in the first study'.
Categorisation accuracy of the 100% crowds was on average 92.7% which was
comparable to that found in Experiment 1. Furthermore, the frequency of “happy”
responses was greater than other responses (i.e. 32% of all responses) with lower
frequency of “anger” (25%), “fear” (20%) and “sad” (21%) responses.

Thus, the

patterns of emotional categorisation are very similar across Experiment 1 and the
follow-on study, with happiness tending to influence responses to a bigger extent than
any other emotion category.
Overall, these findings suggest that the emotion of a crowd is rapidly detected and
that the initial perception of this emotion does not seem to change with longer exposure
to the crowd stimulus. This would be in accordance with the research in the perception
of emotional gist which has suggested that the judgement of the emotion of a scene can
be arrived at in as little as 200ms (Righart & de Gelder, 2008).
4.3

Experiment 2
In the following experiment we investigated whether the emotion of a crowd was

affected by the number of characters in the crowd, and not just the proportion of
characters conveying the emotion. We expected that response times in particular would
increase with larger display sizes if a character-by-character search was conducted in
order to determine the overall emotion of the crowd. Otherwise, if the emotion of a
crowd is determined without the necessity of monitoring each of the individual
characters in the display, then response times should not vary as a function of crowd
size.
4.3.1

Method

Participants

We again recruited an opportune sample of 70 participants (38 female) from
attendees at an exhibition at the Trinity College Science Gallery, Dublin. None of these
participants took part in the previous experiment. Their ages ranged from 16-67 years.

Unequal sample sizes prevented us from conducting statistical comparisons across the two studies.
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with a mean age of 32.19. All participants gave informed written consent to partake in
the study, and all reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli

We used three different crowd size displays as stimuli in our experiment; one
with 12 characters, another with 20 characters (as in the previous experiments) and one
with 32 characters. We maintained the same stimulus proportions and visual angles as
described in Experiment 1.
All crowd stimuli were created as described in Experiment 1. Our stimulus set
resulted in 66 crowds. Each stimulus was presented for a duration of 2 seconds.
Design and Procedure

This experiment was based on a within subjects design with emotion category
(anger, fear, happy, sad), proportion of characters displaying the emotion 0%, 25%,
50%, 75%, 100%) and crowd size (12, 20 or 32 characters) as the main factors. As in
the previous experiments we measured reaction times and categorisation responses. The
procedure was the same as described in Experiment 1.
4.3.2 Results
Missing values accounted for 1% of all responses. On average, 87% of the
emotions of crowds were correctly categorised in the 100% consistent crowds stimuli
only. Outliers were first removed from the response times prior to any analysis (using
the same criteria as in Experiment 1), which led to a removal of 1% of all response time
data. The mean overall response time taken to respond to these consistent crowd stimuli
was 2229 milliseconds.
Our results for the categorisation responses across each of the six continua were
similar to those found in Experiment 1. For example, responses to the 50% ambiguous
crowds in the anger-fear, anger-happy, fear-happy, anger-sad, fear-sad and happy-sad
continua followed similar patterns across experiments with some emotions dominating
the perception of the emotion of the crowd. The only differences across experiments
were in the fear-happy continuum in that here happy dominated the perception of the
emotion of the crowd when 25% of the characters were happy instead of 50% as in
Experiment 1, and in the fear-sad continuum, fear dominated the perception when 50%
of the characters were fearful, instead of only 25% in the previous experiment. It is
possible that these differences were due to the different crowd sizes across experiments.
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In order to assess whether responses were categorical across the emotional
continua, we pooled the categorisation responses by arbitrarily assigning one of the
emotional categories in a paired continuum as ‘emotion A’ and the other as emotion
‘B’. Figure 4 shows the mean accuracy and response time performance across the
different proportions of emotions in the crowds.

We then conducted a regression

analyses on the percentage of Emotion “A” categorisation responses and found a
significant effect [R=0.149, F (1, 4) = 4.7, /?<0.05]. A similar analysis was conducted
on the response time data, which was also significant [R=0.428, F (1, 4) = 46.06,
p<0.001]. Thus we found increasing response times and decreasing number of emotion
‘A” category responses with a decrease in the ratio between emotion “A” and “B”
across all the continua.
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Figure 4. Plot showing the mean response times and mean Emotion “A” categorisation rates across each
of the proportions of emotions displayed in a crowd in Experiment 2 (the error bars represent ±1 SE of the
mean).

We then assessed the effect of crowd size and the proportion of characters
displaying a consistent emotion on perceptual performance by analysing the response
times and categorisation data using separate 3x3 repeated measures, ANOVAs with
crowd size (12, 20 and 32 characters) and the overall proportion of characters
displaying an emotion (100%, 75 or 25% and 50%) as factors. For the categorisation
data (i.e. the percentage of emotion “A” categorisation responses), main effects of
crowd size [F (2, 136) = 16.13; /7<0.001] and proportion of characters [F (2, 136) =
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93.87; /7<0.001] and a significant interaction between these factors [F (4, 272) = 20.73,
/?<0.001] were found. Post hoc Tukey analyses on the main effects revealed more
categorisation of emotion “A” responses to the 100%/0% crowd proportions than either
the 75%/25% or the 50%/50% crowd (p<0.Q0\) and more categorisation “A” responses
to the medium crowd sizes than to the small or large crowd sizes ()O<0.001j. A post hoc
analysis of the interaction revealed more emotion “A” categorisation responses to the
medium crowd size than either the large or small crowd sizes for all crowd proportions
except the 100% consistent crowd where there were more responses to the medium than
the large crowds only.
For the response times data, a significant effect of proportion of emotion was
found [F (2,132) = 849.0; /?<0.001] with faster response times to the 100% crowds than
to either the 25%/75% (/7<0.001) or the 50%/50% proportion condition (/7<0.001). We
also found an effect of crowd size [F (2,132) = 28.8; p<0.001] with faster response
times to the small (12) than large crowd (32) and slower response times to the medium
(20) than either the small or large sized crowd (/7<0.05). A significant interaction
between the two was also found [F (4, 2216) = 2.66; /7=0.03] (see Figure 5). For both
the 75/25% crowds and the ambiguous 50% crowds, response times to the medium
sized crowd were faster than to either the small or large crowd (p<0.001). For the 100%
consistent crowds, response times were faster to the small crowds than either the
medium or large crowd sizes (p<0.001). In sum, although response times were fastest
to the small crowds and slowest to the medium size crowds, the categorisation
responses differed across crowd sizes with more of a bias in responses towards one
particular emotion in the medium size crowds of 20 individuals than the other two
crowd sizes.
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mean).

Finally, we analysed the accuracy performance across the 100% consistent
emotion crowds (anger, fear, happy and sad) and the crowd size (12, 20 or 32
characters) using a 4 x 3 repeated measures ANOVA. Significant main effects of crowd
size [F (2, 138) = 5.75, p < 0.01] and emotional category [F (3, 207) = 7.7, p<0.001]
were found. Performance to the happy crowds was significantly more accurate than to
either the anger (post hoc Tukey test, /?<0.05) or fear (/7<0.001) crowds and
performance to sad crowds were more accurate than to fear crowds (/!7<0.005).
Furthermore, performance was least accurate to the crowds containing 20 characters
than to the crowds containing either 12 or 32 characters ()o<0.05).

A significant

interaction between the two factors was also observed [F (6, 414) = 4.41, p<0.001] (see
Figure 6a). Post hoc tests on the interaction revealed that for the angry emotion crowds,
performance was more accurate for the 12 and 32 character crowds than the 20
character crowds (jf7<0.01). Performance for the fear crowds was also similar in that
performance was better to the 12 character than 20 character crowds (p<0.001) but no
different to 32 characters. There was no difference across crowd sizes for either of the
happy or sad crowds.
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Figure 6. Plot showing (a) mean accuracy performance and (b) mean response times across the different
crowd sizes when the characters in the crowds conveyed the same emotion (i.e. 100% emotion crowds) in
Experiment 2 (the error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean)

A similar analysis on the response times revealed main effects of emotion [F (3,
195) = 583.8, p<0.001] and crowd size [F (2, 130) = 133.8, /?<0.001]. The time to
categorise anger was longer than the time to categorise the other three emotions
(p<0.001) and response times to categorise fear were longer than to either sad or happy
emotions (p<0.001). The time taken to categorise the emotion of a crowd size of 20
characters was longer than either of the other two crowd sizes (p<0.01) but response
times to the smallest crowd (12) were faster than to the largest crowd size (32)
(p<0.001). There was also a significant interaction between these factors [F (6, 390)
=48.8, p<0.001] (see Figure 6b). Tukey post-hoc analyses revealed that the effect of
crowd size differed across emotional categories; for the fear emotion, response times
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were faster to the small than large crowd sizes (p<0.01); for the anger emotion response
times were slowest to the medium than either the small or large crowds (j!7<0.01); for the
happy emotion, response times were slowest to the large crowds than either the small or
medium crowds (p<0.01) and for the sad emotion response times were faster for the
small than the medium or the large crowds (p<Q.Q\).
4.3.3

Discussion
The aim of Experiment 2 was to clarify the effect of crowd size on the perception

of the emotion of a crowd. As in the previous experiment, the accuracy at categorising
the emotion of the consistent crowds was high (i.e. 87%) and the time taken to
determine the emotion was faster for the consistent than the mixed crowds. Thus the
perception of the emotion of crowds of varying sizes was overall very efficient.
We found that emotion was categorised better and faster for some crowd sizes
than others.

For example, participants were generally more accurate and faster at

categorising the emotion displayed by crowds of 12 characters or 32 characters than by
crowds of 20 characters, especially when the emotion displayed in the crowd was either
anger or fear. It is not clear why responses to the medium sized crowds were relatively
less efficient than other crowd sizes for some emotions than others. One suggestion
may be that different crowd sizes or crowd densities may be required for the optimal
portrayal of some emotions. Further research would help clarify how crowd size or
crowd density affects the perception of different types of emotions. More pertinently,
the overall pattern of categorisation responses to each emotional continuum was very
similar to those patterns found in Experiments 1 (with the exception of a small shift in
responses in the fear-happy continuum), suggesting that some emotions dominate
perception irrespective of crowd size.
Our results therefore suggest that the perception of emotion from crowds is not
affected in a systematic way by the size of the crowd. In other words, we failed to find
evidence to suggest that emotion is more difficult and slower to determine with
increasing number of characters in a crowd. Instead, emotion categorisation responses
were most efficient to the small and large crowd sizes. These findings suggest that an
item-by-item search through each of the characters in the crowd display did not occur
and that the emotion conveyed by a crowd was either determined in a parallel fashion or
that an optimal number of characters were sampled in each scene irrespective of the
overall crowd size.
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4.4

General Discussion
The main aim of the current study was to investigate how the emotion of a crowd

is perceived based only on the body expressions of characters in the crowd. We found,
in two experiments, that the emotion of a crowd containing one emotion only can be
accurately perceived and rapidly determined, even with relatively brief exposure of the
crowd scenes. As would be expected, the crowds containing one emotion were also
faster to be categorised than those containing two emotions. Moreover, although crowd
size had an effect on the categorisation of the emotion in a crowd, this was not because
the emotion of increasing crowd sizes was more difficult to categorise. Rather, we
found that emotion was easier to categorise from relatively small and large crowds than
medium sized crowds.
We also found a monotonic increase in categorisation responses with an increase
in the proportion of characters depicting one emotion over another. In other words, our
results did not suggest that categorisation responses rapidly shifted from one emotional
category to another along the emotional continua.

Instead, we found a systematic

difference in categorisation responses and response times across experiments between
the 100%, 75%/25% and 50/50% crowd proportions, suggesting strong evidence that
the emotions in crowds are perceived according to the consistency with which the
emotion is conveyed across the characters rather than as discrete categories. It is
possible that more inter-category steps may reveal any emerging categorical effects in
our task.

However, even with relatively few steps along each continuum, if the

emotions of a crowd were perceived as categorical then we would still expect little
difference in categorisation performance between proportions of crowds that lay on one
side of the category boundary. In the absence of any evidence for such within category
equivalent performance, our results suggest that the perception of the emotion of a
crowd is not categorical. There may also be methodological reasons behind our failure
to evidence categorical perception of crowds. The crowd comprised of virtual characters
expressing emotion with their body language, and there is as yet no evidence for a
categorical perception of emotional body language. Therefore it may be premature to
assume that crowds of individuals expressing emotional body language will be
perceived categorically. Another possibility is that categorical perception pertains to the
perception of an individual entity. While we attempted to characterise our stimuli as
unified crowds, the percept itself may have been suboptimal in this respect. All
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members of the crowd were dressed identically with a unifying grey background, and
all were expressing emotion. However, there was no reason to believe that this stimulus
comprised a unified crowd since no individuals were interacting and the layout was not
a natural scene. It is possible that if the above experiments were replicated using a
natural looking crowd, e.g. a mob on a street, interacting, that categorical perception of
their expressed emotions would indeed be observed.
Our results here are seemingly at odds with those of Young et al. (1997) who
found strong evidence for categorical perception of facial expressions. It may be that
facial expressions are categorical while emotional body language and crowd perception
are not. Moreover, there may be important reasons why the emotional state of a crowd
is not perceived as categorical. Indeed, it may be more beneficial for survival if the
emotion conveyed by even small number of characters in a scene is directly perceived.
As such, the perception of emotion in groups of individuals may rely on different
mechanisms than the perception of emotion in a single individual.
Our results also suggest that some emotions dominate the perception of the
emotion of a crowd relative to others. For example, we found that the happy emotion
was more efficiently categorised than any of the other three emotions expressed in the
crowds. Stalans & Wedding (1985) explain the pop-out effect of an angry face in a
happy crowd by suggesting that the happy distracters are processed much faster than
negative stimuli. This could explain the fast response times to the happy crowds.
Furthermore, we noticed that happy characters appeared to move relatively more than
other emotions, e.g. the characters jumped and clapped hands, which may have made it
more perceptually salient than the other emotions. The fact that happiness as a category
judgement appeared to dominate over most other emotions throughout all three studies
would also be indicative of differences in perceptual saliency. In contrast, although sad
characters moved less and with less exaggerated movements than the other emotive
characters there was no difference in categorisation responses between sad and the other
emotions of fear and anger. This suggests that the rate of body movements alone was
not the only cue used to perceive the emotion of the crowd.
The relative dominance of happy over other emotions in crowds was an
unexpected result, since, according to the ‘alarm’ hypothesis other threat-related
emotions are thought to be processed preferentially (Walk & Homan, 1984).

For

example, activations in the amygdala are thought to be related to vigilance for fearrelated stimuli in the environment (see Calder, Lawrence & Young, 2001). However
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previous work refers to the perception of single entities expressing emotion. It could be
that the neural mechanisms involved in determining the emotion from a crowd is
different to those involved in the perception of emotion in individuals. Clearly, future
neuro-imaging studies comparing the perception of emotion from individuals or groups
of individuals could help elucidate the neural mechanisms underpinning each percept.
In Experiment 1 we reduced the duration of the crowd stimuli from 6 seconds to 2
seconds and found that although response times were consequently reduced, there was
also a decrease in how accurate the emotions were categorised in the 100% consistent
crowds only. These results suggest that the perception of emotion in crowds relies on
the accurate analysis of the emotional expression of some of the characters contained
within the crowds. However, when we manipulated crowd size in Experiment 2, we
found no systematic relationship between the number of characters in the crowd and
categorisation accuracy, suggesting that a small proportion of the characters in a crowd
may be attended to in order to derive the general emotion of the crowd. Furthermore,
we found that patterns of categorisation responses were generally unaffected by either a
change in duration or in crowd size across experiments. However, it is unclear from our
data whether brief exposure to the crowd scene would further decrease performance.
For example, Righart & de Gelder (2008) report that a target emotion is detected in a
scene with just 200ms presentation duration. Thus it remains possible that the emotion
of crowds would remain highly accurate even at shorter durations than those tested here.
We manipulated crowd size and found that participants were more efficient at
identifying the emotion of crowds containing 12 character or 32 characters than the 20
character crowds. This was an unexpected result since if serial processing were
occurring then we would expect response times to increase with increasing crowd sizes.
One suggestion is that different mechanisms are effecting the relatively better response
times to the small and large crowds. For example, determining the emotion of a small
crowd may be relatively easy relative to larger crowd sizes because of the small number
of characters that need to be attended.

With regards to larger crowd sizes, this

increasing density in crowds may benefit perception since characters are spatially closer
to each other. Furthermore, the effect of crowd size was strongest for the angry crowds
than other emotions, suggesting that some emotions may be more readily determined
from crowds irrespective of the number of characters in the crowd.
The results of the current study suggest that the emotional body expression of
characters in a crowd is an effective cue for determining the overall emotion of the
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crowd. The emotion expressed by varying proportions of the characters in a crowd had a
direct effect on the overall emotion perceived.

That is, when crowds contained

characters conveying different emotions, we found that these different emotions were
detected in the scene. Furthermore, although some emotions dominated the perception
of the emotion of a crowd, this did not lead to the categorical perception of emotion.
The perception of emotion in crowds, therefore, seems to rely on a different mechanism
to the perception of emotion in individuals based on either facial expression or body
language. Our study provides an initial investigation of an important social cue, namely
how we perceive the emotion across a group of individuals, and our findings have
important implications for our understanding of how we recognise and act upon
emotional crowds.
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5.1

Introduction
Social perception involves the interpretation of social information displayed by

other humans, in order to inform us of their attitudes and intentions, so that we can react
appropriately (Allison, Puce & McCarthy, 2000). One extensively researehed class of
social cue is emotional information, relayed via the voiee, face and body. Typically
emotional information is displayed in the auditory and visual modalities simultaneously,
representing a naturally bimodal event (Vroomen, Driver & de Gelder, 2001), and as
such, specialised mechanisms may underlie the crossmodal binding of emotional
information (de Gelder & Bertelson, 2003). Integrating auditory and visual information
usually involves the integration of spatiotemporally coincident information and without
this coincidence, integration may not occur (Stein & Meredith, 1993; Colonius &
Diederich, 2004). Temporal eontingence of multisensory integration is illustrated by the
temporal order judgement task (e.g. Zampini, Shore & Spence, 2005) whereby if
auditory and visual stimuli are separated by a long interstimulus interval (ISI; 40ms as
observed by Kanabus, Szelag, Rojek & Poppel, 2002) participants judge them as two
separate and unrelated events, whereas if the ISI is within a temporal window the two
stimuli are integrated. It is thought that this integration is achieved via early,
preattentive crosstalk between the sensory modalities (Foxe & Schroeder, 2005). In an
investigation involving event-related potentials, Pourtois, de Gelder, Rossion and
Weiskrantz (2000) reported that preattentive crosstalk has also been seen to occur with
emotional information since the presenee of an emotionally eongruent face presented an
early (110ms post onset) ERP measured amplitude in a component associated with faee
perception. Moreover, it appears that the integration of naturally occurring' bimodal
information is more robust to violations of spatiotemporal synchronisation than are
other percepts. For example, a recent finding reported by Binda, Morrone & Burr,
(2010) suggests that the temporal ventriloquism effect (i.e. the ability of task-irrelevant
sounds to alter the pereeived timing of visual stimuli) does not occur if the difference in
onset of the auditory and visual stimuli (in Binda and colleagues’ study these stimuli
were white noise and flashes) is greater than 50ms. However, in speeeh perception the
temporal window of integration is thought to be larger than in perception of other

According to de Gelder and Bertelson (2003) naturally-occurring bimodal information is information
from the environment which is most commonly experienced bimodally, e.g. speech and emotional
information is typically presented to both the auditory and the visual modalities.
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audiovisual situations, such that a discrepancy of up to 200ms between the onset of
auditory and visual speech is not sufficient to impair multisensory integration (van
Wassenhove, Grant & Poeppel, 2007). Similarly it has been proposed that the
integration of audio-visual emotion information (which is familiar as a bimodal event)
is also less dependent on spatiotemporal factors (de Gelder & Bertelson, 2003).
Furthermore, emotional primes from one modality can influence the perception of
emotion in another modality, whieh suggests that emotional information from one
modality ean affeet that in another modality even with an onset discrepancy of over one
second (Pell, 2005; also see Chapter 3).
The effeets of audiovisual integration of emotional information are observable at
a behavioural level. Using a crossmodal bias paradigm, whereby emotional information
was presented both to the auditory and visual modalities but participants are instructed
to ignore one modality, the information in the unattended to modality affects the
reeognition of emotion in the attended modality (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a;
Massaro & Egan, 1996). Emotional information is also integrated across the modalities
independently of attentional resources, as seen in situations of heavy task-load
(Vroomen, Driver & de Gelder, 2001) and outside of awareness, as can be seen in
patients with affective blindsight^ (de Gelder, Pourtois & Weiskrantz, 2002). It is
thought that emotional information is integrated across the modalities to allow for an
accurate understanding of the signals displayed by others (Dolan, Morris & de Gelder,
2001). The importance of this accuracy cannot be underestimated. For example, patients
with sehizophrenia are impaired in integrating congruent audiovisual emotional
information, which may in part explain their interpersonal difficulties (de Jong,
Hodiamont, van den Stoek & de Gelder, 2009).
To date most studies investigating the pereeption of audiovisual emotion have
focused on faee-voiee pairs, as these appear to be the most natural pairing. For instance,
Auberge & Cathiard (2003) have argued that it is possible to hear a smile since the
musculature governing facial expression and prosody production has evolved together.
However, as de Gelder (2009) has reeently argued, the ehest is used in the production of
emotional vocalisations, and therefore emotional expressions from both the body and
the voice are also a familiar pair. Van den Stock and colleagues (2007, 2008) recently

^Affective blindsight patients, most famously one named GY, have suffered striate cortical lesions but can
still discriminate emotional cues in their blind visual field (see e.g. de Gelder, Vroomen, Pourtois &
Weiskrantz, 1999).
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used a crossmodal bias paradigm to investigate the integration of vocal and emotional
body language information, and found that crossmodal influences occurs in both
directions, such that vocal emotional information influences the recognition of
emotional body language, and vice versa. However van den Stock investigated the
integration of two different emotions only. Since it is argued that different emotions are
underpinned by functionally separate systems (Anderson & Phelps, 2000; LeDoux,
1996; Calder, Lawrence & Young, 2001) it may not be appropriate to generalise
findings based on two emotions to all emotional processing. Therefore the current
experiments are aimed to investigate the integration of emotional body language and
vocal prosody across four emotional categories.
According to Bayesian approaches to the integration of bimodal information,
such as the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) model, auditory and visual
information is integrated according to the reliability of the information within each
source. If for instance, auditory information is noisy and unreliable, visual information
will dominate. This model was successfully applied to the integration of varying
degrees of reliable visual and haptic information by Ernst and Banks, (2002) and to the
integration of auditory and visual information also (Burr & Alais, 2006). According to
this approach, the perceptual system weighs the relative reliability of unisensory inputs
before integrating these inputs to achieve an optimally accurate multisensory percept,
according to the MLE model (see e.g. Ernst & Banks, 2002). In order to manipulate
relative reliability of information in each sensory input, sensory noise can be
experimentally introduced into different modalities. When it comes to the perception of
individual expressions of emotion, for instance, morphing procedures have previously
been used (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Young et ah, 1997; de Gelder, Teunisse &
Benson, 1997) to create ambiguous visual expressions. De Gelder and Vroomen (2000a)
found that by combining ambiguous visual information with reliable auditory
information, integration occurred such that the more ambiguous the visual information,
the more auditory information dominated the resultant percept, which is consistent with
the predictions of the MLE model. A similar model of integration that has been
specifically applied to the perception of emotion is the Fuzzy Logical Model of
Perception (FLMP; Massaro & Egan, 1996). According to this model unisensory inputs
are independently analysed for their reliability and integrated according to this
reliability such that the more ambiguous the information in one sensory modality, the
more the other modality will dominate, similar to predictions of the MLE model. The
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FLMP also predicts that the audiovisual integration of emotional information is not
affected by the source of emotional information does not matter. For example,
according to FLMP, emotional information can also be integrated regardless of the
nature of the emotional stimulus such that, e.g. emotional expressions from written text
could be integrated with vocal information (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000b). This
prediction has been recently validated from findings that emotional information from
human body language and animal vocalisations (van den Stock, Grezes & de Gelder,
2008) and from instrumental music and body language (van den Stock, Peretz, Grezes
& de Gelder, 2009) is integrated for perception. However van den Stock and colleagues
(2008) concluded that while animal vocalisations are integrated with emotional body
language information in the perception of emotion, there is a privileged link between
human vocal and human body language information integration. This argument was
supported by findings reported by de Gelder, Pourtois & Weiskrantz (2002) who found
that blindsight patients integrated information from human voices and faces, and from
voices and affective pictures, when the faces were presented to their non-blind visual
fields, but that only the face-voice pairs were shown to be integrated when the face
stimuli were presented to the blind visual field. This suggests that while emotional
audiovisual information is integrated across face-voice and body-voice pairings, these
bimodal stimuli are processed somewhat differently to other emotional stimuli.
The findings from the studies discussed above help to elucidate the differences
between the multisensory integration of arbitrary pairs of stimuli (as defined by de
Gelder and Bertelson, 2003) such as beeps and flashes, and the integration of higherlevel, familiar pairs of stimuli such as faces and voices. The maximum likelihood
estimate model is accurate in predicting the outcomes of the integration of arbitrary
pairings but, as Ernst and Biilthoff (2004) have pointed out, this model is a purely
bottom-up approach to multisensory integration. The integration of sensory information
related to emotion may, in contrast, rely on top-down influences such as the
identification of the information as being emotional or the context of the expression of
emotion. This situation is not dissimilar to the perception of audiovisual speech
whereby both visual and auditory speech cues must first be identified as speech
(Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972; de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a). As such the FLMP may
be a more accurate approach to the multisensory integration of emotional information
than the MLE approach since FLMP emphasises the importance of top-down
influences. These influences are implemented into the model such that when signals are
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perceived according to the FLMP they are first matched to stored prototypes for
goodness-of-match and then identified as belonging to an emotional category (Massaro
& Egan, 1996).
It is possible that the integration of emotional information is independent of the
amount of information available in each modality to the extent that if a large number of
individuals are expressing emotion, then the integration of multisensory information for
the purpose of the perception of emotion may occur in a similar manner to that in
individuals (van den Stock et ah, 2008). In a previous study (McHugh, McDonnell,
O’Sullivan & Newell, in press) we investigated the perception of emotion in visual
crowds based on emotional body language (since, according to Walters & Walk, (1988)
this is a more salient cue than facial expression when the individual us viewed from a
distance). We found that the overall emotion of a crowd could he readily categorised,
but performance depended on the consistency with which an emotion was expressed
across all individuals in the crowd. For instance it was more difficult to identify the
emotion of a crowd when each character expressed one of two emotions than when all
characters expressed the same emotion, hut that categorisation performance improved
with greater proportions of characters expressing one over another emotion. Visual
displays of crowds in which different characters are expressing one of two emotions
may represent an emotionally ambiguous percept, which might explain why it was more
difficult to categorise these ambiguous crowds than the relatively unambiguous crowds
containing characters depicting one emotion only. As such, reliable information from a
different modality, such as audition, may help disambiguate the visual information to
result in better performance in perceiving the emotion of a crowd. The aim of the
following experiments therefore was to investigate whether reliable crossmodal
information can affect the perception of emotion of a crowd in another modality and
whether this influence is uni- or bi-directional.
According to recent findings reported by Haberman & Whitney, (2009) it is
possible to implicitly extract the average emotion expressed by a crowd after very brief
durations, even when the main task is unrelated to the perception of emotion. This
finding likely represents coarse information processing based on statistically
representing the redundancies within a crowd scene (i.e. reducing repeated facial
expressions to a proportion of the overall crowd to easily encode the overall emotional
message of that crowd) in a process known as ensemble coding. This type of coding has
also been seen to occur for low-level visual properties suggested by Chong and
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Triesman (2003). As we have previously found the extraetion of an overall emotional
pereept is also possible for erowds of individuals displaying emotional body language.
Aceording to the predictions of the FLMP, if a crowd containing characters
expressing different emotions represents an ambiguous situation, then adding an
unambiguous auditory cue should cause the resultant percept to be dominated by
audition. De Gelder and Vroomen (2000a) found that in face-voice pairs, the emotional
content of auditory information had more of an influence on the recognition of a facial
expression when there was greater ambiguity in that facial expression. We wished to
investigate this process using crowd displays. In the first experiment ambiguity in the
visual modality was manipulated by varying the proportions of characters in a crowd
expressing one of two emotions whereas the sound was of a crowd expressing the same
emotion. In Experiment 2, ambiguity was manipulated within the auditory modality but
the visual characters expressed the same emotion. We used a crossmodal bias paradigm,
in which one modality was not attended, and hypothesised that that the categorisation of
the emotion of a crowd would depend on the integration of emotional information from
both the unattended and attended modalities. In other words, if participants are told to
ignore auditory emotional crowd sounds and categorise visual emotional crowds, their
responses will be based on the information from both sources.
In Experiment 3, we investigated a potential effect of crowd size, that is the
number of visual characters or voices in the crowd, on the integration of emotional
information fi'om the auditory and visual m.odalities. The manipulation of crowd size
would allow us to assess whether integration of the audio and visual information occurs
in a serial, character-by-character manner or whether it occurs in parallel. Moreover, if
emotional categorisation responses to the audio-visual information does not differ as a
function of crowd size then this could be seen as putative support for Massaro and
Egan’s (1996) theory that emotion integration occurs regardless of the medium through
which the emotional information is delivered, and that multisensory emotion integration
is robust to the number of characters expressing emotion in each modality.
5.2

Experiment 1
The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate whether particular emotional sounds

of a crowd could affect the visual categorisation of emotional crowds. The visual
crowds were comprised of dynamic virtual characters each displaying a particular
emotional state using emotional body language only and facial expressions were
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masked. In the experiment, participants were instructed to ignore the sounds and that
their task was to categorise the emotion of the visual crowd.

Each visual crowd

consisted of different proportions of characters depicting one of two emotional states
from a total number of four emotional categories. As such, we used crowd displays in
which 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of the characters consistently depicted one of two
emotional categories. The auditory emotional category was one of the two emotions
these characters in the visual crowd depicted. We also included a ‘no sound’ condition
which served as a baseline comparison.
Based on the findings of McHugh et al. (in press), we predicted that the emotional
categorisation of a visual crowd would be dependent on the proportion of characters in
the crowd depicting that emotion. We also expected that the sound of an emotional
crowd would have an effect on the categorisation of the visual crowds. More
particularly we expected the categorisation of the crowds to be biased in the direction of
the auditory emotional category. This effect of sound on the categorisation of the visual
crowds was expected to be strongest when the emotional category of the visual crowds
was most ambiguous (i.e. when 50% of the characters depicted one of two emotions).
5.2.1

Method

Participants

We recruited 18 participants (15 female) for this study, from the student
population at Trinity College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 19 to 34 years, with a
mean age of 21.2 years. All participants gave informed, written consent to partake in the
study, and received research credits for their participation. All reported normal or
corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

The visual stimuli for this task consisted of crowds containing dynamic virtual
characters expressing emotion via their body language (see McHugh et al., in press, for
full details of the creation of these stimuli). Each virtual character was created by
superimposing motion captured from real actors onto the bodies of virtual characters to
create a set of 5 different characters each depicting 4 versions of each emotional
category. Crowd scenes were then created from these virtual characters using Adobe
Premiere 6.5 software. Each crowd scene consisted of a fixed number of 20 characters,
with eaeh positioned such that no character oecluded another. Characters were pseudorandomly positioned across all crowd displays such that no one charaeter was placed at
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the centre of the crowd (where an inter-trial fixation cross was positioned). To add to
the variation across characters in a crowd scene, characters were oriented in one of five
different directions: forward-facing; facing 30° to the left and right; and facing 60° to
the left and right. Characters were all created with the appearance of wearing a black
motion capture suit (i.e. a black Lycra suit with 40 white motion sensors attached), and
white facial mask (in order to make the stimuli as similar as possible in appearance to
the footage of the real actors upon which the virtual characters were based, for an earlier
comparative study). The characters for each crowd scene were randomly positioned
atop a uniform grey background (RGB value of 120, 120, 120).
The four emotion categories investigated in this experiment were fear, anger, sad
and happy. Emotional crowd continua were created between six possible pairings of
these four emotions (following a design used by Young et al., 1997). These pairings
were therefore as follows: anger-fear, happy-anger, anger-sad, fear-happy, sad-fear, and
sad-happy.

Within each pairing different crowd stimuli were created based on a

continuum of proportions of characters depicting one of the pairs of emotions. There
were five steps along each continuum with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of the
characters consistently depicting one of the two emotions. Thus, there were four unique
100% emotional crowd stimuli where all characters consistently depicted one of the
four emotion categories. For the other proportions, for example the 75% proportion.
75% of the characters depicted one emotional category (which, for convenience we
have arbitrarily named as Emotion “A” where ‘A’ is always the first-named emotion ir.
that continuum) whereas 25% depicted the other emotional category in that pair (or, for
convenience. Emotion ‘B’). Other crowd stimuli comprised of 50% of the characters
depicting emotion ‘A’ and 50% depicting emotion “B”, or 25% of the characters
depicting emotion ‘A’ and 75% emotion ‘B’. In total, these manipulations o:
proportions of characters in crowds expressing one of two emotions resulted in fou:
100% consistent crowds and 18 stimuli with mixed emotion crowds (i.e. a total basic
number of 22 visual crowds). The approximate visual angle subtended by the crowd
stimuli as a whole was 16 degrees from central fixation. The image of each character
within the crowd subtended a visual angle of approximately 2.5° vertically and L
horizontally.
The auditory stimuli were recordings of 18 participants who gave informed
consent to participate (11 female, 7 male, age range 19-34, mean age 24.5) vocalising in
each of the four different emotional categories (i.e. anger, fear, happiness and sadness)
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but without verbalising (initially 20 participants were recruited to match in size the
visual crowds but two participants dropped out of the study at the last minute).
Recording took place in a lecture hall in the Lloyd building at Trinity College Dublin.
For recording purposes, two condenser microphones were placed using microphone
stands on the left and right hand side of the group of actors, and were cormected via a
stereo amplifier to a laptop. This set-up allowed the researcher to record the stimuli
using Adobe Soundbooth software. Actors were not given any explicit instructions as to
how to provide emotional content to their vocalisations as it is thought that explicit
instructions lead to less recognisable portrayals of emotional cues (Atkinson et ah,
2004). They were instructed to vocalise without using words, as the semantics of words
may influence the emotional content of the vocalisations, and also cued when to begin
and stop vocalising by the researcher. Angry, fearful, sad and happy crowd noises were
recorded, with each recording lasting six seconds’ duration. The crowd stimuli were
then balanced and optimised for volume using Adobe Audition, using amplifications of
4-20 dB SPL to ensure that there was balance between the left and right input. All
recordings were initially recorded to be 6 seconds in duration but following a
recognition study that found the emotional content of the recordings to be recognisable
after an average of just over two seconds of presentation; they were cut to 2 seconds in
duration in order to match the duration of the visual crowd stimuli.
Each visual crowd stimulus was paired with each of the three different sound
conditions, which were sound of emotional category ‘A’ (‘sound A’), the sound of the
emotional category ‘B’ (‘sound B’) or no sound was provided (‘no sound’). Both the
visual and the auditory stimuli had durations of 2 seconds and their onset and offset was
always synchronised in the experiment. Each audiovisual stimulus pair was presented
once per trial. Each trial consisted of one visual crowd video, with 2 seconds’ duration,
presented with or without an accompanying auditory stimulus, of equal duration. All of
these combinations gave a total of 66 stimuli for use in Experiment 1. Stimuli were
presented and data output collected using Presentation software on a standard 15’ PC
monitor positioned at a distance of 57cm from the participant. The auditory stimuli were
delivered via Sennheiser HD 202 headphones at a consistent and comfortable listening
level of 90dB SPL.
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Experimental Design

This study was based on a repeated measures design, with the six emotional
category pairs, the proportion of characters depicting one of two emotions
(‘proportion’) (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of emotion ‘A’) and emotional category
of the sound (‘sound A’, ‘sound B’ or ‘no sound’) as factors. In order to analyse the
categorical responses we recoded each of the four possible emotion responses for each
continuum as follows: within each continuum between a pair of emotional categories,
one of the emotional categories was arbitrarily labelled emotion ‘A’, and the other as
emotion ‘B’. Although this pairing of emotion to label was arbitrary, we used the same
pairing across all experiments in this study.

This allowed for consistency and for

comparison of the results across experiments. Therefore, for each stimulus, the
dependent variable was then proportion of responses as emotion ‘A’. Although the
category of emotion response was the main dependent variable, we also recorded
reaction times.
There were two phases to the study, a training session followed by the main
experimental session. The purpose of the training session was to allow participants learn
to associate particular response buttons to each of the four emotional categories until
they reached criterion performance of 90% accuracy. The same response keys were
used for all participants, which were the keyboard buttons ‘Z’, ‘X’, ‘>’ and ‘?’. These
buttons corresponded to the four emotional categories in alphabetical order from left to
right such that the ‘Z’ button was equivalent to an ‘anger’ response and the ‘?’ burton
was equivalent to a ‘sad’ response. The main experiment was based on a four alternative
forced choice paradigm, where participants were instructed to categorise the emotion of
the visual crowd stimuli as being one of the four category emotions (fear, anger, sad or
happy). They were also instructed to ignore the auditory emotion. There were two
blocks to the experiment. Each of the 66 crowd stimuli was presented twice over two
experimental blocks, i.e. one stimulus per block. Trials were randomly presented within
each block and across all participants.
Procedure

The participant’s task was to categorise, as fast and accurately as possible, the
overall emotion displayed by the crowd of visual characters, while ignoring the
emotional category of the crowd sound. During the training session, participants first
learned to associate response keys with each of the emotion categories during the
training session. A trial in this session consisted of the following: the name of an
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emotional category appeared onscreen until a response was made, and participants were
required to press the response key associated with that emotional category as fast and
accurately as possible. This training block was repeated until participants achieved a
criterion response accuracy of at least 90%. On average the block was repeated three
times for this criterion to be attained across participants. Only two participants had to
repeat this block 4 times to reach criterion level accuracy.
Following this, participants were then presented with the main experiment. In
this phase a trial consisted of the following: a central white fixation cross was presented
in the middle of the computer screen for 1500ms and participants were instructed to
focus their eye gaze on this cross. A visual crowd stimulus was then presented only
once for 2 seconds’ duration, and participants were instructed to categorise it as being
angry, fearful, happy or sad, while ignoring the accompanying auditory information.
Each audio-visual stimulus was presented for a maximum of 2 seconds in duration and
its offset was triggered by a response. If a response was not made within 2 seconds, a
blank screen replaced the crowd stimulus and the trial remained active until the
participant made a response. There were two blocks of trials, and the order of trials was
fully randomised across participants. Participants took a self-timed break between
blocks. On average, the experiment took 25 minutes to complete.
5.2.2

Results
First, data were compared across each of the four emotional categories in the ‘no

sound’ condition only. Here it was found that the accuracy for each of the emotional
categories were as follows: anger (mean = 0.81, SD = 0.33); fear (mean = 0.82, SD =
0.16); happy (mean = 0.91, SD = 0.12) and sad (mean = 0.93, SEM = 0.127). Mean
reaction times for each category were as follows, in milliseconds: anger (mean = 1762,
SD = 311); fear (mean = 1562, SD = 358); happy (mean = 1497, SD = 381) and sad
(mean = 1510, SD = 262). A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the
accuracy data with Emotion as a within-subjects factor and a significant effect was
found [F (3, 51) = 2.82, p<0.05]. Tukey post-hoc analyses into this effect found that
categorisation accuracy was significantly higher to the sad crowds than to both the
angry (p<0.05) and fearful (p<0.05) crowds, with no other significant differences
between the categories.
A second repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the reaction times data
across the emotion categories and a significant effect was again found [F (3, 51) = 4.3,
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p<0.01]. Tukey post-hoc analyses revealed that the responses to the angry crowds were
significantly slower than those to either the happy (p<0.05) or the sad (p<0.05) crowds,
with no other significant differences between the categories. The results of the two
ANOVAs reported here both confirm that responses were the most efficient in the no
sound condition to the sad crowds, and the least efficient to the angry crowds (see
Figure 1).
For the purpose of the experiment, all categorisation responses were recoded as
either emotion ‘A’ or emotion ‘B’ based on an arbitrary labelling of each pair of
emotions displayed in each crowd stimulus as either ‘A’ or ‘B’. For example, in the
anger-fear continuum, ‘anger’ responses were relabelled as ‘A’ responses and ‘fear’
responses were relabelled as ‘B’ responses. This relabeling allowed us to average the
data across the different emotional pair continua^. Reaction times were analysed for
outliers (anything above or below 3 interquartile ranges of the mean), which were then
removed leading to the removal of 2% of the reaction time data. The average reaction
time was 1670ms.
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Figure 1. (a) Mean accuracy responses and (b) mean reaction times across participants for visual crowd
stimuli in each of the 4 emotion categories, with no sound presented (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the
mean).

A 5 X 3 repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the mean number of
‘A’ emotional category responses across participants with proportion of characters

One consequence of this recoding was that responses to each of the individual emotion categories pairs
were not analysed. These specific analyses were, however, not the main interest of the study, which was
whether sounds can affect the perception of the emotional category of the visual crowd.
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expressing emotion ‘A’ in the visual crowd (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%) and
emotion category of the sound (sound ‘A’, sound ‘B’, or no sound) as factors. Main
effects of Proportion [F (4, 68) = 149.2, /7<0.01] and Sound [F (2, 34) = 10.3, /7<0.01]
were found, as well as a significant interaction between these factors [F (8, 136) =2.15,
p<0.05] as shown in Figure 2. Tukey post hoc analyses of the main effect of proportion
found significant increases in ‘A’ responses with each increase in the proportion of
characters in the crowd expressing emotion ‘A’ (p<0.05). Tukey post-hoc analysis of
the sound effect revealed that there were more category ‘A’ responses made to the
Sound ‘A’ condition than either the ‘B’ or the No Sound conditions (/7<0.01) but there
was no evidence for a significant difference between the number of category ‘A’
responses made to the ‘no sound’ or sound ‘B’ conditions. A Tukey post-hoc analysis of
the interaction revealed more category ‘A’ responses made to the Sound ‘A’ condition
relative to either the Sound ‘B’ or no sound conditions at the 0% and 25% proportion
levels (p<0.01) only, with no difference between the sound ‘B’ and the ‘no sound’
conditions at these proportion levels. At the 75% and 100% proportion levels, however,
there were significantly more category ‘A’ responses to the Sound ‘A’ condition
relative to Sound ‘B’ condition only but not relative to the no sound condition (p<0.05).
Furthermore, at the 75% and 100% proportion levels there was no difference in ‘A’
responses between the sound ‘B’ and the ‘no sound’ conditions (p>0.05). The most
interesting proportion was when only 50% of the characters expressed one of two
emotions. At this proportion level, a Tukey post-hoc analysis revealed that there were
significantly more ‘A’ responses made to the Sound ‘A’ condition than the no sound
condition (p<0.05) and significantly fewer category ‘A’ responses made to the Sound
‘B’

condition

relative

to

the

no

sound

condition

(p<0.05).

In order to further elucidate the contribution that Proportion had to the variance
in ‘A’ responses, linear regression analysis was performed with Proportion as a
predictor, and ‘A’ responses as the dependent variable. A separate analysis was
performed for each sound condition. In the Sound ‘A’ condition it was found that this
was a significant predictor of ‘A’ responses [R = 0.834, Adj.

= 0.692, F(l, 4) =

200.9, p<0.01]. In the Sound ‘B’ condition Proportion was again found to be a
significant predictor of ‘A’ responses [R = 0.846, Adj. R^ = 0.712, F(l, 4) = 220.89,
p<0.01]; and again in the no sound condition Proportion was found to be a significant
predictor of ‘A’ responses [R = 0.936, Adj. R^=0.875, F(l, 4) = 625.02].
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•Sound "A"

■No Sound

■Sound "B"

Figure 2. Mean proportion of category ‘A’ responses across participants for all five levels of proportion,
in the three sound conditions in Experiment 1 (error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean).

A second repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the reaction time
data, again with Proportion (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and Sound (‘A’, ‘B’, no
sound) as factors. There was a significant main effect found of Proportion on reaction
times [F (4, 68) =9.3, p<0.01]. Tukey post hoc analyses on the effect of Proportion
found that, as expected, reaction times for the crowds at the 0% proportion level were
significantly faster than either those to the 25% (p<0.05), 50% (p<0.05) or the 75%
(p<0.05) proportion level. Reaction times to the crowds at the 100% proportion level
were significantly faster than those to either the 50% (p<0.05) or the 75% (p<0.05)
proportion levels, with no other significant differences found. There was no effect of
Sound [F (2, 34) <1] nor was there any evidence of an interaction between the two
factors [F (8,136) =1.3,/7>0.05].
5.2.3

Discussion
In Experiment 1 emotional information was presented in crowds of characters,

in both the auditory and visual modalities to investigate a potential biasing effect of
auditory emotional information on visual emotional cues. When one emotion was
consistently expressed by all characters in a visual crowd (presented without auditory
information) the emotion was recognisable with sad and happy crowds yielding the
highest accuracy rates but angry and fearful crowds less recognisable (see also McHugh
et al. for a similar finding, in press). This does not accord with previous findings of
emotion recognition studies where anger is typically one of the most accurately
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recognised visually expressed emotions along with happiness (e.g. Atkinson et ah,
2004; Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Walters & Walk, 1988; Boone & Cunningham, 1998;
Walk & Homan, 1984). Therefore the finding that sad and happy crowds were easy to
recognise could be due to the nature of perceiving emotional information in crowds, or
it could be related to the specific stimuli used in the current experiment and by McHugh
et al. (in press).
Both the proportion of characters in a crowd expressing emotion and the
accompanying auditory emotional information had an effect on the proportion of ‘A’
responses made by participants. First, the more characters in a crowd visually
expressing an emotion (e.g. emotion ‘A’) the more that emotion dominated the percept.
More pertinently, when the sound of an emotional crowd was also presented, this biased
the visual perception of the emotion of a crowd, particularly when the visual emotion
was most ambiguous, that is, when half of the crowd expressed one emotion and the
other half another emotion. Moreover, crowds containing one emotion only were
categorised more rapidly than those containing two emotions, which was to be
expected. Proportion was found to be a significant predictor of ‘A’ responses in each of
the sound conditions and it accounted for more of the variance in the no sound condition
than in either the sound ‘A’ or the sound ‘B’ condition, suggesting that in these
conditions ‘A’ responses’ variance was also affected by the sound present.
The sound condition had less of an effect when the visual crowd contained a
majority of characters expressing one emotion over another i.e. at the 0%, 25% most
characters expressed emotion ‘B’ whereas at 75% and 100% proportion levels most
characters expressed emotion ‘A’. Moreover, when the sound of the crowd was
consistent with the emotion expressed by the majority of characters in the crowd, then
the sound had less of an effect on the percept relative to the no sound condition.
Instead, when the sound was inconsistent with the majority of the characters,
particularly sound ‘A’ at 0% and 25% proportions of emotion ‘A’, then the emotional
percept was biased towards the sound. Previous studies have also found that the
recognition of emotion is more efficient through vision than audition (Adolphs, 2002;
Walk & Homan, 1984). Our findings with crowd displays may be consistent with these
previous findings based on single entities only.
In sum, despite participants being told to ignore the auditory information, the
sound of an emotion significantly modulated the categorisation of the visual emotion.
This suggests that the emotional information in the auditory and visual modalities was
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integrated and reflects previous findings on single entities (de Gelder & Vroomen,
2000a; Massaro & Egan, 1996; van den Stock, Righart & de Gelder, 2007; van den
Stock et al., 2008).
To establish whether vision dominates audition in perception of emotional
crowds, the above experiment was repeated but visual information remained consistent
and the auditory stimuli were created along continua between pairs of categories of
emotions. Previous studies have found evidence for bidirectional effects between the
visual and auditory information on the perceived perception of the emotion of a single
character (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000). However, it is not known whether there are
mutual influences of visual information on the perception of emotion from auditory
information in crowds. This was investigated in Experiment 2.
5.3

Experiment 2
Here audiovisual crowds were again presented but unlike Experiment 1 the

participant’s task was to categorise the emotion of the crowd from the auditory
information only and to ignore the visual information. If the effect of vision and
audition on the perception of emotion is bidirectional, as found by de Gelder and
Vroomen (2000) and by van den Stock and colleagues (2007; 2008), we expected that
vision would influence the categorisation of emotion in the auditory stimulus.

In

particular, we expected that the emotion of the visual crowd (which was consistent in
that all characters in the visual stimulus displayed the same emotion) would have a
more of an influence on audition when the emotion in the auditory crowd was more
ambiguous. It is possible that emotion is more difficult to recognise when presented in
the auditory modality than when in the visual modality, as has been suggested by
Adolphs (2002) and Walk and Homan (1984). If this is the case in crowd perception,
then it is possible that visual information will mainly dominate the emotion of the
auditory crowds, irrespective of the consistency of the emotional category uttered across
characters in the auditory crowd, or of participants’ instructions to ignore the visual
information completely. Indeed, if it were the case that visual information dominated
the auditory percept, this may be evidence for visual ‘capture’ in the multisensory
perception of emotion.

Visual ‘capture’ was first documented by Rock & Victor,

(1964) in a study in which they presented conflicting visual and haptic information to
participants. The participants in their study were instructed to grasp an object while
viewing it through distorting lenses, such that their visual impression of the size of the
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object was different to their tactile impression of the same object. When these two
sources of information were in conflict, Rock and Victor found the visual information
dominated the percept. Visual information also ‘captures’ auditory information, as can
be seen in the ventriloquist effect (e.g. Howard & Templeton, 1966; Choe, Welch,
Gilford & Juola, 1975) whereby the location of the source of visual information
‘captures’ the location of the auditory information so that it appears that both events are
co-located. If visual capture occurs in the case of audiovisual emotion perception, then
it is expected that in Experiment 2, category responses will be based mostly on the
emotions portrayed in the visual modality. However, if, as has previously been found by
de Gelder and Vroomen (2000) and by van den Stock and colleagues (2007; 2008)
emotional information in the auditory and visual modalities is integrated in both
directions, then it is expected that the results of Experiment 2 will be similar to those of
Experiment 1.
5.3.1

Methods

Participants

Twenty participants were recruited from the student population at Trinity
College Dublin. 8 of the participants were male, and participants were aged from 18 to
34 years, with a mean age of 23.4. All participants gave informed written consent to
partake in the study, and received research credits for their participation. All reported
normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

The visual stimuli used in this experiment were four visual crowd stimuli in
which all characters expressed one for the four emotions of fear, anger, happy and sad
emotions (i.e. the 100% proportion stimuli described in Experiment 1). The auditory
stimuli were comprised of a set of mixed auditory crowd sounds based on the same
visual continua described in Experiment 1. Each auditory crowd contained 20 voices.
It was necessary to rerecord the auditory crowd stimuli following Experiment 1.
The stimuli required for Experiment 1 were such that the entire crowd were expressing
the same vocal emotion, so this was straightforward to record. However in the auditory
stimuli for the current experiment, differing proportions of actors vocalising different
emotions were required in the same crowd. This was too difficult to record all at the
same time, as the actors found it hard to express one emotion vocally while hearing
another being expressed from other actors. This difficulty was potentially attributable to
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the emotion contagion effect (Hatfield, Cacioppo & Rapson, 1993), or the tendency to
mirror the emotions displayed by others, and Hatfield and colleagues have noted that it
is particularly observable in crowds. For these reasons it was decided to record smaller
groups of actors, all expressing the same emotion, and from these recordings create the
impression of large crowds of actors vocalising emotional information using post
production editing techniques.
Auditory crowds were created from vocal recordings made from a total of 5
actors (3 female; age range 20-34, mean age 25.2). After the recordings, the voices of
these actors were mixed such that each resultant auditory crowd was comprised of 50%
male and 50% female voices, to match the makeup of the visual crowds. These actors
were recorded in groups of 5, 4, and 3 in order to create enough variation to
subsequently allow us to build auditory crowds of different sizes of 12, 20 and 32
characters (for the purposes of Experiment 3).

For the present experiment, vocal

recordings were used to create a fixed crowd size of 20 characters but the proportion of
characters vocalising one particular emotional state over another was manipulated after
the recording was conducted.
Recording took place in a recording studio in the Department of Electronic and
Electrical Engineering in Trinity College Dublin. The recording apparatus consisted of 5
cardioid microphones, one directly in front of each actor, and a reference omni
directional microphone centralised about 1.5m in front of the actors. Actors were
instructed to vocalise according to each of the four emotional states without verbalising,
and each recording lasted for two seconds. Each group produced ten examples of each
emotion from which two-second segments were cut to produce 20 possible recordings
for each emotion category to be mixed to produce the auditory stimuli.
Post-recording production then took the recordings taken from the individual
cardioid microphones and level matched them using LAeq (long term averaged Aweighted level) levels using ProTools software (for a technical description of level
matching, refer to Benjamin, 2002).

In order to create the auditory crowd stimuli,

multiple instances of each recording were created by taking up to three different, random
segments from each recording and applying pitch-shifting which created different pitch
versions of the original recordings for variety in the resultant mixed crowds. Here the
pitch of the sources was changed without altering the speed of playback. This was
achieved by changing the length of the sound using time-expansion in ProTools, and
then performing sample rate conversion in Matlab to change the pitch. For each emotion
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recorded from each of the sub-groupings of actors, the recordings’ outputs were panned
evenly across a stereo field to ensure that for the listener, no spatial masking of one
voice on another would be perceived. This would effectively sound like two voices were
emanating from the same point in space, and for this reason the voices were evenly
panned across auditory space. For auditory stimuli in which the voices of a crowd
vocalised two different emotions, these stimuli were created by interleaving the
recordings across the stereo field. The relative levels of the 'mixed' performances were
matched to the total A-weighted sound pressure level from the omni-directional
recordings, thus giving the correct relative sound pressure level between the four
emotions of sad, happy, fear and anger.
Audiovisual stimuli pairs in Experiment 2 consisted of a two second long visual
auditory clip, accompanied in two thirds of all trials by a visual emotional crowd
stimulus that was also two seconds in duration. There were 66 basic stimuli in total; 22
auditory stimuli paired with visual crowd ‘A’, 22 auditory stimuli paired with visual
crowd ‘B’ and 22 auditory stimuli presented with no emotional information in the visual
modality. Again, all stimuli were presented on a PC with a 15’ monitor and Sennheiser
HD 202 headphones, using Presentation software.
Design and procedure

We adopted the same experimental design and procedure described in
Experiment 1, with the exception that the task for the participant in this experiment was
to identify the category of emotion from the sound of the crowd while ignoring the
emotional category of the visual crowd. Also, we included a condition which was
equivalent to the ‘no sound’ condition in Experiment 1 but here no visual information
was presented (i.e. ‘no vision’). Specifically, the ‘no vision’ condition consisted of a
white fixation cross, presented at the centre of the screen against a black background.
This fixation was presented to ensure that participants maintained their visual attention
throughout the study since it was felt if there was just a blank screen presented in trials
where only auditory emotional information was presented, participants may have been
tempted to look away from the screen or close their eyes, which may have affected
performance on successive trials.
5.3.2

Results
Reaction times were first analysed for outliers (anything above or below 3

interquartile ranges of the mean), which were subsequently removed. This led to the
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removal of 2% of the reaction time data. The average reaction time taken to categorise
the auditory emotion was then 1985ms. We then analysed the accuracy of performance
in categorising the 100% proportion level sound stimuli in the ‘no vision’ condition
only which is depicted in Figure 3b. Here it was found that the accuracy for each of the
emotional categories were as follows: anger (mean = 0.43, SD = 0.26); fear (mean =
0.65, SD = 0.25); happy (mean = 0.74, SD = 0.34) and sad (mean = 0.93, SD = 0.13).
The accuracy performance across participants to each of the emotional categories was
compared to chance performance (of 0.25) using a one-sample t-test. Response accuracy
in all conditions was found to be significantly better than chance [for anger, t (19) =
3.09, p<0.01; fear, t (19) = 6.9,/><0.01; happy, t (19) = 6.77, j9<0.01; and sad, t (19) =
23.2;p<0.01].
A repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the accuracy data from
the 100% auditory emotional crowds in the ‘no vision’ condition, with Emotion (anger,
fear, happy and sad) as a factor, and a significant effect was found [F (3, 57) = 15.07;
p<0.01]. Tukey post-hoc analyses found that responses to the anger category were
significantly less accurate than those to the fearful (p<0.05), happy (p<0.01) or sad
(p<0.01) categories, while responses to the fearful crowds were significantly less
accurate than those to the sad crowds (p<0.05).
Reaction times were also calculated for each of the four 100% auditory
emotional crowds as depicted in Figure 3a. Responses to the sad crowds were fastest
overall (1390ms), followed by happy (1826ms), and angry crowds (1987ms) Fearful
crowds yielded the slowest responses (1988ms). The reaction times data were then
analysed in a repeated measures ANOVA to see if the factor of Emotion category
significantly affected reaction times, and a significant effect was found [F (3, 57) =
16.2, p<0.01;]. Tukey post-hoc analyses found that responses to the sad crowds were
significantly faster than those to the angry (p<0.01), fearful (p<0.05) or happy (p<0.05)
crowds, with no other significant differences found.
All category responses were again re-coded into one of two emotional categories
(emotion ‘A’ or emotion ‘B’) as described above. A repeated measures ANOVA was
performed on these data, with visual emotion condition (visual emotion ‘A’, visual
emotion ‘B’, or ‘no vision’) and Proportion of auditory emotion ‘A’ in the auditory
crowd (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) as factors. A main effect of visual emotion [F (2,
38) = 31.85,/7<0.01] was found. Tukey analyses revealed that there were significantly
more category ‘A’ responses to the visual emotion ‘A’ condition than to either the no
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vision condition (p<0.01) or the visual ‘B’ condition (p<0.01); and that the number of
‘A’ responses to the ‘no vision’ condition were greater than those to the visual ‘B’
condition

(p<0.05).

Linear regression analyses were then performed within each separate condition of
Vision to investigate whether Proportion predicted ‘A’ responses. In the visual emotion
‘A’ condition Proportion significantly predicted ‘A’ responses [R = 0.993, Adj.
R^=0.981, F(l, 4) = 203.71, p<0.001]. In the visual emotion ‘B’ condition Proportion
significantly predicted ‘A’ responses [R = 0.983, Adj. R^ = 0.955, F(l, 4) = 85.43,
p<0.01]. In the no vision condition. Proportion again significantly predicted ‘A’
responses [R = 0.995, Adj. R^ = 0.932, F(l, 4) = 99.22, p<0.01].
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Figure 3. (a) Mean reaction times and (b) mean accuracy of responses for the 100% proportion level
auditory crowds, in the ‘no vision’ condition only (error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean).

A main effect of Proportion [F (4, 76) = 142.2, p<0.01] was found with
significant increases in ‘A’ responses with each increase in the proportion of characters
in the crowd vocalising emotion ‘A’ (/><0.05).

Finally, there was a significant

interaction between Visual emotion and Proportion [F (8,152) = 3.145, /7<0.01] as
depicted in Figure 4. Tukey post-hoc analyses of the Proportion by Vision interaction
revealed that at the 50% proportion level, there was a significantly greater number of
‘A’ responses to the ‘no vision’ condition than to the visual emotion ‘B’ condition
(p<0.05) but responses to the visual emotion ‘A’ condition were not significantly
greater than the ‘no vision’ condition. Only at the 75% proportion level were the
number of ‘A’ responses made to the ‘no condition’ significantly fewer than to the
visual emotion ‘A’ condition and significantly greater than the visual emotion ‘B’
condition (p<0.01).
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A second repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the reaction times
data, with Proportion and Visual condition as factors. No main effect of Proportion [F
(4, 76) <1] nor of Visual condition [F (2, 38) = 1.09, /7>0.05] were found, nor was there
evidence of an interaction between these factors [F (8, 152) = l.l,p>0.05].

■ Visual Emotion A
■ No vision
' Visual Emotion B

Figure 4. Means of proportion ‘A’ responses to each of the 5 levels of proportion in the auditory crowds,
for the three visual emotion conditions in Experiment 2 (error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean).

5.3.3 Discussion
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that the sound of a crowd influenced the
perceived emotion of the visual crowd. In Experiment 2, the results suggest that the
reverse is also true in that the seen emotion of a crowd influences the perceived sound
of the emotion of a crowd. Together, these findings suggest a bidirectional influence of
sound and vision on the perceived emotion of crowds and are consistent with previous
findings on the bidirectional influence of vision and audition on the emotional state of a
single character (see e.g. de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000; van den Stock et al., 2007;
2008).
In crowds where the auditory information about the emotion of a crowd was
unambiguous, i.e. at the 0% and the 100% levels, the presence of inconsistent visual
information on the emotion of a crowd affected the perceived emotion of the sound of
the crowd, but not relative to the baseline of no vision condition. For example, when
none of the characters vocalised emotion ‘A’ (i.e. 0% proportion of the crowd) the
visual display of a crowd expression emotion ‘A’ was sufficient to bias the perceived
auditory emotion of the crowd relative to when the visual crowd expressed an emotion
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which was consistent with the auditory emotion (i.e. visual emotion ‘B’). Likewise,
when none of the characters vocalised emotion ‘B’ (i.e. 100% proportion level) then the
presence of a visual crowd expressing emotion ‘B’ biased the auditory perception
towards that category relative to when the auditory and visual emotions were consistent.
This is the equivalent effect found in Experiment 1 where audition biased the visual
perception of the emotion of a crowd even when the visual crowd was consistent.
At the more ambiguous crowd sounds of emotion, particularly at 50% and 75%
proportion levels it was found that the number of category ‘A’ responses was greater at
the no vision condition than at the visual emotion ‘B’ condition, suggesting that visual
information had more of an effect on the perception of emotion when sound was
unreliable. At the 75% proportion level in particular, the visual emotion of the crowd
significantly biased the perceived sound of the emotion of the crowd towards the visual
emotion (relative to no sound). Although stronger crossmodal effects on the
categorisation of emotion when the information in the attended to modality was
ambiguous were found in Experiment 1, this result is ne\'ertheless consistent with what
was reported above. Regression analyses found that proportion significantly predicted
‘A’ responses in each visual condition, suggesting that the auditory content accounted
for the majority of the variance in the responses, which would indicate that visual
capture was not occurring here.
It would be expected, according to the predictions of both the FLMP (Massaro &
Egan, 1996) and the MLE model (Ernst & Banks, 2002), that in the more ambiguous
auditory crowds, the visual emotional input would have more of an effect on
categorisations. However the most notable effect of visual emotional input was
observed at the 75% rather than the 50% proportion level. This finding is potentially
due to the recognisability of the auditory emotional crowds. A possible explanation is
that anger comprised 33% of all emotion ‘A’ category responses in the study as it was
arbitrarily named emotion ‘A’ in two of the six emotional continua. As was observed in
Experiments 1 and 2, anger was the least recognisable emotion in both modalities. The
assignment of anger as visual emotion ‘A’ may have increased responses at the 75%
proportion level relative to the 50% proportion level, due to the relative difficulty at
recognising anger in crowds. At the 75% proportion level, therefore, the increased
proportion of anger in the auditory modality coupled with the visually presented angry
crowd may have facilitated anger recognition, as reflected in a relative increase in
category ‘A’ responses.
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In Experiment 1 proportion had an effect on reaction times but no such effect was
found in Experiment 2 where proportion was an auditory factor. It is likely that the
effect of proportion found in Experiment 1 reflects serial processing as a visual crowd
represents a spatially disparate situation while the auditory crowds in Experiment 2 are
more spatially coincident, and thus serial processing is unlikely to affect the duration of
response to auditory crowds. In order to tease these effects apart, in the following
experiment wished to investigate whether manipulating the size of the crowd would
affect the integration of auditory and visual emotional crowd cues.
It can be concluded from the results of experiments 1 and 2, therefore, that the
integration of emotional information across modalities can occur to crowd stimuli, in a
similar manner to how it occurs in the perception of emotion from individuals (e.g. de
Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a).
5.4

Experiment 3
In this experiment we manipulated crowd size in order to investigate whether the

integration of auditory and visual emotional information from a crowd depended on the
number of items in the crowd. The results of experiments 1 and 2 suggest crossmodal
influences on the perceived emotion of the crowd, irrespective of the direction of the
influenee (i.e. vision influenced audition and vice versa) and these effects were
previously found in the pereeption of emotion from individuals (de Gelder & Vroomen,
2000a). As such, the results suggest that crossmodal influences on the perceived
emotion may be independent of the number of items in the stimulus (whether number of
visual eharacters or number of voiees). Nevertheless, it may be the ease that audio
visual integration is affected by crowd size sueh that, for example, perception may
benefit more from congruent audio-visual emotional information when crowd size
increases. On the other hand, the influence of each modality on perception in the other
may be reduced in larger display sizes due to difficulties in perceiving information in
each modality. Finally, audio-visual effects in the perceived emotion of a crowd may
be, as suggested by the results above, independent of crowd size. To investigate these
effects, we created two crowd sizes in each modality: one containing 12 characters, and
the other containing 32 characters, for use as stimuli in the following experiment.
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5.4.1

Method

Participants

20 participants were recruited from the student population at Trinity College
Dublin for this study. 3 of the participants were male, and participants were aged from
18 to 41 years, with a mean age of 20.95. All participants gave informed written consent
to partake in the study, and received research credits for their participation. All reported
normal or corrected to normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

The stimuli used in this experiment were the visual crowd stimuli previously
used in McHugh et al. (in press) and similar to those described in Experiment 1. The
crowds used in the current study differed in the number of characters they contained.
There were 2 different versions of visual crowd stimuli each with a different number of
characters: 12 or 32. The overall visual angle of the crowd scene and size of the
characters remained consistent across crowd sizes such that increasing or decreasing the
number of individuals affected crowd density only. The auditory stimuli were 12
character and 32 character versions of auditory emotional crowds used in Experiment 2,
with only one emotion per auditory crowd. These auditory crowds were created
according to the same procedure used to make the mixed auditory emotional crowd
stimuli described in Experiment 2, except that one emotion only was present in each
auditory emotional crowd. Audiovisual emotional crowd pairs were then created from
the visual crowds containing 12 or 32 characters, and the auditory crowds containing 12
or 32 characters such that crowd size was always consistent such that auditory 12
character crowds were only ever paired with visual 12 character crowds, and the same
with the 32 character crowds.
Design and Procedure

The experimental design and procedure here were identical to that used in
Experiment 1. Participants had to judge the emotion displayed in the visual crowd while
ignoring the accompanying auditory cue. Trial composition and timing was the same as
that used in Experiment 1, whereby the stimuli all had 2 seconds’ duration and the onset
and offset of the auditory and visual stimuli were synchronised. Each of the visual
crowds was presented in three different auditory conditions; with sound ‘A’, sound ‘B’
and with no sound. This gave a total of 66 stimuli in each crowd size condition, leading
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to a grand total of 132 stimuli. These stimuli were all repeated in two blocks. Each
block was fully randomised. Testing took place in Trinity College Institute of
Neuroscience, in an experimental room, using Presentation software on a PC with a 15”
monitor and headphones, in the same manner as in Experiment 1.
5.4.2

Results
The mean accuracy and reaction time responses for each of the four emotion

categories in the ‘no sound’ condition were calculated overall and for each crowd size.
The mean accuracy per emotional category across all participants was as follows; anger
(mean = 0.88, SD = 0.12); fear (mean = 0.84, SD = 0.12); happy (mean = 0.87, SD ==
0.16) and sad (mean = 0.90, SD = 0.12). The mean reaction times per emotion category
were also calculated in milliseconds and were as follows; anger (mean = 2020, SD =
697); fear (mean = 1958, SD = 630); happy (mean = 1826, SD = 688) and sad (mean =
1972, SD = 639). The accuracy and reaction times data for each emotion category
across both crowd sizes are illustrated in Figure 5.
Accuracy data were then calculated for each crowd size (of 12 or 32 characters)
across each of the emotion category. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
these data, with Emotion category (anger, fear, happy and sad) and Size of crowd (12,
32) as factors. There was no evidence of an effect of either Emotion [F (3, 57) = 1.0,
p>0.05] or Size [F (1, 19) = 3.4, p=0.08] although a trend was observed whereby
accuracy was higher for smaller crowds and lowest for the large crowds.. A significant
interaction was found between Emotion and Size [F (3, 57) = 3.6, p<0.05). Tukey posthoc analyses revealed no effect of crowd size for either the anger or sad emotional
categories. However, accuracy to the fearful crowds was significantly lower for the
larger crowd (i.e. 32 characters) than the smaller (i.e. 12 characters) crowd size
(p<0.05). Also accurate responses to the happy crowds also significantly differed across
crowd size with less accurate performance for the large crowd than small crowd size
(p<0.05).
A similar repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the reaction times
data. No significant main effects were found for either the Emotion category [F (3,57) =
1.2, p>0.05] or for crowd Size [F(l, 19) <1], nor was there a significant interaction
found between the two [F(3, 57) = 1.7, p>0.05].
All responses were then re-coded as proportion of ‘A’ responses (as described
above) across emotional continua for each of the Proportion, Size and Sound conditions.
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The data analysed were proportion of “A” responses and reaction times. Reaction times
were analysed for outliers, which were then removed, leading to the removal of 3% of
all of the reaction time data. The average time taken to respond was 2069ms across
participants.
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Figure 5. (a) mean accuracy and (b) mean reaction times for responses to the four emotion categories, in
the no sound condition only, for both crowds containing 12 characters (Crowd Size 12) and crowds
containing 32 characters (Crowd Size 32) in Experiment 3 (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

First, a repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the emotional category ‘A’
data, with Crowd Size (12, 32) Proportion (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) and Sound
condition (sound ‘A’, sound ‘B’, no sound) as factors. A significant main effect of
Proportion [F (4, 76) = 308.5, /7<0.01] was found with significant differences between
each of the proportion of characters in the crowds (Tukey post-hoc test, /7<0.05). There
was a main effect of Sound [F (2, 38) = 17.9, /?<0.01] with significantly more ‘A’
responses made to the Sound ‘A’ condition than either the Sound ‘B’ or the ‘no sound’
conditions (Tukey post-hoc test, p<0.05), but the difference between the Sound ‘B’ and
the ‘no sound’ conditions was not significant. There was no effect of crowd size found
[F(1,19)<1].
There was a significant interaction between Sound and Proportion of emotion [F
(8, 152) = 3.5,p<0.05] as illustrated in Figure 6. Tukey post hoc analyses revealed that
at the 0% and 100% levels, there was no effect of Sound. However, at the 25%, 50%
and 75% proportion of characters, there were significantly more ‘A’ responses made to
the Sound ‘A’ condition than to the Sound ‘B’ condition (p<0.05) only. Furthermore, at
the 50% proportion, there were significantly more ‘A’ responses to the Sound ‘A’
condition than to the ‘no sound’ condition (p<0.05).
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significantly fewer ‘A’ responses were made to the Sound ‘B’ condition than to the ‘no
sound’ conditions at any level of Proportion (although this effect was close to
significance, p = 0.07). Also, there was no evidence for interactions between Size and
Proportion [F (4, 76) = 2.2, /?=0.08], Size and Sound [F (2, 38) = 1.8, /7=0.17] nor was
there a three way interaction between crowd size, sound or proportion [F (8, 152) <1]
A second repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on the reaction times
data, with Crowd Size (12, 32) Proportion (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and Sound
Condition (Sound ‘A’, Sound ‘B’, No Sound) as factors. A significant main effect of
Proportion [F (4, 76) = 40.4, p<0.01] was found, with significantly faster reaction times
to both the 0% and 100% conditions than to either the 25%, 50% or 75% conditions
(Tukey post hoc analysis, /7<0.05). No significant differences were found between the
0% and the 100% conditions (p>0.05) and no other differences between the 25%, 50%
or 75% conditions were found to be significant (p>0.05).
There was a main effect of Sound [F (2, 38) = 6.7, p<0.01] with reaction times to
the ‘No Sound’ condition significantly slower than those to either the Sound ‘A’ or the
Sound ‘B’ conditions (p<0.05) and with no significant differences between reaction
times to the Sound ‘A’ and the Sound ‘B’ conditions (p>0.05). No effect of Crowd Size
was found [F (1, 19) <1]. There was a significant interaction between Proportion and
Sound [F (8,152) =2.9,/7<0.01]. Neither the interaction between Proportion and Size [F
(4,76) =1.1, p>0.05] nor between Size and Sound [F (2, 38) <1] were significant nor
there was no evidence of a three-way interaction between the factors [F (8, 15) <!].
Tukey post-hoc analyses into the interaction between sound and proportion
showed that at the 0% proportion of emotion only, reaction times to the Sound ‘B’
condition were significantly faster than those to the Sound ‘A’ condition (p<0.05) and
there were no other significant differences between sound conditions at any other
condition of the Proportion factor.
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■Sound A
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Figure 6. Mean reaction times for all levels of proportion under the three sound conditions in Experiment
3 (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

5.4.3

Discussion
Experiment 3 investigated the effect of crowd size on the influence of emotional

information from the auditory modality on the categorisation of emotion in the visual
modality. We found no effect of the number of characters in the crowd on the visually
perceived category of emotion, nor did crowd size interact with any factors such as the
emotional category of the sound or the proportion of characters in the crowd expressing
one of two emotions. Moreover, the time to categorise the emotion of the visual crowd
was not affected by crowd size. This latter finding was unexpected since our previous
study (see McHugh et al., in press) reported faster response times for smaller (i.e. 12
characters) than larger (32 character) crowd sizes. However, the task in the McHugh at
al. study was based on visual information only, therefore the lack of effect of crowd size
on reaction times in the present experiment may be due to the effects of audition on
visual emotional categorisation. In other words, whereas the results from the McHugh
et al. study suggest that the emotion of a visual crowd is determined following serial
processing of the characters, the addition of auditory emotional information may change
this process to one more parallel in nature than serial.
In general, as in Experiment 1, the Sound ‘A’ condition produced a higher level of
‘A’ responses than the ‘B’ or the No Sound conditions. In other words, whereas the
results from the McHugh et al. study suggest that the emotion of a visual crowd is
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determined following serial processing of the characters, the addition of auditory
emotional information may change this process to one more parallel in nature than
serial. In other words, the presence of sound ‘B’ did not significantly reduce the number
of ‘A’ responses made relative to the baseline condition. There was only a facilitative
effect of congruent emotional information in the auditory modality, and no cost
observed when the emotion in the auditory modality was incongruent to that presented
simultaneously in the visual modality. However, when the visual emotion of the crowd
was most ambiguous, i.e. when only 50% of the characters in the crowd expressed one
emotion, then there were clearly fewer ‘A’ responses made to the sound B condition
than the ‘no sound’ condition (see Figure 6) although this difference did not reach
significance level. It is not known why a facilitative effect of sound ‘A’ was found
without a complementary cost effect of sound ‘B’ but it is possible that this is related to
the arbitrary choice of emotions as emotion ‘A’. As observed in Experiment 2 anger
was referred to as emotion ‘A’ in one third of all the data, and this was not a very
recognisable emotion in the auditory modality. Sound ‘B’ meanwhile was ‘anger’ only
in one third of data. If the angry auditory information was not recognisable as such it is
possible that it contained little emotional information at all, and as such did not bias
participants’ responses. Hence it is possible that the poor recognisability of the anger
emotion in the auditory modality is causing the results observed.
In a previous study reported by de Gelder & Vroomen (2000a) they found that
when an unambiguous auditory emotional signal was presented with an ambiguous
facial expression, audition had a greater influence on the perceived facial expression
relative to when the facial expression was unambiguous. Collignon and colleagues
(2008) also found that when the information in one modality was relatively unreliable,
the emotional information in the unambiguous modality had a stronger effect on the
resultant audiovisual percept. In the present experiment, emotions from crowd
proportions of 25%, 50% and 75% would be considered as visually ambiguous since
these crowds contain characters expressing one of two different emotional categories.
Indeed, a larger effect of auditory information was found at these proportion levels.
That the more reliable information would have a greater influence on the perceived
emotion of these crowds is consistent with the predictions of the MLE model (Ernst &
Banks, 2002; Burr & Alais, 2006).

Moreover, when visual information was

unambiguous, i.e. at the 0% and 100% visual crowd proportion, audition seemed not to
influence the perceived visual emotion of the crowd.
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Consistent with the predictions of the FLMP model (Massaro & Egan, 1996),
reaction times were found to he slower to ambiguous than unambiguous percepts.
Interestingly, however, response times did not increase with increasing ambiguity as
might be expected from this model: response times to the 50% proportion crowds did
not differ to response times to the less ambiguous crowd proportions of 75% and 25%.
It is also possible that the effect of proportion on response times reflects ensemble
coding as was described by Haberman & Whitney (2009), whereby an average
emotional expression can efficiently be extracted from a crowd. When more characters
are expressing one emotion then the time taken to extract the information into a
statistical representation of redundant (or similar) components within a crowd scene is
faster than when there are equal proportions of characters displaying an emotion.
Moreover, this model might also predict that the most visually ambiguous crowds (i.e.
50% crowd proportions) might be the most difficult to perceive.

However, the

availability of auditory information may help disambiguate the scene and the extraction
of multisensory redundancies may be more efficient. Alternatively, it is possible that it
is not the auditory information that is disambiguating the scene. This could be clarified
with the use of perceptual noise to degrade auditory or visual stimuli; this would
ascertain whether the addition of unambiguous information in another modality is being
integrated. In conclusion, the present results may represent evidence for the integration
of auditory and visual emotional information in crowds.
5.5

General discussion
The current experiments investigated the effect of crossmodal emotional

information in one modality on emotion categorisation in another modality, and whether
this process was affected by the manipulation of crowd size in both modalities. Previous
studies on the perception of emotion of a single individual suggest that multisensory
integration is mandatory, in that even when participants are told to ignore one modality,
its emotional content still affects the recognition of emotion in the other modality (e.g.
de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a). However, there is some evidence to suggest that the
perception of emotion in crowds differs from that in individuals. For example, visual
emotions are thought to be categorically perceived from individuals (Etcoff & Magee,
1992; Young et al., 1997) but we failed to find evidence of categorical perception of
emotion from crowds (McHugh et al., in press). Based on this difference between
perception of emotion in individuals and crowds in the visual modality, it was possible
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that the perceived emotion from an audiovisual crowd may differ from that perceived
from an individual. Alternatively, multisensory integration of emotional information
may be independent of the nature of the encoded information (as suggested by Massaro
& Egan, 1996; van den Stock et al., 2008; 2009) it may be that the multisensory process
involved in perceiving emotion is independent of the number of individuals in a display.
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that despite instructions to ignore the
auditory emotional information, audition affected the categorisation of emotion in the
visual crowds. Moreover, the results of Experiment 2, which investigated the role of
unattended visual emotional information on the perceived emotion of the sound of a
crowd, suggested that this effect is bidirectional. These findings are consistent with the
literature on the perceived emotion from individuals. For example, both De Gelder &
Vroomen (2000a) and van den Stock et al. (2007) reported evidence suggesting
bidirectional links between emotion perception in the auditory and the visual modalities.
The number of characters in the crowds used in Experiment 3 differed to those
used in the previous experiments. Specifically, instead of using crowds of 20 visual
characters a smaller crowd of 12 characters and a larger crowd of 32 characters in each
modality were used in Experiment 3. Despite these differences, however, we failed to
find evidence that the size of a crowd affected the perceived emotion of that crowd in
that audition had the same influence on the perceived visual emotion irrespective of
crowd size. This finding suggests that the integration of emotional cues in the auditory
and visual modalities is not affected by the number of characters expressing emotion in
either of these modalities.
There was no effect of sound condition at either the 0% or the 100% proportion
levels in Experiment 3.

In contrast, however, audition still had an effect on the

perceived visual emotion of the crowd in Experiment 1. It is unclear why this was only
found in the current results. One main difference between these experiments was that
different numbers of characters were contained in the crowd scenes: in Experiment 1
there were 20 characters in the crowd displays whereas in Experiment 3 there were
either 12 or 32 characters in each crowd display. In a previous study, we reported
effects of crowd sizes on the perceived emotion of the visual crowd such that
categorisation responses were more accurate to the small (12) and large (32) crowd
sizes than to the medium sized (20) crowds. This previous finding may suggest that
visual emotion is relatively easier to resolve in medium size crowds, for reasons yet
unknown, and therefore vision may be more likely to dominate perception even when
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both vision and audition are unambiguous. For the smaller and larger crowd sizes,
visual emotion is less efficiently perceived therefore audition may have more of an
influence.
We informally compared accuracy of responses for the 100% proportion levels
only, across Experiments 1 and 3, but were unable to conduct statistical analyses across
these conditions due to differences in protocols between the experiments. Although
there appeared to be no difference in the number of category ‘A’ responses made across
all crowd sizes in both experiments, there was a clear facilitation in response times to
the middle size crowds relative to either the large or small crowd sizes: response times
to crowd sizes of 20 characters were approximately 400 ms faster. This results supports
the argument made above for why audition may affect the perception of visually
unambiguous crowds when visual perception is relatively less efficient. The pattern of
results across the emotional categories was highly similar across experiments: sad
crowds were the most recognisable and fearful crowds least recognisable across
experiments. The fastest responses in both experiments were those to the happy crowds,
and the slowest responses in both experiments were those to the angry crowds. These
findings suggest that crowd size does not appear to affect the relative differences in the
recognition of category of emotion in crowds. Although these patterns are consistent
across experiments they run contrary to typical findings from emotion recognition
studies on individuals, where anger is typically one of the most recognisable emotions
from emotional body language (Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; Walters & Walk, 1988;
Walk & Homan, 1984; Atkinson et al., 2004). However, it is possible that when
emotion is expressed by a number of individuals compared with when expressed by just
one individual, anger is more difficult to recognise relative to other emotions.
From the results of the current experiments, then, we can conclude that
emotional information from an unattended modality can bias the pereeived emotion in
the attended modality. Furthermore, these crossmodal influences occur in the same way
for the perception of emotion in crowds as has been previously demonstrated for the
perception of emotion in individuals (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; van den Stock et
al., 2007; 2008; Massaro & Egan, 1996; Collignon et al., 2008; Pell, 2005). Moreover,
our results suggest that there are bidireetional links between emotion proeessing in the
auditory and visual modalities, since participants were unable to ignore information
from either the auditory modality or the visual modality.
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Crowds can be seen to represent experimental stimuli within which ambiguity
can be easily manipulated by altering the consistency with which emotions are
expressed by characters. Future research is required to investigate the spatio-temporal
limits of multisensory influences in the perceived emotion of a crowd to clarify
whether, for example, crowd density or individual groupings affect the perceived
emotion.
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6 GAZE AS AN ATTENTIONAL CUE IN VIRTUAL
CROWDS
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6.1

Introduction
As was discussed in Chapter 1, eye gaze is an effective cue of attention when

displayed by individuals (Driver et ah, 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). The current
chapter investigated whether this effectiveness is observed when gaze is displayed by
crowds. When perceiving a crowd, it may be the case that a number of members may be
attending to one common point in space. The current chapter investigated whether a
crowd can effectively reorient attention of an observer when different proportions of
individuals in a crowd are attending to a point in space.
Previous research in this area has used a modified Posner paradigm (based on
the work of Posner, 1980) to show that when the gaze of another is directed to one side
of visual space, the observer’s attention is reflexively oriented towards that side of
space also (Driver et al., 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; see Table 1 for a list of
researchers that have used this paradigm). This modified paradigm involves presenting
a cue for directing attention, such as a face with averted eye gaze in the centre of the
visual field, and then presenting a target either at the location attended to by the gaze (a
valid cue) or towards the direction not attended (an invalid cue). The studies listed in
Table 1 consistently found that when a valid cue is presented in the form of eye gaze or
head orientation, performance is facilitated relative to no cue, and invalid cues
negatively affect performance relative to no cue.
In the spatial attention literature there is a distinction between exogenous and
endogenous cues of attention. This distinction was first made by Jonides in 1981, who
defined exogenous cues of attention as being bottom-up, automatic and stimulus-driven,
and endogenous cues as being top-down, goal-driven cues under voluntary control. In
the following experiments, attentional cues comprised of crowds of individuals with
different proportions of those individuals averting their eye gaze in one direction. Even
though the faces in these studies may be considered a central cue, in that they typically
incite voluntary (endogenous) orienting of attention (Posner, 1980), the special nature of
eye gaze means that it causes exogenous, automatic orienting of attention even when it
is a central cue. Exogenous orienting was generally thought to occur for peripheral cues
only, attracting rather than reorienting attention (Posner, 1980). However, it has even
been proposed that eye gaze involves a type of attentional cue that is separate from an
endogenous or exogenous classification, and that it is in fact a class of its own, as was
posited by Nummenmaa and Calder (2009) behavioural and lesion studies illustrating
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that the gaze cueing effect may not be mediated by either the exogenous or endogenous
orienting mechanisms (Vecera & Rizzo, 2006; Friesen et al., 2004).
A modified Posner cueing paradigm of the type used in the studies in Table 1
has not yet been applied to the study of crowds, and the issue of whether multiple faces
displaying averted or straight gaze can effectively orient attention has not, to date, been
addressed. The orienting of attention to follow the attention of another is thought to be
part of a mirroring process by which we imitate the actions of others in order to gain
information available to them (Klein et al., 2009) but it is not known how this process
would occur when faced with a group of individuals. The question of whether a number
of individuals displaying averted gaze can reorient an observer’s attention, in the same
manner as is found when observing an individual’s averted gaze, was addressed in the
current chapter.
A previous study reported by von Griinau & Anston, (1995) investigated gaze
effects in crowds of individuals and reported evidence for a “stare in the crowd effect”.
This effect was that the time to search for a staring individual in a crowd of other
individuals with averted gaze is much faster than that of an individual with averted gaze
among staring individuals. This was found to be due to the salience of the emergent
property of the gaze direction itself, rather than being due to low-level visual features
such as the high contrast of the sclera and the iris in human eyes (Doi & Ueda, 2007).
This makes sense in light of recent findings suggesting that different neural substrates
are activated in response to differing gaze directions, with Calder, Jenkins, Cassel &
Clifford’s (2008) finding that gaze is processed in a multichannel system. According to
Calder et al. (2008) within this system one channel of neurons codes for left averted
gaze, a separate channel codes for right averted gaze, and a third codes for straight gaze.
Moreover, it appears that it is the property of the direction of gaze, rather than any other
low-level visual feature, which drives the efficient and automatic processing of eye
gaze. Doi & Ueda (2007) argued that a stare is actually a more important social cue than
averted gaze, since the stare directly implicates the observer, whereas an averted gaze
may indicate that the attention of the observed person does not concern the observer.
Senju & Hasegawa (2005) found that gaze directed towards the observer actually
captured attention more than averted gaze. It was also found that the perception of
straight gaze produces stronger BOLD activation within the superior temporal sulcus
and fusiform gyrus (George, Driver & Dolan, 2001). Doi, Ueda & Shinihara (2008)
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have stated that straight gaze (i.e. gaze directed at the observer) is difficult to be
ignored, and produces a more effective attentional capture than averted gaze.
In general, studies on reflexive attentional shifts caused by eye gaze in
individuals have used single face or schematic face images (i.e. a line drawing of a face)
as stimuli and these stimuli initially depict straight gaze followed by an averted gaze
which then shifts attention to one or the other side of space (see Table 1 for a list of
studies that have employed this paradigm). A crowd offers a situation where both
averted and straight gaze can be present at once in the same stimulus, with different
characters depicting one or the other. By using a modified Posner cueing paradigm,
crowd stimuli can allow us to ascertain which of these cues drives attention. The task
used in all experiments reported in the current chapter is based on that used by Driver
and colleagues (1999). As such, the cue is presented centrally (in this case, a crowd of
individuals displaying gaze information) and the participant must identify a peripherally
located target (in this case, a target letter). It is possible that the ‘stare in the crowd
effect’ does not occur when the task is to identify a peripheral task as in the modified
Posner cueing paradigm. Since participants are aware that the target will be at the
periphery, it may be that averted gaze will be a more salient cue than when the task is to
find a target cue within a crowd, as was the case when the ‘stare in the crowd effect’
emerged (von Griinau & Anston, 1995). However, if attentional capture by stares is
automatic then the averted gaze may not affect reaction times in response to the targets.
The findings of the current experiment will help elucidate whether straight or averted
gaze has the dominant effect on attentional orienting when presented in together in a
crowd.
The aim of the following series of experiments was to investigate whether eye
gaze of individual members of a crowd can act as an effective cue in the deployment of
attention to one of two peripheral target locations. These experiments also investigated
whether the potential cueing effect is influenced by the proportion of characters in the
crowd with averted versus straight (i.e. mutual gaze with the participant) eye gaze.
Furthermore, the stimulus onset asynchrony between the cue and the target (SOA) was
also manipulated to investigate whether this affects cueing. Previous studies have
suggested that eye gaze yields stronger cueing effects at an SOA of 700ms (Driver et
al., 1999).
The design of Experiment 1 was based on a modified version of the Posner
cuing paradigm (Posner, 1980; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Driver et al., 1999) with a
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valid: invalid trial ratio of 1:1 to investigate whether cueing effects are visible when the
cue is not likely to be valid. Experiment 2 was similar in design but the ratio of valid:
invalid trials was altered so that the probability of a cue being valid was higher than that
of it being invalid. In Experiment 3 a pre-exposure paradigm was used to investigate
whether a very brief presentation of the crowd scene would produce a reflexive
attentional shift towards the direction of the target for valid cues and away from the
target

for

invalid

cues

with

a

valid

to

invalid

ratio

of

1:1.

Table 1.
Experimental design ofprevious gaze cueing studies, detailing the type of cue used to
orient attention, whether or not the cue was preceded by a straight gaze, as is common
in the literature, how long the cue remained onscreen, and the stimulus onset
asynchronies from cue to the appearance of the target employed.
Author

Cue used

Stare preceding

Cue duration

SOAs

Present until
response
500ms

100,300,700ms

Present until
response
Present until
response
Present until
response

500ms

averted?
Driver et al. 1999

Human Face

Langton & Bruce
1999
Bayliss & Tipper
2006
Ristic, Friesen &
Kingstone 2002
Quadflieg, Mason
& Macrae, 2004

Human Face

No;greyed out
eyes
No

Human Face

Yes, for 1500ms

Line drawings of
faces
Line drawings of
people’s faces,
chimp’s, owl’s and
tiger’s faces
Arrows
Human face

No. blank pupils

No
Yes, for 900ms

75ms
Present until
response

100, 300ms
300,700ms

Human face

Yes

500ms

Human face
Line drawings of
people’s faces

No
Yes, for 680ms

Present until
response
50ms
Present until
response

Tipples 2002
Fox, Mathews,
Calder &Yiend,
2007
Schuller &
Rossion, 2001
Hietanen 1999
Friesen &
Kingstone 1998

Yes, for 500ms

100, 1000ms

200,600,1000ms
500ms

100, 150, 200ms
100, 300, 600ms

A potential issue been raised in the social attention literature regarding the
ecological validity of gaze cueing experiments conducted in a laboratory setting. For
example, whereas round 80% of time spent scanning a face is spent on the eye region
(Henderson, Williams & Falk, 2005, Hsiao & Cottrell, 2008), when the rest of the body
is presented, this eye preference disappears, as was found by Yarbus (1967) in his
seminal work on eye tracking. As such, Kingstone (2009) warned that these changes in
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eye movement patterns are indieative that the preference for fixating at the eye region
may be an experimental artefact. With this possibility in mind, we created stimuli that
included the torso of individuals in a crowd, so that approximately half of each
individual’s body was visible (although occlusions of body regions caused by other
individuals in a crowd setting occurred, as would occur naturally). Others, however,
have argued that preference for fixating at the eye region of a face stimulus is a
perceptual process which occurs early in information processing in the brain (Kirchner
& Thorpe 2006) which would further suggest that it occurs automatically. The
following studies use stimuli comprising of characters which include body information
from the torso, as well as the head, and the use of these stimuli may help to clarify
whether the preference for the eye region is a robust effect or more of an artefact related
to the nature of the stimuli used in previous studies.
6.2

Experiment 1
In this experiment, valid and invalid attentional cues referred to the direction of

the eye gaze from characters within a crowd. Furthermore, the proportion of characters
in each crowd with averted (as opposed to direct) gaze was manipulated. For each of
the valid and invalid cue conditions, either 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of the total
members of the crowd had their gaze averted towards or away from the side of the
visual field where the target would appear. In the following experiment, there were
equal numbers of valid, invalid and neutral (i.e. all crowd members looked straight
ahead) trials, in the task for the participant was a simple identification task of a target
letter, based on the task used by Driver and colleagues (1999). Error rates and response
times were recorded to investigate whether valid and invalid crowd scenes with
differing proportions of eye gaze would affect efficiency of target identification. If
averted gaze captures attention in crowds then it is expected that reaction times to the
valid condition will be fastest, with those to the invalid conditions being slowest and
neutral eondition being significantly different to both, as this would represent both a
facilitating effect of valid cues and a cost in the invalid cue condition. However, as
discussed above, if straight gaze eaptures attention automatically in crowds, then might
be expected that reaetion times to the neutral condition would be slower than those in
the valid trials.
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6.2.1

Method

Participants

We recruited an opportune sample of 20 participants (6 male) who attended an
exhibition entitled “Metropolis: Crowd Control” at the Science Gallery, in Trinity
College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 18-32 years, with a mean age of 24.7. All
participants gave informed, written consent to partake in the study. All reported normal
or corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

Each stimulus consisted of a static image of a crowd of 24 virtual characters,
visible from the torso up (for a full description of the creation of these stimuli refer to
Chapter 2). There were 20 basic virtual characters available from which to create the
crowd scenes, so in each crowd, two of these virtual characters were present twice, with
altered clothing, to give the appearance of 24 unique individual characters. See Figure 1
for an illustration of the five possible crowds presented in the following experiments. A
randomising scripting function within 3D Studio Max software allowed the individuals
expressing averted and non-averted gaze to be placed randomly within each crowd
scene.
These images contained differing proportions of individual characters
expressing averted gaze orientation towards the left or to the right of the visual field
(both directions were never shown in the same crowd) with the remaining proportion of
the crowd gazing straight ahead. Different proportions (0%, 25%, 50%, 75% or 100%)
of the characters in the crowd had their eye gaze averted. The entire scene subtended a
visual angle of 18° from central fixation. The target was presented at either the
immediate left or right of the crowd, and was a black bold letter ‘T’ or letter ‘L’, 72
points in size and in Arial Bold font. The experiment was run on an Apple Macintosh
computer. Stimuli were presented on a Samsung 19" LCD widescreen display screen
with a resolution of 720dpi. Although head position was not constrained, participants
sat such that their head was approximately 57 cm away from the screen. The
approximate visual angle subtended by the crowd stimuli as a whole was 16 degrees
from central fixation. The image of each character within the crowd subtended a visual
angle of approximately 2.5° vertically and 1° horizontally.
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(b)

(c)

I’d

(e)

Figure 1. Examples of crowd images, where (a) 25%, (b) 50%, (c) 75% and (d) 100% of the characters
have their gaze averted to the right, with the remainder of individuals with straight, non-averted gaze.
Image (e) represents a crowd where 100% of the characters have straight, non-averted gaze, or the
‘neutral’ crowd.

Experimental Design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design with Validity of Eye
Gaze direction (valid, invalid, neutral). Proportion of characters with averted eye gaze
(25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and SOA between the presentation of the crowd and
presentation of the target (700ms and 1000ms). In the crowds with 0% of the characters
with averted gaze, all characters had their eye gaze directed straight ahead.

This

condition was referred to as the “neutral” condition and analysed separately to the other
crowd proportions, since it did not contain different levels of Proportion. As such within
the valid and invalid levels, there were 4 levels of Proportion, namely, 25%, 50%, 75%
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and 100%. This design was not a fully factorial design since the neutral level of the
Validity variable, by necessity, represented a 100% proportion level only, and there
were no other proportions created within the neutral level. The ratio of valid: invalid:
neutral stimuli, was 1:1:1. We measured reaction times and error rates. Each of the 40
crowd stimuli was presented twice over two experimental blocks, i.e. one stimulus per
block. Trials were randomly presented across and within each block and across all
participants.
Procedure
Prior to the main experiment we tested whether the direction of the eye gaze of
characters in the crowd stimuli was detectable. A pilot group of 5 participants were
presented with each crowd stimulus until a response was made and were instructed to
decide as fast and as accurately as possible the direction of the gaze of the characters in
the crowd. It was found that participants could easily identify the direction of eye gaze
for a crowd, with an average recognition accuracy of 92% and no effect of direction of
gaze on recognition [F(1,4)<1].
In the current experiment the task for participants was to detect, as fast and as
accurately as possible, whether the target letter presented was a ‘T’ or an ‘L’.
Participants made their responses by pressing one of two keys, ‘H’ or the space bar.'
These response keys were kept consistent across participants. Each trial began with a
central fixation cross which was presented for 1500ms, which participants were
instructed to focus on. The target letter could appear at either 700ms or 1000ms
following the appearance of the crowd scene in each trial (i.e. SOA). Once the target
letter had appeared, the crowd scene remained onscreen until participants had made a
response. For an illustration of a trial in this experiment, see Figure 2. There were two
blocks of trials in the experiment and participants could take a (self-timed) break
between blocks. The entire experiment took about 25 minutes for each participant to
complete.

The ‘H’ key and the spacebar were chosen for use in the current experiments on the basis of
their vertical relationship to each other; when response keys are side by side, an effect known as
the Simon effect can emerge, causing responses to targets o the left side of the screen to be
faster when responding with the leftmost response key. For a full explanation of this effect, see
Simon & Craft, 1970.
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Figure 2. An illustration of the structure of a trial in Experiment 1. A fixation cross was first presented for
1500ms. This was followed by a stimulus containing a crowd image. In the present example, this image is
of a neutral crowd, where all characters display non-averted gaze orientation. Then, at an SOA of either
700 or 1000ms, the target letter appeared (in this case a ‘T’). Both the crowd image and the target
remained onscreen then until a response was made.

6.2.2

Results
Overall error rates were calculated, and participants were found to have an

average of 3% incorrect responses across all trials. Errors were not subjected to further
analyses. Median reaction times on correct responses were then calculated for each
participant for each experimental condition. A repeated measures ANOVA with factors
of Validity (valid, invalid), Proportion (100%, 75%, 50%, 25%) and SOA (700ms,
1000ms) was performed. There were no effects of Validity [F(1,19)<1], Proportion
[F(3,57) <1] or SOA [F(l,19) = 1.4, p > 0.05] found. No evidence of significant
interactions between Validity and Proportion [F(3,57)<1]; Validity and SOA
[F(l,19)=1.4,p>0.05] nor between Proportion and SOA was found [F(3,57)=2.2, p
>0.05], neither was there evidence for a significant three-way interaction [F(3,57)<1].
Due to the nature of the experimental design, responses to the neutral condition
could not be analysed with the factor of proportion, since the neutral condition did not
have varying levels of proportion and instead had to be analysed separately. Therefore,
a second one-way ANOVA was performed on response times to trials in the proportion
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level 100% only with three levels of Validity (valid, invalid and neutral). No significant
main effect of Validity [F(2,38) <1] was found (for an illustration of this see Figure 3).

i/i

E

'w/

O

E
H

valid

neutral

invalid

Cue Vaiiditv

Figure 3 Means of median reaction times across all participants for each of the three levels of validity in
the 100% proportion of crowds only in Experiment 1 (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

6.2.3

Discussion
The above experiment failed to show any effect of the eye gaze of members of a

crowd on attention. In the main analysis, Proportion and SOA also had no effect on
reaction time performance. From the results of the above study it cannot be concluded
that gaze cue as expressed by crowds can orient attention successfully.
Valid, invalid and neutral gaze did not differ significantly to each other, as can
be seen in Figure 3. Within the Validity factor there was a non-significant trend that
response times were faster in the neutral gaze condition than the other conditions, which
was not expected. This trend would mean that averted gaze of any kind may delay
response to the target letter relative to no cue.
The findings from the above experiment did not answer our earlier of whether
straight gaze or averted gaze attract or orient attention most when presented together in
a crowd. It appears from the current study that eye gaze in any direction from crowds
had no effect whatsoever on directing attention, despite the fact that eye gaze is readily
determined from characters in our crowd. In this study, there were as many invalid trials
as there were valid, so participants were not led to believe that the eye gaze cue was
consistently reliable. Participants were told not to attend to the gaze cue as it was not
informative. It is possible that the lack of effect was the result of this instruction, which
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would indicate that gaze perception is not automatic when perceiving crowds. If this is
the case then increasing the likelihood that the cues was informative, while instructing
participants to ignore the cue, would also have no effect on cueing. In other words, if
attentional deployment does not occur automatically for this cue then participants could
just as easily ignore the informative cues as they did the uninformative cues. In order to
investigate whether the expectation of eye gaze being a reliable cue to the location of
the target letter would be reflected in better performance in the valid conditions, the
ratio of valid to invalid to neutral trials was changed in Experiment 2 from 1:1:1 (in
Experiment 1) to 3:1:3.
6.3

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2 there were more valid trials than invalid, in order to increase the

likelihood of participants using eye gaze as an attentional cue to locate the target. The
ratio of valid: invalid: neutral trials was 3:1:3, giving a total of 96 stimuli. The stimuli,
design and procedure were otherwise the same as that of Experiment 1. It was
hypothesised that rendering the cues more informative by making the majority of them
valid would influence an effect of gaze on attentional orienting, if gaze cueing in
crowds is an endogenous, voluntarily-driven process, rather than the reflexive,
exogenous cue it is thought to be when displayed by individuals, as was found by
Driver and colleagues (1999).
6.3.1

Method

Participants

We recruited an opportune sample of 15 participants (6 male) who partook in an
exhibition entitled “Metropolis: Crowd Control” at the Science Gallery, in Trinity
College Dublin. Their ages ranged from from 17-34 years, with a mean age of 26.1. All
participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study. Participants were not
reimbursed in return for their participation, and all reported normal or corrected-tonormal vision.
The stimuli and procedure were the same as that of Experiment 1. The design
differed in that the ratio of valid to invalid to neutral trials was altered from 1:1:1 to
3:1:3 in the current study.
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6.3.2

Results
On average, participants had 3% error rates, identical to the results of

Experiment 1, showing that increasing the likelihood of valid trials did not affect the
difficulty of the task. Median reaction times were collected from each participant.
Further analyses were then conducted on the median reaction times of the correct
responses. First a repeated measures 2x4x2 ANOVA was then performed on two
levels of the Validity factor (valid, invalid). Proportion (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) and
SOA (700ms, 1000ms) with response times as the dependent variable. No significant
main effects of Validity [F(1,14)<1] nor of Proportion [F(3,42) = 1.6, p=0.18] were
found, but a significant main effect of SOA on response times was found [F(l,14)=l 1.7,
p<0.01], showing that response times were significantly faster to the 1000ms SOA
condition than to the 700ms SOA condition.
No significant interactions between Validity and Proportion [F(3,42<1] nor
between Validity and SOA [F(1,14)<1] were found. However a significant interaction
was found between Proportion and SOA [F(3,42) = 5.6, p<0.05] as shown in see Figure
4. There was no evidence of a significant three-way interaction found here [F (3, 42)
<1]. Tukey post-hoc analyses on the interaction between Proportion and SOA found that
while in the 1000ms condition there was no effect of Proportion, in the 700ms condition
response times to the 75% condition were significantly slower than those to the 100%
eondition

(p<0.05)

or

to

the

50%

condition

(p<0.05).

Again due to the fact that the design of Experiment 2 was not fully factorial, all three
levels of validity were analysed separately for the 100% proportion of the crowd only
(see Figure 5). As such a second repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on
reaction times, with Validity (Valid, Invalid, Neutral) as the factor. It was found here
that Validity again had no significant effect on reaction times [F(l, 28) <1].
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' 700ms SOA
11000ms SOA

25%

50%
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100%

Proportion of Crowd with Averted Gaze

Figure 4. Plot showing the means of the median reaction times across participants in Experiment 2 across
different levels of proportion, for responses to both the 700ms and the 1000ms SOA conditions (error
bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

valid

neutral

invalid

Cue Validity
Figure 5. Plot showing the means of the median reaction times across participants in Experiment 2 across
all three levels of validity for the 100% crowd proportion only (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

6.3.3 Discussion
In Experiment 2 the ratio of valid: invalid trials increased from 1:1 to 3:1. If
there are top-down influences on gaze cueing, one would expect that participants would
realise that the cues were mostly valid, and then employ this strategy of using the gaze
cue to faster locate the target, and this strategy would be then reflected in a significant
effect of Validity on response times. However this was not found here. There was no
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difference between the experiments with regards to reaction times or validity (see
Figure 5). Thus it was confirmed that increasing the ratio of valid to invalid trials did
not affect task efficiency, indicating that perhaps the task was not influenced by topdown expectations such as expectation of the validity of the cue. Since participants may
have used the instructions to not pay attention to the eye gaze cue, it would again appear
that gaze is not an automatic cue, when displayed by crowds.
The trend of response times along the levels of validity in Experiment 2 differed
to that of Experiment 1. While there were no significant effects, valid trials produced
the fastest reaction times, and invalid trials produced the slowest reaction times, which
would be the expected finding in cueing experiments. This trend could potentially be
due to the manipulation of the frequency of valid cues relative to invalid cues in
Experiment 2, which would imply that participants did use this strategy to allow faster
location of the target stimuli. Since this effect was not significant however, no such
claims could be conclusively made.
Experiment 2 also found that reaction times to the 1000ms SOA condition were
significantly faster than those to the 700ms SOA condition. The direetion of this effect
would appear to be due to a standard fore-period effect, as previously found to occur for
social attentional cues by Friesen & Kingstone, 1998. This effect is that given a longer
preparatory period in which to respond, reaction times will decrease accordingly. The
results of Experiment 2 also found a significant interaction between proportion and
SOA such that response times at the 75% proportion level were significantly faster at
the 1000ms than at the 700ms SOA level (for a depiction of this see Figure 4). It is
strange that this finding was not found at any other proportion levels. However the trend
of 1000ms SOA responses being faster than those to the 700ms SOA conditions was
consistent across all levels of proportions.
In experiments 1 and 2, the crowd cues were left onscreen with the target until a
response was made. Given the fact that a crowd of people may represent a salient
percept which is rich in social information it is possible that participants were more
interested in looking at the crowd than in performing the task as fast as possible, and
while the error rates do not reflect a lack of attention on the task, the task itself was very
easy and could have been performed despite attention being attracted to the crowd. It is
possible that using a brief presentation time of the crowds would induce a reflexive
orienting effect, since participants would not be distracted by the crowd content. Driver
et al. (1999) found a more robust cueing effect of gaze when there was an abrupt onset
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of eyes onsereen, and this effect could potentially be replicated here by displaying the
crowd at an abrupt onset and offset. Moreover, Hietanen (1999) used a 50ms cue
exposure and still found an effect of attentional reorienting, although in this study only
one individual was presented to participants, expressing averted gaze. It was decided,
therefore, to use a shorter exposure duration and see if this created an effect of gaze
cueing.
6.4

Experiment 3
In order to investigate whether a shorter duration would induce a reflexive

orienting effect. Experiment 3 used a pre-exposure paradigm. Instead of remaining
onscreen with the target, the crowd stimuli were now presented for 50ms, followed by
presentation of the target letter until a response was made. Since the cue offset now
preceded the target onset, the factor of SOA now became a factor of ISI (interstimulus
interval).
Experiment 2 found a significant effect of SOA on reaction times. To further
investigate the effect of inter-stimulus delay on reaction times the current experiment
had a third level of ISI added, namely, a duration of 300ms. This ISI has been found to
create a gaze cueing effect in previous studies (Friesen et al., 2004; Quadflieg et al.,
2004) and according to earlier cueing studies, cueing effects are more likely at lower
SOAs (Posner & Cohen, 1984).
6.4.1

Method

Participants

We recruited a sample of 16 participants (3 male) from the student population in
Trinity College Dublin, who participated in return for research credits. Their ages
ranged from 18-41 years, with a mean age of 21. All participants gave informed written
consent to partake in the study. Participants all reported normal or corrected to normal
vision.
Experimental design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design with Validity of Eye
Gaze (valid, invalid, neutral). Proportion of characters with averted eye gaze (25%,
50%, 75%, 100%) and ISI between the presentation of the crowd and presentation of the
target (300ms, 700ms and 1000ms). This design was again not a fully factorial design
since the neutral level of the Validity variable by necessity represented a 100%
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proportion level only, and there were no other proportions created within the neutral
level. The ratio of valid: invalid; neutral stimuli, was 1:1:1. We measured reaction times
and categorisation responses. Each of the crowd stimuli was presented twice over two
experimental blocks, i.e. one stimulus per block. Trials were randomly presented within
each block and across all participants.

For an illustration of a sample trial from

Experiment 3 refer to Figure 6.
The stimuli used were identical to those used in Experiment 2, but instead of
remaining onscreen until a response was made, the crowd scenes were presented for a
duration of 50ms, prior to the presentation of the target letter, which was then presented
at ISTs of 300ms, 700ms and 1000ms.

Figure 6 . An illustration of a structure of a trial in Experiment 3. A fixation cross was first presented for
1500ms. This was followed by a crowd image. In the present example, this image is of a neutral crowd,
where all characters display non-averted gaze orientation. The image was onscreen for 50ms. Then, after
an ISI 700 or 1000ms a target letter appeared (in this case a ‘T’). The target letter remained onscreen until
a response was made.

6.4.2

Results
Overall error rates were calculated per participant, and it was found that an

average of 5% of all responses were errors. Median reaction times of the correct
responses were then calculated for each experimental cell for each participant. A
repeated measures ANOVA was then performed on these data, with Validity (valid and
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invalid only), Proportion (25%, 50%, 75% and 100%) and ISI (300ms, 700ms, 1000ms)
as factors. The main effects of Validity [F(l, 15) <1], Proportion [F(3, 45) <1] and ISI
[F(2, 30) = 2.5, p>0.05] were not found to be significant.
There was no evidence of a significant three-way interaction found here [F(6,90)
= 1.2, p>0.05]; there was also no evidence of any significant interactions between
Validity and Proportion [F(3, 45) <!]; Validity and ISI [F(2, 30) <!]; nor ISI and
Proportion [F(6, 90) =1.17, p>0.05].
Due to the fact that the neutral condition again had no levels of proportion
therein, was analysed separately on the 100% proportion crowds only (see Figure 7). As
such a second repeated measures ANOVA was performed on the response time data
with Validity (valid, invalid and neutral) as an independent factor. No significant main
effect of Validity [F(2,30) <1] was found here.
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Figure 7. Plot showing the means of median reaction times across participants for each of the three levels
of validity in Experiment 3 (error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean).

6.4.S Discussion
None of the findings that were expected were found to be significant in
Experiment 3. Altering the duration of the stimuli did not appear to have an effect on
response times. As in the previous two experiments, it would appear that crowds of
characters with averted gaze do not automatically reorient attention, as was previously
found in individuals by Driver et al. (1999) and Friesen & Kingstone (1998) and other
studies cited in Table 1. However there was a decrease in overall response times, from
an average of 611ms in Experiment 1 to an average of 565ms in Experiment 3. This
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decrease in reaction times might suggest that participants respond faster without the
distraction of the crowd cue remaining onscreen, or it may be due to the different SOA
conditions used in the two experiments. Longer SOAs are purported to produce faster
reaction times due to the fore-period effect as found in social cueing by Friesen &
Kingstone (1998) and Experiment 1 had two long SOA conditions, whereas Experiment
3 also had a shorter SOA condition. In Experiment 3 the longest reaction times were
yielded by this 300ms SOA condition (an overall mean response time of 584ms,
compared with 559ms yielded by the 700ms condition, and 553ms yielded by the
1000ms condition). Since it is not the SOA then that was driving the shorter reaction
times in Experiment 3, it is likely to be due to the change in paradigm between
Experiments 1 and 3.
The neutral crowds were associated with slightly faster reaction times than either
the valid or the invalid cues, as depicted in Figure 7. This pattern of responses was also
found in Experiment 1 and again suggests that it is somehow easier to respond to the
task fast when there is no averted eye gaze displayed by the crowd.
At the 300ms ISI, although overall reaction times were longer than at the other
SOAs, the general trend of validity was in the right direction (although not significant):
responses to the valid stimuli were slightly (not significantly) faster than those to the
invalid stimuli, and about the same as the neutral stimuli. This general trend of response
times are consistent with previous findings that the reflexive cueing effect caused by
eye gaze tends to disappear at longer SOA’s (Driver et ah, 1999; Posner & Cohen,
1984).
6.5

General Discussion
The current chapter showed that despite the gaze of a single individual being an

effective attentional cue (Driver et ah, 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998), the gaze of a
crowd of people fails to orient attention automatically towards a target. When
expectation of the validity of the cue was manipulated such that it was likely that a cue
will be validly directed towards the field of vision in which the target letter would
appear, the findings of the current experiments suggested that participants effectively
ignore the cue and responded independently of it. In Experiment 3 there was a
suggestion from the trends in the data, that a shorter SOA would produce a significant
cueing effect by gaze, as would have been found even at longer SOAs in previous
studies (see Table 1). However no significant results were found here to suggest this
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was the case. Therefore if it is possible that crowds orient attention with collective eye
gaze, it is not as robust an effect as attentional allocation from the eye gaze of an
individual. Since no significant results were found, on the basis of the present results we
can conclude only that gaze in crowds does not reflexively orient attention.
It was hypothesised that if straight gaze captures attention more than averted
gaze, reaction times to the neutral condition would be significantly slower than those to
the averted conditions. This hypothesis was not supported. Since proportion was not
found to have an effect on reaction times, it is also unlikely that the straight gaze of
distracters in a crowd with a proportion of averted gaze were attracting attention either
as if that had been the case one would expect slower reaction times to low proportion
averted gaze crowds (e.g. the 25% averted gaze crowds, which also comprised 75% of
characters gazing straight ahead). Based on these findings it is likely that the processing
of straight gaze in a crowd operates differently to that in an individual. Even in the
‘stare in the crowd’ effect mentioned above (von Griinau & Anston, 1995) the effect
was driven by the gaze of a single individual in the crowd, which might be processed
differently to the straight gaze of an entire crowd.
From the present results it is possible that social cues are more important when
present in an individual, rather than being expressed by a whole crowd of people, who
are unlikely to have coordinated their behaviour solely for the observer’s benefit.
Furthermore, most crowds will display a mix of social cues, so to attend to them all
reflexively and therefore in parallel would be an inefficient use of processing effort. It
would appear that gaze cues produce reflexive attentional orienting when displayed by
individuals only.
However, it is possible that gaze cueing in crowds can produce some type of
cueing effect under certain circumstances. In Experiment 2 where 75% of the averted
trials were valid, the trend of reaction times was such that those responses to the valid
trials were faster than those to the neutral, and those to the invalid trials were slower
than those to the neutral. This trend is the type of trend one would expect if the gaze of
crowd members was effectively cueing attention. However since this was not seen to be
a significant effect, it cannot be concluded that gaze cueing is effective when expressed
by members of a crowd.
In Experiment 3, where the cue remained onscreen for 50ms only, response
times were faster than in the previous two experiments, where the cue remained
onscreen until a response was made. This decrease in reaction times could mean that the
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presence of the crowd was distracting due to it being a rich source of social information,
with many different individuals to process. This is an interesting finding as it would
suggest that crowds of people are processed in a serial manner, as also suggested by the
search slopes found in the ‘stare-in-the-crowd’ effect (Von Griinau & Anston, 1995).
Since the torsos of the virtual characters were visible in the current study, it is
also possible that, along Kingstone’s (2009) of the lack of ecological validity of most
gaze cueing studies, when the rest of the body is present the tendency to focus on the
eyes disappears, as was found in Yarbus’ classic eye-tracking study (Yarbus, 1967), and
hence according to this theory may explain why no effect of gaze on attention was
found in the current chapter. This theory is also supported by the collective findings of
Hietanen (1999; 2002). Hietanen in 1999 found that when head orientation and gaze
direction cues are presented simultaneously, gaze cues reorient attention when in
conflict with the direction of head orientation. When head and gaze are both directed in
the same direction attention is not cued. In 2002 Hietanen followed this study with a
similar study investigating conflicting and non-conflicting head and body orientations.
Here when the head orientation was different to that of the body it cued attention, but
not when the two were facing the same direction. Hietanen concluded that social
attentional mechanisms involve first processing social attentional cues in relation to
each other, and then to the observer’s frame of reference. Since the torso was not visible
in the 1999 study, the head was not seen to be looking away from the observed person’s
original focus of attention but when the torso was seen to be facing the observer (thus
giving the impression that the observed person had initially been attending in this
direction) and when the head was facing a different direction, it was more apparent that
a stimulus in that different direction had caught their attention. This capture of attention
would then reorient attention according to Hietanen. In the current study the torsos of
the characters were visible and since the heads were always facing forwards it is
possible that this was what participants were attending to, and as such took no
directional information fi'om the gaze cues. If the current study were repeated with only
faces visible in a crowd it is possible that gaze would have reoriented attention. Since
this would represent a non-naturally occurring situation it would be of more interest to
investigate head orientation in crowds of characters where the torso is visible.
The stimuli used throughout the current chapter were crowds of virtual
characters. The issue of real versus non-real cues in the literature has been extensively
explored, with comparisons between gaze cueing effects and arrow cueing effects
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(Hommel et al., 2001; Ristic et al., 2002; Tipples, 2002; Eimer, 1997; Tipples 2008b).
These studies listed found that arrows produce the same cueing effect as gaze and that
therefore gaze is not unique as a reflexive attentional cue. Gaze cues from dolls have
even been shown to reflexively orient the attention of macaques (Perrett, Smith, Potter
et al., 1985) as well as apples with eyelike circles drawn in reflexively orienting the
attention of humans (Quadflieg et al., 2004). The results of the current chapter then, that
gaze failed to cue attention, are unlikely to be due to the fact that images of real human
faces were not used. Even those studies that have used real human faces to investigate
gaze as an attentional cue have used line drawings of faces rather than photographs
(Ristic et al., 2002; Friesen & Kingstone, 1998). It is likely that if a line drawing of a
human face can produce gaze cueing effects, then, realistic virtual humans ought to be
able to produce these effects also. Therefore the failure to find an effect of gaze
expressed by crowds on attentional reorienting in the current experiments likely reflects
the fact that crowds were used rather than the realism of the individual characters in the
crowds.
However, very recent research has shown that there may be subtle differences between
the mechanisms of social attention as cued by real conspecifics and by virtual or
animated others. Skarratt, Cole & Kingstone (2010) have recently published findings
detailing a ‘social inhibition of return’ effect, whereby one is actually slower to attend
to an area already attended to by another in the environment. In this study participants
were sitting at a table with a real or animated confederate. This represents a highly
ecologically valid situation when compared with previous studies, including this
chapter, which have used computer screens to present images of characters. Skarratt and
colleagues found a stronger social inhibition of return effect when the confederate was a
real human rather than an animated character, suggesting that while non-real charaeters
such as virtual humans and line drawings of faces can cue attention when presented
onscreen, the real-world mechanisms of attentional cueing may differ for real and nonreal cues. One possible explanation for the failure of social cues to reorient attention
may be the relative size of the overall cue compared with the size of the informative
spatial cue. The crowd image was large and took up the majority of the screen whereas
social attentional cues were small eyes which did not take up mueh space. The fact that
this difference in size was so vast may have eliminated any potential cueing effects the
eyes may have had. Since the participant would have had to effectively search for the
gaze cue in each scene, this may have taken eonsiderable processing time by the end of
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which the target would have already been onscreen. In comparison, previous research
which has found that gaze is an effeetive eue of attention has employed stimuli
depicting one head with eyes relatively larger, comprising a much larger proportion of
the overall scene. This is likely to explain the fact that no attentional cueing effeets were
found in the preceding experiments.
Another related potential issue in the current chapter is the actual size of the
eyes used. The size of the individual eyes in the erowd relative to the target letter was
very small eompared with previous studies where a single pair of eyes has been
presented (e.g. Driver et ah, 1999) and this may have had something to do with the lack
of cueing observed. While prior to Experiment 1 it was ascertained in a pilot study that
participants were able to derive the direction of gaze from the individuals in a crowd,
anecdotally participants reported that in the cueing study, it was difficult to observe this,
since this was not the task at hand. It is possible that in a crowd situation eye gaze is not
an effieient cue of attention because it is simply not salient enough. In emotion
perception research it has been posited that emotional body language is preferentially
attended to at distances where the facial expression is not clearly visible (Walk &
Walters, 1988). It would follow then, that since heads are more visible than eyes at a
distance, such as that experienced when suffieiently far away to view an array of
members of a crowd, that head direction would be the preferred eue in this
circumstance. Furthermore, Hietanen’s idea that social attentional eues are differentially
effective depending on the frame of reference of the observer could suggest that in a
crowd situation where torsos of individual characters are visible, head orientation may
be a more appropriate attentional eue to use. This hypothesis will be investigated in
Chapter 7.
Hietanen (1999) acknowledged that the effect of gaze cueing on attention that he
found may have been stronger if he had used dynamic gaze cues. These types of cues
involve the gaze looking straight ahead and then moving to the left or the right and it is
possible that a more robust cueing effect is produced when participants view this
movement. In previous studies implied motion has been used to create the impression
that gaze is being averted. By presenting one statie image of a face with straight gaze
followed by one static image of the same faee with averted gaze it appears that the gaze
has moved dynamically. This implied motion technique has been employed in previous
gaze eueing studies including an event-related potential study condueted by Schuller &
Rossion (2001), the cueing results of which they attributed to the shift of attention in the
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gaze cue, i.e. that it occurs when the observed individual moves their attention from
straight ahead to being averted. However, these researchers acknowledged that the
cueing effect of gaze has been observed behaviourally in research that did not use
implied motion (Friesen & Kingstone, 1998; Driver et ah, 1999; Hietanen, 1999;
Kingstone, Friesen & Gazzaniga, 2000) and concluded that gaze as an attentional cue is
robust to the inclusion or exception of preceding implied motion. According to these
results taken together, one would expect gaze to cue attention regardless of whether it
was preceded by a visible and dynamic shift in attention. Therefore the fact that it was
not found in crowds when no implied motion information was used is likely to be due to
the crowd factor rather than the fact that no implied motion was used. This issue could
be elucidated however, by creating a crowd of characters who first present straight gaze
followed by averted gaze to produce implied motion. This was not possible in the
current experiments due to the type of scripting used to create the random position of
the characters in the crowds, but it should be possible in the future to script a crowd
such that they demonstrate implied motion of gaze.
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7.1

Introduction
In Chapter 6 it was reported that we failed to find evidence for an effect of eye

gaze of a crowd of characters on attentional reorienting. In the following studies, head
direction of a crowd replaced eye gaze as an attentional cue as it was thought that, due
to the relative difference in size of the feature, head direction may be a more salient cue
from far away (e.g. in a crowd situation) than eye gaze, as was suggested by Langton
(2000). At any distance, the visual angle subtended by the head of each member of the
crowd is larger than that subtended by their eyes, so it will be an easier cue to see. It has
also been suggested that when the body is visible, as is the case in the crowd stimuli
used in the current chapter, that head orientation is more likely to be used as an
attentional cue than when only the face is visible (Hietanen, 1999; 2002).
While in previous studies the emphasis has been on eye gaze as a reorienting cue
of attention, the direction of the head of a single character has also been shown to
reflexively orient attention (Hietanen, 1999, 2002; Langton, 2000; Langton & Bruce,
2000). For example, Perrett, Smith, Potter and colleagues (1985) found that of those
neurons in the superior temporal sulcus that are sensitive to gaze direction, 64% are also
sensitive to head direction. Head direction is considered such a powerful cue of
attention that Perrett & Emery (1994) argue that a suitable replacement of Baron
Cohen’s “eye direction detector” (1994) would be the “direction of attention detector”,
a brain module devoted to using all available cues to deduce the direction in which
another is attending. However, while head orientation can successfully orient attention,
it does not produce as much activity in superior temporal cells in macaques as does
averted gaze (Perrett et al., 1992).
The hierarchical model of social attentional cues holds that gaze is the most
informative and reliable cue of attention that we receive from others, followed by head
orientation and then body orientation (Perrett et al., 1992). In this study, Perrett
proposed that gaze information inhibits superior temporal cells fi'om responding to head
orientation information, as it is a more reliable cue, and in turn, that head orientation
information inhibits responses to body orientation information.
However, it may not be the case that this hierarchy at a neural level is reflected
in behaviour. Following the early work of William Wollaston (1824, as cited in Bruce
& Young, 1998), who manipulated head orientation while keeping gaze information
constant, it appears that perception of gaze direction is in fact heavily influenced by the
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surrounding context of head orientation (these findings were replicated by Anstis et ah,
1969, Langton, 2000, and Maruyama & Endo, 1983). Rather than representing a
hierarehical system whereby more reliable cues can override less reliable cues, Langton
(2000) proposed based on his results that head orientation and gaze direction are equally
influential in orienting attention. Using a Stroop-based paradigm he found that the
presence of both head and gaze cues can interfere with the cueing effects caused by
each other in a symmetrical fashion. Furthermore, due to his finding that both gaze and
head congruity with the target stimuli independently improve target processing
performance, with no interaction between the two, he suggested that the two contribute
to attention orienting in two separate parallel systems of analysis.
It is possible that head orientation and gaze direction are useful cues in different
situations. One funetion of head direction perception could be to perceive the attentional
state of another person from far away when gaze may not be visible, as was previously
argued by Perrett and colleagues (1992), and also suggested by Langton (2000).
Similarly Walk and Walters (1998) argued that emotional body language is useful
primarily in situations where the face is not visible, or from far away, as would be the
case when viewing crowds of people.
From the above literature it can be seen that head orientation is as effective at
reorienting attention as gaze orientation is, at a behavioural level. In Chapter 6 no
orienting effect of gaze on attention was found. Head orientation may be more effective
than gaze orientation in a scenario where the observer is too far away for gaze to cue
their attention (Langton, 2000). It has also been argued that the use of different social
cues is affected by context, and that if the torso is visible, then use of head orientation is
most likely, whereas if the head only is visible, then use of gaze orientation as an
attentional cue is more likely (Hietanen, 1999; 2002). Therefore, in a crowd perception
situation, which by necessity means that the observer is at some distance from the
observed individuals in order to be able to see the entire crowd, it was hypothesised that
head orientation may have a cueing effect on attention.
The following four experiments used images of virtual crowds, similar to those
used in Chapter 6, but head orientation instead of gaze direction was manipulated. Since
attentional direction determined from a combination of head and gaze has been shown
to be a more effective attentional cue (Butterworth & Jarrett, 1991; Corkum & Moore,
1995) in the following experiments eye gaze was consistent with head direction. In
other words, if one character’s head was oriented left, their eyes were also gazing left. If
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it is found that head direction can cue attention when displayed by a crowd, in contrast
to the gaze findings in the previous chapter, the hypothesis that head orientation
represents a more useful attentional cue when the observer is at a distance from
observed individual would be supported.
The design of the experiments described below was based on the same design
described in the experiments in Chapter 6. Therefore, the same experiments as in the
previous chapter were again conducted here but using head direction rather than eye
gaze of the crowds as the attentional cue.

In the last experiment described below

directional voice sounds were presented with the scenes of crowds to investigate
whether there are multisensory interactions to attentional cueing in crowd scenes. To
date, very little is known about how multisensory social cues affect the reorientation of
attention. Since it has been found that there is a crossmodal attentional effect in
exogenous, peripheral cues (Spence & Driver, 1998) it could be hypothesised that head
and voice direction may act as effective exogenous cues in crowd scenes.
7.1.1

Outline of experiments
Experiment 1 investigated the effect of altering head orientation on cueing

attention, using the same modified Posner cueing paradigm as was used in Chapter 6.
The design of Experiment 2 was based on a pre-exposure cueing paradigm, similar to
Experiment 2 in Chapter 6. In Experiment 3, the longest SOA condition was replaced
with one of 100ms, to investigate a suspected inhibition of return effect in the results of
Experiment 1. Finally, Experiment 4 investigated a possible multisensory effect on
attentional cuing, using directional voice stimuli paired with the head direction in visual
crowds to see if this further facilitated attentional reorienting.
7.2

Experiment 1
This experiment is a replication of Experiment 1 in Chapter 6, with the

exceptions that three conditions of SOA were tested instead of two, and the stimuli
included scenes of crowds of characters in which head orientation rather than eye gaze
direction was manipulated as a potential attentional cue.
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7.2.1

Method

Participants

Twenty participants (8 male) were recruited from the student population at Trinity
College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 19-35 years, with a mean age of 23.57. All
participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study. Participants received
research credits in return for their participation. All participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
Stimuli and apparatus

The stimuli used in the current experiment were identical to those used in
Chapter 6 with the exception that instead of eye gaze of individuals being averted, head
direction was averted (see Chapter 2 for a full description of the creation of these
stimuli).
Each stimulus consisted of a static image of a crowd of 24 virtual characters,
visible from the torso up. These images contained differing proportions of individual
characters expressing averted head orientation (to the left or to the right, never both in
the same crowd) with the remaining proportion of the crowd with heads oriented
straight ahead. Those characters with averted head orientation were created by rotating
the head 60° on the horizontal plane (this angle was chosen based on previous findings
that it was a naturalistic angle of head movement, Paige, 2009).
Four different levels of proportion were used in the crowd stimuli here;
crowds where 25% of characters expressed averted head orientation (with 75%
expressing straight, non-averted head orientation) crowds with 50% of characters
expressing averted head orientation (with 50% expressing straight, non-averted
head orientation), crowds with 75% of characters expressing averted head
orientation (with 25% expressing straight, non-averted head orientation) and
erowds with 100% of characters expressing averted head orientation. There was
also a “neutral” condition, whereby all members of the crowd displayed straight,
non-averted head orientation (see Figure 1 for a depiction of these five levels of
crowd proportion). The characters expressing averted and non-averted head
orientation were chosen at random eaeh time, and also randomly placed within the
crowd scene, using a randomising scripting function within 3D Studio Max
software.
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Figure I. Examples of crowd images, with (a) 25%, (b) 50%, (c) 75% and (d) 100% of the characters
expressing left averted head orientation, with the remainder of individuals expressing straight, nonaverted heads. Image (e) represents a crowd where 100% of the characters are expressing straight, nonaverted heads.

Experimental design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design, with Validity (valid,
invalid, neutral). Proportion of characters with averted head direction (25%, 50%, 75%,
100%) and SOA between the presentation of the crowd and presentation of the target
(300ms, 700ms and 1000ms) as factors. This design is not a fully factorial design, since
the neutral level of the Validity variable by necessity represented a 100% proportion
level only, and there were no other proportions created within the neutral level. We
measured reaction times and error rates per participant.

Each crowd stimulus was

presented twice over two experimental blocks, i.e. once per block.
randomly presented within each block and across all participants.
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Procedure

Testing took place in the Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College Dublin, in
one experiment room. The experiment was run on a PC computer with a 15” monitor.
The task for participants was to identify, as fast and as accurately as possible, the target
letter presented as being a ‘T’ or an ‘L’. They were instructed to do so by pressing
either ‘H’ or the spacebar (to avoid the Simon effect; see Chapter 6, Experiment 1,
procedure section). These response keys were kept consistent across all participants.
Each trial began with a central fixation cross which was presented for 1500ms, on
which participants were instructed to focus. The crowd scene was then presented and
the target letter could appear either 300ms, 700ms or 1000ms following the appearance
of the crowd scene in each trial. Both the crowd scene and the target then remained
onscreen until participants had made a response (see Figure 2 for an illustration of the
timeframe of a trial). Participants could take a (self-timed) break between blocks. The
entire experiment took about 25 minutes for each participant to complete.

Figure 2. Example sequence of events in a trial in Experiment 1. A fixation cross was first presented for
1500ms. This was followed by a crowd image. In the present example, this image is of a neutral crowd,
where all characters display non-averted head orientation. Then, after 300, 700 or 1000ms, the target
letter appeared (in this case a ‘T’). Both the crowd image and the target remained onscreen then until a
response was made.
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7.2.2 Results
Across all participants, an average of 2.9% incorrect answers were produced.
These errors were not subjected to further analyses. Median reaction times were then
calculated from the correct responses only, for each participant across each condition. A
repeated measures ANOVA with factors of Validity (valid and invalid only, since the
neutral condition had no levels of Proportion), Proportion of crowd with averted head
direction (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%), and SOA (300ms, 700ms, 1000ms) was performed
on the reaction time data. Significant main effects were found of Validity [F(l,18) =
10.68,p<0.01] in slower response times for the valid than invalid conditions, which was
contrary to expectations.

There were main effects of Proportion [F(3,54) = 6.58,

p<0.01] and SOA [F(2,36)=6.07; /7<0.05]. There was no evidence for any interactions
between Validity and Proportion [F(3,54) = 1.06; /7>0.05]; Validity and SOA [F(2,36) =
1.05; /7>0.05] nor Proportion and SOA [F(6,108)<1]. There was also no evidence for a
three-way interaction between these factors [F(6,108) = 1.35,p>0.05].
In further examination of the main effect of Proportion, Tukey pairwise post-hoc
analyses found that responses to the 100% and 75% conditions were significantly faster
than those to the 25% condition (p<0.01) and there were no other significant differences
between these proportions (see Figure 3). Tukey post-hoc analyses on the main effect of
SOA found that responses in the 300ms condition were significantly slower than those
in either the 700ms or the 1000ms SOA condition (p<0.05).
730 I

25%

50%

75%

100%

Proportion of Crowd with Averted Head Orientation
Figure 3. Means of median reaction times across participants in Experiment 1 plotted for each level of
proportion across the valid and invalid trials (error bars represent ±1 SE of the mean).
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Since the design of the current study was not fully factorial, a second analysis was
required to take into account the neutral level of the Validity factor, as this factor did
not have different levels of proportion therein. Since the neutral level contained 100%
of characters looking directly ahead, with non-averted head orientation, it could only be
compared with the 100% valid and 100% invalid crowd conditions, to allow a
comparison across levels of the cueing effects of valid and invalid cues relative to no
cues. As such a second repeated measures ANOVA was performed on all three levels of
the Validity factor (valid, invalid and neutral) A significant main effect of Validity was
found [F(2, 36) = 3.46, p<0.05]. Tukey post hoc analysis revealed that the reaction
times for the valid condition were significantly slower than those for the neutral
condition (p<0.05; see Figure 4) with no other significant differences found.

Neutral

Valid

Invalid

Cue Validity
Figure 4. Plot of means of median reaction times across participants for each level of Validity, at the
100% proportion level only (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

7.2.3 Discussion
The aim of Experiment 1 was to investigate whether head direction was an
effective cue of attention in crowd scenes. As such it was expected that for the valid
condition, when the heads of the characters in the crowd were directed towards the
location of the target, that reaction times would be faster than when the heads were
averted away from the target. However, the opposite effect was found in that responses
were faster when the target appeared at the non-cued side of the screen than in the cued
position.
While the results in the Validity condition were in the opposite direction to what
was expected, it is possible that these results may be attributable to an inhibition of
return effect (Posner & Cohen, 1984). Inhibition of return is a phenomenon observed
with exogenous cues, whereby once attention has shifted away from the cued area,
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responses to targets in that area are inhibited for a brief time. Posner & Cohen observed
that an exogenous cue has a facilitative effect at SOAs less than 150ms, and after 300ms
inhibition of return can occur (Posner & Cohen, 1984). This would suggest that at long
SOAs, then, valid cues would result in longer reaction times than invalid cues since
when a cue is valid it will inhibit responses to the validly cued area after a certain length
of SOA. Similarly, if a cue is invalid, it only inhibits responses to the invalidly cued
area, which means that responses to the area where the target will actually appear are
not inhibited, and response times here will be facilitated relative to the valid cues.
The cueing effect from gaze is said to emerge more slowly than that of other
exogenous, typically peripheral cues since it technically represents an endogenous cue,
although it is reflexive; Driver and colleagues (1999) found that the strongest cueing
effect for gaze emerged at 700ms. If inhibition of return is driving the effect of validity
found in this experiment then it does not reflect Driver’s findings as one would expect
this cueing effect to be strong at long SOAs, in the expected direction (i.e. with valid
trials yielding faster reaction times than invalid trials). Either this is not inhibition of
return being observed in the current experiment, or optimal SOAs for social attentional
cueing effects differ between individual cues and crowd cues.
Responses to the 300ms SOA condition were found to be significantly slower than
those to either the 700ms or the 1000ms SOA conditions in Experiment 1, which is
likely due to the foreperiod effect also observed in Chapter 6, and by Friesen &
Kingstone (1998)
Responses to the neutral condition were faster than those to the 100% valid
condition, and the trend showed that they were also faster than those to the 100%
invalid condition (although this was not a significant difference). It appears that crowds
displaying straight head orientation only facilitate reaction times more so than those
displaying a consistently valid head direction cue. Response times were also faster when
the heads of all characters (i.e. the 100% proportion crowds) or the majority of
characters (i.e. the 75% proportion crowds) in the crowd were consistently positioned in
the same direction than when not all characters’ heads were consistently directed. The
100% and 75% proportion crowds represent situations where the majority of the crowd
are expressing averted head direction, with the minority or none of the crowd
expressing straight head direction. Slowest responses across the experiment were
yielded by the 25% proportion crowds, where 75% of the crowd were displaying
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straight non-averted heads, so it is not likely that the straight heads are being processed
faster than the averted heads.
In summary, response times were fastest in Experiment 1 to crowds containing
100% straight non-averted head orientation. Second fastest were those responses
yielded by the 100% and 75% proportion level crowds. The slowest responses were
yielded by those crowds containing 25% or 50% of all characters expressing averted
head orientation. It is not certain what conclusions if any can be made from these
findings, other than it is possible that some unidentified effect is resulting from the
simultaneous presentation of both non-averted and averted head orientations. This effect
may not have emerged in Chapter 6 due to the relative salience of head orientation when
compared to gaze direction in crowds. Responses to the invalid cues were faster than
those to the valid cues, which suggests that there is some sort of cueing effect occurring
here, possibly explained by the inhibition of return effect. The effect of proportion on
reaction times such that low proportion crowds (25% and 50%) yielded slower reactions
than high proportion crowds (75% and 100%) would suggest that these crowds are
being processed serially. It is thought that when presented with a complex stimulus such
as a crowd we represent redundant or repetitive information statistically, by means of
ensemble coding, to allow us to average occurrence of signals shown by the complex
crowd scene (Haberman & Whitney, 2009). This process is thought to occur following
serial processing and allows the efficient handling of a lot of complex information.
According to Haberman & Whitney (2009) this process occurs implicitly and without
instruction, and if this is occurring here then it is likely that the crowds are being
processed in a serial manner. It is possible that mean extraction is occurring following
serial processing in the current experiment, which would explain why reaction times are
fastest when head direction is displayed consistently across the entire crowd.
The employment of a presentation time that is too short to allow for the serial
processing necessary for ensemble coding and mean extraction might help to resolve
this issue. This effect will be further explored in Experiment 2 by altering presentation
exposure of the stimuli such that it may be too brief for serial processing to occur (since
according to Townsend in 1990, serial processing takes time, as it involves processing
each item in the crowd separately, one after the other).
In the above experiment, the crowd scenes remained onscreen with the target until
a response was made. Studies vary in their decision on whether to briefly expose cues,
or to leave them onscreen until a response has been made (for a brief summary of the
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methods used by authors in this area see Table 1 in Chapter 6). It is not known what
effect this has on the cueing efficacy of the social signals present. Generally the studies
using a pre-exposure paradigm (i.e. whereby the cues were presented for a short
duration, and disappeared before presentation of the target letter) and those where the
cue remains onscreen with the target until a response is made both find cueing effects in
the direction expected, with response times facilitated by valid cues relative to invalid
cues. Since crowds represent a visually more complex scene than a single individual
does, using a pre-exposure paradigm here may allow us to isolate the cueing effect of
averted head orientation, if the lasting presence of such a complex scene is interfering
with the task of identifying a target letter. Following Experiment 1, participants reported
that it was difficult to disengage from the crowd itself to focus on the target letter, since
it was a more interesting percept to them. The following experiment was designed to
investigate whether a pre-exposure paradigm would make the cueing effects of averted
head orientation emerge, by reducing the presentation time of the crowds to 50ms. This
timeframe has been successfully employed to find a cueing effect of head orientation
previously (Hietanen, 1999). It is important to note that since the attention cueing effect
was not found when crowds remained onscreen in Experiment 1 that it may not
represent a robust automatic cueing effect, as was found to be the case when observing
individuals (Hietanen, 1999; Langton & Bruce, 2000). Therefore, regardless of the
findings of Experiment 2 social attentional cueing in crowds cannot be said to be as
robust as when cues are presented in individuals.
7.3

Experiment 2
The design and procedure of Experiment 2 were the same as those of

Experiment 1, except that instead of the cue remaining onscreen with the target until
response, the cue was presented for 50ms only, and then at three differing interstimulus
interval conditions, the target appeared afterwards. The task was identical to that of
Experiment 1.
7.3.1 Method
Participants

Sixteen participants (3 male) were recruited from the student population at Trinity
College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 18-27 years, with a mean age of 20.1.
Participants were given research credits in return for participation. All participants gave
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informed written consent to partake in the study. Participants reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
1500ms

300,700 or
lOOOms

Figure 5. Example sequence of events in a trial in Experiment 2. A fixation cross was first presented for
1500ms. This was followed by a crowd image. In the present example, this image is of a neutral crowd,
where all characters display non-averted head orientation. This image remained onscreen for 50ms only.
Then, 300, 700 or 1000ms post-offset of the cue, the target letter appeared (in this case a ‘T’). The target
then remained onscreen until a response was made.

Experimental Design

The experimental design of Experiment 2 was the same as that of Experiment 1,
except that, due to the fact that the cue no longer remained onscreen until a response
was made, the factor of SO A (stimulus onset asynchrony) was replaced with that of IS I
(interstimulus interval). The cue was presented for 50ms only, following a fixation cross
that was presented for 1500ms. After the offset of this cue, then, the target letter
appeared at three different ISI levels; 300, 700 or 1000ms (see Figure 5 for an
illustration of a trial in Experiment 2). Since the crowd cue disappeared before the target
letter appeared, for this experiment, the target was a white letter on the standard black
background produced by Presentation software, which differs from Experiment 1,
where the target was a black letter superimposed onto the margin of the white crowd
image. The procedure for participants was identical to that of Experiment 1, except for
the change in cue duration.
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7.3.2

Results
The mean error rate was 3% across all participants. Median reaction times were

then calculated for each participant across conditions. A repeated measures ANOVA
was performed on these data, with Validity (valid and invalid), Proportion (25%, 50%,
75%, 100%) and ISI (300ms, 700ms, 1000ms) as factors. A main effect of Validity was
found [F(l, 15) = 12.75,/?<0.01] with reaction times to the valid condition significantly
faster than those in the invalid condition (see Figure 6). There was also a main effect of
SOA [F(2, 30) = 14.11,/><0.01]. No main effect of Proportion was found here [F(3, 45)
= 1.1, /?>0.05].

There was no evidence for an interaction between Validity and

Proportion [F(3, 45) <1] nor Validity and SOA [F(2, 30) <1] nor between Proportion
and SOA [F(6,90) = 1.3, p=0.3]. There was also no evidence for a three-way interaction
[F(6,90)<1]. Post-hoc Tukey analyses into the main effect of SOA found that response
times for the 300ms condition were significantly slower than for either the 700ms or the
1000ms conditions (/?<0.05).
As in Experiment 1, a second analysis was required to investigate the effect of
valid and invalid cues relative to a neutral condition, at the 100% proportion level of the
valid and invalid cues only. A second repeated measures ANOVA was performed on
the reaction times data, with all three levels of Validity (valid, invalid, neutral) as a
factor. A significant main effect of Validity was found here [F(2, 30) = 3.67, ;7<0.05].
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Figure 6. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted for both the valid and the invalid
cue conditions across all levels of proportion (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).
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Tukey post-hoc analyses revealed that within the main effect of Validity, reaction
times to the invalid condition were significantly slower than those to the neutral
condition (p<0.05) but there was no difference between the valid and invalid conditions
(/7<0.01; see Figure 7 for an illustration of this).

valid

invalid

neutral

Cue Validity

Figure 7. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of validity in the 100%
proportion only analysis (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

7.3.3 Discussion
Altering the presentation time of the crowds had an effect on the attentional cuing
of valid and invalid crowd scenes. In Experiment 1, the crowd scene remained onscreen
until a response was made and valid cues yielded the slowest responses. However, in
Experiment 2, the crowd scene was presented for 50ms and valid cues yielded faster
reaction times than invalid cues. For the 100% proportion of crowds only, neutral cues
still yielded faster reaction times than invalid cues (although the difference between the
neutral and valid cues was not significant). Although it was expected that for 100%
proportion crowds the valid cues would have their strongest cueing effect and while
valid cues produced faster reaction times than invalid cues, this difference was not
significant. This was an unexpected finding. It appears that invalid cues are slowing
down reaction times in the task, possibly producing a reflexive shift towards the wrong
side of space, but valid cues are not enhancing performance relative to the neutral cues.
The effect of Validity in the first ANOVA performed found that valid cues
produced faster reaction times than invalid cues, meaning that this effect was reversed
here relative to Experiment 1, where invalid cues produced faster reaction times than
valid cues. The brief 50ms presentation in Experiment 2 may have induced a reflexive
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attentional shift not possible in Experiment 1, due potentially to participants processing
the crowds serially here. The pattern of reaction times to differing levels of proportion
across the two experiments also supports a theory of serial processing occurring in
Experiment 1 when crowds remained onscreen until a response was made. Experiment 1
found that the effect of Proportion affected reaction times but Experiment 2 failed to
find this effect. In Experiment 1 it is possible that there was enough time to view and
serially process the individual characters of the crowd, leading to an effect of Proportion
on reaction times. In Experiment 2 since stimuli were only presented for 50ms there was
potentially not enough time to serially process the crowd and this was reflected by the
failure to find an effect of Proportion on reaction times. This could potentially support
the hypothesis that the findings of Experiment 1 were driven by serial processing rather
than reflexive attentional cueing.
In Experiment 1, the invalid condition yielded faster reaction times than the valid
while in Experiment 2 this effect was reversed. This result was discussed with reference
to a potential inhibition of return effect occurring (Posner & Cohen, 1984). After using
relatively long SOAs, Quadflieg and colleagues (2004) opted to instead use a 100ms
SOA to investigate whether automatic orienting was responsible for their observed
effects of eye gaze, as 100ms SOA is said to influence this automatic orienting effect, in
that exogenous cues are said to be facilitatory up to SOAs of 150ms, and inhibition of
return is said to occur at SOAs longer than 300ms (Posner & Cohen, 1984). To address
this issue, the following study incorporated a shorter SOA condition of 100ms, instead
of the longer 1000ms condition. This short SOA was employed as it was hypothesised
that there would be a significantly stronger cueing effect here, since inhibition of return
could not be said to drive an effect of validity at such short an SOA. It is also possible
that as found by Driver and colleagues (1999), a cueing effect from social attentional
cues occurs at longer SOAs than typical peripheral cues.
It is also possible that the reversal in the Validity effect between experiments 1
and 2 may have been due to the fact that in Experiment 1, where the crowd scene
remained onscreen until a response was made, the target letter then appeared in black on
the white frame of the crowd, whereas in Experiment 2, where the crowd scene
appeared for a duration of 50ms, the target letter was presented in white on the black
background of the screen. In order to ensure that this was not the case. Experiment 2
was repeated for 4 naive participants with the following changes: a white frame
remained after the crowd scene had been flashed up. The same pattern of responses
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were found from these partieipants as those found in Experiment 2. Thus the difference
in the Validity effect between experiments 1 and 2 was not necessarily due to the
change in the stimulus characteristics from one experiment to the next.
7.4

Experiment 3
The design and procedure of Experiment 3 was identical to that of Experiment 2,

except that the longest SOA condition of 1000ms was replaced with an SO A of 100ms
to investigate a possible inhibition of return effect emerging from the results of
Experiment 2. Since inhibition of return bestows an inhibitory effect on the previously
attended to cued area, when attention has been shifted to another, non-cued area, it
generally emerges at longer SOAs, typically over 300ms SOA (Posner & Cohen, 1984).
As such the addition of a short ISI (in this case, it is an interstimulus interval rather than
a stimulus onset asynchrony) should inform us whether the effect seen in experiments 1
and 2 was indeed caused by inhibition of return. If this is the case one would expect a
strong cueing effect to emerge at the short 100ms ISI condition relative to the other ISI
conditions of 300ms and 700ms.
7.4.1

Method

Participants

A sample of 15 participants (3 male) was recruited from the student population at
Trinity College Dublin. Their ages ranged from 18-25 years, with a mean age of 19.5.
All participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study. Participants
received research credits in return for their participation and all reported normal or
corrected-to-normal vision.
The stimuli used were identical to that of Experiment 2.
Experimental design

The design of the current study was the same as that of Experiment 2, a within
subjects design with Validity, ISI and Proportion as factors. The only difference
between experiments 2 and 3 was that in Experiment 3 an ISI of 100ms replaced the
1000ms ISI condition used in Experiment 2. The procedure was identical to that of
Experiment 3.
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7.4.2 Results
There was an average of 4% errors made across all participants. Median reaction
times were then calculated from correct responses for each participant across each
condition. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed on these response time data,
with Validity (valid and invalid), crowd Proportion (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and ISI
(100ms, 300ms, 700ms) as factors.
Significant main effects were found of Validity [F(l, 14) = 16.2, /><0.01] with
faster responses to the valid condition than the invalid condition. There was also a main
effect of ISI [F(2, 28) = 21.14, ;7<0.01]. There was no main effect of Proportion found
[F(3, 42) <!]. A significant interaction between Validity and ISI was found [F(3, 42) =
3.05, p<0.01] as shown in Figure 8. There was an interaction between Proportion and
ISI (F(6, 84) = 3.89, p<0.01] as illustrated in Figure 9. There was no significant
interaction found between Validity and Proportion [F(2, 28) = 2.6, /7>0.05] nor was
there any evidence for a three way interaction [F(6,84)=1.9,>0.05].
Tukey post hoc analyses were first performed on the main effect of ISI, which
found that reaction times to the 100ms condition were slower than those to either the
300ms condition (p<0.05) or the 700ms condition (p<0.01) with no significant
difference between the 300ms and 700ms conditions (/?>0.05). Another Tukey post hoc
analysis was performed on the interaction between Validity and ISI which revealed that
at the 300ms (p<0.05) and the 700ms (/?<0.05) ISI condition there was a significant
effect of Validity, but no such effect found at the

100ms ISI condition

(p>0.05).

' Valid Cues
' Invalid Cues

100ms

300ms

700ms

ISI
Figure 8. Plot of means of the median reaction times across participants at the different levels of ISI for
both valid and invalid cues (error bars represent ± 1 SE
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of the mean).

Pairwise Tukey post hoc analyses were performed on the Proportion and IS I
interaction which revealed that at the 25% proportion level, reaction times were
significantly slower for the 100ms ISI condition than for either of the other ISI
conditions (p<0.05), while at 100%, reaction times were significantly faster for the
700ms condition than for either of the other ISI conditions (/><0.05) as shown in Figure
9.
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Proportion of Crowd With Averted Head Direction
Figure 9.Plot of means of median reaction times across participants across the levels of the proportion
variable, for the 100ms, 300ms and 700ms SOA conditions (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

As in experiments 1 and 2, due to the fact that the neutral stimuli were only
comprised of the 100% proportion level, a second analysis was necessary to compare
these stimuli to the valid and invalid cues, all at the 100% proportion level. A second
repeated measures ANOVA with Validity (valid, invalid and neutral) as a factor was
performed on median reaction times. A significant main effect of Validity [F(2, 28) =
14.8, p<0.01] was found (see Figure 10). Tukey post hoc analyses were performed and
it was found that response times were faster to both the valid and neutral conditions than
the invalid condition (p<0.01), but there was no significant difference between reaction
times to the valid and the neutral conditions (/7>0.05).
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Figure 10. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted across the three levels of validity;
valid, neutral and invalid (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

7.4.3 Discussion
A shorter ISI condition of 100ms was added in Experiment 3 because of a
suspected influence of an inhibition of return effect (Posner & Cohen, 1984) in
Experiment 1. However no effect of validity was found at the 100ms ISl condition,
whereas an effect of validity was found at the 300ms and 700ms SOA (i.e. faster
responses in the valid than invalid conditions). Inhibition of return is contingent on the
validity effect being present at short SOAs, that is, those shorter than 300ms. That there
is no evidence of inhibition of return found in the above experiments then may suggest
that crowds of characters expressing averted head orientation are not exogenous
attentional cues in that they do not display the same temporal patterns of the inhibition
of return effect as do typical peripheral exogenous cues, like those used by Posner and
Cohen (1984).
It is also possible that all social attentional cues, including those displayed by
individuals, are neither strictly exogenous nor strictly endogenous. Inhibition of return
is seen as the hallmark of exogenous reflexive cueing, and it has previously been
observed in gaze cueing (Frischen & Tipper, 2004). Other central, non-peripheral cues
such as arrows do not appear to elicit this inhibitory effect (Muller & Rabbitt, 1989).
Gaze cueing can be seen to be reflexive in that it occurs even if participants are aware
that it is likely that the cues will be invalid (Driver et al., 1999). However, Nummenmaa
& Calder (2009) recently called for a new classification of social attentional cues as
being neither exogenous cues nor endogenous cues, rather that they inhabit their own
special class of cue. In relation to the current findings this makes sense, since a reflexive
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cueing effect of head orientation was observed in the reaction times data, but no
inhibition of return was observed, meaning that features of both exogenous and
endogenous cues were observed here. It may be the case that the timeframe of inhibition
of return as proposed by Posner & Cohen in 1984 (i.e. that it oeeurs at SOAs higher
than 300ms) does not apply to social attentional cues sinee Driver and eolleagues (1999)
found that gaze cueing effects are actually strongest at an SOA of 700ms. This contrasts
with Posner and Cohen’s (1984) finding that the strongest cueing effect to be found
from an exogenous cue occurs at an SOA of less than 150ms. The finding of Driver and
colleagues (1999) of social attentional cues reorienting attention at longer SOAs
thanlSOms was replicated in Experiment 3 as there was an effect of validity only at the
300ms and 700ms ISI conditions, but not at the 100ms ISI condition.
As in Experiment 2, the results of Experiment 3 suggest that invalid cues
produeed slower responses than either valid or neutral eues, and when averaged across
all crowd proportions valid cues produced faster responses than invalid cues. Therefore
performance was worse when the head directions of the characters in a erowd eued the
wrong (i.e. invalid) location in the spatial scene. The Proportion by ISI interaction
appears to indicate that the 100% crowd condition facilitates performance particularly at
the SOA of 700ms SOA, with relatively poor performanee for the 25% crowd condition
at the SOA of 100ms.
After ascertaining that head direction of characters in a crowd is an effective cue
for the allocation of attention under certain circumstances, it was decided to investigate
whether adding a multisensory eomponent would further faeilitate the attentional cueing
effect. Experiment 4 therefore ineorporated direetional voiee stimuli, paired with the
visual crowds.
7.5

Experiment 4
While it has been found that there are crossmodal audiovisual effects on

attention processes (Spence & Driver, 1998), there has as yet been a dearth of research
on potential cueing effects of voice direction on the orienting of attention. The above
experiments found that head orientation in a crowd is an effective cue for orienting
attention. This effect was found to be contingent on the proportion of characters in the
crowd displaying a consistent orientation of the head. Since a crowd containing
differing proportions of characters expressing differently averted head orientations is a
percept that contains mixed soeial signals, with both cues of straight and averted head
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orientation present, a clear, unambiguous cue in another modality may help to resolve
which of the two types of head orientation to attend to, in accordance with the fiizzy
logical model of perception (Massaro 1987; Massaro & Cohen, 1993). When one
modality presents an ambiguous emotional cue, as was found for emotional crowds in
Chapter 5, a clear and unambiguous cue in the other modality can influence perception
in the first modality. In the current study, therefore, a directional voice (centrally
sourced, directed towards the left or right of space) was paired with congruently
directed crowds, such that the voice was always directed towards the same side of space
as were the heads of the characters within the crowd. These congruent audiovisual pairs
were used as cues in the same paradigm as was used in experiments 1, 2 and 3 above in
order to investigate whether a multisensory component of the reflexive social attentional
cueing effect exists. If audiovisual social attentional cues are integrated in the same
mandatory manner as are audiovisual emotional cues, it is hypothesised that the
presence of a clear unambiguous cue in the auditory modality will create a stronger
cueing effect in the visual crowds displaying different proportions of averted and nonaverted head orientation than that seen in the previous experiments in this chapter. If
this is the case reaction times to the valid cues will be faster in the audiovisual condition
than in the visual condition, across levels of proportion.
7.5.1

Method

Participants

35 participants (10 male, age range 18-41, mean age 21.6) were involved in this
experiment, recruited from the student population of Trinity College Dublin. All
participants gave informed written consent to partake in the study, and received research
credits for their participation. All reported normal or corrected to normal vision and
hearing.
Stimuli

The visual stimuli used in the current experiment were the crowds used in the
above experiments. The auditory stimuli were congruently directed sounds of a voice
(see Chapter 2 for a full description of the creation of these stimuli). The same voice
was used consistently through the experiment, directed in the same direction as the
heads were oriented towards. This experiment was the same as Experiment 3, with a
congruent voice added to all valid and invalid stimuli. For the neutral stimuli, a voice
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directed straight ahead was added. The directional auditory stimuli were combined with
the visual crowd stimuli within Presentation software.
The voice recited the sentence “Hey, look over there” and due to the duration of
the voice utterance the visual stimuli remained onscreen until a response was made
(similar to Experiment 1) instead of being exposed for only 50ms (as in experiments 2
and 3).
Experimental Design

The experiment was based on a within subjects design, with Modality
(audiovisual, visual). Proportion of crowd with averted heads (25%, 50%, 75%, 100%),
Validity of cue direction (valid, invalid) and SOA (100ms, 700ms) as factors. Trials
were fully randomised and each stimulus was presented twice, in two repeated blocks,
both blocks containing all possible stimuli, fully randomised.
There was also a neutral condition whereby the crowd displayed no averted head
direction (i.e. all characters’ heads faced straight ahead), which was accompanied by a
non-directional sound stimulus (the same actor and sentence used for the directional
sound, but the sound was directed straight ahead during recording). The neutral
audiovisual pairings were created to allow for a later comparison between the
audiovisual valid, audiovisual invalid and audiovisual neutral conditions, to compare
each directional condition to a baseline neutral condition. Reaction times were recorded
as a dependent variable, with percentage errors monitored also.
Procedure

Testing took place in the Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College Dublin, in
one experiment room. The experiment was run on a PC computer with a 15” monitor,
and auditory stimuli were delivered using Sennheiser HD202 headphones. Participants
were informed that they would be presented with an image of a crowd, with heads of
individuals either averted to the left or right, or straight ahead, towards or away from a
target letter that would appear on one side of the screen. They were told there would
sometimes be accompanying auditory stimuli, and that this auditory stimulus comprised
of an actor saying a standard sentence (“Hey, look over there”) spoken directed towards
the left or right side of space, but always in the same direction as the heads were averted
to. The task for the participant was to identify, by pressing one of two buttons (“H” or
the spacebar, these were fixed across all participants), whether the target letter which
appeared was a “T” or an “L”, as a speeded response. With the addition of an
audiovisual condition, this procedure is the same as that used in experiments 1, 2 and 3.
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7.5.2

Results
On average across all participants, 3% of responses were errors. Error rates were

not further analysed. Median reaction times for the correct responses were calculated for
each participant across all conditions. A four-way repeated measures ANOVA was then
performed on these reaction times, with Modality (audiovisual, visual). Proportion
(25%, 50%, 75%, 100%), Validity (valid, invalid) and SOA (100ms, 700ms) as factors.
A significant main effect of Modality [F(l, 34) = 6.9, p<0.05] was found with reaction
times to the audiovisual condition significantly slower than those in the visual
condition. There was a significant effect of Validity [F(l,34) = 5.1, /7<0.05] with faster
reaction times to the valid than the invalid cues.
There were also significant main effects of Proportion [F(3, 102) = 11.8,p<0.01]
and SOA [F(l, 34) = 7.1, p<0.01]. Significant interactions were found between
Modality and Proportion [F(3,102) =4.5, /7<0.01]; Proportion and Validity [F(3,102) =
3.2,/?<0.05; see Figure 11]; Modality and SOA [F(l,34) = 4.1,/7<0.05] and Validity and
SOA [F(l,34) = 12.8, ;7<0.01]. Within the main effect of Proportion, Tukey post-hoc
analyses found that reaction times for the 25% condition were significantly slower than
the other conditions (p<0.01).
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Figure II. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of proportion, for both
valid and invalid cues (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

No significant interactions were found between Modality and Validity [F(l, 34)
<1; see Figure 12] nor between Proportion and SOA [F(3, 102)<1]. For the interaction
between Proportion and Validity, Tukey post hoc analyses revealed that there was an
effect of validity only at the 100% condition (p<0.01) as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of modality, for both
valid and invalid cues. No significant interaction was found here (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the
mean).

Within the interaction between Modality and Proportion, Tukey post-hoc
analyses revealed that responses were slower to the audiovisual stimuli than visual
stimuli at the 25% condition only (/><0.05) as shown in Figure 13. No other significant
differences between audiovisual and visual stimuli were found at the other levels of
proportion. There was no evidence of any three-way interactions and no significant
four-way interaction was found [F(3, 102) = 1.2,p>0.05].
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Figure 13. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of proportion, for both
audiovisual and visual cues (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

For the interaction between Modality and SOA, Tukey post-hoc analyses
revealed that response times for the audiovisual condition were significantly slower than
those for the visual at the 100ms SOA condition (p<0.01), but at 700ms SOA there was
no effect of Modality (see Figure 14).
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Figure 14. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of SOA, for both
audiovisual and visual cues (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

Within the interaction between validity and SOA, Tukey post-hoc analyses
found there was an effect of validity only at the 700ms SOA condition (p<0.01) as
shown in Figure 15.

' Valid Cues
' Invalid Cues

100ms
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SOA

Figure 15. Means of median reaction times across participants plotted per level of SOA, for both valid
and invalid cues (error bars represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

To compare both the valid and invalid audiovisual cues against a baseline, a
neutral condition was included in the above experiment. A repeated measures ANOVA
was then performed on the response times data within the audiovisual condition only,
with Validity (valid, invalid, neutral) as a factor. A main effect of Validity [F(2, 68) =
5.26,/?<0.05] was found here to be significant.
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Figure 16. Means of median reaction times across participants for all three levels of Validity (error bars
represent ± 1 SE of the mean).

For the main effect of Validity, Tukey post-hoc analyses found that the
responses to the invalid cues were significantly slower than those to the valid (p<0.05)
or neutral (p<0.05) cues as shown in Figure 16.
7,5.3

Discussion
The aim of the current experiment was to investigate whether voice information

which was directed towards a particular spatial hemifield would further facilitate a
visual cueing effect found by head direction in crowds. The results suggest that the
visual cueing effect was again found (as in Experiments 2 and 3).

However, the

addition of a voice which was directed congruently with head direction did not further
facilitate attentional reorienting as measured by target responses. While an effect of
modality was found on reaction times, it was not in the expected direction. In fact
adding a voice significantly slowed down responses relative to visual only and
particularly at the 100ms SOA and at the 25% proportion level. These were the
conditions that the cueing effect was least likely to be found in preceding experiments
in this chapter. Hence if the addition of the auditory stimulus is degrading performance
(in that when present it significantly increased reaction times) it accords that it would
have the biggest effect on those conditions most likely to have slow reaction times in
the visual condition. In fact the audiovisual condition produced significantly slower
reaction times at the 25% level only whereas at other levels of proportion it did not
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appear to have a significant effect on reaction times. This would imply that the
information in the auditory stimuli was either ignored or deemed redundant.
The cues used in the current experiment remained onscreen until response as in
Experiment 1, but unlike Experiment 1, invalid cues degraded performance relative to
the neutral condition, with valid cues not facilitating performance relative to the neutral
condition. This could be due to the SOAs used in the current study which were 100ms
and 700ms, and an effect of validity was found at an SOA of 700ms. In Experiment 1,
SOA conditions of 300ms and 1000ms failed to reveal an effect of validity. It is
possible that there is an overall effect of validity in the current experiment as relative to
Experiment 1 because these SOA conditions have been removed.
Again the validity effect was significant at the 100% proportion condition only,
and at the 700ms SOA condition only. These appear to be the conditions under which
attentional cueing occurs in crowds displaying averted head orientation, which would
not suggest that this is a robust effect.
7.6

General Discussion
The aim of the studies described in this chapter was to investigate potential

cueing effects of averted heads in crowds and to extend previous findings of the these
head orientation cueing effects in individuals (Hietanen, 1999, 2002; Langton, 2000,
Langton & Bruce, 2000). While the studies detailed in Chapter 6 failed to reveal a
reorienting effect due to eye gaze within a crowd scene, the current set of experiments
aimed to investigate whether head direction may be a more powerful attentional cue in
crowds. This was proposed on the basis of Perrett’s hypothesis that head direction is
useful only in situations where gaze is not salient (Perrett et al., 1992), and Hietanen’s
hypothesis that when the torso is visible head orientation is more likely to be effective
as an attentional cue (Hietanen, 2002).

In the crowd scenes used here, where

individuals are further away than they would be during observation of only one
individual, it was expected that head direction may be more salient and therefore a more
efficient attentional cue than eye gaze in this context.
A modified Posner paradigm was employed for the investigations (as in Chapter
6). It was expected that if a proportion of characters’ heads in the crowd validly cued
the target location, then performance would be facilitated relative to no cue (neutral) or
an invalid cue. In Experiment 1, SOAs of 300, 700 and 1000ms were used, but a
contrary finding was observed: valid cues produced slower reaction times than invalid
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cues, and neutral cues produced faster responses than the valid cues. The neutral cues
comprised of characters heads directed straight on and the effect of this may have
influenced responses in accordance with social facilitation effect (Zajonc, 1965). The
social facilitation effect is the tendency to perform better at easy tasks in the presence of
others than when alone, and the current task could be said to be easy as it merely
involved identifying a letter as being a T or an L. One could argue that viewing a crowd
of virtual characters is not equivalent to being in the presence of others, but it was
previously found that a virtual crowd displayed onscreen was in faet perceived as
equivalent to a real crowd (Pertaub, Slater & Barker, 2001) . This means that it is
possible that this virtual crowd produced a social facilitation effect.
Experiment 1 also found that invalid cues produced faster reaction times than
did valid cues. This could potentially be explained by a potential inhibition of return
effect (Posner & Cohen, 1984) since this effect is associated with this pattern of
responses, and it has previously been found to occur for social attentional cues
(Frischen & Tipper, 2004, found it occurring in gaze cues). Reducing the exposure
duration of the stimuli in Experiment 2 reversed the effect of validity such that invalid
cues no longer produced faster reaction times than valid cues. In Experiment 2, a
duration of 50ms is not enough time for characters in the erowd to be serially processed,
and head direetion of the crowd appeared to produce the expected cueing effect in that
faster reaction times were found for the valid cues than the invalid cues. Given that the
effect of Proportion on reaction times that was found in Experiment 1 disappeared, this
further suggests that serial processing was not possible here. Thus it can be concluded
from the findings of the first two experiments that head orientation is an effective cue of
attention, and that reaction times are dependent on the serial processing of a crowd of
characters. As discussed earlier, head orientation may be a more salient cue than eye
gaze when viewed from afar. This hypothesis appears to be supported from the findings
of chapters 6 and 7 taken together, sinee no cueing effect was found for gaze in crowds,
but a cueing effect was found for head orientation in crowds.
In order to further elucidate the suspeeted inhibition of return effect in
Experiments 1 and 2, a third experiment was conducted in whieh the longest SOA of
1000ms was replaced with one of 100ms, whieh, according to Posner & Cohen (1984)
is where the valid cues should have the strongest effeet on attention, as cues are thought
to be facilitative at SOAs below 150ms, and the inhibition of return effect should then
emerge at SOAs of over 300ms. However there was no effect of Validity observed in
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the 100ms SOA, only at the 300 and 700ms SOA conditions, and in the expected
direction of valid cues producing faster reaction times than invalid cues, rather than
displaying an inhibitory effect. Thus no inhibition of return effect was demonstrated in
Experiment 3. This could be due to the short presentation duration of the stimuli in the
current experiments. In other words, since the cue was only presented for 50ms, at
100ms SOA it may be too fast to demonstrate a stronger effect of validity here than at
the 300ms SOA condition. Thus it appears that the inhibition of response effect found in
the perception of individuals (Frischen & Tipper, 2004) is not found in the perception of
crowds.
Also in Experiment 3, the main effect of validity (in the expected direction) was
found to be mostly driven at the 100% crowd proportion conditions. Clearly it makes
sense that the effeet of validity would have been strongest for the 100% consistent
crowd condition since the head of every member of the crowd was consistently directed
to one side of space. Also the crowds were presented for 50ms only in Experiment 3 so
again as in Experiment 2 there was no significant effect of Proportion found on reaction
times, meaning that there was no time to differentially process levels of proportion.
Overall the first three experiments suggest that characters in crowds are
processed in a serial fashion, since when the stimuli remained onscreen in Experiments
1 and 4, proportion significantly affected reaction times, with those to the 100% crowds
yielding the fastest responses while those to the 25% and 50% crowds producing slower
responses. This effect disappeared when stimuli were only presented briefly, with not
enough time to allow serial processing of the crowd, in Experiments 2 and 3. This
would suggest that serial processing occurs when the crowd remains onscreen.
This would also explain why the neutral stimuli yielded the fastest responses in
experiments 1 and 4, since as found by von Griinau & Anston (1995) straight gaze is
processed faster than averted. Hence a possible explanation for our findings is that when
the crowd remains onscreen, participants process each individual serially before
responding to the task at hand. It is possible that inhibition of return is occurring in
Experiment 1 here. After serially processing the crowd and arriving at a summation of
their collective attentional direction, when this direction is invalid to the target it may
produce faster responses. This would occur because attention will first be oriented
towards the hemifield not containing the target letter and attention to that hemifield will
then be inhibited, slowing responses to targets presented there. However, when crowd
stimuli are presented briefly, as in experiments 2 and 3, and the Isis fi’om cue to target
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are long, this inhibitory effect is not seen, and reflexive cueing effect can be produced
from head orientation especially when all members of the crowd have consistently
averted heads.
The final experiment in the current chapter looked at whether adding a
directional voice to the crowds could further facilitate attentional cueing. However,
overall it was found that adding a directional voice actually slowed down responses.
The addition of an auditory stimulus specifically degraded performance in the more
difficult conditions such as at the 100ms SOA (which appears to be too fast to allow full
processing of a stimulus as large as a crowd) and at the 25% proportion level (where
only a quarter of the crowd have averted heads). Furthermore, an overall facilitative
effect of valid cues was found in this experiment.
Similarly to Experiment 1, Experiment 4 had visual stimuli that remained
onscreen with the target until response, in order to make the visual and auditory stimuli
equivalent in duration. However, unlike Experiment 1 invalid cues did not produce
faster responses than valid cues. This could be due to the fact that only two SOA
conditions were used here, those of 100ms and 700ms SOA. Since the validity effect
appeared only in the 700ms SOA condition in Experiment 4„ this represented a
facilitative effect in half of all trials, whereas in Experiment 1 there were three SOA
conditions, two of which (1000ms and 300ms) displayed a strong opposite effect of
validity. Removing these SOA conditions most likely revealed the validity effect. At the
SOA of 700ms, where the validity effect was significant and in the expected direction,
the presence of the auditory cue had no significant effect on reaction times. It is likely
that at this SOA of 700ms, the visual cueing effect is reflexive, and the addition of a
congruent auditory cue is redundant. If multisensory integration was occurring here, it
would be expected that adding an auditory cue would reduce reaction times in the valid
conditions overall, relative to the visual only condition. Since overall reaction times
were longer to the audiovisual condition it can only be concluded that auditory and
visual cues were not integrated automatically.
Throughout all four experiments, at the 100% crowd proportion valid cues were
never responded to faster than neutral cues. The effects of validity in the 100% crowd
proportion in Experiments 2, 3 and 4 in the expected direction were driven by the fact
that invalid cues were responded to more slowly than were the neutral or valid cues.
This would suggest that invalid cues degrade performance relative to no cue, but valid
cues do not facilitate performance relative to no cue. Alternatively there are two
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different effects occurring, whereby while the valid and invalid cues are producing
reflexive attentional cueing effects, the neutral cues are also producing faster reaction
times, potentially due to a social facilitation effect (Zajonc, 1965) which is causing
these neutral cues to be responded to as fast as valid reflexive cues. Further elucidation
would require altering the neutral cue condition to represent a true “no cue” condition,
such as presenting the crowd with blank or greyed-out eyes, as was employed
previously by Driver et al. (1999) and Ristic et al. (2002). The literature on straight gaze
direction discussed in Chapter 6 ( e.g. George et al., 2001; Doi et al., 2008) warns that
straight gaze is special and this means that it is most likely inappropriate for use as a
neutral cue.
The findings of the current chapter are not conclusive; further testing with
different sizes of crowds, different audiovisual pairings and SOAs when dealing with
crowds need to be investigated before any conclusions can be drawn on social
attentional information perceived from crowds. However this chapter and Chapter 6
have laid some groundwork on which to base future research in this area.
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8.1

Introduction
To date, there has been a wealth of researeh on the perception of social cues

from faces, voices and bodies (for a review see Allison et al., 2000). In particular,
interest in the perception of emotion has been substantial, and most recently relatively
neglected areas, such as the multisensory integration of emotional cues and the
perception of emotional body language, have also been explored using behavioural and
neuroimaging methods (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Massaro & Egan, 1996;
Wallbott & Scherer, 1986; de Gelder, 2006; Pell, 2005; Collignon et al., 2008; van den
Stock et al., 2007; Meeren et al., 2005). Research into the attentional cueing effects of
social signals has also grown in prominence (Driver et al., 1999; Friesen & Kingstone,
1998; Langton, 2000; Hietanen, 1999; 2002; Ristic et al., 2002). The aims of this thesis
were to explore further the nature of these t>pes of perception and to investigate the
perception of these cues when expressed by crowds of characters.
The current chapter will first summarise the findings of each preceding chapter.
The findings of each chapter will be compared and considered in relation to their
theoretical implications, in light of the literature discussed in Chapter 1. Potential
questions arising from the current research for future consideration will then be
discussed.
8.2

Summary of findings
In Chapter 3 the audiovisual integration of vocal emotional cues and emotional

body language was investigated, to extend previous findings on this integration in two
emotions (van den Stock et al., 2007), to all six basic emotions. Results here suggested
that there are mandatory links between the modalities when it comes to sharing
emotional information, since the emotional content of an auditory prime stimulus
consistently had an effect on the recognition of a visual target stimulus. The integration
of these emotional cues can putatively be said to be mandatory in this case since
participants were instructed to ignore the auditory prime, yet the emotional content of
the auditory cues still affected recognition of the visual emotional cues. Chapter 3 also
found that while categorisation responses to the visual emotional cues were overall
highly efficient, greater categorisation efficiency was displayed when the visual
emotional cues consisted of emotional body language displayed by real humans, rather
than by virtual humans. That the emotional primes had an equal effect on the
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recognition of real human and virtual human emotional visual cues, however, suggests
that emotional information is integrated across the auditory and visual modalities
regardless of the medium in which it appears.
Chapter 4 examined the perception of emotion in visual crowd scenes comprised
of virtual characters expressing emotional body language. Participants were required to
identify the emotion of a crowd of characters who may have been consistently
expressing one emotion across the crowd, or expressing varying proportions of two
different emotions. It was found that the emotion in crowds is not categorically
perceived and recognition of emotion is dependent on the consistency with which an
emotion is portrayed across the characters in a crowd. The results of this chapter
suggested the potential existence of either an optimal density of characters for
perceiving emotion efficiently in a crowd, or different processing mechanisms
subserving the perception of large and small crowds. Chapter 4 also found that when
present, happiness appears to dominate emotional crowd percepts. The findings of
Chapter 4 suggest that there are differences between the way emotion is perceived when
expressed by an individual, and when expressed by a crowd, and also that since
responses were affected by display size (i.e. the number of characters in a crowd) that
perception of emotion in crowds is likely to require serial processing.
In Chapter 5 the studies investigated an auditory component to the visual
emotional crowds used in Chapter 4, and found that, similarly to previous findings in
perception of emotion in individuals (de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a; Massaro & Egan,
1996; van den Stock et al., 2007; 2008) an emotional crowd sound can significantly bias
the recognition of emotion in a visually presented crowd. A bias of auditory emotional
information on visual emotion recognition, as well as a bias of visual emotional
information on auditory emotion recognition, was established here, since a second
experiment found that presenting a visual emotional crowd stimulus affected
recognition of the auditory crowd stimuli. The biasing effect of auditory emotional
information on visual emotion recognition was not affected by altering crowd size in
both modalities and therefore it was concluded that multisensory integration of
emotional information is robust to the number of individuals expressing emotion.
Chapter 6 investigated the potential cueing effects of eye gaze as expressed by
differing proportions of a static crowd comprised of virtual characters. Eye gaze was not
a successful cue of attention when presented in this way. It was thought that this was
possibly due to the relatively small salience of this cue when viewed from far away, as
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would be typical when viewing characters in a crowd. If it is the case that when the
observer is positioned far away from individuals in a crowd, eye gaze is too small a cue
to reorient attention, perhaps head direction would be a more appropriate cue to use in
crowd perception. In Chapter 7 then static images of crowds were presented comprised
of virtual characters expressing differing proportions of averted head orientation. Here it
was found that head direction can cue attention, when the crowd image is presented
briefly, at long SOAs, and especially when all members of the crowd had consistentlyaverted head directions. When an auditory component was added to this visual display,
by virtue of a directionally congruent voice stimulus, overall reaction times were
slower, suggesting that in this situation an auditory cue is distracting and can degrade
performance in the visual domain. From the results of both chapters 6 and 7 together it
can be concluded that different social signals are differentially useful to us when
perceiving crowds as compared to perceiving individuals.
8.3

Implications of findings
The five experimental chapters can be broken into 3 themes; multisensory

emotion integration in real and virtual individual humans, perception of emotion in
crowds, and social attentional cues in crowds. These three themes and their implications
will first be discussed separately, and then together in relation to proposed differences
between the perception of social cues from individuals and from crowds. The results
will also be discussed in relation to how they may fit the dual systems theory of
emotion, and a similar theory in social attention perception, as well as the fuzzy logic
model of perception as applied to emotion perception.
8.3.1

Multisensory integration of emotional cues as displayed by real and virtual
humans
The integration of visual emotional body language and emotional prosodic

information was seen to occur for all six emotions, in that the emotional content of
primes affected the recognition efficiency of visual emotional cues. This extended the
previous findings of Pell (2005) who found the same effect but for priming of vocal
emotional information on facial expression perception, and for four emotional
categories only. This finding as well as that of Pell’s (2005) would suggest that there are
mandatory links between the modalities for emotional stimuli other than just faces and
voices, as the present thesis used emotional body language as the visual cue, and that
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these links appear to exist for all six basic emotions. Chapter 3 also reported that
response efficiency was higher for visual emotional body language displayed by real
humans than that displayed by virtual humans, except for the emotional category of
happiness, for which emotional body language displayed by virtual humans produced
better performance. However efficiency in responding to the emotional content of the
virtual humans was still very high, as we previously found (McDonnell et al., 2009). It
appears that the recognition of emotional cues is relatively robust to the medium in
which they are transmitted; animal vocalisations (van den Stock et al., 2008) and even
musical emotional stimuli (van den Stock et al., 2009) are integrated with stimuli
produced by humans such as body language, when it is clear that these stimuli do not
exist as naturally-occurring bimodal pairs. The integration of emotional stimuli across
modalities appears to be based on emotional content rather than the medium in which it
appears, as would be predicted by the fuzzy logic model of perception (Massaro &
Egan, 1996). This finding that integration across the senses of emotional information is
based on the emotional content itself rather than on spatio-temporal coincidence was
predicted by de Gelder & Vroomen (2000a) based on research into speech recognition
(Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972) which found that it is the identification of both auditory
and visual cues as being emotional, which is associated with their integration. The
current findings have supported these theories of multisensory integration of emotion
information. Audiovisual integration of emotional information appears to be based on
first identifying stimuli as being emotional, and is relatively robust to the medium in
which these emotions appear, and the links between emotion processing in the auditory
and visual modalities are strong, as evidenced by the involuntary sharing of information
across these modalities in the priming study in Chapter 3.
Since the efficiency with which emotional body language is recognised in real
humans was higher than that of recognising emotional body language from virtual
humans, it is possible that as previously proposed by Yarbus (1967) and Shepherd &
Platt (2008), biologically animate stimuli may indeed be preferentially processed during
perception. However, there is clearly not a large difference at a behavioural level
between the perception of emotion from a real or a virtual human, since both were
influenced by the content of the auditory prime stimulus, suggesting that both undergo a
mandatory multisensory integration of emotional cues. This finding supports the claims
of Rizzo and colleagues (2001), who proposed that the addition of an auditory
component to a virtual visual cue would increase the recognisability of the visually
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presented emotion; and since it was found in this thesis that auditory emotion cues are
integrated with virtual visual cues, this increased recognisability is possible.
Some emotions were easier to recognise than others. This finding would support
the hypothesis, outlined in Chapter 1, that different emotions serve different purposes,
and are subserved by different neural circuits. Importantly, the efficiency with which
different emotional categories were responded to in the studies described in Chapter 3
fits with the pattern of responses found in previous behavioural research on the
recognisability of different emotions. This means that there is a consistent pattern to
emotion recognition. This would make sense if, as has been proposed, different
emotions have their own systems of processing and are functionally separate to each
other (see Calder, Lawrence et al., 2001 for a discussion of the neuropsychological
research supporting this proposal). As hypothesised the least efficient responses were
yielded by stimuli in the ‘disgust’ category, which is commonly found in the literature
(Atkinson et al, 2004; Walters & Walk, 1988; Coulson, 2004) and is interesting
considering that much of the literature to date on separable emotion systems has found
that the perceptual and expressive mediation of disgust appears to have its own neural
circuitry, centered on the insula and basal ganglia (Phillips et al., 1997; Sprengelmeyer
et al., 1998). Similarly recognition performance for fear were consistently high
throughout the studies described in this thesis, and this emotion, too, is thought to have
its own specific neural substrate, centred on the amygdala (Phillips et al., 1997; Scott et
al., 1997). If dimensional accounts of emotion (e.g. those of Russell, 1980; Rolls, 1999)
were accurate then it is difficult to imagine how different points close together in
emotion dimensional space would be differentially recognisable. However the theory
that emotions are subserved by functionally, neurally separate systems is supported by
the current findings of an effect of emotion category on efficiency of recognition.
Most emotions were more efficiently responded to when displayed by real
humans, but happiness was responded to most efficiently when portrayed by virtual
rather than real human characters. This could be because virtual humans are generally
portrayed as happy, as is the case in cartoons, video games, etc., and if we typically
experience ‘happy’ virtual humans they may be easier to recognise than when they are
portraying other emotions. Sadness and fear were easier to recognise in real humans
than in virtual characters, which may be consistent with the Alarm Hypothesis (Walk &
Homan, 1984). For example, this finding may suggest that threats may be taken more
seriously when displayed by a real human than by a virtual human, as we know that it is
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not real and therefore its behaviour cannot affect us. These results would also support
the conclusions of Morton and Johnson (1991) based on a neonate’s preference for
conspecific faces, that biologically relevant stimuli are more important for us to attend
to and process when present in the environment.
Virtual human characters are often used in therapeutic and training applications where
their emotional expressions are important (e.g. Brooks, 1999). As discussed in Chapter
2 this may not be appropriate if virtual humans are not efficient portrayers of emotion,
or if the emotional signals they portray are not perceived as efficiently as the emotional
signals portrayed by a real human. It has been suggested that the perception of real
humans activates areas in the brain concerned with ‘theory of mind’ activities, whereas
the perception of virtual humans activates action perception networks only (Gallagher et
ah, 2002; Han et ah, 2005), therefore, it could be expected that perception of real and
virtual humans differs at a behavioural level also, and that this difference may be
observable in the perception of a social cue such as emotion. While emotional cues
portrayed by the real humans produced more accurate and faster responding than did
those portrayed by the virtual humans, the virtual humans were still associated with
highly accurate responses. On a practical level, this means that virtual humans are
appropriate for use in the various training applications and simulations than they are
currently used for, as their emotional portrayals are efficiently recognised, but these
conclusions only refer to those virtual humans which have had their motions derived
from those of real humans’ (as was the case in this thesis). It is not known how efficient
responding to the emotional cues displayed by virtual humans who have not been based
on real human movement would be. Both form and dynamic information contribute to
the accurate recognition of emotion from body cues (Atkinson et ah, 2004) so it is
possible that without real human movement being applied, virtual humans may not
efficiently portray recognisable emotional cues.
On the other hand, the quality of the virtual characters relative to the real characters was
poor. This was due to methodological constraints. Motion capture and subsequent
animation of virtual scenes led to some degradation in the stimuli, since for instance,
hands were not motion captured and therefore had to be manually animated, which is
difficult to do. In many scenes, the hands do not appear to move at all which looks
highly unnatural. Some scenes had to be discarded due to hands intersecting with other
parts of the body. Therefore the difference found between recognition of emotion from
the real and the virtual characters in Chapter 3 may have been due to the quality of the
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stimuli rather than the realism or virtuality of the characters depicted. These virtual
humans were also used in chapters 4 and 5, and their poor quality may have affected
results here also. Further research looking at more photoreal, higher quality virtual
characters could elucidate this issue.

8.3.2

Perception of emotion in crowds
The results of the studies described in Chapter 4 found that emotion in crowds is

not perceived as categorical. Therefore we can say that it differs qualitatively to the
perception of emotion in individuals, particularly in facial expressions. When emotions
are perceived from facial expressions which comprise of morphs from pairs of
emotional expressions in varying proportions, (as in morphed faces; see Young et al.,
1997) the expressions are perceived as belonging to one or another discrete emotional
category. However when the same mix of emotional expressions are created in a crowd
using varying numbers of characters within that crowd to express two different
emotions, the resultant percept depends on the proportion of characters expressing each
of two different emotions in that crowd, and no categorical perception occurs. Whereas
in Young and colleagues’ study (1997) a clear perceptual boundary between discrete
emotion expressions was observed, as reflected by a dramatic shift in categorisation
responses at the subjective category boundary, in the eurrent study there was a trend for
a systematic, monotonic increase in categorisation responses whereby as the number of
characters in a crowd expressing a particular emotion increased, so too did
categorisation responses of that emotional category. Hence we can conclude that
emotion perception in crowds was not shown to be categorical. Therefore within the
visual modality, emotion perception is qualitatively different according to the number of
individuals expressing emotions.
The recognition of emotion in crowds was not affected by the duration of
exposure, but it was affected by the size of the crowds, with medium crowds easier to
categorise than small or large crowds. However responses to the medium sized crowds
were also significantly slower than those to either the small or large crowds here so a
speed-accuracy trade-off cannot be ruled out as the cause of this pattern of results.
Alternatively since this trade-off was not seen in the pattern of responses to either the
small or the large crowds, it appears that there may be an optimal density of crowds to
allow for the efficient recognition or emotion. Alternatively, there may be different
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mechanisms underlying the perception of emotion from groups of characters, depending
on the size of the group. This may make sense considering that humans generally
interact with relatively small groups and it would be rare to come across a large crowd
of people, particularly before the advent of the digital media and television. This could
be an unidentified methodological issue in the creation of our stimuli. This possibility
would need to be elucidated with further investigation. Another potential explanation
for this is Haberman & Whitney’s (2009) application of an ensemble coding process to
a crowd of individuals expressing emotional signals. According to this process large
complex displays are computed as statistical representations of repetitive components of
the display during perception so as to reduce the amount of serial processing necessary
to perceive the stimulus in its entirety. It could be that larger crowds are seen as having
potentially more repetition, and therefore more redundancy, and as such are processed
via by the perceptual system using ensemble coding, or the representation of repetitive
aspects of a scene as being a proportion of the entire seene. On the other hand, in small
crowds it is not as costly in terms of processing resources to serially process the whole
scene. The medium sized erowd then could represent a crowd that is not large enough to
be represented in terms of its redundant features, and also small enough to be proeessed
serially, but since it is larger than the small crowd it takes longer to process. This could
explain why different effects were found for differently sized crowds in Chapter 4.
Another interesting finding from Chapter 4 was that when happiness was present
in a crowd stimulus, this emotion dominated the response categorisation. This
dominance eould be because the movements associated with happy emotional body
language are more exaggerated and therefore more salient than those associated with
other emotions (see Wallbott, 1998). Happiness was found to be more recognisable than
the other emotions in the crowds overall and this could be because it is again an
emotion typically associated with virtual characters. We previously found that
happiness displayed by virtual characters is rated as being more intense than the same
dynamic information relaying happiness in a real eharacter (McDonnell et ah, 2009),
although this study used the same stimuli as the current thesis, so it is possible that this
effect of happiness between real and virtual characters is due to specific features of
these stimuli. The characters in the crowds were those used in Chapter 3 also so it is
possible that the effect of happiness on responses in both chapters is due to an
artefactual feature of the stimuli themselves in that, potentially, it could have been
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because there was more movement associated with happy characters than any other
emotion.
Another explanation could be that happiness was the only positively valenced
emotion that actors were required to display during the creation of the virtual individual
and crowd stimuli. According to Gnepp & Hess (1986) there are a set of guidelines
known as display rules which govern the appropriateness of expressing different
emotions in front of different people. Negative emotions are often thought of as being
inappropriate to express in front of others, since there is the possibility of negative
feedback (Gnepp & Hess, 1986; Zeman, Penza, Shipman & Young, 1997). Thus it is
possible that since the actors were in front of strangers (i.e. the researchers) while being
recorded expressing emotions, that happiness was the only emotion they felt
comfortable in portraying with intensity. This intensity of expression would potentially
then be reflected in efficiency of recognition relative to the negative emotions, which
they may have been more reticent to express with intensity. In Chapter 4 the emotional
intensity of the crowds of virtual characters was rated, and it was found that regardless
of the intensity deployed by the actors in their encoding of EBL, the resultant stimuli
were perceived as being highly intense expressions of the emotions they purported to
express. These results also found that the happy stimuli were rated as being more
intensely happy than the sad stimuli were rated as being intensely sad, or the angry or
fearful stimuli were rated as being intensely angry or fearful (although this difference
was not significant). It is possible that the intensity ratings yielded by these stimuli
could potentially reflect the accuracy with which actors encoded the different emotional
expressions, thus explaining the difference in accuracy of recognition between the
happy and the negative stimuli.
As previously stated, bimodal cues are processed differently, and specifically,
earlier in sensory cortical areas, to unisensory cues (de Gelder, Bocker et al., 1999;
Pourtois et ah, 2000; Hagan et ah, 2009). The addition of emotional crowd sounds in
Chapter 5 to the visual crowds used in Chapter 4, in a crossmodal bias paradigm,
showed that these cues are integrated automatically. Even though the perception of
visual emotions operates differently in crowds than in individuals, the multisensory
perception of emotion would appear to operate similarly across the two types of visual
stimuli, individuals and crowds, in that the links between the modalities appear to be
mandatory. Furthermore, as in the perception of emotion in individuals, these
mandatory links between auditory and visual emotional crowd stimuli appear to be
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bidirectional. In Chapter 1 the predictions of Massaro’s fuzzy logic model of perception
were discussed with relation to the integration of audiovisual emotional information (as
in Massaro & Egan, 1996). It was predicted, based on this model, that emotion cues in
both modalities would contribute to a resultant percept of emotion such that one
modality would dominate the resultant percept to the extent that the cue in the other
modality was ambiguous and that reaction times for ambiguous cues would be longer
than those for unambiguous cues. It was also predicted that emotion would not be
perceived as categorical and would be based on individual features of the crowd (i.e. the
individual characters in the crowd) rather than the crowd being perceived as a single
unified percept. The current thesis supports the application of this model to emotion
integration. The findings of chapters 4 and 5 together suggest that all of these
predictions have been shown to be true. For example, in Chapter 5 both the auditory
and visual modalities contributed to the eventual percept, and when one modality was
ambiguous in its emotional content (i.e. when a visual or auditory crowd contained two
different emotions) the other modality had more of an effect on the resultant percept.
Reaction times were found to be longer in Chapter 4 for the ambiguous crowds (those
containing two emotions), which fits in with the FLMP prediction that reaction times to
ambiguous emotional stimuli will be slower than those to unambiguous emotional
stimuli. Furthermore, the studies in Chapter 4 found that emotion in crowds is not
perceived as categorical, and that it depends on the level of consistency in emotional
expression across individuals in a crowd.
The findings of Chapter 3 also support the fuzzy logic model of emotion
perception. As discussed in Chapter 1, this model proposes that the medium conveying
an emotional cue does not matter. As de Gelder & Vroomen (2000b) put it, according to
the fuzzy logic model an angry voice may well be arbitrarily integrated with an angry
word in text. The studies in Chapter 3 found that virtual (non-real) human emotion cues
were integrated automatically with auditory cues, despite this not representing a
‘natural’ situation as defined by de Gelder & Vroomen (2000b). However it has also
been found that while non-naturally occurring bimodal pairs are integrated for their
emotional content, the emotion integration system appears to treat naturally occurring
pairs (such as face-voice or body-voice pairs) slightly differently in that the influence of
auditory emotional information on categorisation of a visual emotional stimulus is
bigger when that information represents a natural pairing with the visual stimulus, e.g. a
human voice, than when the auditory stimulus is not something that would normally be
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paired with the visual stimulus, e.g. animal vocalisations (van den Stock et ah, 2008).
Both the studies in the current thesis and the findings of van den Stock et al. (2008) and
van den Stock et al. (2009) found that categorisation of visual emotional information is
influenced by the presence of non-naturally co-occurring auditory information, such as
in the present case, the pairing between a real human voice and a virtual visual
character, and in van den Stock’s research, the pairings between real human EBL and
animal vocalisations, and between real human EBL and emotional music. Taken
together, then, the current findings on emotion perception appear to support the fuzzy
logic model of perception as applied to emotion by Massaro & Egan (1996).
The findings of chapters 4 and 5 together suggest that multisensory emotion
perception is robust to the number of characters expressing emotions; but the perception
of unimodal or visual emotional crowds is not. It has been put forward by de Gelder and
Vroomen (2000a) that multisensory integration of emotional information is based on top
down factors such as event identification, as is thought to be the case with audiovisual
speech integration (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972) in that integrating cues for the
perception of emotion is mostly dependent on the emotional content expressed. As such
audiovisual integration of emotional information is robust to the number of individuals
expressing emotion, and to instructions to ignore the contents of one modality.
The general implications for the field of emotion perception are important. It
appears that audiovisual emotional cues represent a special situation of emotion
perception, that emotion expression is typically a bimodal event, and since multisensory
perception of emotion is more frequent in everyday life than is unisensory perception of
emotion it makes sense that emotion perception is investigated from a multisensory
perspective.
8.3.3 Perception of social attentional cues in crowds
Chapter 6 found no cueing effect of gaze when expressed by proportions of
members of a crowd, or even when expressed by the whole crowd. In Chapter 4 it was
shown that emotional body language is a salient cue when the observed individual is
viewed from far away, as in a crowd scene. It has previously been proposed by Perrett
and colleagues (1992) that head orientation is a useful social attentional cue only when
gaze is not visible. Perrett’s hypothesis was investigated after the studies described in
Chapter 6 found that eye gaze did not cue attention when expressed by proportions of a
crowd. It was found that under certain conditions, head direction of characters in a
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crowd did cue attention reflexively. However the conditions under which head direction
reorients attention reflexively are specific: it appears to occur only at long stimulus
onset asynchronies, as was found previously by Driver and colleagues (1999). Head
orientation also appears to reflexively orient attention after short exposures and only at
high level of consistency in head direction across characters in a crowd.
Furthermore, adding an auditory component to the visual scene did not create a
strong reflexive cue as was expected. Rather trials containing an auditory component
showed slowed down responses. When it comes to social attentional cues, multisensory
integration does not appear to occur automatically. This finding was not expected since
typically one might expect social attentional cues to occur in a multisensory fashion
(e.g. averted gaze coupled with a voice directed towards the new locus of attention) but
it could be the case that these cues are typically visual. If one wishes to avert attention
in a dangerous situation, for instance when there is a predator present, it may be more
beneficial to orient the attention of another individual by averting head orientation only
instead of attracting attention to oneself by vocalizing, which may explain why the
multisensory integration of social attentional cues does not appear to be an automatic
process. Furthermore, whereas the visual crowd in these chapters consisted of 24
different individuals, the auditory cue was one female voice. As such, if integration is
based on event identification when it comes to naturally occurring stimuli, integration
may not have occurred here since there is no possibility of these two cues belonging
together (although this is not expected to be the case based on the fuzzy logic model of
perception; see van den Stock et ah, 2008; 2009; Massaro & Egan, 1996).
It is also possible that the straight ahead or direct gaze displayed by the members
of the crowd (i.e. those without averted gaze) did not act as an effective neutral
stimulus, since it has been shown that direct gaze attracts attention more so than averted
gaze (von Griinau & Anston, 1995). Alternatively a crowd of characters with their gaze
directed towards the observer may produce a social facilitation effect (Zajonc, 1965),
which may explain the relative facilitatory effect yielded by neutral crowds in Chapter
7. We concluded in this chapter that it is reflexive orienting due to head direction of
members of a crowd coupled with a potential social facilitatory effect yielded by the
neutral characters in a crowd that is driving the effects observed whereby neutral
characters in a crowd are facilitating responses to peripheral cues. This facilitatory
effect yielded by neutral characters in a crowd could also be explained by Zajone’s
(1965) social facilitation effect in that it is the perceived presence of others that
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facilitates performance in the neutral crowd condition. This would imply that the virtual
crowds used as stimuli in Chapter 7 might have produced similar effects to real crowds.
If this is the case then the current findings, along with previous findings on similar
effects being yielded by virtual audiences and real audienees on social anxiety (Pertaub
et al., 2001), suggest that virtual erowds are efficient and eonvenient replaeements of
real crowds in research on the perception of crowds.
8.3.4 Proposed difference between perception of crowds and individuals
The emotional cues derived from individuals can inform us about how they
intend to act, what their attitudes are, and how we can react to them appropriately.
Furthermore, emotional and other social cues can inform our relationships by helping us
to anticipate the intentions of others and respond appropriately, as can be seen in the
relationship between emotional disorders and interpersonal skills (Spitzer, SiebelJurges, Bamow, Grabe & Freyburger, 2005; Hooker & Park, 2002), and interpersonal
relationships are typically a dyadic occurrence (see Hinde, 1997) whieh would suggest
that we are used to interacting with one person at a time. This would suggest perception
of emotion from cues expressed by individuals may be more typically experienced for
accurate perception than those displayed by erowds. Perceiving emotional information
as expressed by an entire crowd meanwhile may not be a typical experience and its
comparative rarity as an experience may make emotion expressions in crowds less
recognisable. The perceptual system has developed to allow reflexive reaction following
perception of threat-related emotional information in individuals, but there is no reason
to believe that this reflexive reaction mechanism extends to perception of emotional
information from crowds. The findings of chapters 4 and 5 suggest that it is unlikely
that crowds are perceived as a single unit and therefore unless parallel processing is
occurring, any processing of crowds will require some level of serial processing of thj
individuals in that crowd. Since reaction times differed according to the emotional
content of the erowd it is unlikely that the crowd was perceived via parallel processing
Haberman and Whitney (2009) have acknowledged that in visual scenes there tends t)
be a lot of redundancy of stimuli, or repetition of the same information. The visual
system does not have the attentional or the short-term memory eapacity to process ever/
item in a scene at any one time using parallel processing (Rensink, O’Regan & Clarl,
1997; Scholl & Pylyshyn, 1999). Instead a seene such as a crowd where some or al
individual characters are expressing the same emotions represents redundart
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information according to Haberman and Whitney (2009), as the same emotion is being
expressed multiple times in one scene. Therefore they hypothesised that this redundant
information is processed as proportions of the whole scene, via a mechanism called
ensemble coding, which is a model proposed to produce an ‘illusion of completeness’
from a small number of perceptual representations of a complex scene (Chong &
Treisman, 2003). There are other models of visual perception of complex scenes but
this appears to be the only model that has been applied to the perception of emotional
expression in crowds.
Chong and Treisman’s work refers to low-level visual features such as size but
as Haberman & Whitney (2009) have demonstrated it is applicable to high-level
perception such as facial expressions, also, since in their experiment participants
implicitly extracted an average facial expression from a crowd of faces, despite emotion
being irrelevant to their task, demonstrating that crowds of facial expressions can be
represented statistically. Hence there is no reason to believe that crowds of individuals
expressing a high-level visual behaviour such as emotional body language would not be
processed using ensemble coding.
In Chapter 4 it was found that altering display size of the crowds affected
reaction times leading to the possibility that the perception of emotion in crowds could
potentially operate in a serial marmer, with the emotional content of each member of the
crowd being considered before arriving at a categorisation of the emotion of the whole
crowd. However since the reaction times did not increase monotonically with crowd
size it cannot be concluded that serial processing is the cause of this affect in reaction
times. As discussed it is possible that instead different mechanisms are underlying the
perception of different sized crowds.
While previous research has found a cueing effect of gaze when perceiving
individuals, this was not found in the perception of crowds. The perception of crowds
appears to differ from that of humans in the cues employed to orient attention. As
proposed by Perrett et al. (1992) it appears that head orientation is a more useful cue
than eye gaze when the observer is at a distance from the observed individuals, as one
would be in a crowd. This reflects one difference between the perception of cues from
individuals and crowds, that different social information is differentially useful in these
two perceptual situations.
Another difference between the perception of emotion in individuals versus
crowds is that individuals express emotions which are perceived as categorical but the
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perception of emotion in crowds is not. However, it is not known whether emotional
body language by individuals is perceived categorically and it is possible that if we
manipulated features in a crowd which have shown to be categorically perceived, such
as facial expressions (Etcoff & Magee, 1992) then categorical perception of crowds may
be observed. However, vocal information has also shown to be perceived categorically
(Laukka, 2005) and in judging the emotion of auditory crowds (Chapter 5) no
categorical perception was observed. Therefore it is likely that all crowds are not
typically categorically perceived. This would support the hypothesis that characters in
crowds are perceived serially rather than in parallel. If the emotional crowds were being
perceived holistically, as a unified percept, with high ‘entitativity’ (Campbell, 1958), it
would be more likely they would be perceived as belonging to discrete emotional
categories. Thus while this concept of deindividuation may hold for certain social
phenomena (Festinger et ah, 1952) it is not reflected in the perception of crowds.
The social attention studies described in Chapters 6 and 7 also suggest that the
perception of crowds and individual differ. Whereas in the perception of social cues
from individuals, the observer’s attention is reflexively reoriented towards the focus of
attention of the observed individual (see e.g. Hietanen, 1999; Driver et al. 1999;
Langton & Bruce, 1999). This reflexive reorienting of attention was not seen in crowds
containing individuals expressing averted eye gaze even when all members of the crowd
were consistently expressing averted gaze. When gaze direction was replaced with head
direction a cueing effect was observed, particularly when all mem.bers of the crowd
consistently expressed averted head direction. The effect of validity on reaction times
decreased when some members of the crowd were expressing non-averted head
orientation. It is likely that characters in these crowds were processed serially also (see
Chapter 7, general discussion), as evidenced by the pattern of fast reaction times to the
neutral crowds. This finding is consistent with previous evidence that stares (in this
case, characters in the neutral crowds were effectively staring) are processed faster than
averted gaze or head directions (von Griinau & Anston, 1995; Doi & Ueda, 2007).Von
Grunau and Anston (1995) presented participants with crowds of faces expressing either
stares or averted gaze direction and found that search was more efficient when
participants were told to find a stare among a crowd of averted gaze distracting faces,
rather than when they were told to find a face with averted gaze among a crowd of
staring distracting faces. Doi and Ueda (2007) then replicated this study to investigate
whether the effect was driven by low-level visual properties of stares and averted gaze
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(such as the position of the iris in the eye) by independently manipulating the visual
features and the emergent properties of the gaze stimuli independently, and found that
it was rather the emergent property of gaze direction that facilitated or caused a cost to
search. These two studies concluded that stares attract attention faster and are also
processed faster than averted eye gaze when present in a scene.
Previous gaze and head cueing studies on the allocation of attention from
individuals have found that cueing effects typically emerge at SOAs longer (700ms as
reported by Driver et ah, 1999) than those found in non-social exogenous cueing
experiments such as those performed by Posner (1980). The cueing effects in Chapter 7
appeared to emerge at this SOA also, which suggests some similarity between the
cueing effect of social signals as expressed by individuals and by crowds. An inhibition
of return effect was previously found for gaze cues from individuals (Frischen &
Tipper, 2004) but it has been argued that all social attentional cues are neither strictly
endogenous nor exogenous, which would mean that they would not necessarily display
an inhibition of return effect (Nummenmaa & Calder, 2009). The fact that a consistent
inhibition of return effect was not observed in chapters 6 and 7 would make sense in
light of Nummenmaa and Calder’s suggestion, that social cues represent a third class of
attentional cue. Features of both exogenous (inhibition of return for Chapter 7,
experiment 1) and endogenous cueing (the cueing effect was strongest at long SOAs of
700ms) were observed in the crowd stimuli in chapters 6 and 7 which would also
suggest that they may not belong strictly to one category or the other.
When emotional crowds are presented in both the auditory and visual modalities
simultaneously, multisensory integration operates as it does with audio-visual
information from individuals, that is, in an automatic and mandatory fashion (de Gelder
& Vroomen, 2000a). This t3^e of integration was found when categorising both
auditory and visual emotional crowds with the other modality was ignored (see Chapter
5). It would appear that while the perception of visual only crowds differs to the
perception of individuals, in terms of emotion, emotions in crowds are integrated in the
same way as in individuals. It has been mentioned that multisensory integration of
emotions represents a special case in that it is based on event identification rather than
spatio-temporal factors (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972; de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a).
Here it is shown that integration of emotional information across modalities occurs
regardless of the number of characters expressing emotions in both modalities.
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This integration of audiovisual cues was not observed for social attentional cues.
It is not known whether social attentional cues are integrated automatically when
portrayed by individuals. Furthermore in Chapter 7 there was a mismatch between the
auditory and visual cues. Whereas the visual stimulus was a crowd scene, containing 24
characters, the auditory stimulus was only one voice. This mismatch may have been the
cause of the lack of observed integration in that if integration is based on event
identification, then it is obvious that a single voice and a crowd of people are not
compatible to be integrated. However, if the fuzzy logic model of perception (Massaro
& Cohen, 1993) accurately describes social cue integration as well as emotion
integration then integration of audiovisual social information should not be affected by
the number of individuals expressing a social cue in either.
It can be concluded on the basis of the present results that the mechanisms
underlying emotion and social cue perception when perceiving an individual are not
identical to those mechanisms underlying crowd perception. It is likely that when
confronted with a crowd, while it is possible to extract the general emotion, the
individuals in the crowd are processed one by one, in a serial manner, to arrive at a
conclusion about the emotion of that crowd. An exception to this conclusion is the
multisensory integration of emotional crowds; this process is robust to the number of
individuals expressing an emotion and operates in the same fashion as in individuals.
8.3.5 Perception of crowds is not a global process.
The visual perception of emotion and social attentional cues in crowds was not
shown to operate in the same way as in individuals. Crowds do not appear to be viewed
as a single entity, or unified percept. Emotional categorisations depended on the
consistency of emotion across characters in crowds, and social attentional cues
displayed an attentional orienting effect when the individual characters in the crowds
were expressing averted head direction only, at high proportions and long SOAs. Thus it
is likely that when crowds are perceived, the slow, cortical route of perception is
activated, as alluded to in both emotion perception and social attention literature (de
Gelder, 2006; Phelps & LeDoux, 2005; Brothers, 1990; Haxby et al., 2002; Adolphs,
2002; Klein et al., 2009). The fast, reflexive subcortical route appears to operate only
when viewing relevant social and emotional cues from other individuals. This
conclusion accords with the initial definition given by Allison and colleagues (2000)
when discussing social perception, these authors stated that social information informs
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us of the intentions, attitudes and motivations of others, so that we can react
appropriately. If one individual can convey this amount of information then there is no
need for an automatic mechanism for specifically attending to and processing crowd
information. While attending to and processing crowd information was the task in the
studies reported in the current thesis, it is not a task that often is met in the environment
and therefore there is no reason to believe that the processing of crowds operates via a
specialised, automatic mechanism, as has been found to be the case for the processing
of emotional and social information from individuals. As Haberman & Whitney (2009)
remind us, there is a lot of redundancy in visual scenes, and therefore it would be more
efficient to be able to extract a mean percept from a scene, or to process it slowly and
serially, than it would be to process it reflexively and in parallel.
As suggested by Anderson & Phelps (2000), it is likely that evolution employs
similar mechanisms for processing different social cues; this would be more efficient
than designing completely different systems for different classes of cues. The research
hereby discussed would support this idea in that it appears likely that when it comes to
crowd perception there are similarities between the perception of emotion and of social
cues. Neither the audiovisual integration of emotional information nor of social
attentional information appear to operate automatically when expressed by crowds and
both are contingent on the consistency of the cue expressed across the crowd. Both
perception of crowds and perception of individuals rely on salient cues that are more
visible from far away, such as emotional body language and head direction. However,
while multisensory integration operates automatically in emotional crowds, it does not
operate so in crowds expressing social attentional cues. This is likely because
multisensory social attentional cues are not a common occurrence, while multisensory
emotion integration is the rule rather than the exception according to Vroomen and
colleagues (2001) and to Massaro and Egan (1996), since emotion is best characterised
as a single event occurring across the auditory and visual modalities.
8.4

Future Directions for Crowd Perception Research
Research into the perception of crowds is a relatively new area of psychology

with a lot of unanswered questions. We have ascertained that it is possible to judge the
emotion of a crowd from the emotional body language of the members therein.
However the crowds used in the current experiments were not realistic (see Chapter 4
for an example of these crowds) and therefore it would be useful to recreate these
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studies with more natural crowd scenes, more typical of those one might encounter in
real life. Thus more questions not addressed in the current thesis could be resolved. For
instance Chapter 4 left open the question of whether it is crowds or emotional body
language that is perceived non-categorically. This was somewhat explained in Chapter
5, which found that emotional prosody (which is perceived as categorical when
expressed by an individual; Laukka, 2005) was not categorically perceived when
expressed by a crowd, suggesting that it is crowds that are not perceived categorically
rather than EBL. This question could be further elucidated by exploring potential
categorical perception in emotional body language expressed by individuals.
Regarding the crowds themselves, the evidence in the current thesis is not
conclusive on whether crowd perception occurs in a serial manner or not. Manipulating
crowd size did not affect the integration of auditory and visual cues within crowds, but
it did affect the visual perception of crowds. This finding was not in the direction one
would expect if straightforward serial processing were occurring; rather categorisations
were more accurate for the medium sized crowds than for the small or large sized
crowds. Further research using more levels of crowd size could elucidate whether crowd
perception is serial or not. Regarding the crowd size finding, it is also possible that there
are optimal densities of crowds at which to perceive emotion. This question too could
be could be elucidated pending further investigation of perception of emotion in crowds
as a function of crowd density.
It was found that unlike visual perception, mmltisensory perception of emotional
cues is robust to the relative number of characters expressing an emotion. Chapter 4
showed that unlike perception of emotion in individuals, emotion perception in crowds
is not categorical. Chapter 5 however showed that the multisensory integration of
auditory and visual emotion information operates similarly when one is perceiving
individuals and crowds. Audiovisual integration of emotional information occurs in
crowds as in individuals, and also in different sizes of crowds. This is purported to be
due to multisensory perception of emotion being more common in everyday life than
unisensory emotion perception (Massaro & Egan, 1996; de Gelder & Vroomen, 2000a;
de Gelder & Bertelson, 2003) in that we are used to both seeing and hearing emotion at
the same time. So far integration of auditory and visual emotional information has been
shown to be an automatic and mandatory process, robust to spatial and temporal
discrepancies. Even emotional primes are integrated with emotional target stimuli
despite a large temporal window between the prime and the target stimuli as seen in
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Chapter 3 (see also Pell, 2005, who also observed a mandatory integration of auditory
prime and visual target emotional information). Future research could help to elucidate
other factors to which the multisensory perception of emotion is robust, and where lie
the limits of spatial and temporal discrepancies.
In chapters 6 and 7 it was found that, while gaze is not a salient attentional cue
when displayed at a distance, as in crowds (as proposed by Perrett et al., 1992) head
direction successfully orients attention. It appears to work best when all members of the
crowd are expressing averted head direction and at long SOAs. An important question
arose in Chapter 7 regarding the appropriateness of using characters with straight gaze
or straight head orientation in a crowd as representing a ‘neutral’ stimulus since these
stimuli have their own effects on attention as discussed in Chapter 1 and it is likely that
they do not represent neutral or no cues in attentional orienting paradigms. Future
research could replicate the experiments of Chapter 7 using greyed out or blank eyes in
order to create a more appropriate paradigm in which to investigate the orienting effects
of head orientation in crowds.
Further research could investigate other cues in crowd situations, such as body
orientation. Since this is a bigger and potentially more salient cue than head direction it
is possible that it produces a more robust attentional cueing effect. Alternatively if it is
found that its cueing effect is also relatively weak, then it could be concluded that the
brain is not wired to respond reflexively with attentional resources to the averted
attentional cues of a crowd.
Happiness was found to be the most recognisable emotion when portrayed by
virtual human characters, rather than by real human characters. In crowds, happiness
was also the most recognisable emotion, and dominated emotion percepts when present
in a crowd with another emotion. This high recognisability of happiness would not be
consistent with the ‘Alarm Hypothesis’ (Walk & Homan, 1984), which suggests that
anger and fear ought to be the most recognisable emotions, since they potentially posit a
threat to one’s wellbeing. It is not known why happiness was found to be more
recognisable, however, these stimuli had a high level of movement associated with it,
but sadness, which is associated with a low level of movement, was also highly
recognisable. It could be because virtual human characters are not the same as real
humans and therefore could not be communicating threat-related information to us, so
their portrayals of anger and fear are not as recognisable as those of real humans.
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Further research is required to elucidate this finding, since it may be a
methodological artefact associated with the particular actors used in the current study,
and their portrayals of emotion. While both the real and the virtual characters contained
the same original motion information, the hands were not motion captured for the
virtual characters so they were missing hand motion information. Also, a common
problem with motion capture is the occlusion of sensors by limbs, meaning that some
motion does not get tracked and must be edited manually at the animating stage which
may also slightly alter the original motion information. Future research using a higher
quality motion capture system (e.g. inertial motion capture as discussed in Chapter 3)
could elucidate whether the difference found in the current thesis between real and
virtual human emotion expression is due to the realism of the stimuli, or the motion
capture used.
We previously found that it is the motion information contained in a stimulus
rather than the form information that dominates our judgement of emotion from the
stimulus (McDonnell et ah, 2009). In this study varying degrees of realistic to non
realistic virtual agents were presented to participants to be rated in terms of perceived
emotion. In all levels of realism the motion information dominated the resultant rating
rather than the type of body presented. This would suggest that body type and realism of
the agent expressing an emotion should not affect recognition of emotion. This would
validate the common usage of virtual agents in situations where emotions are expressed
(see Brooks, 1999, for a review of the many uses of virtual human agents).
It was also found that no integration of auditory and visual social attentional
cues occurred when a directional voice cue was added to visual crowds of characters
expressing averted head directions. This lack of integration could be because these cues
are not typically integrated in an automatic fashion, or it could have been due to the fact
that there was one voice and a crowd of visual characters, and perhaps these were not
seen to be compatible for integration. The difference between the single voice in the
auditory modality and the numerous characters in the visual modality could be
considered an intersensory discrepancy, as discussed by Welch and Warren (1980) who
based on a review of previous research concluded that when discrepancies exist
between auditory and visual information, the information fi’om one modality can bias
recognition of the information from the second modality, but if the discrepancy between
the two is too large the intersensory discrepancy between the two stimuli will be
realised by the observer and no integration of the two should occur.
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There is little research to date on the orienting effects of vocal attentional cues.
This is an area that needs to be expanded upon, in order to further inform crossmodal
attentional research. Social cues are becoming an increasingly popular topic of research,
and appear to inhabit a privileged position in visual perception, such that social
information is capable of affecting attentional allocation at the early stages of
perception (Timer & Holmes, 2002) as mediated by two different cortical routes, one
for fast reflexive processing and the other for more reflective, slower cortical processing
(Klein et al., 2009; LeDoux, 1989). The field of social neuroscience stands to benefit
considerably from considering crowd perception. Crowds are rich sources of multiple
social cues, often in conflict, with the possibilities of inter- and intramodal integration
of different cues. The current thesis has begun an investigation into the mechanics of
crowd perception. Furthermore, future research in neuroscience will be required to paint
a clear picture of how the brain perceives crowds relative to individuals.

8.5

Conclusions
The studies reported in this thesis contribute to the field of social and affective

psychology. The study of emotional and social cues has gone from being considered too
subjective for scientific research in the twentieth century, to being an invaluable souree
of information in understanding the nature of perception. While previous literature
suggests that emotional cues and social attentional cues are prioritised by attention
when they are expressed by single others, the current thesis has shown that the same
cannot necessarily be said when expressed by crowds. It is likely that a crowd of
individuals is perceived as just that; a crowd of individuals to be processed individually,
rather than a single unified percept. In addition, we have shown that this deviation
between perception of individuals and perception of crowds is not the case for
multisensory emotion cues; when emotion is presented in both the auditory and the
visual modalities the cues are integrated in perception of crowds as in the perception of
individual others. These findings support theories of multisensory integration of
emotional cues that suggest that because it is the typical way to perceive emotional
cues, it is preferred, and special (Kavanagh & Mattingly, 1972; de Gelder & Vroomen,
2000a; Vroomen et al., 2001).
As discussed throughout chapters 2 and 3, virtual humans are often used for
therapeutic and training applications, but with no prior knowledge of their efficacy as
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emotional portrayers. While it was found that virtual humans are capable of displaying
recognisable emotional cues of all six basic emotions, real human images appear to be
more efficient. This means that the use of virtual humans in applications requiring
emotion expression is appropriate, but that the use of real humans may actually be
preferable. The fact that auditory emotional cues can influence the emotion perceived
visually from a virtual human may make it easier for virtual humans to successfully
convey emotional cues as was previously suggested (Rizzo et al., 2001).
Crowds of virtual humans are a common occurrence in most modem games and
virtual online communities, such as ‘Second Life’ and ‘World of Warcraft’. These
‘massively multiplayer online games’ (known as MMOGs) are increasingly popular and
produce large revenues. It is useful for the creators of these games also to know that it is
possible for humans to identify the emotion of a virtual crowd, in both the auditory and
visual modality, and that if emotion is produced in both modalities simultaneously, they
will be integrated automatically.
Further investigation examining the perception of crowds is required to examine
the perception of social cues and emotional cues in situations other than that of
perceiving a single individual. The investigation of multisensory perception and its
robustness to the number of individuals expressing emotion in the visual and auditory
modalities is also an interesting concept and one that if further pursued, would elucidate
the nature of automatic integration in emotional cues.
In conclusion, the use of crowds is a new and exciting avenue for research into
social perception. It is hoped that the findings of the current thesis will be part of a
larger trend towards investigating social and emotional cue perception within crowds.
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Appendix A
a)

Procedure used for recognition studies in sections 2.2, 2.3 and

2.4, and in chapter 3.
(i)

Learning Task

Since there was such a large number of response buttons (6; one for each
emotion category) for participants to remember in the recognition studies in sections
2.2, 2.3 and 2.4, it was decided that participants should first complete a learning task to
demonstrate that they had learned the emotions associated with each button. The
learning task comprised of another six alternative forced choice task where participants
were shown static images of emotional facial expressions, and required to respond by
pressing the appropriate response button. Six black and white images of one actor were
chosen from the Japanese female facial expression (JAFFE; see Figure 1 for the pictures
used in the current study) database (Lyons, Akamatsu, Kamachi & Gyoba, 1998); each
representing one of the six emotions listed above.

ANGER

DISGUST

FEAR

HAPPINESS

SADNESS

SURPRISE

Figure 1. Pictures used to habituate participants to response buttons in the learning task. These
pictures were taken from the JAFFE database (Lyons et al., 1998).

The six photos were presented in three blocks. Each block consisted of the six
photos presented at random order, followed by a resting trial. Each photo remained
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onscreen until participants had pressed a response button. After the three blocks had
ended there was another resting trial. If participants had not attained 90% accuracy of
responses over the three blocks, they were all repeated, and repeated as such until 90%
accuracy was attained in the latest three blocks. At this point the learning task ended
and the participant was permitted to proceed to the main experiment.
(ii)

Main Task

Following completion of the learning task, participants were told that the main
experiment was about to begin. Participants were asked to response as accurately and
quickly as possible, by pressing one of the 6 response buttons. The auditory stimuli
were delivered via headphones at a consistent and comfortable listening level. The
visual stimuli were delivered on a PC with a 15” monitor. The participants’ task was to
press the response button corresponding to the emotion they thought was being
expressed in each stimulus. There were three blocks of 144 stimuli, each fully
randomised in order. Each trial remained active until participants made a response, i.e.
participants could not move on to the next trial without making a response to the first
one. There was a self-timed resting trial between each block, during which the
participant could choose when to proceed to the following block. Participants were told
that they could respond as soon as they had decided what emotion was being displayed.
Stimuli were presented and data output collected using Presentation software.
(b) Procedure used in recognition study in Chapter 2, section 2.6
Testing took place in the Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College Dublin, in
one experiment room. Response buttons were first learned in a learning task. There
were four response buttons; one corresponding to each emotion category (anger, fear,
happiness, and sadness) and each was labelled with a schematic emotional face
(Katsikitis, 1997; Young et ah, 1997). Participants were informed that they would be
presented with the names of the emotions, and their task would be to press the
corresponding button In this task a trial began with a central fixation cross which was
presented for 1500ms on which participants were required to focus. This was followed
by the word ‘angry’, ‘happy’, ‘fearful’ or ‘sad’ appearing centrally onscreen in Arial
Bold 72point white font, on a black background. The word remained onscreen until a
response triggered the offset of the trial. The names of the emotions appeared onscreen
at random 3 times such that there were 12 trials per block, and this block was repeated
until participants achieved 90% accuracy. Following the learning trial the researcher
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ensured participants felt that they had learned the emotion corresponding to each button,
and reminded participants that this was necessary to complete due to the importance of
reaction times in the main experiment.
Following completion of the learning task, participants were told that the main
experiment was about to begin. They were asked to response as accurately and quickly
as possible, by pressing one of the four response buttons. The auditory stimuli were
delivered via headphones at a consistent and comfortable listening level. The
participants’ task was to press the response button corresponding to the emotion they
thought was being expressed in each stimulus. There were three blocks of 16 stimuli
(four presentations of each emotion), fully randomised in order. Each stimulus was 6
seconds in duration, and the trial remained active until participants made a response.
There was a self-timed resting trial between each block, during which the participant
could choose when to proceed to the following block. Participants were told that they
could respond as soon as they had decided what emotion was being displayed. Stimuli
were presented and data output collected using Presentation software on a standard PC.
(c) Procedure used in recognition study in Chapter 2, section 2.8
Testing took place in the Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College Dublin, in
one experiment room. The experiment was run on a PC computer, using a 15” monitor
and Presentation software to deliver the stimuli and record responses. Participants were
informed that they would be presented with crowd stimuli, containing varying
proportions of characters with gaze averted to the left or to the right. Their task was to
indicate if any members of the crowd were looking left by pressing the “A” button on
the keyboard, and if any members of the crowd were looking right by pressing the “K”
button on the keyboard. If all members of the crowd were looking straight ahead
participants were instructed to press the spacebar. A trial in this study consisted of a
centrally presented fixation cross, which remained onscreen for 1500ms, on which
participants were instructed to foeus. This was followed by the presentation of a crowd
of characters expressing averted or straight eye gaze. The stimulus remained onscreen
until a response triggered the offset of the trial. Participants were asked to response as
accurately and quickly as possible. There were three blocks of 40 stimuli, fully
randomised in order. The 40 stimuli per block were comprised of equal amounts of
crowds expressing different proportions of averted gaze, ineluding a proportion of 0%,
which represented the neutral stimuli (i.e. no characters expressed averted gaze). There
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were four examples of each of the five proportions. The resultant 40 stimuli were
comprised of equal amounts of crowds expressing gaze in both directions, then, left and
right, with the 0% proportion level in each case representing a crowd expressing straight
gaze only.
(d) Procedure used in recognition study in Chapter 2, section 2.9
Testing took place in the Institute of Neuroscience at Trinity College Dublin, in
one experiment room. The experiment was run on a PC computer with a 15” monitor.
Participants were informed that they would be presented with auditory stimuli, with a
standard sentence (“hey, look over there”) spoken directed towards the left or right side
of space. Participants were presented with the directional sound stimuli via HD 202
Sennheiser earphones. Their task was to identify by pressing one of two buttons, the
direction in which the sentence was being recited. Each trial remained active until
participants made a response. Participants were asked to give speeded and accurate
responses to the stimuli. A trial in this study consisted of a fixation cross centrally
located onscreen, lasting for 1500ms duration, on which participants were instructed to
focus. The auditory stimulus was then presented on the headphones. If participants
thought that the auditory stimulus was directed towards the left, they indicated such
pressing the ‘A’ response button on the keyboard. If participants thought that the
auditory stimulus was directed towards the right, then, they indicated such by pressing
the ‘L’ response button on the keyboard. There were 3 basic stimuli used in the study,
one left-directed recording, one right-directed recording and one straight-directed
recording. These three stimuli were presented randomly 5 times each during a block.
There were three blocks in this study.
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